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01 Present Time

The Present Simple is used:

The Present Progressive is used:

• for habitual or repeated actions and situations.
I watch this show once a week.
• for general truths and natural phenomena.
The earth goes round the sun.
Most rivers flow into the sea.
• for permanent situations in the present.
James lives in Zurich.
• for future actions related to timetables and
programmes.
The train leaves at six o'clock.
• for headlines, sports commentaries, story-telling,
reviews of films and books, directions and
instructions.
Three women rob bank.
Martin takes the ball and scores.
In this episode, Bob marries Julia.
You tum left at this junction and you'll find it.
• in exclamatory sentences with "Here...!"/"There...!"
Here comes the bride! There he goes again!

• for actions or events happening at or around the time
of speaking.
Look! That boy is climbing up a tree.
• for temporary states in the present.
David is doing his military service.
I'm studying French /this term.
• for situations which are changing or developing
around the present.
The problem ofpollution is getting more and more
serious.
• for planned future actions related to personal
arrangements.
I'm travelling to London tomorrow.
• with adverbs of frequency (constantly, always, etc.),
for emphasis or to express annoying habits.
Susan is very kind; she is always helping the poor.
He is always leaving his clothes on the floor!

Time Expressions

Time Expressions

often, usually, always, never, sometimes, seldo m,
rarely, hardly ever, every day/week, etc.

now, at present, at the moment, nowadays, this
month, etc .

Stative Verbs
They express a state - not an action - and are not used in the Progressive Tenses:
• verbs of the senses:
feel, hear, see, smell, taste, notice, etc.
• verbs of emotions and preferences:
like, dislike, love, hate, fear, mind, want , wish, need, prefer, admire, etc.
• verbs of perception, belief, knowledge, ownership:
think, believe, know, understand, expect, remember,Jorget, hop e, have , own, belong (to) , etc.
• other verbs which describe permanent states:
be, cost, weigh, seem, appear, consist (of), etc.
Some stative verbs can be used in the progressive forms when they expre ss actions rather than states
but with a difference in meaning .

St ate

Action

They have a wonderful house .

I'm having a bath now.

I see Mary coming towards us.
I think she is clever.
Do I smell cigarette smoke?

I'm seeing the doctor tomorrow at 11 :00.
I'm thinking of buying a new car.
Why are you smelling the milk? Do you think it's gone off?

This chewing-gum taste s like strawberry.
He is very selfish . (=that is his character.)

She is tasting the soup to see if it needs any more sa lt.
Why is he being selfi sh? (=why is he behaving so selfishly?)

Listen, look and watch, though verbs of the senses, can also be used in the progressive tenses
because they express voluntary actions.

Jane is listening to music.
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Grammar Practice
A Read what the following

people have to say about learning English in Britain. Complete with the

Present Progressive or the Present Simple of the verbs in brackets.
As part of my job, I

travel

lot, so I

(need) to improve my English.

need

For this reason, I

(travel) abroad a

am attending

(attend) a course in

Business English at a Language Institute in London. The
course

last s

(last) three weeks.

come

(come) from Italy but I

in England at the moment. I

am studying

am staying

(study)

(stay) with a British

family. In this way, my English improves/is improving (improve)
faster because I

don'tjam not

just

use/using

(not use] it in

the classroom but in my everyday life as well.

visit
speak

(speak) some English but not much. At present

am doing

(do) a course at a Language School in London

and I

am learning

afternoons I
we

(visit) England every two or three years, so

try/ are trying

(learn) lots of new stuff! Apart from that , in the

go

(go) out with my classmates and

(try) to practise our English as much as possible.

B Circle the correct answers.
1. In this story, a girl (find~/ is finding a time machine and (tr avels)! is travelling through time.

2. Don't bother me now. I write / (am writing) an important letter.
3. I (am thinking)! think about grandmother. We hardly ever (visi ~/ are visiting her. Let's visit her tomorrow.
4. The minibus, which is taking I(take s)people to the other side of the island, (leaves) 1 is leaving at 11:00
a.m. and is returning I~eturns) at 6:00 p.m..
5. I sleep { am sleeping) at my mother's house this week because I(am having)1 have my house painted .
6. "When (ar e you leavin ~/ do you leave for Rome?"
"Tomorrow at 8:00 a.m.."

ff?

7. I (think)! am thinking you should buy him a tie. He is liking / (like~to dress formally.
8. Flowers (bloomy are blooming in spring.
9. You are turning / (tur~ left at the traffic lights and

@I are going up Oxford Street.

10. Here (come~1 is coming Kelly. Let's tell her the news.

.

.

.

I
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C Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. John never stops criticising my friends.
always

John

is always criticising

_

2. We've arranged to meet at 8:00 p.m. tomorrow .
are

We

are meeting

at 8:00 p.m. tomorrow.

3. What time is your plane scheduled to arri ve at Heathrow?

land

Wh at time

does your plane land

at Heathrow?

4 . I have arranged to have dinner with Jerry tonight.
am having dinner

am

5. The older he gets, the more eccentri c he become s.
is

As time goes by, he

is getting/becoming more and more

eccentric.

6. They don 't like spic y food , so they avoid eating it.
never

Th ey

never eat spicy food

as they don 't like it.

7. Jane has found a job at a supermarket for the summer.
is

Jane

is working

at a supermarket this summer.

8. How much is that green jacket, please?
does that green jacket cost

I Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

ask for:
ask out:
blow up:
break down:

break in:
break into:
break up:

request sth
invite sb to go out with you
explode
(1) stop working (for a
piece of ma chinery)
(2) lose co ntro l of your
feelings or emotion s
enter a building illegally
or by force (intran sitive)
enter a building illega lly
or by force (transitive)
(1) divide into smaller parts
(2) give an end to a
meet ing , relati onship,
gatheri ng, etc.

It was my birthday so I

asked out

my best friend to celebrate

it with me. When we had finished having dinn er, I

asked for

the bill.
As I was looking out of the wind ow , I saw three masked men trying
to

break into

the bank across the street. Before I could react,

there was an explosion . The robb ers had

blown up

a car that

was parked near the bank to distract people's attention, so that they
could

break in

without being noticed.

Just then, the robbers ran out of the bank and got into a white Fiat.
But they were unlucky. Five hundred metres down the street their
car

broke down

and they were caught.

After the incident, the police

broke up

the crowd of people

that had gathered and life returned to normal again.
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B Complete using the prepositiona l phrases given.
at the age of :

a person's age at the
time of on event
at the beginning (of): at the start of sth

at breakfast/
lunch/dinner:

at the end (of):
at first:
at first sight:
at ... km per hour:

1. Tax form s must be hand ed in at the beginning
After the 10th, you will have to pay a fine .

2. They got married within six month s of their first meeting; it
was love

the ti me of the
meal du ring whic h
sth happens
at the lost port of
sth
ini tial ly
when fi rst seen
the speed at which
sth moves

of March .

3.

at first sight

At the age of

35, Mark decided to study engineering.

4. Tom had an accident becau se he was speeding. He was going
at

140

km per hour

At the end
winner was.
6.

At first

, I thought she was joking but then I realised

that she was serious.
7. We 're having a small surprise party

at lunch

today,

so make sure you' re back at the office by 12:30 p.m..

C

Complete using the correct form of the verbs given.

re nt (v):

hire (v):

let (v):

ate
leave (v):

ing

forget (v) :

ct,

hat

ley
at.

ir
Ie

regularly pay money to the
owner of sth in order to have
and use it for a lo ng period of
time
(1) pay money to the owner of
sth in order to use it for a
period of time
(2) empl oy sb to do a pa rtic ular
jo b for you
a llow the use of yo ur prope rty
in exchange for money
forget or del iberately not toke
sb o r sth with you (used when
the place is mentioned)
fo il to remember or b ring sth
wit h you

borrow (v): to ke sth fro m sb with the ir

lend (v):

perm ission, intending to return
it in the future
allow sb to use sth that you
ow n fo r a period of time

1. My parent s never

let

their co untry house

because they go there every weekend.
2. When she moved to the city , she
3. The school

hired

rented

a flat.

a teacher to help the slow

learners .

4. We couldn't get into the fashion show since we had
left

the invitations at home .

5. I couldn' t pay for the shoes I wanted to buy. I had
forgotten
6. If you

to take my credit card.

borrow

something from a friend , you

should take good care of it.
7. Steve never

lends

his CDs to anybod y.

unit

02 Past Time

The Past Simple is used to describe :

The Past Progressive is used to describe:

• completed actions that took place at a definite time in
the past. The time is either mentioned or implied.
Mary visited the British Museum when she was in
London.
Peter won first prize in the art competition.
• permanent situations in the past.
John lived in Ireland for 15 years. (He doesn't live
there any more.)
• completed actions that took place one after the other
in the past (in story-telling or narratives).
Sue woke up, washed her face and had breakfast.
• past habits or repeated actions in the past; adverbs of
frequency (always, often, seldom, never, etc .) may
also be used.
When Paul was younger, he often went fishing with his
father.

• an action that was in progress at a definite time in the
past.
This time last Friday, I was flying to London.
• actions happening at the same time in the past.
While Helen was watching TV, Nick was studying.
• a lengthy action that was in progress when a shorter
or sudden one interrupted it. The longer action is in
the Past Progressive and the shorter one is in the Past
Simple (usually introduced by when).
She was having dinner when the lights went out.
• background scenes to a story.
It was early in the evening and it was beginning to get
dark. She was having a cup of tea....
• temporary past states or actions.
He was writing a play in those days.
• repeated past actions or annoying past habits (with
always, continually, etc .).
My brother was always getting into trouble in the past.

Time Expressions

Time Expressions

yesterday, then, ago, lost month/night/week, when,
etc.

while, as, etc.

• used to + infinitive expresses permanent states, past habits or repeated actions in the past.
My grandfather used to be a librarian.
He used to smoke heavily when he was younger.
• would + infinitive expresses past habits or describes someone's typical behaviour in the past.
Every evening he would do his homework, watch TV and go to bed quite early.

The Past Perfect Simple is used :
• for an action which was completed before another one in the past. The
action which happened first is in the Past Perfect Simple while the
action which followed is in the Past Simple (in time clauses introduced
by before, after, when, by the time). However, when we describe the
actions in the order that they happened, we often use the Past Simple.
By the time we arrived, the film had started.
They (had) hung up before I answered the phone.
• for a past action that was completed before a definite time in the
past.
Angela had finished cooking by 11:30 a.m..
• with adjecti ves in the superlative degree and expressions such as:
the first/second. .., the only..., etc.
That was thefirst time I had been to Paris.
It was the worst time I had ever had.

Time Expressions
by--o certain time, by the time, after, before, when, etc.

The Past Perfect Progressive is
used:
• to emphasise the duration of an action that
had been in progress up to a moment in
the past or before another past event.
By 1987, he had been working in New York
for 5 years.
He had been teaching for 35 years when
he retired.
• for an action whose duration caused
visible results later on in the past.
When they came backfrom the beach,
their skin was red. They had been lying in
the sun for 5 hours!

Time Expressions
by, for, since, after, before, how long, etc .
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I Grammar Practice
A

e:

Circle the correct answers.

1. As a teenager, r(used)1 would to do things that my parents

e

weren't approving I(didn't approv~of.
They(Were always complainin~1 had always been
complaining about my actions. When they ~ectured)! had
lectured me, I had covered I ~ould cover)my ears and ignore
them. Now, I'm experiencing the same thing with my own
children!
2. Today I had had I(had)an awful day. r(arrived)! was arriving

at the office,§ 1 was sitting down at my desk and suddenly
had discovered I (discovere~ that r(had 10s~1 lost a document
on my computer because of a virus. I worked / (had bee~
(workin~ on it for the past two days. As if thatM I wasn't

st.

being enough, a colleague w~uld get I(was gettin ~on my
nerves. While I had been trying I(was trying) to remain calm,
she had laughed I(was laughing)at me.

B Rephrase the following sentences using the words in

brackets.

1. I put on ten kilos and then I decided to go on a diet. (by the time)
By the time I decided to go on a diet, I 'lad put on ten kilos . or I had put on ten kilos by the time I decided to go on
a diet.

is

2. First, they washed the car and then they waxed it. (after)

at

After they (had) washed the car, they waxed it. or They waxed the car after they (had) washed it.

3. Lisa made a sandwich and then sat on the sofa to watch TV. (before)

rk

Before Lisa sat on the sofa to watch TV, she (had) made a sandwich . or Lisa (had) made a sandwich before she sat
on the sofa to watch TV.

4. We packed our suitcases and then left for the airport. (as soon as)
As soon as we (had) packed our suitcases, we left for the airport. or We left for the airport as soon as we (had)
packed our suitcases.
'/1

5. Judy was walking down the street when she saw an accident. (as)
As Judy was walking down the street, she saw an accident. or Judy saw an accident as she was walking down the
street.

c.

•

•
' ''5
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C Choose the correct answers.
1. When the children

a. were arriving

home, it was obvious that they had been playing in mud.
@ arrived

2. Michael

in the queue to buy a ticket for the train when he heard a strange voice.

@ was wai ting

a. waited
3. In my youth, I

c. had wai ted

the world and often slept under the stars.

@ travelled

b. was travelling

4. The thieves

c. travel

houses for two years before they were fin ally caught.

@) had been breakin g into
5. I

b. are breakin g into

c. break into

my studi es by 1990.

a. complete

b. was completing

@ had completed

D Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. When he was youn ger, he went to the cinema every week.

used
2.

When he was youn ger, he

used to go to

the cinema every week.

r hadn 't tasted Chinese food before.
first time I had tasted

first

3. Wh ile we were in London, it never stoppe d raining.

continuously

It was raining continuously/ rained continuous ly while we were in Lond on.

4. I worked at a restaura nt in those days.

was

In those days, I

was working

at a restaurant.

5. After walking for a mile, they realised that someone was missing.

had

Th ey

had walked/had been walking

for a mile when they realised that someone

was missing.
6. Th at was the only science-fiction book he had read.

never

He

had never read

a science-fiction book before.

7. When Mark was a student, he was in the habit of forgetting his books.

always

Mark

was always forgetting

his books when he was a student.

8. Jake made a speech and then we left the cere mo ny.
until

We didn 't leave the ceremony

until Jake (had) made

a speech.
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I

Vocabulary Practice

A Complete using the prepositional phrases given.
at last:
at least:

at
at
at
at
at

finally
no less than; the
minimum that could
be done
night:
late in the evening
in the middle of the
noon:
day
in a state of
peace/war:
harmony/confl ict
present:
now
the same time: simultaneously

1. The unemployment rate is high

at least

2. You could

at present

clean up your room. You don't do

anything to help me with the housework.
3. He started working on this report at 8:00 a.m. and stopped

at noon

for lunch.

4 . You shouldn't eat and talk at the same time .

5.

, the bus arrived. We had been waiting for an hour.

At last

6. The baby woke up

at night

and started crying. It was

afraid of the dark.
peace _
7. In order to be happy, you should always be _ _ at--'-with yourself.

B Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
A GARLIC A DAY KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY

ek.

You may know that Asian, Middle Eastern and Mediterranean cultures have
traditionally

TRADITION

used garlic in their dishes. What you may not know is that garlic was

also thought of as a

valuable

VALUE

medicine by many ancient civilisations.

Today, professionals in the field of nutrition have come up with new
information

which is indeed quite

surprising

. Apparently, not only

is garlic good for you but it also helps you overcome various
The main disadvantage of eating garlic is of course bad

ne

reduces the strong smell and eating parsley, which is a

favourite

INFORM, SURPRISE
ILL

illnesses
breath

natural

helps minimise the smell. So, it's time we took the benefits of garlic
Why not add it to some of your

PROFESSION

ADVANTAGE, BREATHE

. Cooking it,
deodoriser, also
seriously

NATURE
SERIOUS

dishes!

FAVOUR

C Complete using the correct form of the words given.
job (n) :
work (n) :

duty (n):
task (n):

see (v] :

the work sb does in order to
earn money; employment
(1) particular tasks sb has to
do in their job (2) the place
where sb does their job
the work that sb is responsible
for getting done
activity sb has to do, usually
as part of a larger project

notice, observe, take a look
at sb/sth
watch (v) :
look at sb/sth for a period
of time and observe what is
happening
look (at) (v) : turn your eyes to a particular
direction, see what is there or
what sb/sth is like

1. Don 't interrupt me now. I've got a lot of
2. Julie found a good
3. One of my

job

duties

work

to do.

close to where she lives.

as a nurse is to be on time because

lives depend on it.
4 . Our teacher gave us a few

tasks

_----=..:::=.:...'-=----_

to do during the

summer holidays.

5. I happened to

look

_----'= ' " ' - - _

out of my window when my

cousin was walking past.
6. Did you

see

Mary's costume at the carnival ? It was

wonderful!
7. I

watched

the football match before I went to bed.

unit

03 Present

Perfect

The Present Perfect Simple is used :

The Present Perfect Progressive is used:

• for actions which started in the past and are still
happening.
I have known him for three years. (I still know him.)
• for past actions whose results are connected to the
present.
The dog has spilt the milk. (The floor is dirty.)
• to announce news, changes or events that affect the
present.
He has lost almost all his hair.
• for past actions whose time is not stated, or for
recently completed actions.
He has travelled to India.
I've just finished my homework.
• with today, this morning/week etc., if these periods
of time are not finished at the time of speaking.
He has written two letters this morning. (It is still

• to emphasise the duration of an action which started in
the past and is still happening. The action mayor may
not be completed.
They have been studying French for five years.
• for actions that have been going on up to the recent
past with obvious results in the present.
"Why is the road so slippery?"
"It has been raining. "
• for actions which are temporary rather than permanent.
He has been working overtime this week as there is a
lot of work to do at the office.
• to show anger, annoyance, irritation or to demand an
explanation for a very recent action.
Who has been wearing my coat?
Have you been drinking again?

morning.}

• with adjectives in the superlative degree or
expressions like: the only/first/second..., etc.
This is the most expensive suit I've ever bought.
This is the third time Jack has visited the USA.
Time Expressions

Time Expressions

since, for, just, yet, already, how long, ever, never, etc.

how long, for, since, all day/morning, etc.

Differences
The Present Perfect Simple is used:
• for permanent situations.
She has lived in London all her life.
• to emphasise the result of an action.
I've called him three times this morning.
• for actions that are already finished.
Look at the car. Sam has washed it.

The Present Perfect Progressive is used:
• for temporary situations.
He has been staying with friends for two months,
but now he wants to get his own place.
• to emphasise the duration of an action .
I've been calling him since ten o'clock.
• for actions that mayor may not be finished.
Sam has been washing the car for an hour.

The Present Perfect Simple is used:
• for past events which have a connection to the present.
The exact time is not mentioned.
I've found a new job.
• for events that began in the past but are still happening
in the present.
I have lived in Athens for ten years. (I still live in
Athens.)
• with today, this morning/week, etc. if these periods of
time are not finished at the time of speaking.
Helen has called me twice this morning. (the morning is
not over yet.)

The Past Simple is used:
• for completed past events which are not connected
to the present. The exact time is mentioned.
I found a new job three months ago.
• for events that took place for a certain period of time
in the past but are over at the time of speaking.
Susan lived in Manchester for three years but now
she lives in Liverpool.
• with today, this morning/week, etc. if these periods >
of time are finished .
Helen called me twice this morning. (the morning is
over.)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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They've been to Italy. (they are back now.)
They've gone to Italy. (they are still there .)

feel, learn, live, sleep, study, teach, wait, work, etc. can be used in the Present Perfect

ad:
edin
may

Sim ple or the Present Perfect Progre ssive with no difference in meaning.
He has worked in that fact ory for thre e years.
He has been working in that factory for three years.

Tim e Expressions
A. for - since
for is used when we want to indicate the length of a period of time .
since is used when we want to indicate the starting point of a period of time .

two hours
nent.
isa

a week

f or

.
h
SIX mont s

{

2 o' clock
.

srnce

July
1973

{

twel ve years
I an

I was a child

for two hours.
She's been talking on the phone ---[
.
since seven o'clock /she came back from work.
since + Past Simple (affirmative)
It has been a long time since we saw him. (...since w~m)
B. yet-already

yet

alrea d y

is used only in interrogati ve and
negative senten ces and is placed at
the end of the sentence.
Have you finished yet?
He hasn 't arri ved yet.

is used in affirmati ve and interrogative sentences; it is
usually placed between the auxil iary and the main verb, but
can also appear at the end of the sentence for emphasis.
I have already been to the Scien ce Museum .
Ha ve you already seen this film ?
You 've fi nished your homework already!

Grammar Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. This is the second time I
a. am healing
2. Hello, I
a. have been calling

3. John
ed

has put

that song.

~have heard

about your advertisement in the newspaper.
Q am calling

a. paint
5. Fred

w

@)told
6. Apparently, he
a. is knowing

g is

c. call

on a bit of weight lately , and he is trying to lose it.
b. is putting

4. The new neighbours
time

c. hear

c. puts
their house. It looks nice!

b. had painted

(f)have painted

me yesterd ay that they're professional athletes.
b. has told

c. is telling

them since he was a child.
~has known

c. has been knowing
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B Put the verbs in brackets into the Present Perfect Simple, the Present Perfect Progressive or the Past
Simple.

1. J ack:

-

I think I
I

(look) for them since noo n, but I can' t

have been look ing

find them. And they
Amanda: I
I

(lose) my sunglasses.

have lost

(be) very expensive!

were

(lose) three pairs so far and

have lost

(learn) my lesson. I only buy cheap

have learnt

sunglasses now... Maybe you

(leave) them

left

at Harry's house this morning.
Jack:

No, I have already asked

(already, ask) him.

2. Debbie: This is the most interesting book I
Pat:

Where
I

you

did

get

(get) that book?

(try) to find it for months now!

have been trying

Debbie: My brother

(ever, read).

have ever read

(give) it to me for my birthday.

gave

: here. He

has been delivering

should be back soon.
Peter:

He

left/Ilas left

(lea ve) three messages on my answering machine but I' m not home, so

please tell him to call me at my gra ndparents' house. I
the past two weeks, but I

forgot

have been staying

(forget) to tell Tom when I last

(see) him.

C Rephrase the following

sentences using the word in brackets.

1. Lucy is swimming in the pool. She started sw imming half an hour ago . (for)
Lucy has been swimming in the pool for half an hour.

2. Dave has had this computer for three weeks. (ago)
Dave bought/got th is computer three weeks ago.

3. They went to the supermarket at 6:00 p.m. Now, it' s 7:00 p.m.. (for)
They have been at the supermarket for an hour.

4. It's 10:00 a.m. and I' m about to start writing my fourth letter. (so far)
It's 10:00 a.m . and I have written three letters so far.

5. I started training five months ago. Now, it' s August. (since)
I have been training since March.

(stay) with them for
saw

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ page 15
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o Us ing the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a sim ilar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total .)
1. He has never driven another car since he started driving .

only

This is the

only car he has driven

2. The last time I watched TV was a week ago.
for
I
haven't watched TV for

since he started drivi ng.

a week .

3. Whe n did he start working for this company?
been

How long

has he been working

for this company?

4. This is her second visit to the dentist this month.

time

This is the

second time she has visited

the dentist this month.

5. Let' s not go to a cafe as I had some coffee earlier.
already

Let's not go to a cafe as I

some coffee.

have already had/drunk

6. Ray still doesn ' t know which car to buy ,
made

Ray

(still) hasn't made UP

his mind which car to buy.

7. We have never exper ienced such a cold winter in Greece before.

ever

e
o

It's the coldest

winter we have ever experienced

8. We bought this house two years ago.
had
We
have had this house for

two years .

in Greece.
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Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

call off:
carry on:
carry out:
catch up (with):

1. Mike has been ill for a week. He will have to work really hard

cancel sth
continue doing sth
perform a task

to

2. The match was

(1) reach sb by walking/
running faster
(2) reach the same level

his class.

catch up with

3. He will never

called off
catch up with

due to bad weather.
me. I'm a far better runner.

4 . After the earthquake, the islanders had to

carryon

with their everyday lives.

as sb

5. Studies

carried out

by the World Health Organization

indicate that cities are getting much noisier.

B Complete using prepositions.
by

.hocked

2. Children are usually frightened
3. All the students

::JIorO

WVlV

u..lJ.I'l...lVU~

<:In'V1Al1C'

about

U1VU

VA.U.111

l.v~u.u..:> •

about

•......;arl

by

771prl
hn~~rl

of

7. The writer was surprised

8. The children are afraid

of

the neighbour's dogs.

9. Tell me more about the country you come from. I'm curious
10. Don't be shy

of

having your picture taken.

11. She's scared

of

making the wrong decision.

12. I'm never jealous

C

of

about

it.

people who are wealthy because I'm happy

with

my life .

Complete using the correct form of the words given.

mention (v):

report (v):

refer to or speak about
sth briefly or
incidentally
inform some authority

.r\

report

2. I can't find the words to
nat')
3. How could you forget"

T

L

mentioned

H

LV JVU

~U.H "~6"L.

a bout sth that has

express [v):

happened
show what you think or
feel by saying or doing sth

result (n):
effect (of sth
on sth else) (n) :

the outcome of an
action or situation

(1) the change that sth
cause s to sth else
(2) the power to influence
or produce a result .

consequence (n) : the result or effect of
sth (usually unpleasant)

4. Pollution has a very harmful

effect

on our health.

5. If you don't take our advice, you 'll have to face the
consequences
PV.,'"

results

- 04 Future Time
unit

Jd

The Future "Will" is used to express:

"Be going to" is used to express:
• predictions based on evidence.
The sun is shining; it's going to be a lovely day.
• plans or decisions that have already been made.
I'm going to study archaeology this year.
She doesn't like Alan, so she is not going to invite him
to her party.

on

• a decision one makes at the moment of speaking.
It's getting cold; I'll close the windows.
• predictions or personal opinions about the future,
usually with perhaps or probably, or after the verbs
believe, expect, think, be sure, be afraid, etc.
I think Arsenal will lose this match.
I'm sure John will be very happy to meet you.
• requests and offers.
Will you do the ironing for me, please?
I'll take you to the airport tomorrow.
• promises, threats, warnings, hopes, fears, invitation,
refusal, willingness, determination.
Stop making so much noise or the neighbours will
get angry.

The Future Progressive is used to express:
• actions that will be in progress at a specific time in the
future.
This time tomorrow I'll be flying to Rome.
• future actions which have already been planned or are
part of a routine.
The president will be visiting Egypt next month.
Tom won't come with us on Sunday; he will be playing
basketball (=he does so every Saturday).
• a polite request about someone's plans, especially if we
want to ask for a favour.
Will you be using your computer tomorrow?

Time Expressions
next week/month/year, etc., tomorrow, in a week/month/year, etc.

ht.

The Future Perfect Simple is used:

The Future Perfect Progressive is used:

• for actions which will have been completed before
a specific point of time in the future or before
another action in the future (the verb describing the
second action is in the Present Simple).
By dinner time I will have written all the letters.
I guess John will have stopped working by the time
we arrive.

• to show the duration of an action up to a certain point
of time in the future . The action may continue further.
By midnight we will have been flying for seven hours.

Time Expressions

Time Expressions

by, by the time, before

by

After the words after, as long as, as soon as, before, by the time, if, provided,
providing, until, while, when, etc. we use the Present Simple, not the Future "Will".

Give my regards to her when she calls.
We can also use the Present Perfect Simple after the above words to emphasise that an action will be
completed in the future.
He'll come as soon as he

has finished studying.
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Phrases with future meaning
The follo wing expression s indicate that an event will happen very soon.
be Gust) about to
be bound to

?

They are about to leave.

+ infinitive

You 're bound to get there on time.

be to

We are to meet tomorrow at 10:00.

be on the point of + -ing

Susan is on the point of collapsing.

no matter who/what/which/where/when ]
whatever/whoever/whenever/wherever

+ present tense

be due to + infinitive is used for schedules and timetables.

No matter where we go, we' ll have a great time.
Whatever you decide to do, l'll support you.
The plane is due to land in half an hour.

Grammar Practice
A Put the verbs in

brackets into the Future "Will", the Future Progressive, the Future Perfect Simple or

the Future Perfect Progressive.

1. Kathy can't come shopping with us on Satu rday morning. She
will contact

2. Jenny , M s King sley
you

let

will ring

5. I

will be entertaining

you

will have painted

6. I hope I

Will

(en tertain ) your friends from Me xico, so

7. Do you think that they

be going

(go) to the con cert by car? I'd really appr eciate a lift.

(pai nt) the living room b y the time Dad comes home. He'll be so surprise d !

will have interviewed

8. Call David. He

(contact) you as soo n as the documents are ready.

(rin g) you later on in the even ing .

Will

4.

(have) a French lesson.

(let ) me know when she does?

3. At lunchtime tom orrow you
I

will be having

(interview) all the appl icants by the time the man ager arrives.

will have completed

will have arrived

9. By the time we reac h Gstaad, we

(complete) the construction of the tunnel by the end of this year?

(arrive) hom e by now.

will have been driving (drive) for twelve hours.

10. I will have been studying (stud y) for thre e hours by 8:00 pm.
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B Choose the corred answers.
1. Don't panic, sir. The doctor

due to arrive any minute.

@ is

b. will be

c. had been

2. By the time the train

, we will have been waiting here for more than half an hour.

a. had arrived

@ arrives

b. will arrive

3. She

the phone no matter who calls her.

@ won' t answer

b. won't have answered

4. They

c. hadn't answered

some extra staff next week.

a. will have employed
5. I

@ are going to employ

b. employed

on my guitar for an hour and then we can leave.

® am going to practise

b. will have practised

c. had been practising

6. She can't come to the phone right now, she
m,

about to leave for her dancing lesson.

® is

a. will be

7. You

c. had been

able to see much better with these new glasses.

@ will be

b. will have been

8. Brian,

c. have been

me your camera, please?

@ will

a. did you lend

you lend

c. are you lending

C Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
ear?

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. The plane takes off in half an hour.

due

is due to take off

The plane

in half an hour.

2. Her baby will be born in October.
is

is -=----='-
going to have

She

a baby in October.

3. He is to take his driving test tomorrow morning.

be

He

will be taking

his driving test tomorrow morning.

4. I'll come with you wherever you go on holiday.

matter

I'll come with you

on holiday.

no matte r where you go

5. The Tigers are likely to win the Cup Final.

probably

The Tigers

the Cup Final.

will probably win

6. Sam will go scuba diving only if the weather is good.

provided

Sam will go scuba diving

provided (that) the weather is

good.

7. I will have dinner ready by the time your parents arrive.

prepared

I

by the time your parents arrive.

will have prepared dinner

8. She started working here at the end of June, nearly two months ago.
been

By the end of August, she

will have been working

here for two months.
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Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

come across:
find sth by chance
come along/on: (1) hurry up

come into:
come round:
come up with:

(2) encourage sb to do
sth
inherit (money, property
or a title)
(1) to stop by, visit
(2) recover consciousness
think of and suggest sth

1. Come along/on ! We 're going to miss the bus.

2. When did Jane

come up with this idea? It's perfect!

3. If you

come across

4. Simon

came into

that CD, could you buy it for me?
a lot of money after his grandfather's

death.
5. It took the boxer five minutes to

corne round

after he was

knocked out.

(plan, idea, etc.)

B Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
MISSING THE HUSTLE AND BUSTLE
My father was a police
decision
very

, my mother a

teacller

. Their

INSPECT, TEACH

to move to a small town when I was a child changed my life. It was a

peaceful
freedom

Ins pecto r

place and of course living there meant that I had much more

to go wherever I pleased. The people were

missed my close friends, my school and the

noisy

friendly

DECIDE
PEACE

but I

FREE, FRIEND

city I had lived in.

NOISE

As I grew up, I realised that there wasn't much for a youn g person to do
there, except rush into

marriage

. When I left, my parents were sad, but they

realised that staying there would only make me

MARRY

miserable

MISERY

The big city I live in now is not very far away, so I can visit my parents

frequently

FREQUENT

and have the best of both worlds.

C

Complete using the correct form of the words given.

wait (for sb/sth) (v]: spend time doing
little while
expecting sth to
happen or sb to
arrive

look forward to
(doing) sth (v):
expect (v):

1. What time do you

expect

2. I'm

visiting Spain.

looking forward to

3. Can you

wait

the guests to arrive?

for me, John ?

anticipate sth to
happen
believe that sth will
happen, anticipate

boast of/about sth (v): talk about sth in a
way that shows
excessive pride
praise sb for sth (v) : express approval of
or adm iration for
sb's achievements
or qualities

4. People who

boast

about their own achievements

aren 't usually popular.
5. The teacher
exam results.

praised

her students for their good

units 1-4

Revision 01
I Grammar Practice

A Choose the correct answers.
1. The meeting will start when everyone
a. will arrive
@ arrives
2. We

® have known

_
c. is arriving

Betty since she moved to our neighbourhood.
b. had known
c. are knowing

3. The students were tired. They
® had been working
b. worked

hard all morning.
c. have been working

4. By this time next month, the builders

a. will complete
H

b. will be completing

5. "This time next week we
"I can't wait!"
a. are lying

the house.
@ will have completed

a. watched

d. knew

d. had worked
Ii

d. will have been completing

on the beach!"

@

will be lying

c. will have lain

6. Mark
about my cooking! It's so annoying!
a. has always complained
b. was always complaining @ is always complaining
7. Sue

d. will have arrived

TV when she heard a knock on the door.
® was watching
c. has been watching

d. will have been lying

d. had alway s complained

d. has watched

8. By two o'clock, he
on the drums for three hours. I hope he stops soon!
@ will have been practising b. will be practising
c. has been practising
d. is practising

9. Yesterday, I met an old school friend who I
a. didn't see
b. haven't seen

for years .
c. had seen

. hadn 't seen

10. "The phone 's ringing!"
"I
it!"
a. get

® will get

c. will be getting

d. got

11. Nancy
since she came from work.
has been sleeping
b. is sleeping

c. slept

d. had slept

12. Jack
a. was losing

his wallet last week .
b. had lost

c. has lost

13. You
a. are adding

the wine after the meat is cooked.
b. will add

®

14. I

us

® have written

@ add

two letters so far.
b. wrote

15 . When we finally got to the airport, the plane
a. has already landed
b. landed already

c. had written

@ lost

d. have added

d. have been writing

_
c. already landed

@ had

already landed
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B Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)
1. Lucy first started playing tennis in May.
been
Lucy
has been playing tennis s ince

May.

2. I had never read a better book by that author.
best
It was the
best book I had ever
3. Scott, is this your wallet?
belong
Scott,

read by that author.

does this wallet belong to

you ?

4. This is Pete's third attempt at climbing Mount Everest.
time
This is the
third time Pete has attempted
5. We've arranged to leave by train tomorrow morning.
are
We
are leaving/a re going to leave

to climb Mount Everest.
by train tomorrow morning.

6. By the time my favourite TV show starts, I will have dinner ready.
finished
By the time my favourite TV show starts, I

7. It's ages since she last ate spaghetti.
for
She
hasn 't eaten spaghetti for

will have finished

cooking dinner.

ages.

8. They realised that they had taken the wrong turning after driving for an hour.
had
They
had driven/had been driving
for an hour before they realised that they had taken
the wrong turning.

Vocabulary Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. I couldn't
a. come up with

her. She is a fast runner.
@ catch up with

2. When his aunt died, Luke
a. came along
3. I'm really worried
a. for

the dark?
b. by

c. at

the theft to the insurance company the following morning.
b. expressed
c. mentioned

6. I had to
a. let

Jerry some money as he didn't have any to get home.
@ lend
c. borrow

7. Samantha is
a. looking forward

8. He
® boasts

a lot of money.
b. came across
@ came into

good results in her examination.
@ expecting
c. waiting
a lot about the money he makes.
b. praises

c. says

9. I felt awful when I realised that I couldn't pay for the meal because I had
forgotten
b. left
c. let

o

10. Do you believe in love
a. with

d. came round

@ of

@) reported

d. gain

d. wanting

d. mentions
my wallet.
d. lent

first sight?
b. from

11. This is a lousy excuse! Couldn't you
a. break up
@ come up with
12. She
@ called off

d. get away

the boys. They haven't come back yet and it 's almost midnight.
@ about
c. of
d. with

4. Are you afraid
a. with
5. We
a. replied

c. bring back

the wedding at the last minute.
b. carried out

@ at
something better?
c. carryon

c. asked out

d. by

d. ask for

d. came into

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ page23

13. A thief
@ broke into

our house last month and stole all of my mother's jewellery.
b. broke in
c. broke down

14. You could
a. at last

drive me to my house . It really isn't that far.
at least
c. at present

eEl

15. I'm
a. expecting

seeing Sally again after two years.
b. waiting

d. broke up
d. at the same time

@ looking forward

c. looking

to

B Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
1. This is a very
2. Katie's

valuable

grandfather clock.

dinner.

5. An

6.

f riendship

inspection
Naturally

freedom

FREE

to do whatever they please.

FRIEND

will last a lifetime.

of the building was made and it was declared safe.

INSPECT

, we are concerned about our son's progress at school.

NATURE

7. The children were playing
d taken

ILL

has kept her away from school for a week.

illness

3. Nowadays most teenagers have the
4. A good

VALUE

noisily

8. The children looked unhappy and

NOISE

in the garden.

miserable

MISERY

C Choose the correct answers.
Last weekend, my friend Anne and I decided to take a road
, we were going to take Anne's car,

trip. (l)
but it had (2)
(3)

a couple of days before. As a
, we decided to (4)

one for

30 dollars a day. We both took Monday off from
(5)

, so that we could have a full four days.

Our goal was to drive from New York to Washington

~~~

__

D.C., and back. The trip itself was great. The weather was
--.:~c=>.~ l::.:~~~ia beautiful, and we (6)

many interesting places

along the way. There was a lot to (7)

10

Washington, so we spent two days there. The sad thing was that I had forgotten my camera, even though Anne had
specifically (8)

that she didn't have one to bring along. So, we bought lots of postcards to remind us of

our trip. Even though we arrived back a bit tired on Monday night, the trip was well worth it!
1. a. At present
@ At first
c. At least
d. At most

4. a. hire
@ rent
c . let
d. buy

2. a. broken up
b. broken into
c. broken in
@ broken down

5. a. job
b. task
@ work
d. duty

3.@result
b. consequence
c. effect
d. reason

6.@ came across
b. came along
c. came into
d. came round

7. a. look
b. notice
@ see
d. watch
8.

® mentioned
b. reported
c. expressed
d. told

unit

05 Infinitive
Infinit ive Forms

Time Reference

Forms

Active

Passive

Present Infinitive, simple

(to) give

(to ) be given

Present Infinitive, progressive

(to) be giving

Perfect Infinitive, simple

(to) have giv en

Perfect Infiniti ve, progressi ve

(to) ha ve been giving

Present / Future

(to) have been giv en

Past

Negative Form: noH infinitive

Full Infinitive (to

Examples

The full infinitive is used:
I. to express purpose

She went to the post office to collect he I' parc el.

2. after certain verbs (as their object):
decide
hesitate
plan
afford
prepare
demand hope
agree
deserve
pretend
appe ar
learn
promise
manage
arrange expect
ask
fail
mean
refuse
regret
beg
forget
need
offer
remember
claim
happen

3. after the
advise
allow
ask
beg
cause

object of certain verbs:
challenge force
order
convince hire
permit
encourage instruct
persuade
expect
invite
remind
forbid
need
require
Hel p

+

+ infinitive)

remind
seem
swea r
tend
threaten
volunteer
want , etc.
teach
tell
urge
want
warn, etc.

She pretended not to have seen him.
Unemployment levels tend to rise in Europe..
They volunteered to help us.

My friend invited me to join them.
They persuaded her not to see him again.

o bj ect can take eithe r a f ull or bare infin itive.

Could you help me (to) pa ck my suitcas es ?

4. after verbs followed by a question word (who, what ,
which , where, how, but not why):
understand
ask
forget
remember
wonder, etc .
decide
know
show
explain
learn
tell

Hav e you decided where to go for Christmas ?
Do you remember what to buy ?
Could you show me how to use your comput er ?

5. after certain adjectives:

Jack was relieved to hear his son 11'asout of danger.
You have to be caref ul not to say anything insulting.

afraid
amazed
anxious
astonished

careful
determined
glad
happy

lucky
pleased
prepared
ready

relieved surprised
sad
upset
shocked willing, etc.
sony

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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6. after: would like, would love, would prefer

I would prefer to be on holiday instead of working.

7. after: the first/second/nextlIastlbest, etc., instead of a
relative clause

If anything happens, you'll be the first to know.
Joan was the last to hear about the accident.

8. after certain nouns (pleasure, shock, etc.)

It was a great pleasure to meet you.

9. after some, any, no and their compounds

I'll make you something to eat.
He doesn't have anywhere to stay.

10. after the following structures:
• it + be + adjective ( + of/for + object)

It's very comforting to listen to your voice.
It was very kind of her to call.
It is necessary for him to have a rest.
Would you be so kind as to help me with these suitcases ?

• so + adjective + as, in formal or polite requests
11. with too/enough:
too + adjective/adverb} negative meaning
enough + noun
}
..
.
positive meamng
adjective/adverb + enough

This shirt is too large for me to wear it.
This shirt is large enough for me to wear it.

12. after only, for emphasis or expressing disappointment

He passed the written test only to fail the oral exam.

13. at the beginning of the sentence: as a subject or in
fixed expressions (to be honest, to tell you the truth,
to begin with, etc.)

To lend money is a risky business.
To be honest, I didn't want to meet him.

Bare Infinitive (infin itive without t o)
The bare infinitive is used:
1. after most modal verbs (can/could, may/might, willi
would, shall/should, must, etc.)

Examples

2. after: would rather, would sooner, had better

Jane would rather go to California by plane.
You'd better hurry up, we 're late again!
Will you let me go to the party tonight?
She heard him come in.
He was seen to open the door.
He was made to do some extra work.

3. after the verbs hear, let, listen to, make, notice,
observe, see, watch, etc.
These verbs (except for let) take the full infinitive in the
passive voice.
4. In the following structures:
Why ... ?/ Why not•..? (for suggestions and advice)

1

anything
do + everything + { but
} + infinitive
except
noth mg

1

You should wake up earlier in the morning.

Why not have another drink?
Why walk when I could give you a lift?
My son does nothing all day but watch TV.

O

Perfect Infinitive
The perfect infinitive ref ers to actions or events that have already fin ished .
The perfect infinitive is used:

Examples

1. with modal verbs (could, would, may, might, must, etc.)

He could have studied more, but he didn't.

2. after verbs such as: appear, claim, expect, hope,
happen, pretend, promise, seem, etc.

He appears to have left the country.

3. after certain verbs in the passive voice (personal
. construction):
believe
say
think
understand, etc .
consider
suppose

She is believed to have secretly met the Prime Minister.
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Grammar Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. Don't hesitate

® to ask
2. Why not

1

for help if you need it.
b. ask

c. to be asked
2

him and ask him out on a date ?

a. to call

c. to have called
3

c. go
4

c. not to have attended
c. to have seen

@ to see

6

a. Be

7. She claims

the Prince .

@ to have met
8. I must

5

b. to be meeting

7

c. to meet

the telephone bill by tomorrow.

a. be paying

b. to pay

9. The famous actor Jerry Grant was heard to say that he would
@ run
10. You could
a. visit

b. have run

8

@ pay
for President.
c. to run

Aunt Martha while you were in London.
@ have visited

B Circle the correct answers.
1. The Johnsons seem to(be having)! have had

a great time at the Wyatt resort, where they are
staying this summer.
2. He doesn't need - I@be given any more
medication.
3. Jack is willing to be volunteering ( volunteer)
his services at the club.
4. I failed to(arrive)t have arrived at the meeting

.

on time.
5. It was a shock to(learn)! be learning that she
had been missing for three months.
6. The robbers were made - I§give themselves up.
7. He was surprised to have awarded I(have been awarded)a
medal for bravery.
8. I'm always the last @l- find out about anything in this office.
9. The police warned the fans to not I(not to) approach the rock star.
10. He might to 18be promoted next year.

c. be visiting
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C Using the words given and other words, complete the second

sentence so that it has a similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)
1. It seems that Mike isn't enjoying himself tonight.

appears

Mike

himself tonight.

appears not to be enjoying

2. At the wedding, she was constantly gossiping about the other guests.
nothing

At the wedding, she

about the other guests.

did nothing but/except gossip

3. Learning that no one was hurt during the fire was a great relief.
relieved

We

that no one was hurt during the fire.

were (greatly) relieved to learn

4. When they arrived at the airport, they discovered that they had left their tickets at home.
only

They arrived at the airport

that they had

only to discover

left their tickets at home.
5. The kidnappers forced the woman to get into the car.
made

The kidnappers

made the woman get into

the car.

6. Dr Thompson studied the symptoms of the disease before anyone else did.
first

Dr Thompson

the symptoms of the disease.

was the first to study

7. People say that he has travelled the world.
said

He

the world.

is said to have t ravelled

8. Neither of them was old enough to have a driving licence.
too

Both of them

were too young to have

a driving licence.

Vocabulary Practice
A Complete using the correct
get along/on
(with sb):

form of the phrasal verbs given.

1. I find it difficult to

get by

form or have a

2. Wendy is very easy-going and can

friendly relationship with sb

3. The boy

get away:
escape
get away with: go unpunished for
doing sth wrong or risky
continue to live in spite
get by:
of difficulties
(1) take yourself off a
get off:
horse or bike (2) leave a
plane, train, boat, etc.
get on:
(1) place yourself on a
horse or bike (2) enter a
plane, train, boat, etc.
continue doing sth,
get on with:
especially after an
interruption or in spite of
difficulties
(1) recover from an illness
get over:
(2) overcome a problem

got up

on the money I earn.
get along/on

with anyone.

and kindly offered his seat to an old

man.
4. It took Sue two weeks to _
5. If! don't _

get on with

-,="""--,,,,!.!...-'.,-,-,,-,---

get over
---':lc::..::.....:::...:...:=..:......-_

the flu.

this work, I'll never finish it.

on
6. Joe ran as fast as he could and managed to _ _=get:"=":-'--_

the

bus just before it left.
7. The thief

got away

before the police arrived.

8. Sue, could you help your little brother

get off

his bike?

He doesn't want to ride it anymore!
9. She always gets away with not doing any housework! It's just
not fair!
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B Complete using the prepositional phrases given.
1. The house was

for ages:
for a very long time
for a change: doing sth different than

for sale

, so we decided to buy it.

2. Red is not a colour I would usually wear, but I think I'll buy

usual

that red dress for a change

(take sth/sb)
for granted: accept sth as normal without

3. We haven't seen the Johnsons

! More than ten

for ages

years, I think.

thinking about it
for hire/sale: available to be hired,
rented/available to be sold
for a while: for a short period of time

4 . I'll be gone

for a while

. You won't have to wait long for

me .

5. Nowadays, many children take everything for granted

C

Complete using the correct form of the verbs given.

THE ART OF ADVERTISING
In our

life/lives

make products

we are constantly bombarded by advertisements whose role is to

attractive

LIVE, ADVERTISE

enough so that people will want to buy them

ATTRACT

immediately

IMMEDIATE

There has been a lot of
really

useful

discussion

? Are they

the product? People are rarely in
that ads are

o

helpful

on the powerful effects of advertising. Are ads
truthful

agreement

? Do they give us a

realistic

DISCUSS

idea of

on any of these questions, but the fact is

USE, TRUE, REAL

AGREE

in letting people know the wide variety of goods available.

HELP

Complete using the words given.
")~pti

debt (n):

amount of money that you owe
to a person or a bank
loan (n) :
money that you borrow (usually
from a bank)
donation (n) : contribution to a charity or
other organisation
fine (n} :
punishment in which sb has to
pay a sum of money because
they have done sth wrong or
broken a rule
charge (n):
amount of money sb has to pay
for a service or to buy sth
extra money given to sb (e.g. a
tip (n):
waiter, porter, etc.) in order to
thank them for their service
change (n):
(1) coins (2) money that you
receive when you pay for sth
with more money than it costs
beca use you do not have the
exact amount of money
currency (n): the money used in a particular
country
profit (n):
money sb gains when they are
paid more for sth than it costs
them to make, get or do
income (n):
money sb earns or receives

bill (n):
receipt (n):

a written statement of money
that you owe for goods or
services
a piece of paper that you get
from sb as confirmation that
they have received money or
goods from you

::I

fInn

fine

for throwing litter on the street.
2. The

income

Sandra earns allows her to live very

comfortably.
3. I like to make
' 1"

donations

4. Do you make a large

_~. ~

profit

__.. ....

.

out of the jewellery

you sell?
5. If I don't get good service in a restaurant, I never leave

a

tip

orgot yUUl
00_"
6. Come back, sir! You clUl~Ul
7. The Jones took out a
8. There's no extra

loan
charge

9. What__
cu rrency
1::11

change
to buy a new car.
for delivery.

...

.

~

debt

result the cost of living rises.

11. I must pay this electricity
12. Make sure you get a
buy.

bill
receipt

by next week.
for the furniture you

unit
it.

06 -ing

form

. I'll buy

-ing Forms
than ten

long for

ted

Form

Affirmative

Negative

Present

verb + -ing

giving

not giving

Perfect

having + past participle

having given

not having given

Use
ERTISE

'E

,REAL

1 the man

every

s.
vellery

'ave

car.

and as a

The -ing form is used:
1. as a noun (subject or object of a verb)

Examples
Swimming is a very goodform of exercise.
I have some shopping to do this afternoon.

2. after a preposition or verb + preposition

Touch your toes without bending your knees .
Helen is excited about studying abroad.

3. after certain verbs (as their object):
admit
dislike
mention
enjoy
mind
appreciate
avoid
fancy
miss
consider
finish
postpone
delay
imagine
practise
deny
involve
prefer
discuss
keep (on)
quit

Tony dislikes driving small cars.
Would you mind waiting for a moment?
Have you finished reading that book?
He avoided answering my question.

recall
recommend
resent
resist
risk
I prefer swimming to playing football.
suggest
tolerate, etc. (general preference)

• prefer can also take a full infiniti ve.
prefer + full infinitive + rather than + bare infinitive
• mind can also go with an if-clause.
Some of these verbs can also take a that-clause.
4. after verbs or expressions with to:
be/get accustomed to
look forward to
be/get used to
object to
take to
in addition to

The children were not used to living in the country.
They are looking forward to travelling abroad.

5. after certain expressions:

As well as going to the cinema, he likes reading science
.fiction stories.
I don't feel like going out tonight.
She can't help crying whenever she peels onions.

as well as
be in favour of
can't stand/help
feel like
have difficulty (in)
how about

it's no good/use
it's worth
there's no chance of
there's no point in
what's the point of...?
what's the use of.. .?

6. after the verbs need, want, require, etc. with a passive
meaning.

7. after the verb go, indicating physical activities
week.
re you

I prefer to watch TV at night. (specific preference)
I prefer to start exercising rather than go on a diet.
Would you mind if I opened the door ?
He never admitted that he was wrong .

8. after the verbs
9. after:

catch
find
leave

j

+ object

be busy
spend/waste + expression of money/time

My car needs repairing. (=My car needs to be
repaired.)
We are planning to go skiing this weekend.
She caught him stealing some money from the drawer.
I found her sleeping on the sofa.
They left me waiting in the rain for half an hour.
She is busy feeding the baby.
Every day they spend two hours studying French.
You shouldn't waste your time watching soap operas.

-
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Infinitive or -ing form with no difference in meaning
• The verbs like, love, hate, begin, start, continue, intend, prefer, can't bear, etc. can take either a full infinitive
or -ing with little or no difference in meaning:
Tim loves playing/to play tennis.
• like + -ing: we enjoy something.

Mary likes reading poetry.

like + full infinitive: we think that something is a good idea.

Ilike to have my tyres checked whenever I buy petrol.

• begin, start : usually the -ing form goes with simple tenses and the infinitive with progressive tenses
(to avoid having two -ing forms together) .

It started raining on hour ago.
.

II

Be

quiet! The lecturer is beginning to speak!

.

d'

• a d Vise, a ow, encourage, permit, recommen , require

+ [

-ing

bi t

o lee

+ fu II .In f'rruifrve

The manager does not allow smoking in the oHice.
The manager does not allow anyone to smoke in the oHiee.

Infinitive or -ing form with different meanings
• Some other verbs can take either -ing or infinitive, but the meaning is different.

try + -ing: make an experiment.
!fyou want to get rid of your sore throat, try drinking
something hot.

try + full infinitive: make an effort.
I'll try to persuade her to come with us, but I don't think
she will change her mind.

remember
forget
regret

remember
forget
regret

j

.

We refer to somethin that has
g
already happened.

+ -mg

j

.

..

we remember/forget!
.
. .
before doing It.

+ full infinitive regret something

I remember visiting Berlin in 1982.

Don 't forget to go to the supermarket.

go on + -ing: the action continues.
He was so fascinated by the book that he went on reading
it for hours.

go on + full infinitive: the action changes.
When she finished school, she went on to study Medicine.

stop + -ing: the action was stopped and not repeated.
They had a major argument and stopped talking to each
other.

stop + full infinitive: the action was interrupted, but
probably continued afterwards.
I was writing a letter, but I stopped to answer the phone.

see
hear
smell
feel

notice
watch
observe
listen to, etc.

~

see
watch ~
hear
bare i fi . .
for complete
observe
+ are m nitive
.
actions.
feel
listen to
notice, etc .

for actions which are
incomplete or still in
progress.

.
+ -mg

I was walking past the reception hall when I saw him
playing the piano. (=1 witnessed a part of the action.)

We saw him play the piano at a concert. (=1 witnessed
the whole action.from the beginning to the end.)

smell can take only an -ing form.
He could smell something burning.
• The sub ject of the -ing form can be different from the subject of the verb. In this case, it can be a
noun, an object pronoun, a possessive adjective or a noun in the possessive case.

Angelo objected to Michael/him /his/Michae/'s going on holiday to Japan.
• excuse, forgive, pardon, prevent, understand

+

possessive adjective

Forgive my being so fussy, but everything has to be perfect.
• prevent

+

[

po ssessive adjective/case
sb

+ from

.
+ doinq

+

sth

She tried to prevent his/her son's seeing Jane.
She tried to prevent her son from seeing Jane.

-ing

+

-ing form
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Grammar Practice
itive

A Complete using the -ing form or the

infinitive of the verbs in brackets.

1. It was Mr Kent who suggested Mary's
2. You don't expect me
idea.

tenses

(believe) that you actually met Orlando Bloom, do you?

to believe

3. The board of directors discussed the project, then went on
to work/working

5. He regrets

not going

(not go) to see his grandfather in Paris.

6. It's worth

shopping

(shop) at Stacey's as it's very cheap.

8. Greg would rather

(discuss) another topic.

to discuss

4. Why continue

(work) there if you don't like your job?

7. My doctor doesn't permit me

e

(study) abroad.

studying

(eat) red meat.

to eat

(spend) the holidays

spend

(ski) than sunbathe/sunbathing

skiing

(sunbathe) on a beach somewhere.
9. I was driving home when I noticed some workers

10. Anyone can
11. Will you quit

rget!

16. I resent you

watering

18. I promised

ut

19. Don't waste your time
20. Please, excuse his
studying

(water) every day.

to play

(play) outdoors more often.

(take) Jill to the party, but I don't feel like

to take

(go) to bed last night.

going

(speak) to me like that! Have some respect!

speaking

17. It would be good for the children

dicine.

(know).

know

(set) my alarm clock before

setting

15. These plants require

(solve) the problem.

(to) solve

(water) the plants for me at the weekend.

to water

14. I clearly remember

(live) a life of luxury.

(sell) your car, let me

to sell

13. I would like you

living

(put up) new traffic lights on Coronation Street.

(complain)! It doesn't help

complaining

12. If you ever decide
think

(get) used to

get

putting up

looking for
leaving

going

(go) now.

(look for) the document. Ask Mr Gale.
(leave) so early. He wants

to catch up

(catch up) with his

(study).

hone.

B Choose the sentence closest in

lete

4. We stopped to buy a bottle of wine before visiting the
1. Even though the telephone rang, he went on playing
Johnsons.
his violin.
a. He didn't continue to play the violin after the
® We bought a bottle of wine on our way to the
telephone rang.
Johnsons.
(5)He continued to play the violin despite the fact that
b. We no longer buy a bottle of wine before visiting
the telephone was ringing.
the Johnsons.
c. He played the violin until the telephone rang.
c. We didn't buy a bottle of wine before visiting the
2. Jane forgot to put a stamp on the letter before she sent it.
Johnsons.
a. Jane doesn't remember whether she put a stamp on
5. Charlie couldn't sleep last night, so he tried listening to
music but it didn't help.
the letter or not.
b. Jane put a stamp on the letter but she doesn't
a. Charlie made an effort to listen to music but he
couldn't
remember doing so.
@ Jane didn't put a stamp on the letter because she
@ Charlie thought listening to music might help but he
didn't remember to do so.
was wrong.
3. Sue regrets selling her car.
c. Charlie listened to music and fell asleep.
a. Sue decided not to sell her car because it would be a
mistake.
b. Sue may not sell her car.
@ Sue sold her car but now thinks it was a mistake.

ssed

eo
se.

meaning to the given one.
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C Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a

similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)
1. It wasn 't easy for her to find a place to stay on the island.

difficulty

She

Ilad difficulty (in) finding

a place to stay on the island.

2. I can 't wait to tell Karen the good news.
forward

I'm

looking forward to telling

Karen the good news .

3. When they arrived home, their dog was sleeping in his kennel.
found
When they arrived home,
they found their dog s leeping

in his kennel.

4. The teacher doesn't permit eating in the classroom.
anyone

The teacher doesn't

permit anyone to eat

in the classroom.

5. She never appeared on TV again after the scandal became known.

stopped

stopped appearing on TV

She

after the scandal became known.

6. The boys said that they hadn't broken the window.
denied
The boys
denied breaking/having broken
7. He continued to interrupt me although I had told him to stop.
kept
He
kept (on) interrupting me

the window.
although I had told him to stop.

8. The poli ce will prevent his leaving the country.
from
The police
will prevent him from leaving

the country.

Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

give away: (1) reveal information or tell a secret
(2) give sth to sb free of charge
give back: return sth you have borrowed or
taken

give in:

1. At the end of the year, the students had to
give back

all the books they had borrowed from

the library.
2 . Jenny kept annoying her parents until they

(1) admit that you are

gave in

defeated

am

(2) do sth you didn't want to
give out:

distribute some things among a
number of people

give up:

(1) quit an effort

to her demands.
gave up

(2) resign from your job

anyone.

B Complete using prepositions.
1. You shouldn 't laugh

13t

other people's misfortunes.

2. My family were very proud
3. Jenny is keen

on

4. She is so fond

of

5. I'm very excited

about

6. Dave is interested
7. That girl is smiling

about

10. Are you pleased

me when I won a scholarship to Oxford.

Chinese food and cooks it at least twice a week.
her dog that if anything happened to it, she'd be devastated.
my new job.

In

ancient Greek ali, so he ' s thinking of taking a course in it.

at

us. Do you know her?

8. He has developed an interest
9. Stop joking

of

in

computers lately .

such a serious subject!
with

the service provided by the staff?
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C Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
SOMEONE TO WATCH US
There has been a significant

in police popularity in the last few years.

reduct ion

REDUCE

That's why this week a public relations campaign is being launched to make people
more

to the role of the police officer. The ads will stress that police

sensitive

do more than just give

speeding tickets. They often act as unofficial

motorists

SENSE
MOTOR

social workers, visit schools and talk to students, familiarising them with traffic signs
and warning them of

dangers. Being a police officer is

various

considering that every day they deal with
murderers

. In

conclusion

risky

VARY, RISK

such as thieves and even

criminals

CRIME

, the campaign wants to make the public realise that

MURDER, CONCLUDE

even though in some cases the police's approach may seem extreme, they cannot ignore
the

possibility

of injury or even

death

while on duty.

POSSIBLE, DIE

o Complete using the correct form of the words given.
crew (n):

m

duct.

people who work on a ship
or aircraft
staff (n):
people who work for a
company or organisation,
employees
team (n):
group of people who work
together or playa particular
sport or game together
employee (n): a person who is paid to
work for an organisation or
for another person
colleague (n): a person you work with (at
a professional job)
client (n):
a person or organisation
that receives a service from
a professional person or
another organisation in
return for money
customer (n): a person who buys goods
or services, especially from
a shop

1. The hospital

staff

are

on strike today .
2. I work for a law firm which has a
lot of business people as
clients
team

but we lost the game.
4. I always buy my groceries from
this shop. I am a regular
customer

here, so I expect

good service.
5. There weren't many people on the
plane; just the ten of us and the

crew

6. Whenever I need help at work, I can always rely on my
colleagues

7. Employers often complain that they can't find reliable
employees/staff .

guest (n) : .

host (n):
visitor (n):

sb who is visiting you or is
at an event because they
have been invited
sb who receives or
entertains guests
sb who is visiting a person
or a place

8. All

vis itors

entering the factory must wear this card.

9. We had guests/visitors staying with us for ten days.
10. Our

host

provided us with a delicious meal.

unit

07 Modal

Verbs I

The modal verbs are: can, could, may, might, must, will, would, shall, should, need, have to, ought to, used to .
Need may also be used as a main verb.
Modal verbs do not have all tense forms and
• are followed by a bare infinitive (present or perfect)
except for need (when it is used as a main verb).
• have the same form in all persons, except have to and
need (when it is used as a main verb).
• form questions and negations without auxiliary verbs,
except have to , used to and need (when it is used as a
main verb).

You shouldn't leave your dog alone at home.
You should have answered the phone.
He needs to see the doctor.
She must call the plumber immediately.
Your car needs to be repaired/repairing.
Can he repair his car?
He cannot/can't repair his car.
Do you have to see the doctor tomorrow ?
He doesn't need to get up early every day.

Modal verbs have several meanings and uses.

A . Ability
Modal verbs

Use

Examples

Can
Be able to

Ability in the present or future.

Can you play the guitar?
Mary will be able to play tennis after she has
had some lessons.

Can is more commonly used for the present.
Could expresses general ability in the past.
Was/were able to express ability in a particular
situation in the past.
• Both can be used in negative sentences with no
difference in meaning.
• If the action was very difficult, we can use
managed to instead of was/were able to.

Could
Was/were
able to

He could swim at the age offive.
George could swim, so he was able to save the
boy from drowning.

He had a terrible accident but managed to
survive.

Perfect and future tenses are formed only with be able to .

Nick hasn't been able to find a iob yet.
I think Sandra will be able to pick you up from the airport.

B. Possibility
Use

Examples

present
infinitive
+ (simple or
progressive)

Possibility in the present or future.
• Can is used when something is only
sometimes possible

Tina mayleould/might (not) be at home now.
George could be working late tonight.
My brother can be velY rude sometimes.

perfect
infinitive
+ (simple or
progressive)

Possibility in the past.
• In negative sentences only may not
and might not can be used to express
possibility in the past (not could not)

She could have left her umbrella in the
classroom.
I'm surprised to hear that Jim was not at the
party. He might not have known about it.

For an event that was possible in the
past but did not eventually happen.

Be careful! You could have crashed into that
tree!

Modal verbs

~::ld
~
may
might
COUld

may
might

j

could]
present
might
+ infinitive

------------
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Possibility ca n al so be expre ssed with be likely to.

Mary is likely to arrive late.
It is likely that Mary will a rrive late.
May and might expre ssing po ssibility cannot intro d uce interro g ative sentences; Do you think... ?
and Is it likely... ? are used instead .
Do you think she might be at home?

Is it likely that she is still at home?

C . Probability
Modal verbs

Use

Examples

Probability in the present or future.

ShOuld] +
ought to

present infinitive
(simple or
progressive)

There are plenty a/fiats available/or
rent in town. It should/ought to be
easy enough to find a place to live.

Should] +
ought to

present infinitive
(simple or
progressive)

Something was expected to happen in
the past, but either didn't happen or it is
not certain if it happened.

She has been working very efficiently
lately; she should/ought to have been
promoted.

D. Deduction
Modal verbs

Use

Examples

as

must

+

present infinitive
(simple or
progressive)

Positive deduction about the present
or future. (We are fairly sure that
something is true. )

John must be at the dentist's; he was
complaining about a toothach e.

e the

can't

+

present infinitive
(simple or
progressive)

Negative deduction about the present
or future. (We arc almost certain that
something is not true.)

The 6:30 train to Liverpool can't be
leaving yet; it 's only 6: IO.

must

+

perfect infinitive
(simple or
progressive)

Positive deduction about the past.

I can't find my glasses; I must have
left them at the office.

Negative deduction about the past.

He can 't/couldn 't have been working
yesterday; it was Sunda y.

perfect infinitive
can't
]
couldn't + (simple or
progressive)

E. Permission
all'.
l.

Asking for permission
Can I (possibly)...?
Could 1...?
May I...?
Might 1...?

Informal

~

Formal

Synonymous expressions
I wonder if I could/might...
Is it all right iLI...?
Would it be possible for me to...?
DolWould you mind if!.. .?

F. Requests
Modal Verbs

Examples

Informal

can
will

Can you help me with the ironing ?
Will you please put out your cigarette?

Polite/Formal

could, may
would

Could/May I have some coffee , please?
Would you pass me the salt, pleas; "

t tne

othat
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Grammar Practice
A Complete using can, can't, may, may not or must.
1.

Can

you lend me your dictionary, please? I really need it.

2. Rebecca is eighteen months old . Now that she

can

walk, I have to watch out for her all the time!

3. Roger can'tjmay not come to the cinema with us because he has a lot of studying to do.
must

4. Jane

have bought a car. I saw her driving past my house this morning.

5. "I'rn surprised that John didn't answer the door. I rang the doorbell many times."
"He
6.

may/must

Can/May

7. They
8.

I playa game on your computer?

can 't

Can/May

9. They

have been sleeping."

have walked all the way to town. It's too far!

I have some more red wine, please?

can 't

afford to rent a summer house this year, so they've decided to go camping instead.

10. "I've got a temperature and a sore throat."
"Oh, you

must

be feeling awful!"

B Choose the correct answers.
1. Samantha

asleep because there 's no light on in her room.

@ must be

c. can't be

b. can be

2. I might

the test but I'm not sure . I haven't received the results yet.

a. pass

b. have been passed

3.

(S) have passed

I use your phone? I need to make an urgent phone call.
a. Would

b. Will

0 Can

4. Tom is a talented musician. He should
a. won

Ci2) have won

5. You

o

the competition.
c. to win

have asked me first before you invited them.

could

b. may

c. must

6. Don 't make any plans for Tuesday because we
a. can

leave in the morning. I'Ulet you know tonight.

(2) may

c. would

have left. The lights in her house are on .

7. Martha
@ can' t

b. shouldn't

8. Mike leaves work at 3:00 p.m., so he

c. needn't
be home by now.

CEl should

a. can

c. would

C Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a

similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. There is a possibility that they won't visit us at the weekend.

might

They

might not visit us

at the weekend.

2. I'm sure it wasn't Tim who called you because I saw him outside.
been

It

can 't have been

Tim who called you because I saw him outside.

3. I think you'll find the house easily, as the directions are quite clear.

ought

The directions are quite clear, so you

ought to fi nd

the house

easily.
4. I suppose Bruce has gone to the dentist since he had a terrible toothache.

have

Bruce

must have gone

to the dentist since he had a terrible toothache.

_ _

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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5. It's frustrating when you can't communicate with foreigners.
It's frustrating when you

able

with foreigners.

aren't able to communicate

6. Perhaps you didn't buy that watch from this shop.
could

You

that watch from another shop.

could have bought

7. Gary couldn't remember where he had put his wallet.
was

Gary was not able to remember/was unable to remember where he had put his wallet.

8. Karen, I'd like you to help me with the washing-up.
will

Karen,

with the washing-up?

will you help me

I Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the phrasal verbs given.

count on:
rely on sb
cut down (on): reduce the consumption
cut oft:

cut up:
end up:

of sth
(1) stop providing sth
(2) interrupt (e.g. a
telephone conversation)
cut sth into several
smaller pieces
eventually arrive
somewhere or find yourself
in a situation, usually
without planning to

1. We hadn't paid the bill, so our water supply was
2. I'm afraid I'll

end up

cut off

failing my exams if I don't study

harder.
3. I can never

count on

my brother for help in times of

emergency.
4. The doctor told the diabetic patient to

5. The small boy's mother

cut up

cut down

on sugar.

his food into small pieces

to enable him to eat it easily.

B Complete using the prepositional phrases given.
ht.

by accident:
by air/rail/

not intentionally

road/sea:

travelling via that route

1. I don't have any cash on me, so I'll have to pay you
by cheque
by myself

by bus/carl
plane/boat:

travelling using a
particular means of
transport

by chance:

unexpectedly, not
planning to

by cheque:

payment by mea ns of
cheque, not using cash
using violent action

by force:
by heart:
ide.

'e

when you learn sth so
well that you can
remember it without
having to read it
in error
alone; without help

by mistake:
by oneself:
by phone/post: using that particular
means of communication

iache.

7. I learnt the poem off

by heart
---"-

to say at our

end-of-year celebrations.
8. Paul found the lost document completely by chance/by accident .
9. When my brother bought his new car, he travelled everywhere
by road

only.

=:
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C Complete using the correct form of the words given.
DON'T GIVE UP HOPEl
The economic cris is facin g man y countries today has created serious
unemployment

problems.

are confronted by many
countless

Energetic

difficulties

application

when tryin g to find a job. Filling in

forms and hearing that they are

for the job because they don't have the right
dishe artening. Finding a job seems just
their

disa ppointment

straightforward

D

young people, willing to work,

qualifications
imposs ible

DIFFICULT

uns uita ble

APPLY, SUIT

can be very

QUALIFY

. However,

POSSIBLE

shouldn't affect them nor make them give up. There is no

so lution

other than

patience

EMPLOY, ENERGY

and persistence.

DISAPPOINT
SOLVE, PATIENT

Complete using the correct form of the words given.

travel (v)(n): going from o ne place to an other
trip (n):
a short journey to a pla ce and
back again
an organ ised trip during which
you visit different places
voyage (n) : a journey by ship or spacecraft
cruise (n):
a holiday during which you
travel on a ship
flight (n):
a journey by plane
journey (n): travelling from one place to
another
route (n):
the way from o ne pla ce to
an ot her

tour (n) :

1. Our business
2. What ' s the qui ckest

trip

a

to Brussels was producti ve and very pleasant.
route

from your hous e to the city centre?

3. As soo n as they arrived, they went on a
4. At the airp ort they told us that the

tour
flight

of the city .
to Rome had been cancelled.

5. Instead of going to an island, we decided to go on a luxury

cruise

6. Peopl e say that the safest and quickest way to

is by aeroplane .

7. The

journey

trave l

around the Mediterranean.

from Boston to Montreal by car take s around five hours.

8. The old captain had spent his life making

voyages

to the Far East.

unit

08 Modal

Verbs II

A . Offers
GY

T

Modal verbs

Use

Examples

will

To be willing to do something for
someone else.

I'll make you a sandwich if you are
hungry.

Will (you) ...?

Informal offers and invitations.

Will you have some tea?

can
To offer to do something for someone
else.
could
Can 1..?
Could L?
ShallL? (= do you want me to ...)
Would you like}
noun
prefer + full infinitive

Polite or formal offers and invitations.

Would you rather + bare infinitive

I can / could lend you my umbrella.
Is there anything 1 could do to help ?
Can I take your coat?
Shall I post this letterfor you?
Would you like a drink?
Would you like me to help?
Would you prefer to stay here 'with us ?
Would you rather have a cheese
sandwich ?

B. Suggestions
Modal verbs

Use

Examples

can

Informal suggestions

We can go to the cinema, ifyou like.

shall
could

Polite or formal suggestions

Shall we go shopping on Saturday ?
We could go for a swim in the afternoon.

Suggestions can also be expressed by:
Let's + bare infinitive: Let's play tennis.
Why don't... ?: Wh y don't we go for a walk?
n ou n: How about some more coffee?
H ow a b out + [
.
.
.
.
-mg form: Ho w about having a przzc for dinner?

c.
Modal verbs
shall
should }
ought to

+

Use
To ask for advice.
present infinitive To ask for and give advice.
To say what is generally right or
(simple or
wrong.
progressive)

had better + bare infinitive

should }
ought to

+

Advice

perfect infinitive
(simple or
progressive)

Examples
Shall I dye my hair?
I think you ought to see a doctor.
You shouldn't be watching TV now;
you should be studying.

To give strong advice; it often
expresses a threat or warning and is
stronger than should/ought to.

You'd better not argu e with him.
He'd better study harder !f he wants to
pass the exam.

Something should have been done but
did not eventually happen.

You shouldn't have lied to your
parents.
They ought to have informed us
earlier.
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D . Habits
Modal verbs

Use

Examples

used to

For past habits and situations that are
no longer true.
• Interrogative and negati ve sentences
are formed with did.

As a child, she used to be very difficult.

would + present infinitive

To describe past habits or a person ' s
typical behaviour in the past.

My g randmother would give me a bar of
choco late whenever I visited her.

will

To describe a person' s typical
behaviour at present.

When John is happ y, he will sing all day.

Did they use to go fishing evelY Sunday ?
He didn 't use to be so lazy.

E. Obligation - Necessity
Examples

Modal verbs

Use

must

I must repair the roof before winter
Internal obligation: the speaker feels
that he or someone else is obliged to do comes.
You must get up early tomorrow.
something.
Policemen have to wear a uniform.
External obligation: it comes from
facts, not from the speaker's opinion or (regulation)
I've got to see my dentist tomorrow.
feelings.
(I have an appointment)
• have (got) to can be used with
Do you often have to work at weekends?
adverbs of frequency.

have to
have got to

need +

noun
-ing form
full infini~i:e
bare infiniti ve

E

ought to

Necessity
• When need is a main verb ,
interrogative and negati ve sentences
are formed with do/did .

She needs a new pair ofgloves.
This room needs painting.
Do I need to take an umbrella ?
Need I take an umbrella ?

We remind someone of a dut y or
obligation .

You ought to post these letters today.

Must is used only fo r the present; fo r the past and the future we use the form s of have to, expressing
either interna l or external ob lig ati on.

He had to leave earlier yesterday.

They will soon have to tell him the truth .

F. Absence of necessity
Modal verbs

Use

Examples

don't have to
haven't got to
needn 't
don 't need to
needn't + perfe ct infinitive

It is not necessary to do something.

I don't have to/haven't got to cook dinn er
tonight; we are going to a restaurant.
You needn 't take your jacket. It isn't cold.
He doesn 't need to work that hard.

Something was not necessary but it
was done.

didn't need to + infiniti ve

Something was not nece ssary, and it is
not clear if it was done or not.

You needn 't have bought any magazines;
I' ve got plenty.
They didn 't need to pay anything extra fo r
the tour.

G . Prohibition
Modal verbs

Use

Examples

mustn 't
can' t

Prohibition
Not being allowed to do something.

You mustn 't enter this room.
We can't use this equipment.
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Grammar Practice
A Com p le te the sentences using can, should, would, mustn't, have to or don't have to.
tit,
lay?
tr o]
day.

mustn 't

2.

you like some more tea?

Would

3. I'm afraid we

have to

4.

Can

I get you a drink?

5. You

don 't have to

6. You

shou ld

cancel our skiing trip.

do any cooking as I've already prepared something.
have told her the truth earlier. She wouldn't have been so angry.

7. I was a very good student and I
8. We

can

would

always do my homework.

go swimming if you like. It's warm today.

B Circle the correct answers.
1. Mary: The children must I(need)new sports shoes, but I don't have time to go shopping.

Gary: I~I would take them shopping if you want.
2. You @houldn ,.)t mustn't have been driving so carelessly! You could have killed someone.
3. Mike: Bill likes computer games. He would I § )sit in front of his computer for hours.

Lucy: Yes, but you (ough t to)! shall encourage him to take up other activities as well.
?

4. Tom: I need I ~ust)hurry. I don't want to miss the bus and keep Sally waiting.
Jack: You mustn't I ~eedn't)go by bus. I(couldY should drive you there if you like.
5. Debbie : (Why don' ~1 How about we buy him a silk tie?
Steve: No, he doesn't wear ties. We would IE) always get him a nice shirt, though.
6. All the employees in this company had to I(must)work overtime every day next week.

essing

7. With ~ temperature like that, you ~boul~1 need be in bed. You needn'tI ~houldn' ~be playing outside!
8. I'm sorry, sir, but you mustn't t(can '~ see Dr Brown today. You lhave to)! need have an appointment.
Is Tuesday afternoon OK?
9. They needn't I ~idn't need)to buy any more bread. There was plenty at home.
10. Angela: I didn't need to I @idn't use to)exercise regularly, but now that I have more free time, I do.
Peter: What do you think ...(Shal~ 1 Will I start exercising?

inner

Angela: Sure, but you(had)1 would better consult your doctor first.

t.

cold.

C Choose the correct answers.

'nes;

1. I
@ need to

rajor

2. You
@ shouldn' t
3. Ann, you really
a. must

4. Tom
a. should
5. We
a. couldn't

buy a present for Mary because her birthday is on Saturday.
b. need
c. am needing to
have lied to your Dad about taking the car.
b. couldn't
c. mustn't
have studied a bit harder for the exam.
b. need to
@) ought to
to see a doctor. He's been ill for the past weeks.
@ needs
c. must
worry about getting to the airport on time; it's really close by.
b. ought not to
c. can't

d. will need
d. can't
d. would
d. ought to
@ needn' t
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D Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has

a similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. You were wrong to drive through the red light.

should

You

should not have driven

through the red light.

2. Our children were never in the habit of telling lies.

used

Our children

never used to tell

3. Taking photographs inside the museum is strictly prohibited.
not
You
must not take photographs

lies .
inside the museum.

4. You are not obliged to come if yo u have something else to do.

have

You

don 't have to come

5. Shall I do the shopping for you ?
._...
like
Won!ti

if you have something else to do.

you like me to do

-

----rr--o--

J

-

6. It wasn't necessary for you to wake up so early.
needn't
You
needn 't have woken up

so early.

7. If I were you, I wouldn't borrow his camera without asking .
better
You
had better not borrow

his camera without asking.

8. It is necessary for her to have an international driving licence.
has
She
has to have

an international driving licence.

I Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.
1. When I went to the bank to ask for a loan, I had to

fall behind: not make progress or move forward
fall oft:
fall out:

fill

in:

find out:

fill in

as fast as you were supposed to
become detached
(1) be separated from sb's body
(e.g . hair, a tooth)
(2) have an argument with sb
complete
learn sth you didn't know, usually
through deliberate effort

hundreds of form s.

2. Oh no! The sign has

fallen off

3. I was sick last week and as a result I have fallen behind
in my work.
4. Did you

find out

who sent you the package?

5. John and Mary used to

fall ou t

eventually split up .

B Complete using prepositions.
1. Jenny reminds me

of

2. We have a preference

that famous actress we saw on television last night.
for

3. There must be a solution

dry wine.
to

4. The rock band has just arrived
5. Did you get an invitation
6. I prefer coffee

to

to/for

Jim's problem.
at

the airport.

the wedding?

tea.

7. Do you think mum will mind if I lend her book
8. We must decide

on

9. Paul spends a lot of time

to

Kathy?

where to go for the long weekend.
on

the wall.

computer games.

10. Unfortunately, I'm working on Saturday, so you can forget

about

going to the beach.

_"

-
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CComplete using the correct form of the words in

bold type.

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS!
The

exciting

game between the D ragon s an d the T igers is over. The Tigers '

EXCITE

fai lure to win of course means that they won' t play in the fina ls. Th e Drago ns played a
wonderfu l
Their

ga me and earned everyo ne's

combination

continuous

popularity
will be

WONDER, ADMIRE

of tactics and stre ngth definitel y hel ped them win. D ue to the

development

fifth

admiration

COMBINE

of new strategies by the ir coach, this wi ll be the

DEVELOP

year in a row that the Dragons will play in the final. Th eir

FIVE

has increased over the ye ars and there is no dou bt that H illbeU St adiu m

POP ULAR

crowded

wit h

like toda y , they are sure to be

enthusiastic

fans on the day of the fina l. If they play

CROWD, ENTHUSE

successful

SUCCESS

o Complete using the words given.
game (n): a pa stime or a m use me nt; a
contes t based o n rules, whose
re sult is determ ined by skill,
know ledge, stre ng th or c hance
match (n): a n o rga nised game of footba ll,
crick et or o ther sport
play (n): a piece of work written for th e
theatre (to be performed on
stage)

1. S hakespeare is very famou s for
the many

plays

he

wro te .

2. I beat Tom at a

game

of chess.

3. Th e foo tba ll cup final was the
mo st ex citing

match

of

the season.

beat (v):
win (v):

earn (v) :
gain [v}:

d efeat sb in a competitio n or
e lectio n
achi eve first pla ce a nd ga in a
prize in a competition

re ce ive mo ney as payment for
yo ur wo rk
acq uire sth (gradua lly)

4. I hop e to

win

5. T he op posi tion party

the champions hip .
beat

the par ty in office in the

elections on Sunday .

6. I _ _

earn
-=:..:.:.:_

_

a go od salary which allows me to li ve

co mfortably .

7. Th e su permarket chain gave ou t free gifts to

ga in

more popular ity.

match (v): (1) be in harmony wit h sth
(2) have a pleas ing a p pe ara nce
whe n use d tog ether
suit (v):
(1) be convenient fo r sb o r the
best ch oice in a pa rticular
situa tion
(2) ma ke sb look a ttractive
be o f th e correct size or shape
fit (v):

8. Th ese shoes don ' t

fit

me, I need a size bigger.

9. Fashio na ble w omen usuall y buy hand bags to

match

their shoes .
10. Buy the whi te blouse. T he co lour really

suits

yo u.
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Revision
I Grammar Practice

A Choose the correct answers.
1. Jim

be watching TV . I just saw him outside.
b. shouldn 't

a. mustn't

@ can' t

2. We are really looking forward
a. entering

the competition.

b. to enter
b. have been breaking

4. The girl admitted

a window.

c. be breaking

@ have broken

CD having lied

d. to have lied

to her teacher.

a. to lie

b. be lying

5. Do we

attend the dance?

a. ought to

b. have got to

6. The robber was made

c. must

@ have to

where he had hidden the money.

@ to confess

b. confess

c. confessing

d. to confessing

we borrow your CD player? We're having a party tonight.

7. Mike,
a. would

® could

b. will

8. I have forgotten

b. to operate

9. It's difficult for me

c. operating

d. how operates

whether I should accept the job offer or not.

a. decide

b. deciding

10. We saw the girls

c. to deciding

@ to decide

football as we drove past the field.

a. play

b. to playing

c. to play

11. I don't think the company can afford
@ to employ
12. Don't you know that you

@ playing

any new staff this year.

b. to employing

a. don't have to

d. must

this machine. Can you show me how?

@ how to operate

13.

@ to entering

c. enter

3. Playing ball in the classroom was a bad idea, boys. You could
a. broke

d. might not

c. to have employed

d. be employing

put that watch in water? It's not waterproof.
b. needn't

c. didn't need to

@ mustn' t

c. Might

d. Had better

c. need

d. have to

c. shall

@ should

you tell me how much this costs?
a. May

@ Would

14. "What would you like to do tonight?"
"We
@ could
15. I think you
a. can

go and watch a film."
b. would
consider buying the house.
b. need

B Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a
to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. It was wrong of you to cheat in the exam.
ought
You
ought not to have cheated
in the exam.
2. Hearing that an earthquake had occurred was a great shock to us.
shocked
We
were shocked to hear
that an earthquake had occurred.
3. Steve doesn't mind travelling by bus.
used
Steve
is used to travelling

by bus.

similar meaning
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4. It is necessary to buy skiing equipment if you want to take lessons.
have
You
have to buy
skiing equipment if you want to take lessons.
5. It isn't necessary for her to pick us up from the airport.
needn't
She
needn't pick us up
from the airport.
6. Have you forgotten that you sent her a letter last month?
remember Don't
you remember sending her

a letter last month?

7. I'm sure Ted isn't older than me because he went to school with my younger brother.
can't
Ted
can't be older than
me because he went to school with my younger

brother.
8. He believes that we will visit him on Saturday.
expects
He
expects us to visit him

on Saturday.

I Vocabulary Practice
AChoose the correct answers.
1. "Have you seen Helga?"
"She was here earlier but I haven't seen her
Cb) for

a. at

c. by

2. Luke came across this old coin by
a. surprise

(f) chance

d. force

the bank.

a. to

c. for

b. of

4. Would you like to help me

a. find out

@ from

these photocopies?
G) give out

c. get by

d.counton

are allowed at the hospital between 5 and 8 p.m ..
a. Clients

<E) Visitors

6. Bright colours

c. Hosts

b. effect

c. match

7. When buying something, never forget to ask for the
G!) receipt

b. bill

8. The Dragons

_
c. debt

b. earned

d. tip

(f) beat

d. gained

is $30000.

9. My annual
a. currency

b. fine

10. He is keen

c. charge

@ income

c. for

@ on

buying a dog.
b. at

arn

II. If you want to lose weight, you should
w cut down

on fatty foods.

b. fall behind

12. Can you

c. cut off

d. get away

what time the film starts?

a. end up

b. get by

c. fall out

@ find

out

well with Sally. She is one of my best friends.

a. get off
14. Don't forget to
a. give away

b. get over

(f) get along

d. get on with

the book you borrowed from John.
b. give in

c. grve up

GU give back

because it was the quickest way to reach him.

15. I decided to contact him

Cil by phone

@ suit

the Bulldogs in the football match yesterday.

a. won

13. I really

d. Guests

people with dark complexions.

a. fit

eaning

d. about

while cleaning the attic.

b. himself

3. I borrowed the money

5.

a while now ."

b. by heart

c. by boat

d. by mistake
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B Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
1. Please send your
2. You'd be

impatient

3. Thi s outfit is
4. The

application

5. The children' s

APPLY

too if you had been waiting for two hour s!

PATIENT

for the dance, don 't you think ?

(un)s uitable

employees

to 22 Market St.

SUIT

at Maxwell' s are all trained in customer servi ce.
excitement

was obvious at the birthday party.

6. The film is a bit depressing as it deal s with the
7. He wor ks with gre at
8. [ can 't find the

EMPLOY

reality

EXCITE

of homel ess people.

REAL

enthusiasm
solution

ENTHUSE

to the last maths probl em .

SOLVE

C Complete using the -ing form or the infinitive of the verbs in brackets.
Next stop Mars ...

Travelling
are planning

(travel) to Mars might
to send

become

(send) astronauts

(send) people, even though it may
way to find out

to explore

to send

surprising thing is that they are not planning
be

(become) a reality sooner than you think. Scienti sts
(explore) Mars in the near future . The

(send) animals first, but insist on

sending

(be) risky. That's because scientists believe that it's the only

(find out) if there is or ever has been life on the planet and if there could ever

(be). "We are in favour of

exploring

(explore) the possibility of

there . There's no point in

beginning

(begin) this expedition with animals, is there ?" asks Profe ssor

Huxley . Other experts in the field object to
"We need

to study

anything. It's no good

sending

being

be

(send) people up there so soon in the experiment.

(study) the.'planet as much as we can befo re we start
risking

doll ars until we are absolutely sure ."

(be) able to live

(risk) our astronauts' lives and

doing/to do

spending

(do)

(spend) millions of

unit

09 Articles
A/A n

The indefinite article a/an is used before singular countable nouns or adjectives followed by singular noun s.

a + consonant sounds
a ruler, a European country, a university,
a one-way ticket, a hospital, a blue overco at

an + vowel sounds
an apple, an egg, an umbrella, an orange,
an hour, an exciting holiday

• Uncountabl e or plu ral countable noun s tak e some / any, etc.
I've bought some magazines.
We haven't got any more ice cream .
• A/an is not used before uncountabl e nouns, except in certain expressio ns:
It is (such) a pity / shame!
A goo d knowledge of French is required for this ;ob.
What a relie f!
She has a love fo r / a hatred o f / fear of dogs.

• A/an - one: She has got a car. (We do not specify what kind of car.)
They have got one ca r. (= o nly one, not more)

Use
The indefinite article is used:

Examples

1. before a noun which is mentioned for the first time
and represents no parti cular person or thing.

They live in a flat.
Take a break.

2. before a noun whi ch represents a group of people,
animals or things.
We can also use the or the plural form.

A car is fa ster than a bike.
The dolphin is an intelligent animal.
Children need love and affection.

3. when talking about someone' s character, job or

He is a pessimist.
Her husband is an accountant.
Howard is an Englishman. But: Claire is French.

nationality .
4. in certain numerical
a couple / dozen
a half / quarter
a lot of

expressions:
a thousand / million
a grea t deal of
a great man y

5. to talk about: price per weight or item

ientists

e

ng

distance per amount of fuel or speed
frequency per time
certain illnesses
6. before Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms + surname when we refer
to someone unknown .

e only

We need a hundred copies.
A great many teenagers listen to music while doing their
hom ework.
They walked a quarter of a mile.
This brandy costs £25 a bottle.
My car does 50 miles a gallon/ 130 kilometres an hour.
They go to the cinema twice a month.
He has afever / a cold / a toothache.
A Mrs Jon es wants to see you.

T he
The definite article the is used before countable and uncountable noun s of all genders both in the singular and the plural.

ve

ent.

ns of

The definite article is used:

The definite article is NOT used:

1. before countable and uncountable noun s which are
specific or have been mentioned before .
I'll see the doctor tomorrow.
The postman brought three letters and a parcel; the
parcel was for Mary .

1. before countable and uncountable nouns which refer to
something general or have not been mentioned before.
He likes coffee.
Exp erience is import ant for this job.
Whales are mammals.
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2. before unique nouns.
the Earth, the sky, the Pyramids
3. before names of seas, oceans, rivers, channels!
canals, coasts, deserts, countries or regions (plural),
groups of islands, mountain ranges:
The Mediterranean, the Pacific, the Mississippi, the
English Channel, the Panama Canal, the Blue Coast,
the Kalahari Desert, the Netherlands, the Highlands,
the Bahamas, the Andes
4. with buildings: cinemas, theatres, museums,
galleries, pubs, restaurants, hotels, institutions:
the Odeon cinema, the Royal Theatre, the British
Museum, the National Gallery, the Black Buoy, the
Pasta House, the Hilton, the British Council
S. with newspapers, ships, services, organisations:
the Guardian, the Queen Mary, the police, the United
Nations

6. with names of families and nationalities (when we
refer to the whole family or nation):
the Simpsons, the Dutch, the Japanese
The is optional with nationalities ending in -s
(the) Greeks, (the) Australians, etc.
7. before musical instruments, dances, inventions and
the word radio:
Pedro plays the guitar and Rosa dances the flamenco.
When was the telephone invented?
We heard the news on the radio.
But: I saw thatfilm Oil TV last week.

8. with the superlative degree of adjectives and adverbs.
He is the best student in his class.
Most does not take the when it is a determiner:
Most students passed the exam.
9. with adjectives referring to classes of people:
the old, the blind, the poor, the educated, etc.
10. with only, same and ordinal numbers + nouns
This is the only pen I 've got.
Dogs are not all the same.
Who was the first astronaut to walk on the Moon?
11. before noun + of + noun:
the gu{{ of Mexico, the Statue of Liberty

2. before names of people, streets, cities, islands,
countries, continents, mountains (singular), religious
holidays, days of the week, months:
Maggie Smith, Oxford Street, Berlin, Ibiza, Italy, Asia,
Mont Blanc, Christmas, Friday, August
But: the High Street, the Hague, the Vatican
The is optional before the names of seasons when the
meaning is general:
Where do you usually go in (the) summer?
The is used when we talk about a specific season.
Do you remember the winter of 1987?
3. before names of squares, parks, lakes, stations
Euston Square, Holland Park, Lake Ontario, Liverpool
Street station
4. with pubs, restaurants, hotels, shops, banks, etc.
whose names include the name of their founder or
another proper name (e.g. a place)
Jimmy's bar, Luigi's Restaurant, Emily's Hotel,
Harrods, Lloyds Bank, Gatwick Airport

S. before names of magazines, sports, games, colours,
school subjects and languages:
Newsweek (but: The Economist), tennis, chess, white,
geography, Greek
German is a difficult language.
But: The German language is difficult to learn.

6. before names of airlines or companies:
Air France, Interamerican, BMW, etc.
7. with meals (breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack):
What did you havefor breakfast?
But: When we talk about a specific meal, we use the:
I didn't enjoy the dinner on the plane.
.
8. before the words bed, court, church, home, hospital,
prison, school, university, work when they are used
for the purpose for which they exist:
Thomas went to university to study engineering.
But: Patrick went to the university to visit his
professor.

9. before the words father, mother, mum, dad (when
we refer to our own parents).
Father / Daddy taught me how to drive.

12. with titles (not accompanied by proper names):
the King, the Queen, the Prince of Wales
But: Queen Beatrix of Holland, Princess Margaret

10. before means of transport.
I travel by car / by bus / by train / by air.
Also: on foot, on horseback
But: He was in the car / on the bus when I saw him.

13. with historical events or references:
the Greek Revolution, the American Civil War
But: World War II.

11. with north, south, east, west when they are used as
adverbs.
They are heading west.

14. with the North, the South, the East, the West:
Last year we visited the South of France.

12. with some diseases (cancer, malaria, etc.)
You should be vaccinated against malaria if you want
to travel to the tropics.
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I Grammar Practice
A Complete using a, an, the or -.
_ _ _ tea is

n the

a

Not just

Asia,

on

the

Shen Nung of

a

tea

evergreen plant. It

an

was accidentally discovered by
_ _ _

cup of

Emperor

China. Whilst

trip, he was boiling

a

pot of water

when

a

tea leaf fell into it.

_ _ _

British sailors, returning from

the

Far

eJ1JOO!

tea back _~_

East, brought packets of

home as presents for their relatives.

c.
r

The
in

first advertisement for
a

1660.
urs,

tea appeared

newspaper called Mercurius Politicus in
The

advertisement in

the

the

percent of all -/the

Jim plays

a

tea exported in

the

the

Britain for three hundred years. The/ An average

week. In fact,

the

British import almost twenty-five

world.

St Mark's Square every day.

guitar in
a

2. Unfortunately, there are

lot of accidents on

the

motorway between

Athens and

_

Salonica.
3.

Hyde Park is

4.

malaria is

the
a

biggest park in

London.

disease carried by

mosquitoes.

5. Every year

swimmers attempt to swim across

6.

an

Ibiza is

7. It has been

a

island off

the

Europe is

9.

most flowers bloom in the j -

10. Every year

d as

11.

The

12. In 1995,
13.

the

the

the

English Channel.
Spain and is part of

the

Balearic islands.

Russian.

smallest continent on Earth, yet it is

the

most heavily populated.

spring.

millions of people visit

colours of

the

coast of

long time since I last spoke

8.

him.

II

tea

tea.

B Complete using a, an, the or -.
1.

en

colds and other

third of their weekly wage to have

most popular drink in

Briton drinks thirty cups of

used

a

poor were prepared to pay as much as

_ _ _ tea has been

pital,

tea could cure

illnesses.
The

the:

newspaper said that

Greek flag are

the

Statue of Liberty.
blue and

white.

United Nations celebrated their fiftieth anniversary.

father is taking us to

a

nice restaurant called

Wheeler's on

Sunday for

_ _ _ dinner.

want

14.

Sophia is

15. Head
the

a

east for about
motorway.

mechanical engineer but she also writes for
an

hour and you 'll find

the

the

Herald.

Palace Hotel on

the

right hand side of
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C Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. Julie said that her tooth was aching, so her father took her to the dentist's.
had
Julie said that
she had a toothache

2. Connor has become a very good saxophone player.
learnt
Connor has
learnt (how) to play the

, so her father took her to the dentist's.
saxophone very well.

3. He had to catch a bus to work this morning because his car had broken down .
go
He had to
go to work by bus
this morning because his car had broken
down.
4. As a student, I couldn't afford a car other than that old Mini Cooper.
only
That old Mini Cooper
was the only car

I could afford as a student.

5. Did you know that a lot of rice is consumed in China?
the Chinese consume
Chinese
Did you know that
6. My weekly wage is $120, which isn't a great deal.
$120 a week
week
I get

a lot of rice?

, which isn't a great deal.

7. The government should help the people who are out of work , don't you think ?
unemployed The government should help
the unemp loyed/unemployed people
8. I'm really disappointed that he didn't win the race.
pity
It
is a pity

, don 't you think?

that he didn 't win the race.

Vocabulary Practice

A Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.
go ahead (with 5th): start doing sth after

go on (with sth):
go out:
go over:

go up:
go with:

planning it or ask ing
permission for it
continue doing sth
stop burning
examine, discuss or think
about sth carefully or in
detail
increase, become higher
or greater than before
belong together with sth
else

1. The bank manager wants to

go over

of the loan before he approves it.
2. I suggest you

go ahead

with your picnic,

regardless of the weather forecast.
3. The fire

went out

4. The skirt

goes with

after burning for seven hours.
the vest. You can't buy them

separately.
5. Interest rates have really

gone up

this month.

6. I've filled in part of the application form but I can't
go on

because I need more information.

B Choose the correct answers.
1. Nobody warned me
the side effects of this medication.
a. in
b. on
@ about
2. This insect repellent will keep you safe
all kinds of insects .
a. with
b. by
@ from
3. The children were punished
breaking the window.
<E) for
c. since
a. by
4. I feel sorry
Steven. Having to work such long hours must be very tiring.
for
b. about
c. with
5. The thief, Peter Russell, has escaped
Longbay Prison.
~ from
b. in
c. to

o

the details
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list's.

ken

6. You shouldn't fight
your brothers and sisters.
a. about
(i;) with
c. on
7. The lifeguard saved the woman
drowning.
a. after
b. since
Cf) from
8. The search
the lost boy lasted thirty-six hours.
a. about
b. with
(£) for
9. You shouldn't have lied
your friends about that.
(i} to
b. about
c. with
10. The wedding will take place
a Wednesday.
c. by
a. in
® on

C Complete using the correct form of
t.

the words in bold type.

THE ART OF ACTING

My decision to become an actor/actress

was not an easy one. After all, one's ability to

ACT

act well isn't enough. It isn't a stable profession. However, I find acting most
enjoyable

and am willing to live without job

security

ENJOY, SECURE

I don't work on TV serials or anything like that. I only take part in theatre performances

PERFORM

It's most rewarding as you get the audience 's immediate

REACT

when doing a

humorous

reaction

play, we all wait to hear the audience's

If we don't, we know that the production has been

unsuccessfu l

Even though I've had many years of experience, I'm always
nervous

. For example,
laughter

HUMOUR, LAUGH

and we have failed.

terrified

SUCCESS

and

TERROR

before going on stage. But once I start performing, I quickly lose myself in

NERVE

the play. Playing a character completely different from your own is always a challenge.

o Complete using the correct form of the words given.
miss (v):

lose (v):

loose (odj):

(1) not attend or take part in
sth because you are unable to,
don't want to or have forgotten
to (2) arrive too late to catch a
bus/train/plane, etc.
(1) not know where sth is because
you have forgotten where you put
it (2) to have been deprived of sth
not tight

lack (n):

when sth is insufficient or does
not exist at all
shortage (n): deficiency, not having enough of
sth

reduce [v) : make smaller in quantity or size
decrease [v] : become smaller in quantity or
size
divide [v):
separate sth into smaller equal
parts

lie (v):

(1) (lie-lay-lain) be in a horizontal
position; not standing or sitting

(2) (lie-lied-lied) not to tell the

lay (v):

truth
(lay-laid-laid) place sth somewhere

1. I've lost weight and this skirt is too

loose

for me to

wear.
2. You won't believe what happened. I
3. Karen has

lost

missed

the plane!

her passport and can't leave the

country until she finds it.

4. There has been a shortage

of water this summer and as

a result, we aren't allowed to water our gardens.
5. A

lack

of calcium in his diet didn't allow him to

develop strong bones.
6. The teacher

divided

the students into four groups.

7. During the summer sales, many shops

reduce

their

prices by up to 60 %.
8. The national debt has decreased by one percent this year.
9. Craig is

lying

10. I suggest you

down because he's not feeling very well.
lay

the blanket on the ground before

we sit down and have our picnic.
11. How can I trust you? You've

lied

to me so many

times .

I

unit

•

10 Nouns

T

'-'

tl

A . Countable Nouns

F

Countable nouns can be counted and have singular and plural forms. They are defined by a/an, one in the singular
and some, any, (a) few, etc. in the plural.

L

Plural Formation
~

Regular nouns
• Most nouns take -s:
car-cars
• Nouns ending in -ch, -sh, -x, OS, -ss take -es:
church-churches, fox-foxes, bus-buses
• Nouns ending in -f or -fe form their plural in -ves:
wolf-wolves, life-lives
But: some nouns just take -s and some others form
their plural in both ways:
belief - beliefs, roof - roofs, safe - safes,
scarf - scarfs/scarves

• Nouns ending in -0, normally take -es:
tomato-tomatoes
But: nouns ending in vowel + -0 (e.g. radio),
musical instruments (e.g. piano) and abbreviations
(e.g. photo), take -s:
radio-radios, piano-pianos, photo-photos

p

L

• Nouns ending in -y, drop the -y and take -ies:
library-libraries
But: nouns ending in vowel + -y, take -S.
boy-boys, tray-trays

Irregular nouns
• Some nouns change completely in the plural:
man - men
goose - geese
mouse - mice
woman - women
louse - lice
child - children
ox - oxen
foot - feet
tooth - teeth
• Certain nouns are always in the plural form.
These are:
a. arms (=weapons), clothes, contents, customs,
goods, people, police, scales, stairs, surroundings
(=environment)
b. all nouns that consist of two parts: binoculars,
glasses, jeans, pliers, pyjamas, scissors, shorts,
tights, trousers, etc.
With these nouns we often use a pair of.
• Some nouns of Greek or Latin origin form their
plural by adding Greek or Latin suffixes:
analysis - analyses
criterion - criteria
basis - bases
phenomenon - phenomena
crisis - crises
medium - media

• Some nouns are the same in the singular and the plural
form:
deer - deer
species - species
sheep - sheep
series - series
fish - fish
aircraft - aircraft
salmon - salmon
means - means
trout - trout
crossroads - crossroads
• Collective nouns describe groups of people: audience,
class, committee, crew, family, government, jury, staff,
etc. These nouns take a plural verb if they refer to the
members of the group individually, and a singular verb
if the group is considered as a unit.
My family are organising a trip to Italy.
(The family is seen as a group of individuals.)
The government is thinking of increasing taxes.
(The government is seen as one unit.)
• Nouns preceded by cardinal numbers and used before
other nouns are always in the singular form:
a ten-pound note (not a ten-pounds note)
a three-year-old boy

C

N
r.

B
Some nouns have different forms for the masculine and the feminine gender:

N

husband -.. wife

nephew -.. niece

waiter -.. waitress

prince -.. princess

father -.. mother
son -...daughter

steward -.. stewardess
actor -.. actress
hero -.. heroine

duke -.. duchess

brother -.. sister

boy -.. girl
(bride)groom -.. bride
widower -.. widow

uncle -.. aunt

host -.. hostess

king -.. queen

sf.
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B. Uncountable Nouns
Uncountable nouns cannot be counted and have no plural form. Some, any, (a) little, etc. can be used with most of
them, but not alan/one.

Food

meat, cheese, bread, butter,
fruit, fish, etc.

Liquids

milk, water, wine, beer, coffee, Sciences and
tea, etc.
School Subjects

Material

glass, wood, iron, paper, steel,
gold, etc.

Games

baseball, chess, billiards, darts, football, golf,
soccer, poker, tennis, etc .

Natural
Phenomena

weather, heat, snow, lightning,
wind, rain, thunder, etc .

Abstract nouns

beauty, freedom, love, honesty, justice, business,
work, time, information, news, knowledge,
accommodation, etc.

Languages

English, French, Greek,
Japanese, Italian, etc.

Some Concrete
Nouns

baggage, furniture, money, luggage, traffic,
business, etc.

ular

Diseases

measles, chickenpox, cancer, etc.
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Economics,
Literature, etc.

is

• The quantity of uncountable nouns is defined by other words that we can put in front of them :
a cup of coffee/tea
a bottle of wine/beer
a glass of water/orange juice
a pint

plural

of beer

a jar of jam
a piece of cake/advice/
information/news

a piece/sheet of paper
a packet of tea/flour
a carton of milk

a bar of chocolate/soap
a can of soda
a block of wood/ice

a slice/loaf of bread

a tube of toothpaste

a lump of sugar
an ice cube/a sugar cube
a pot of yoghurt

a flash/bolt of lightning
a clap/peal of thunder

• Some nouns can be either countable or uncountable, but with different meanings :

ience,
, staff,
tothe
ar verb

Uncountable

Countable

There's a lot of light in this room .
This bottle is made of glass.

Please, turn on the lights.
He can't see without his glasses .

She brushes her hair every morning .
This table is made of pine wood .
She loves wa lking in the rain .
J've still got some work to do .

He found two hairs in his soup .
We saw a fo x in the woods .
How often do the rains come in Thailand?
The motorway is closed due to mad works .

Experience is important for th is job .

We had some fascinating experiences when we
visited Japan.

C. Compound Nouns
efore

Compound Nouns consist of two parts. Be careful with their plural!

Types of Compound Nouns

incess
hess

Noun + noun
reception hall -+- reception halls
But: woman driver -+- women drivers

-ing + noun
dining room

Noun + preposition + noun
sister-in-law -+- sisters-in-law

Noun + preposition
passer-by -+- passers-by

-+-

dining rooms

Adjective + noun
greenhouse -+- greenhouses
No noun (e.g. verb + preposition)
a take-off-s- take-offs

Grammar Practice
A Put the words in brackets into the plural form where necessary.
1. Appliances Plus sells many different brands of
Tea

2.

,

ta pe recorders

s made from the dried

"

(tape recorder).

leaves

discovered five thousand years ago .
three-year-old

3. Margaret and Don have two

(three-j.rear-old)

daughters

_

twins
4. Jack: I can't see a thing .
glasses

Brian: Do you want your

light

Jack: No. It's the dim

5. The first three

(glass)?

runners-up

6. The attic is full of

(runner-up) will each receive a medal.

mice

. ench
7. The Italian and Fre

(light) that is making it difficult to see .

(mouse).

dictionaries

-,

--'"

L

criteria

f'.

9. We are wai ting for all the
10. That booklet has all the

staff

(staff) to arrive before beginning the meeting.

information

(information) you'll need.

B Choose the correct answers.
1. I'm really thirsty. Could you get me a
of water?
(l1.)glass
b. jar
c. can
2. 'Could I have a
of cheese, please?
a. bar
@ slice
c. sheet
of paper?
3. I made a mistake. Could you get me a clean
a. block
b. packet
@ sheet
of marmalade?
4. Mum, where's the
a. tube
@ jar
c. cup
of lightning lit the sky up for a second.
5. A sudden
@ flash
b. clap
c. block
6. This is a
of my favourite soap. I love the way it smells.
@ bar
a. lump
b. packet
7. Can I have two
of sugar in my tea, please?
® lumps
b. pieces
c. pints

C Complete using a, an, some, any or -.
1. I teach

-

History and

-

2. I'm really thirsty. Do you have
3.

An

igloo is made from

Spanish.
any

-

beer? Otherwise some/- water is fine.
ice.

4. I'd like

some tomatoes, some/a lettuce and

5.

cancer is

-

6. Have

a

some

disease which a lot of people die of.

som e food. You must be starving after playing

7. We decided to replace the balcony door with
in the living room.

oranges, please.

a

-

football all day.

sliding glass door because we wanted more

-

light
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8. There isn't

any

9. Jane would like

10. Brian had

a

an

paper left in the machine so I can't make
some

time off

work. She needs

any

a

photocopies.
holiday .

unexpected phone call from World Travel this morning. They told him that he had won

trip to Hawaii , including free

accommodation.

o Circle the correct answers. In some cases, both answers may be correct.
1. The crew ~~)t 8getting the ship ready to sail.

2. Snow cover I (cover s) the whole valley in winter.
3. Scales (measu r e)t measures weight.
4. Salmon (sp end)! spends the first part of their life in a river.

5. The medium which @)t are used mostly for advertising
is are television.

6. News travel/§VclS)fast nowadays.
.iew.

7. The firewood you bought burn I ~urnslwell.
8. The cheese on the table@1 are very tasty . Try it.

9. This series of book s contain I ~ontain~ med ical information.
10. The staff(§l §attending the Chri stmas dinner tonight.

E Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a

similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. They went on holiday to Tunisia for two weeks .
week

They went

to Tunisia.

on a two-week holiday

2. My glasses need changing, Mum.
pair

I need

a new pair of glasses

, Mum.

3. How many suitcases do you have?
much

How

much luggage

do you have?

4. He has travelled a lot by air, but he still gets nervous when the aircraft takes off.
make

Although he has travelled a lot by air,

take-ofts still make him

5. Paul likes playing darts mor e than any other game.

favourite

Darts

is Paul's favourite

game.

6. It didn't rain a lot last year.
had (very) little rain

had

7. I'll give you some advice, Mary.
a piece of advice

of

8. She doesn't know a lot about astronomy.
knowledge

light

Her

knowledge of astronomy is

very poor.

nervous.
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Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

hand in:

give sth (a document,
homework, a notice of
resignation, etc.) to sb in

charge or of authority
hand out:
distribute sth to several
people
hang about: spend time at a place not
doing anything important
hang on:
wait for a short time
hang up:
end a phone call and put
down the receiver

8

1. A lot of my friends

hang out

at the local cafe.

2. The teacher handed out the test papers to all the students.
3. When she had finished the call , she

hung up

and went into

the kitchen to tell her husband the news.
4. All the students had to
5. Could you

hand in

their essays by Friday.

a minute while I finish with this

hang on

customer?

Complete using the prepositional phrases given.

in addition (to):
in
in
in
in
in
in

besides, as well as,
also
advance:
beforehand, before
doing sth
(still) sleeping or not
bed:
having got up yet
the beginning: initially, at first
case of:
as a precaution
against
cash:
in notes and/or coins
responsible for sth
charge of:

1. We've given some money in advance

and we'll pay the rest

when we get the car.
2. Scott is a foreman and is in charge of

many workers.

3. Victoria doesn't feel \\ 'ell. She 's been

in bed

J

morning.
4. The price includes the flight and hotel accommodation.
In addition

, you'll be provided with a rental car.
in cash

5. Will you pay for the items

6. You must have a first-aid kit in your car

or by credit card ?
in case of

an

emergency.
7. The children were excited about the trip in the beginning , but
now they've lost interest.

,~11"

reveal [v):

uncover or expose sth hidden,
make it known to people
confess (v): admit that you have done sth
wrong or shameful
acknowledge that sth is true
admit (v):

confessed

questioning.
2. Will you

admit

3. Statistics

revealed

that what you did was wrong?
that people are recycling rubbish

more than they did in the past.
agree [v}:
accept (v):

have the same opinion as sb
else about sth
say "yes" to sth or agree to
take sth

prevent (v): (1) make sure that sth wil l not

avoid [v]:

happen (2) make it impossible
for sb to do sth
take action so as not to do sth
unpleasant

4 . I don't

agree

with the new policy the committee

has introduced.
accepted
wonderful parties.
6. I

avoid

walking down dark streets at night.

7. Wearing a seat belt could
hurt in an accident.

prevent

you from getting

unit
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Adjectives - Adverbs - Comparisons
A . Adjectives

nts.
entinto

o

o

o

ay.

s

o

Adjectives are placed before nouns to describe them.
They have the same form in the singular and the plural.
They can follow expressions of measurement.
Adjectives may appear after linking verbs (appear, be,
become, come, get, go, grow, keep, prove, remain,
seem, stay, turn, etc.).
After the verbs feel, look, smell, sound, taste, we use
adjectives, not adverbs.
Adjectives beginning with a- (afraid, alive , alone,
awake, etc.), ill and glad appear only after linking
verbs.

He is afamous auth or; everybody knows his novels.
They live in a large house near the beach.
This neighbourhood is full of large houses.
The river is 50 metre s wide.
John is lucky to have afriend like you.

This soup tastes good.
This music sounds awful.
She 's been awake since six o'clock.
She f ell seriously ill last year.
I'm sure he'll be glad to meet you.

• We use adjectives such as young, old, blind, deaf, poor, rich, unemployed , illiterate,
etc. with the definite article the to describe groups of people in term s of age or status. In this
case, the adjectives are not followed by nouns and the verb of the sentence is usually in the

y the rest

s.

plural .

iearly all

• We can also use as adjectives:
~ nouns fallowed by other nouns describing material and purpo se.

Amy got a gold bracelet as a birthday present.
~ nouns preceded by cardinal numbers .

My house is only a ten-minute walk from here.
card?

~ present and past participles.

She heard a frightening noise.
He won a well-deserved gold medal.

an

, but

Order of adjectives
NUMBER

OPINION

t hours of
Three

practical

ng?

ves

getting

NOUN

Size

Age

Shape

Colour

Origin

Material

Purpose

small

new

rectangular

yellow

Korean

plastic

lunch

boxes

B. Adverbs

bbish

mittee

FACT

Adverbs describe

verbs, e.g. Read the instructions carefully.
adjectives, e.g. I'm awfully sorry about what happened.
other adverbs, e.g. He speaks very quickly.
whole sentences, e.g. Apparently, he has forgotten our appointment.

Use and Placement
Adverbs

Placement

Examples

Adverbs of manner
(seriously , happily,
quietly, etc.)

They appear in any position in a sentence.
At the beginning of a sentence, they show
emphasis.
• In the active voice, adverbs of manner usually
go after the main verb and its object.
In the passive voice, they are usually placed
before the main verb .

He dictated the letter slowly .
He slowly dictated the letter.
Slowly, he dictated the letter.
Some people learn languag es easily.

Adverbs of place
(here, there, etc.)

They usually appear at the end of a sentence or
after the verb and its object.

I'll see you there.

Adverbs of time
(now, today, soon,
recently, etc.)

They are usually placed at the end of a sentence.
They may appear at the beginning for emphasis.
• One syllable adverbs (soon , then, etc.)
usually appear in the middle of a sentence.
• Just goes after the auxiliary verb.

Call him tomorrow.
Last year we went to Spain for our
holidays, but this year we'll stay in Greece.
I'll soon need a new pair of shoes.
She has just arrived.

Order of adverbs:

manner - place - time
• after verbs of movement:
place - manner· time

Did you work hard at school yesterday ?

a'
t

Some languages are easily learnt.

a,

a

Did you go to Paris by plane last summer?

Adverbs of frequency They usually appear before the main verb but
(occasionally, rarely, after the (first) auxiliary and the verb "to be".
often, always, etc.)

She rarely listens to classical music.
I've always wanted to live in Paris.
He is never at home on Sundays.

Adverbs of degree
(rather, quite, very,
hardly, absolutely,
etc.)

They usually appear before the word they
modify.
• a + quite/rather + adjective + noun
or quite/rather + alan + adjective + noun
But: a + fairly/pretty + adjective + noun

I absolutely love this film.
The trip was rather interesting .
It was a rather dangerous expedition.
It was rather a dangerous expedition.
It was a pretty dangerous expedition.

Sentence adverbs
(apparently, definitely,
obviously, probably,
etc.)

They express how sure we are about what is said Apparently, he won't be here on time.
You've obviously made a mistake.
and they appear:
She is very beautiful, undoubtedly.
• at the beginning of a sentence.
• before the main verb or after the auxiliary.
• at the end of a sentence.

• Some wo rds end ing in -Iy are adjectives, not adverbs : deadly, elderly, friendly, lively, lonely,
lovely, silly, etc. The ad verb of these adjectives is formed with "in a ... way/manner".

He is a very friendly person. Th at's why everybody likes him.
He treats his emplo yees in a very friendly manner.
• Some other words ending in -Iy are both adjectives and adverbs: hourly, daily, early, weekly,

monthly, yearly, etc.
This is a daily programme.

o

He brushes his teeth twice daily.

• Pay attention to the meaning of the following adverbs:
late = not early
lately = recently
hardly = almost not any
hard = with a lot of effort
near = close
nearly = almost

IT
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C . Comparison s
Formation of comparisons (Ad jectives and Adverbs)
Positive

Comparative

Superlative

Be careful with:

one-syllable adjectives and
adverbs

short
fast
shy

short-er
fast-er
shy-er

the short-est
the fast-est
the shy-est

hot - hotter - the hottest
simple - simpler - the simplest
dry - drier - the driest

two-syllable adjectives and
adverbs ending in -y

funny
early

funnier
earlier

the funniest
the earliest

more modern
more often

the most modem quiet - quieter - the quietest or
the most often
quiet - more quiet - the most quiet
But:
recent - more recent - the most recent

sity.
t.

adjectives and adverbs with modem
often
more than one syllable

r

in Greece.
s.

Irregular Forms

Comparative + than

•

Mary is taller than Anne .

[Of

Positive

Comparative Superlative

{sic.
ris.

good/well
badlbadly
old
far
much/many
little

better
worse
older/elder
farther/further
more
less

ition.

Elder/Eldest describe family relations . Elder is not
followed by than.
My elder brother is studying in England.

When we compare two people or things, we can use
the + comparative (not the + superlative) .
Sam is the taller of the two brothers.

My brother is older than me (not elder than me).

• We can emphasise the meaning
adverbs by adding :

terday?

t summer?

ition.
'tion.

best
worst
oldest/eldest
farthest/furthest
most
least

time.

Farther/Farthest are used only for distance.
Further/Furthest are used for distance but they

e.

also mean more/most.

1y.

The + superlative +

all / period of time

in + place / group
people

f
0

Nick is the best student of all/in his class.
Rudolf Nure;ev was among the most important
dancers of the 20th century.

~

of adjectives

and

very, pretty, most, rather, quite, fairly in the
positive degree.

He was most annoyed by the flight delay.
Today we walked farther/further than we did yesterday. ~ a bit, a lot, even, far, much, rather in the

There are no further details available yet.

comparative degree .

She is for more attractive than her sister.

Types of Comparisons

,lonely,

eekly,

Type

Use

Examples

as..,as
like
the same as
notso/as + + as
notsuch a + + noun + as

Similarity

1 won't miss a film as interesting as that one.
He must be sleeping like a log.
This exercise is the same as the previous one.

Dissimilarity

A bicycle is not so/as fast as a car.
Tim is not such afast runner as his brother.

comparative/superlative
twice/three times as...as

Superiority

A car is faster than a bicycle.
This is the slowest car I've ever driven.
He works twice as hard as his son.

less...than
the least...

Inferiority

Italian food is less spicy than Indian.
This is the least interesting book I've ever read.

the + comparative... the +
comparative

Successive comparison, meaning that
the second depends on the first.

The sooner we arrive, the better.
The more you study, the more you learn.

comparative + comparative

Successive comparison, indicating a
continual change.

The ozone layer is getting thinner and thinner.
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Grammar Practice
A Put the words in brackets in the correct order.
1. My father always uses

a big round aluminium frying

pan to fry fish in.

(alan, aluminium, big, round, frying)
2. Mr Brown found

three old French wine

(French, old, wine, three)
3. I got
a beautiful blue Italian silk

bottles which are very valuable.
scarf for my birthday.

(alan, Italian, silk, blue, beautiful)
4. We have
an anti que ova l oak dining
(a/an, oval, antique, dining, oak)
5. That is
a strange triangular green glass

table.
ashtray. Don't you think?

(a/an, strange, green, glass, triangular)

B Choose the correct answers.

1

Pre-school teaching is a lot (l)

than

1.0 more demanding b. demanding

c. most dem anding

most other jobs. People think that looking after
young children is (2)
after (3)

than looking
children, but then again the

job is not as (4)

as some might think.

What makes it difficult is that the (5)
they are, the (6)

_

responsibility you

2. a. easiest

b. more easier @ easier

3.@0Ider

b. elder

c. oldest

4. @bad

b. badly

c. worse

5. a. young
6. a. most

@ younger
b. much

c. youngest
@ more

have.
. They are

Small children can be (7)
(8)

warned than adults about saying

7. a. funniest

@ very funny

c. much funny

8. a. little

@ less

c. least

"inappropriate" things. Also, they are three times
(9)
(l0)

energetic as adults. The
moments in the classroom are

9. a. so

10. a. rarer

b. like

@ as

b. rarely

@ rarest

when it's quiet. Of course, you always get some
children who are (l1)
(12)

and

11. a. shy

than others by nature.

12.@more quiet

@ shyer
b. quiet

c. shyest
c. more quieter

I arrive at work (l3)

than teachers

13. a. earliest

@ earlier

c. early

who work with (l4)

children. Sure

14. a. old

@ older

c. oldest

15. a. easier

b. easy

@ easiest

16. a. good

b. better

@ best

it's not the (15)
the (l6)

job in the world nor
paid. In fact , I know I could

work elsewhere for (l7)
paid (l8)

hours and get
money.

However, I believe it's a (19)
rewarding job (20)
think of.

_
many others I can

17. a. few

@ fewer

c. fewest

18.@more

b. much

c. most

19. a. much

b. most

@ more

.,than

c. from

20. a. of
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C Circle the correct answers.
1. The Johnsons bought a beautiful house at a much / airly good price.

2. I was able to finish reading the book ~uch) / most sooner than I thought since I had some free time.

3. The baby' s temperature must have risen. He feel s very / (even)warmer than before .
4. Ray' s part y is goin g to be (quite)! fairly an exciting event. He told me that it's going to cost him very / 0more
than last year 's.

5. This is a ~a ther)! bit good educational pro gramme for children.

6. I'm leavin g for the USA pretty / (a lot)sooner than I had originally planned .
7. It's ~bsolutely) / very marvellous that you could make it to the reunion.
8. Margaret finds taking saunas l!nos ~1 much relaxin g.

9. I like the car but it' s a rather / @!)more expensive than I thought it would be.
10. It must be far / retty exciting travelling all over the world .
ing

DRewrite the sentences using the adverbs in

brackets.

1. Kim will go camping. (in the spring/probably/there)

Kim wil l probably go camping there in the spring.
2. Steven knew nothing about the robbery that took place. (absolutely/yesterday/apparently)
Apparently, Steven knew absolu tely nothing about the robbery that took place yesterday.

3. That restaurant is expensive, so I won't come with you . (definitely/rather/tonight)
That restaurant is rather expensive, so I definitely won't come with you tonight.
4. Young people find part-time work. (nowadays/in the summer/often)
Nowadays, young people often find part-time work in the su mmer.
5. Peter has arrived but I'm sure he has for gotten about our meeting. (completely/just/pretty)
Peter has just arrived but I'm pretty sure he has comp lete ly forgotten about our meeting.

E Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a

similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)
1. We can't afford such an expensive holiday.
a holiday as expensive as
as
We can 't afford
2. As we climbed higher, we had more diffi culty breathing.
harder
The
higher we climbed, tile harder

that.

it was to breathe .

3. Jane gave us a warm welcome when we arrived.
friendly
Jane welcomed
us in a friendly way/manner

when we arrived.

4. The weather was getting worse by the minute, so we decided not to go out.
and
The weather was getting
worse and worse

, so we decided not to go out.

5. Chris skates better than his sister Anne.
such
Anne is not
such a good skater as

her brother Chris .

6. The journ ey was less tirin g than I thought it would be.
as
The journey
was not as/so tiring as

I thou ght it would be.

7. This is the worst book I have ever read .
a worse book than
the same as
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Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

hold on :
hold on to :
hold up:
hurry up:
keep back:
keep
keep
keep
keep

wait for a sho rt time
hold sth
(1) delay sb or sth (2) rob
make haste, do sth qu ickly
reserve sth, not reveal or
g ive away all of it
off:
stay off sth
on :
con tinue doing sth
out (of) : stay o utside a plac e, not
enter
up (with) : maintain the same level
or speed as sb else

1. Can't you read the sign ? It says
2. Craig

kept on

3. Could you

keep off

the grass!

working despite being tired.
a minute while I phone Mr Bent?

hold on

4. No matter how hard I tried , I couldn't

keep up

with

Samantha in the race.
5. Cou ld you hold on to these bags while I buy some bread?
6.

Hurry up

! If we miss the bus , the next one isn't for an hour.

7. A masked man

held up

the Nat ional Bank this morning,

but he was caught later in the day .
8. The police

kept back

information about the murders so as

not to scare people.
9. Please,

keep

out

...'"' .... vE>

t ho ,.Jr.,.,

v, . ..'"'

~H,",lI'-'lI

beca use I've ju st was hed the floor.

S

Complete using the prepositional phrases given.

in common:

in comparison with :
in conclusion:
in control of:

in danger:
in detail:
in
in
in
in
in
in

shar ing certa in
thin gs or
characteristics
com pared with
lastly, final ly
having the power
to ma nipul ate sth
or make deci sions
abou t it
in a dc nqerous
situation
ana lytica lly,

prec isely
fina lly, lastly
the end:
fact:
actua lly, in rea lity
fashion:
fashionabl e
favour of:
supportin g sth
good/bad condition: in good/bad shape
sb's free time:
whe n sb is not
busy

1. The presi den t of the company is the man

in control of

everything . Nothing can be done without his approval.
2.

In conclusion

, I would like to thank you all for

listening to me.
3. What do you do

in your free time

4. I agree with you. I am

? Do you read books ?

In favour of

5. The witness was aske d to describe

renovating the house.
in detail

the

events which took place on 26 March.
6. In comparison with

last year's recor ds, it seems that our sales

have increased.
7. These bright colours are

in fashion

this summer.

8. Even though we are brother and sister, we have nothing
in common
9. You sho uld buy this second- hand car. It really is
in good condition
10. This painting looks like an original Monet, but
in fact

it is a copy.

11. We couldn't decide where to go for a holiday, so
in the end

we consulted our travel agent who

suggested New Zealand.
12. If you con tinue spending money like this, you are
in danger

of losing your business.
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CComplete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
WHAT'S ON THE TELLY TONIGHT?
After 1948, the Hollywood studios, where films for the cinema were produced, faced a
new kind of competition. The

a rrival

of television.

Atfirst, Hollywood didn't worry. After all, John Baird's

ARRIVE

invention

could only

INVENT

produce small black and white pictures. However, they were mistaken.
To the

astonish ment

weekly

of the Hollywood studios, by the early 1950s

ASTONISH, WEEK

attendance at cinemas had dropped by fifty percent.
end less

Television today has become part of everyday life. These boxes give
pleasure

to millions of people. It is also an

hour.

hours of

ng,

entertainment. However, TV can also be

harmfu l

instance, programmes containing scenes of
as

behaviour

economical

_

END

form of

PLEASE, ECONOMY

and not only for the eyes. For

violence

can influence children's

HARM
VIOLENT

negatively.

BEHAVE

Who would have thought that television would influence our lives so much?

o Complete u~ing the words given.
false (adj):

(1) incorrect, untrue,

1. I avoid foods that have

artificial

additives.

mistaken (2) artificial, not

2. Call the police. These American dollars are

real (e.g. false teeth)
not natural (e.g. artificial
flowers)

3. It felt so

sth looking valuable
or genuine in order to

4. In the 1970s wearing

ks?

deceive people (e.g. a fur

5. This is a very good

ouse,

coat)
(1) not real, imaginary

6. That statement is

(2) bizarre, so strange

7. This architecture is

artificial (adj):
fake (adj):

unreal (adj):

the

sales

untrue (adj):

that you can't believe it is
happening
not true, not based on

unrea l

counterfeit

seeing all my high-school friends

after 15 years!
false

eyelashes was very

fashionable.
imitation
of the painting.
untrue
. I have papers to prove it.
different

to anything I've ever seen

before.
8. This isn't a real diamond. It's a

fake

fact

er.

different
(from/to) (adj):
imitation (n):

not the same
a copy of sth, made to
look as if it were genuine
(e.g. imitation leather)

counterfeit (adD: (money, goods,
documents, etc.) not
genuine, but looking
genuine in order to
deceive people

authentic (cdj}: genuine
original (cdj):
the first and genuine
form of sth (a document,
a work of art, etc.), not a
copy

9.

Authe ntic

10. You keep the

Asian cuisine has some unusual herbs.
original

copy and I keep the photocopy.

unit

12 Determiners
A . Some I Any I No I Every / Each

Some, any and no are used with countable (singular and plural) and uncountable nouns. Each and every are used
only with singular countable nouns. The compounds of some, any, no and every are pronouns; no noun can be used
with them.
Use

Examples

some
someone/somebody
something
somewhere

• in affirmative sentences
• in questions when a positive answer is
expected
• in polite requests and offers

Someone took my keys by mistake.
Are you looking for something?

any
anyone/anybody
anything
anywhere

• in questions
• in affirmative sentences, meaning "no matter
which"
• in negative sentences when not or other
negative words (hardly, never, rarely, etc.)
are included

Is anyone in the kitchen?
You can visit us any day next week.

no
no one/nobody
nothing
nowhere

• in negative sentences instead of not any;
no other negative words can be used

He has nowhere to go.

every
everyone/everybody
everything
everywhere

• when we consider people or things as
a group
• with nearly and not

Every car has a steering wheel.
Nearly every house in this area has a
garden.
Not every room has a nice view.
I found every one of these books
interesting.

everyone of + plural noun/pronoun
each

• when we consider people or things
separately
each (one) of + plural noun/pronoun

Would you like some cake?

I don't eat anything spicy.
Hardly anyone has arrived yet.

Each student came up with a different
idea.
Each one of them received a free copy of
the magazine.

• Some of and any of go with a plural verb.
Do any of your friends speak Italian?
• The compounds of some, any, no and every go with a singular verb . Else can be used with
them (meaning "more" or "different").
Someone else wants to speak to you.

• Someone/somebody, anyone/anybody, no one/nobody and everyone/everybody
refer to both genders, so we use plural pronouns and possessive adjectives.

They didn't take any photos because no one had brought their camera with them .
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B. Much I Many I A lot of I (A) little I (A) few
Countable
nouns
many

Uncountable Use
nouns
much
• mo stly in questions and negations
• in affirmative sentences with too, so , how
and as
• at the beginning of the sentence
(in formal English)

afew

a little

• they show a small amount (po sitive
meaning) and can be used with only.

She has lived in Englandfor a f ew years.
I've only got a little work to do.

few

little

• they show a very small amount (negative
meaning) and can go with very, so , too,
as and how.

There are very few pencils on the table
(not enough for everyone).
There 's too little sugar in my coffee.

• in affirmative sentences before nouns and
pronouns
A lot, Lots and Plenty can also be used
without nouns.

A lot of cars rem on unleaded fuel.

ed

Countable and
uncountable nouns
a lot (of)
lots of
plenty (of)

c.

Are there many homeless people in
Athens ?
There is too much sugar in my coffee.
Much mon ey is spent on space
exploration.

We needn 't buy any more bread; we've
got plenty.

Both I Either I Neither I Most I All I None / Whole
For two people or things

Determiner

Use

Examples

Both (of)

• It has a po sitive meaning and goes with a
plural verb.
• They state that something is true for two
people or things. The verb of the sentence is
always in the plural form.

Both my brothers are engineers.
They both live in England.
Both of them saw the film.
Both Tim and John like football.

Either
Either of
Either.,. or

• Either means "any one of the two".
• Either of goes with a singular or plural verb.
• They state that something is true for anyone
of two people, things, etc. The verb of the
sentence is either in the singular or plural form.

Paris or London ? Either city is beautiful.
Either of these cities is/are beautiful.
Either he was too busy or he didn't know
about the pa rty.

Neither
Neither of

• Neither means "not one and not the other" .
• Neither of goes with a singular (formal) or
plural verb (informal).
• They have a negative meaning and state that
something is not true for either of the two
people or things. The verb of the sentence is
either in the singular or plural form.

Neith er book was interesting.
Neither ofmy parents works / work at
weekends.
Neither Tim nor John likeis) fo otball.

Both ... and

of

Examples

Neither ... nor

For more than two people or things
Most
Most of

All
All of
None
None of

• They have a positive meaning and go with a
plural verb.
All + that-clause + singular verb =The only
thing...

Most young people like pop music.
Most ofmy friends live in Athens.
All ofthem enjoy picnics.
All (that) he does is criticise me.

• None has a negative meaning. It is not
followed by a noun.
• None of is used before nouns or object
pronouns with a singular or plural verb.

Any questions ? No, none.
None ofthe students speaks/speak German.
None of them wants/want to leave.

Whole (=complete) goes between a determiner and a singular countable noun .
She spent the whole evening watching TV

Grammar Practice
A

Circle the correct answers.

1. Christopher: Does (a nyone)/ someone need the car for the next hour ? I need to go anywhere / ~omewher~
Michael:

No , I don't.

Darren:

Neither do 1. I've got anywhere / ~lOwher~to go, so take it. But on your way back, could you get
(each one of)! everyone us an ice cream?

2. Louise:
Marion:
3. Catherine:

You sit in the sun nearly (every) / each day. Aren't you worried about getting burnt?
Oh, I never stay in the sun for too long and I always put on any I ~ome) suntan lotion.
I haven't had (a nything)! something to eat today.

Alexander:

I'm so hungry that I could eat something / ~"-ev-e-r-y-th-i-n"""~on the table.

Catherine:

We can eat as much as we like. Every / (Everyone)else has eaten.

4. Receptionist: Are you looking for ~omeone)! no one?
Woman:

Yes, I am. Mrs Byrne.

Receptionist: Let's see...Oh yes, she 's on the third floor, in room 309.
Woman:

Could you also tell me what the morning visiting hours are?

Receptionist: You can visit patients in this hospital at(any)t notime as long as it's not after midnight!
S. Salesperson: ~ach) 1 Every of these cars has air-conditioning.
Customer:

Do all of them have airbags?

Salesperson: No, not each / (every)car has an airbag .

B Circle the correct answers.
1. (Many)/ Much people showed up at the concert.
2. (Few)! Little people go mountaineering during the winter.
3. There's very ~ittle)1 a little time left to get ready for the dance.
4. You needn't apply any more suntan lotion; you 've got plenty of 1 ~lenty)on.
S. There is (a lot ofJ! a lot traffic on the motorway .
6. You didn't make much / ~any)serious mistakes in the test, but you should be more careful with your spelling.
7. We've only got ~ littl ~1 a few petrol left. We'd better stop at the next petrol station.
8. We need to get(a few)! few stamps from the post office. I want to send off my Christmas cards.
9. I couldn't find many I(much)information on ancient Greek art in my encyclopaedia. I'll go to the library .
10. How (much)1 many bread do you want me to buy?

C Complete using both, either, neither, all, none or whole.
1. I can 't wear

either

of these two jumpers.

2. Some siamese twins have to spend their
3. You can eat

either/both

whole

Both

of them need washing.

life joined together.

of these two small pies but leave the big one for John .

4. I don't think the address I have is correct. I' ve sent him several letters but I've received
All

none

in return.

---------
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6. After she had talked to her two older sisters, she told

both

67

of them that she appreciated their advice

but that she would do what she thought was right.
of my parents can drive us to school because they're at work.

Neither

7

8. I had an awful Sunday. I spent the

day cleaning.

whole

9. Tanya, Robert, Craig and I are corning to visit you . Don't cook anything because we had a big lunch and
el

of us are hungry.

none

10. Sally has been sick

week. I hope she starts feeling better soon.

all

o Choose the correct answers. Sometimes both answers may be correct.
1. Both actors

Shakespeare beautifully.

@ perform

5. Neither of them

® speak

b. performs

2. Either dress
b. are

3. Everybody

@ speaks

6. Nobody

fine.

@ is

Spanish very well.

arrived, so we can't start the

meeting yet.

wearing formal evening

G) has

b. have

7. All Derek does

clothes.
@ is

b. are

a. are

4. Each room of the house

painted a

@ is

8. None of us

different colour.

a. were

complain.

a car, so let's rent one.

@ has

@ have

@ was

E Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a

similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)
1. It's unbelievable, but not a single dress in that shop suited me.

none

It's unbelievable, but

in that shop suited me.

none of the dresses

2. This restaurant doesn't have any English-speaking waiters.
no

There

in this restaurant.

are no English-speaking waiters

3. She was doing her Christmas shopping all afternoon.
the
g.

She spent

the whole afternoon

doing her Christmas shopping.

4. I thought that both novels were boring at the beginning.
neither

I thought that

neithe r novel was interesting

at the beginning.

5. Mark, the only thing you do is watch TV!
all

Mark,

all

'IOU

do is watch

TV!

6. There aren't a lot of things to do in a village.
much

There

isn 't much to do

in a village.

7. I always take my sunglasses with me wherever I go.
never

never go anywhere without

my sunglasses .

8. Jim bought two books last week, but he hasn't started reading them yet.
of
11m.

able.

Jim hasn't started reading

either of the books (that)

he bought last week.

~
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Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.
1. If you don't like garlic,
leave
it
out
of the recipe.
knock down: (1) hit sb (with a vehicle)
2. Don't forget to lock up when you leave the house.
and cause them to fall down
(2) pull down a building or
3. My best fr iend has never
let
me
down . She 's
part of it
always there for me when I need her.
knock out: make sb unconscious
4. I heard that the City Council has decided to knock down that old
knock over: hit sb (with a vehicle) and
building and build a car park in its place.
cause them to fall down
leave out: not include
5. The boxer knocked out his opponent in the second round.
let down:
disappoint sb
6. The driver didn't see the man crossing the street and knocked
lock out:
prevent sb from entering by
him down/over .
locking the doors
(1) place sth somewhere and
lock up:
7. I accidentally locked out the cat last night, so it slept on the
fasten the lock
front doormat.
(2) make sure that all the
doors and windows of a
building or a car are locked

B Complete using the correct form of the words in

~

bold type.

NOT FOR THE FAINT-HEARTED!
Sky-diving isn't something new, but

courageous

with all the necessary

to film a sky-diver, is. The cameramen are not of

course totally
After a lot of

equipment

cameramen jumping out of planes

inexperienced ,as they go through a
thought

training

programme.

the ground . Then they judge them accordingly in

skilful

competitions

THINK

manoeuvres from
at a

EQUIP
EXPERIENCE, TRAIN

and careful planning this amazing idea was put into

practice so that judges could observe the sky-divers'

COURAGE

height

SKILL
of

COMPETE, HIGH

over 10000 feet! The pictures are shown on huge screens on the ground for the judges.
Crowds gather and look on with

curiosity

and

amazement

at seeing such a

1

1

CURIOUS, AMAZE

dangerous sport in action.

C

1
Complete using the words given.

behaviour (n) : social conduct, the way a
person or an animal behaves
manner (n) : the way sb does sth
manners (n): social conduct
habit (n):
sth you do often or regularly
the
usual series of things sb
routine (n) :
does regularly at a particular
time

1. He was impolite and had bad

manners

,as he spoke with

1

his mouth full.
2. Clients trust Mrs Parker as she always deals with them in a
very professional
3. The dog's strange

1

manner
behaviour

made us realise that something

was wrong.
4. When I'rn nervous, I am in the
5. Part of our daily

routine

habit

of biting my nails.

includes a jog before breakfast.
2
3

-
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Revision

03

I Grammar Practice
AChoose the correct answers.
ld

I. "Who is it?"
_ _ _ _ _ Jenny."
d. Mine
@ It ' s
a.My
b.I'm
2. You should hear Lucy play
guitar!
d. a
the
b. one
c. some
3. There's
freshly squeezed orange juice in the fridge if you 're thir sty.
d. little
(1;) some
c. one
a. a
4.
can come to the club. You don't need to be a member.
a. Someone
b. Every
c. Each one
@ Anyone
5. "Saturday or Sunday"?
_ _ _ _ _ day is fine. Come whenever you like ."
@ Either
c . Both
d. None
a. Neither
6.They had
ashtrays on the table .
@ two square glass
b. square two glas s
c. glass square two
d. two glass square
7. My nephews speak French really
_
a. good
b. better
@ well
d. best
8. Coffee is cheap at this supermarket but it costs even
at Save Supermarket.
@ less
a. least
b. more little
c. little
9. There is
food left but not enough for everyone.
CW a little
c. few
d. a few
a. little
10. I have never seen
tall building as that before.
a. a so
b. a more
such a
d. a such
of toothpaste for the trip.
II. Don't forget to buy a
tube
c. carton
d. pint
a. can
12. Neither Julie nor Sue
to work today because they are both ill.
c. aren' t going
a. goes
b. isn't going
@ is going
13. If you require any
, please contact my secretary.
further information
b. further informations
c. farther information
d. farther informations
14. The
we work out,
we become.
a. most ... the fitter
b. more ... the more fitter
@ more ... the fitter
d. more ... the fittest
15. All he does is
all day long.
a. to sleep
b. sleeping
c. sleeps
@ sleep

®

IN

0

®

®

g

BUsing the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

s.

I. On Sunday nights, the roads into Athens are very busy.
traffic
There
is a lot of traffic

on the roads into Athens on Sunday nights.

2. None of these books are more info rmative than the encyclopaedia.
is the most informative
most
The encyclopaedia
3. The attic doesn't have any windows.
are no windows
no
There

of all these books.

in the attic.

I

•
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4. The mechanic made a careful inspection of the car to see what was wrong with it.
inspected
The mechanic
inspected th e car carefully
to see what was wrong with it.
5. I attended a course at Kent College for two months.
on
I went
on a two-month course
at Kent College.
6. I can't live in such a small flat.
as
I can't live in
a flat as sma ll as
this.
7. In my opinion, both hotels are expensive, so let's find another one.
cheap
In my opinion,
neither hote l is cheap
, so let's find another one.
8. I don't think that Japanese is easy to learn.
language
I don't think that
the Japanese language
is easy to learn.

Vocabulary Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
the grass!

1.

a. Go out

c. Move out

@ Keep off

2. Please don't

the phone on me again!

a. hand in

b. hang out

@ hang up

3. We didn't have to pay for the furniture in
a. time

@ advance

@ manners

c. cash

d. future

c. behaviour

d. habits

_

b. manner

5. You can't

d. hang on

but on the day of delivery.

4. My children have excellent table

traffic in the city centre in the afternoon, so why don't you go in the morning?

a. prevent
6.

d. Pull over

b. miss

@ avoid

d. lack

flowers are usually made of plastic or silk.
b. Untrue

@ Artificial
7. He never

he is wrong.

@ admits

b. reveals

8. I

d. Unreal

c. confesses

d. agree

the concert because of the exams.

a. lost

b. loss

9. The teacher needs to
a. decrease
a. admitted

@ rnissed

(li) divide

c. reduce

12. We decided to
a. knock over
13. That scarf really

a. goes up

b. agreed

c. confessed

@ revealed

Korean food.

b. imitation

c. artificial

d. original

our old house and build a new one.

® knock down

c. knock out

d. let down

that dress! It's a perfect match.

@ goes

with

14. Can you clean the kitchen

a. in advance

d. shortage

the name of the spy last night.

11. Jenny is Korean, so she cooks
@ authentic

d. loose

the class into two to play the game.

10. The government

c. goes over

d. goes on

to the bathroom?

@ in addition

b. in case

15. The reception took place
@ on

c. False

d. in change

Saturday.
b. in

c. at

d. by

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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BComplete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
l. We shouldn't hire such a young and

inexpe rie nced

2. It is said that electricity is the greatest

man for a job as difficult as this one .

invention

3. Everybody liked the play and the critics said that it was definitely a
4. Entering the burning house to save the little boy was a very

5. Despite their terrifying appearance, most dinosaurs were
6. We didn't find our trip
7. His

react ion

courageous
ha rmle s s

thing to do.

SUCCEED
COURAGE
HARM

vegetarians.

PLEASE

although it was raining.

REACT

to the news was unpredictable.

8. She looked at me in

CComplete

unp leasant

success

EXPERIENCE
INVENT

AMAZE

amazement

using only one word in each blank.

Roller-coasters have been around for over one hundred years and their popularity is constantly increasing.
the
for their speed, length or height. They love the feeling of not being (2)

in

control, the speed and the

"sickening" feeling in their stomach. Some roller-coasters are made of pine wood. These rides feel
(3)

les s

rides seem (5)

safe because the track shakes and makes (4)
more/ rather
very/extremely dangerous. However, they are just (6)

a

Besides, all roller-coasters are equipped with safety bars which people hold (7)
(8)

prevent

riders from falling off.

lot of noise. As a result, the
as

safe as steel frame ones.
on

-=-"

to and which can

unit

131Pronouns

Possessives

A. Personal Pronouns
Personal Pronouns replace nouns and are used as subjects (I , you, he , she, it, we, you , they ) or objects (me, you,
him, her, it, us, you , them) of verbs. John is 171Y cousin. He lives next door. Have you seen him lately ?

Pronouns

Use

Examples

He/Him
She/Her

• for people, babies and animals if we know their gender
~ Shelher can also be used for ships and countries.

It

• for things, babie s and animals (if the gender is unknown
or unimportant)
• in expressions of time, distance, weather and temperature
• when we are asking or saying who a person is
• at the beginning of a sentence, instead of a full infinitive
or a that-clause
• as the subject of the verbs appear, depend, happen,
look , occur, seem , sound, etc.

Don 't go near that dog; he could bite you.
The large cruise ship looked impressive
as she steamed out of the harbour.
It's a really cute baby.
It 's twelv e o'clock.
It was very cold last Christmas.
Who is it ? It 's Mary.
It is not wise to lend money to strangers .
It seems that he is not enjoying the party .

• It takes + (object) + time expression + full infinitive
It took an hour to drive to the airport.
Subject + take + time expression + full infinitive
Anne will take at least two hours to iron these clothes.
• There + be is used for som ething we mentio n for the fir st tim e .
It + be/other verb is used for somethin g that ha s already been mentioned.
There was a letter for you this morning. It is on your desk.

B. Possessive Adjectives
Possessive Adje ctives (my, your, his , her, its , our, your, their) are always used before a noun (without an article).
They have the same number and gender as the owner. my parents, her bicycle, their clothes
• If we want to empha sise that so methi ng bel ongs to o nly o ne person, we use

my/your, etc. + own

+ noun.
They have the ir own flat.
• on my/your/his, etc. own = al one, without hel p
Mary does her homework on her own.

c. Possessive

Pronouns

Possessive Pronouns (mine, yours, his, hers, ours, yours, theirs) replace my/your, etc. + noun. They are never
followed by nouns. Shall we take your car or mine ?

A/an + noun + of + mine/yours, etc. = one of + my/your, etc. + noun
a friend of mine=one o f my friends

Possessive case
Form

Use

Examples

's

•
•
•
•

Tim's comp uter, the dog 's collar
It 's nobody's fault.
the children 's clothes
myfather-in-law's car

singular nouns (people or anima ls)
someone/somebody, anyone, etc.
irregular plural noun s (not ending in -s)
compound nouns

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• time expressions/idioms
~
~

00,

When two or more people own something in
common, 's is added to the last noun.
When two or more people own different
things, 's is added to each noun.

today's weather, last Sunday's newspapers,
for heaven's sake
John and Mary's car.

• regular plural nouns
~ Nouns ending in -s in the singular
(especially names) take both's and '.

bite you.
essive

of + noun

page 7 3

George's and Andrew's desks.
my parents' bedroom
Chris's / Chris' shoes

the front seat of the car
the price of success
We can use offor people, only in long phrases. the eye of the tiger (=the tiger's eye)
The son of the man who rents our fiat is a doctor.
For places and organisations we can use of or's. the city's population / the population of the city
the company's plans / the plans of the company

• things, abstract nouns, animals (sometimes)
~

~

D. Reflexive Pronouns
tngers .
party.

rticle),

+ own

ver

Reflexive Pronouns are: myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves.
Use

Examples

• with the verbs behave, cut, educate, enjoy, help, hurt, kill, like,
teach, etc. if the subject and the object of the verb are the same
• after certain verbs with prepositions (talk: to, say to, take care of, etc.)
• after the verbs look, seem, etc. to describe emotions or behaviour

He has taught himself how to play the guitar.

• for emphasis (emphatic pronouns); they are placed after the
subject or the object of the verb, or at the end of the sentence.
by + reflexive pronoun = alone, without help .
Reflexive pronouns are not normally used:
- with the verbs concentrate, relax, rest.
- with ;:erbs describing actions that people usually do for
themselves (wash, dress, shave, wake up, etc.).
- after prepositions of place.

He was sitting in the dark, talking to himself.
You don't look yourself today; is there
anything wrong?
The President himself visited the hospital.
The scouts built this boat by themselves.
You have to concentrate more.
She got up, washed her face and had breakfast.
He was watching the woman in front of him.

• Reflexive pronouns are used after certain verbs to form idioms:
enioy yourself = have a good time
behave yourself = be good
help yourself to (sth) = you are welcome to have an amount of sth
make yourself at home = make yourself comfortable
make yourself heard/understood = speak loudly/clearly
• Note the difference between themselves and each other = (one another), both
referring to two people.
They were looking at themselves in the mirror.
They were ;ust sitting there, looking at each other.

E. Other Pronouns
• One-Ones are used if we do not want to repeat a
countable noun.
Would you like the green sweater or the blue one?
Where are the glasses? I need some tall ones.
• Question word + ever (whoever, whatever,
wherever, whenever, however, whichever) = any
person, thing, place, time, etc.
Wherever you hide, they will find you.

• Other means "more" or "different".
~ the other(s) = the rest
~ others = more, apart from those already mentioned
~ every other day/week, etc. = every second day/week, etc.
~ the other day = a few days ago
~ another = one more. It can also go with expressions of time,
distance or money.
T'd like another glass of orange juice.
We must drive t or another ten miles.

Grammar Practice
A

6

Circle the correct answers.

7

Little White Lies

(0/ There is difficult to admit itself /@, but most of our /0 tell lies now and again. There is the social lie, (How
8

nice to see(rou)! yourself, ...oh and me !(!llove that new hairstyle of1!0urs)! your ...), the white lie (Sol1y(!11 my
can't come to you to u~ dinn er party because myself!(!l am having guests themselves I l!nyseI9 ...) and the lie that
makes life easier

(®t Me have no idea how that report got on mine I §desk, sir).

9

Most forms of lying are innocent and involve a harmless desire to make us / §lives easier.
how much

8 /us lie. Some people spend them / ~heir)whole life deceiving others.

But@Yits depends on

10

Margaret, for example, is a compulsive liar. It / (She)has always enjoyed gossiping with (§")t hers friends about other

11

people. (S§/ Herself starts out with something which is true and comes out with a totally different story, using that
great imagination of herself / ~ler~ Margaret's need for attention drives

8 /she to lying.

1

But let's not kid lourselvesj' us. Lying is a really bad habit. Yourselves / (You)all know the story of the little boy who
cried "Wolf!" too many times and then found him / ~imsel~being ignored when the wolf ~tsel~/ it came.

S

Complete using the words in brackets and the Possessive Case.

1

1. Keeping the environment clean should be (the concern/everyone)
2. Both (the essays/Craig and John)

eve ryone's concern

Craig's and John's essays

3. Baby kangaroos live in (the pouch/the mother)
months.
4. Those are (the children/our next door neighbour)

were detailed and very well-written.

the mother's pouch/the pouch of the mother

1

for about eight

the children of our next door neighbour/our next
door ne ighbour's children

The children's parents

5. (the parents/the children) _

tile principal's office
Christine and Michelle's room

6. (the room/Christine and Michelle)

7. (the newspapers/last week)

Last week's newspapers

_~

..

.. ~~~u
~_ ~

~

1.

t'~L"U"b'
~

..

_~~

..__..

_

2
The cover of t his book

8. (the cover/this book)

C

w

L~L""b ~t'~ •.

Choose the correct answers. Sometimes both answers may be correct.

1. Your cat is so tame and friendly.

2.

is completely wild and won't let anyone come near her.
~Ours

a. U s

3

c. Our

4

c. Every other day

5

I bumped into our old friend Margaret Stanton.
@ The other day

b. Another day

3. Ann: Are you going to wear the blue or the grey suit to the interview?
Tom: The

__

@ blue one

b. other blue

c. blue ones

b. His

@ It ' s

4. Mark: Who's at the door, Julie?
Julie:

Jim.

a. He's
5. I go to aerobic classes
a. the other

day.
(E)every other

c. another

6
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6. We made this bookcase by

. Do you like it?
c. ours

(How

a. themselves

/my
b. me

ie that
a. ones
nds on

@ others

10. Does Kelly live on

own?

a. hers
out other
ng that

b. herself

11. We worked for

@ her

two hours and then stopped to eat something.

® another

a. other
12. Brian wrote the article

boy who

c. mine

c. more

_

a. his own

@ himself

c. him

13. I had an accident with my bike and now
@ its

on the bus and we chatted all the way home.

a. myself
t eight

ncipal)

c. it's

b. it

14. Jane sat next to
l-written,

handlebars are crooked.

b. mine

15. We helped

@ me

put on our costumes for the play.

a. ourselves

@ each other

c. us

D Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. She has known him for five years.

other
Internet.

each other

They have known

for five years.

2. This pen belongs to another person, but I used it by mistake.
someone

I used

someone else's pe n

by mistake.

3. No one helped me repair the roof, you know.
by

I repaired the roof

by myself

, you know.

4. He prefers to live alone rather than share a flat.
his

He prefers to live

on his own

rather than share a flat.

5. I heard that they are all going to receive an award for bravery.
each

I heard that

each (one) of tllem is

going to receive an award for

bravery.
6. If you go by train, you'll be in Brighton in six hours.
take

It

wil l take you six hours

to.get to Brighton by train.

7. Graham Bell was the man who invented the telephone, wasn't he?
inventor

Graham Bell was

the Inventor of the te lephone

, wasn't he?

8. It was a great party and we had a good time.
enjoyed

It was a great party and

we enjoyed
-::....~ ourselves

a lot.
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I Vocabulary Practice
A

-

Complete using prepositions.

1. My parents were di sappointed

in/ wit h

2. Customers are not satisfied

with

3. Graham Bell is famous

of

for

inventing the telephone.
about

the poor service in the restaurant.

all the work I'm expected to do while others sit around doing nothing.

6. I was very impressed
7. I'm really bored

by/with

with

my routine. I should take up a new hobby.
with

9. Christine was annoyed

me because I arrived late.

with

10. The President wa s upset
with

12. I disapprove

Ac

the way things were run at th at school.

8. Chocolate ice cream is popular

11. I'm fed up

The
can

this product. It causes allergic reactions.

4. Simon complained to the manager
5. I'm tired

me when they saw the marks I got in the final exam.

bv

most children.

Pa

the violent demonstration held outside the Parliament.

your excuses for not doing any work!

of

your staying out so late.

Vt

B Complete using the correct form of the words in

Pr ,
bold type.

PI'

A HANGOUT
During cold winter afternoons, I
restaurant. It's an
Tasty
a

ideal

normally

meeting place as there is lots of

food (which my mum calls

comfortable

meet my friends at the local fast food

po isonous

warmth

) is also available. So, it 's

photography

Pa

IDEA, WAR1\1
TASTE, POISON

place to chat. Young people, like me, need a place to go and talk. We

usually talk about our interests and hobbies, mine being

Pa

NORMAL

COMFORT

.

PHOTO

Pr

P:

Our behaviour is typical of many teenagers, I suppose. However, my parents think I go
out too often. Luckily, though, after many
my

explanation

arguments

they have begun to accept

that young people need to find ways to relieve their

ARGUE

boredom

, EXPLAIN, BORE

especially if they live in a small town like I do.

G

,

H

I

C Complete using the words given.
usual (adj) :

happening most often in a
particular situation
normal (adj): regular, ordinary, in accordance
with what people expect
common (adj) : ordinary, frequently encountered or
often happening

raise (v):
rise (v):
arise [v):

(raise-raised-raised) lift sth, move
it to a higher position (transitive)
(rise -ro se -rise n) move upwa rds,
stond up (intra nsitive )
(arise -a rose-arisen) begin to exist
or become known to people (for
a situation or problem)

1. Hans is a very

common

2. Despite his disability, he leads a
3. Waiter, I'll have my

4. No problems will

Ii

German name.

usua l

arise

no rma l

life.

drink.

1I

as long as you have

organised the trip well.
5. Those of you in favour of the proposal, please
your hands.
It _:1 i ,.

h:111 nnn

rise

ra ise

unit

14 Passive Voice

The Passive Voice stresses the action itself, not who or what caused it. Only transitive verbs (=verbs with an object)
can be used in the passive.

Formation
Active Voice

Passive Voice

employs

Eighty people

are employed

Verb form s in the Passive Voice
Verb Forms

Active Voice

Passive Voice

Present Simple

They always serve tea with cakes.

Tea is always served with cakes (by them).

Present Progressive

They are renovating the hotel.

The hotel is being renovated.

Past Simple

I repaired the roof last year.

The roof was repaired (by me) last year.

Past Progressive

The scouts were pitching the tents when
it started to rain.

The tents were being pitched by the scouts
when it started to rain.

Present Perfect Simple

We have removed all the furniture from
the living room.

All the furniture has been removedfrom the
living room

Past Perfect Simple

The fire had destroyed the house before
the fire brigade arrived.

The house had been destroyed by the fire
before the fire brigade arrived.

Future "Will"

Mary will pay the bill tomorrow.

The bill will be paid (by Mary) tomorrow.

Going to

They are going to publish his new novel
next month.

His new novel is going to be published next
month.

Future Perfect Simple

I will have posted all the letters by noon.

All the letters will have been posted by noon.

Present Infinitive

We need to finish this work by tomorrow.

This work needs to be .finished by tomorrow.

Present Infinitive

He could have bought the tickets earlier.

The tickets could have been bought earlier.

-ing form

I hate people staring at me.

I hate being stared at.

Modal Verbs

You must take him to hospital.

He must be taken to hospital.

Imperative

Please complete this exercise.

This exercise must / should be completed.

The Present, Past and Future Perfect Progressive and the Future Progressive are not used in the Passive
Voice.

'kyo
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Use
We use the Passive Voice:
• when the agent (the person performing the action) is unknown, unimportant or obvious from the context.
This portrait was painted before the 17th century.
The environment is being polluted more and more every day.
• when we want to emphasise the action itself, not the agent.
Eight people were injured in a car accident.
• in instructions, processes, formal statements, etc.
The lever on the right should be pulled down slowly.

•

• Get can be used instead of be in info rma l speech to show that something happened unexpectedly.
His ieons got caught on a spike as he wa s climbing over the fence.
• By + agent is used when we want to emphasise who does or what causes the action.
The investigation was ordered by the Police Commissioner.

• with + instrument/material}
.
.
.
. I
describe what caused the cction or what the agent used to perform iI.
o f + matena
This photograph wa s taken with an expensive camera.
The ba sement wa s flooded with water.
This cardigan is made of wool.

6

Note the following changes:
Active Voice

Passive Voice

Verbs with two objects

Both the indirect object (person) and
He gave her a rose. --..
the direct object (thing) can be used as She was given a rose. or
subjects of a Passive sentence.
A rose was given to her.

Question words (what, who,
when, where, why, how)

not...any
not...any of
not...anyone/anybody
not...anything
make
hear
help
see, etc.

--..
--..
--..
--..

+ bare infinitive

let

Question Word + AuxiliarylModal
Verb + Subject + Past Participle
• With who and whom we never
omit by.

Who wrote this play? --..
Who was this play written by ? (informal)
By whom was this playwritten? (formal}

no
none of
no one I nobody
nothing

They didn't change anything. --..
Nothing was changed.

make
hear
help
see, etc.

John made me leave. --..
I was made to leave (by John).

+ full infinitive

be allowed to
• When "let" has other meanings,
it does not change in the Passive.

believe, consider, expect, find,
hope, know, report, say, think,
understand, etc.
Verbs with prepositions

Examples

• It + passi ve form of verb + that...
(impersonal construction)

1

1

1
1

1

They didn't let me go to the party. --..
I was not allowed to go to the party.
You have to let the dog out. --..
The dog has to be let out.

Scientists believe that this virus is
deadly . --..
It is believed that this virus is deadly. or
• Subject + passive form of verb + full
This virus is believed to be deadly.
infinitive (personal construction)
A car nearly knocked Jane down this
The preposition goes immediately
morning. --..
after the verb.
Jane was nearly knocked down by a car
this morning .

2
3

4

5

6

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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I Grammar Practice
ARewrite the following sentences using the Passive Voice. More than one answer is possible in some
cases.

1. Everyone knows that fruit and vege tables are high in water content.
Itis known that fruit and vegetab les are high in water content./Fruit and vegetab les are known to be high in water content.
2. Mr and Mrs Philips didn 't buy anything fro m the superm arket.
Nothing was bought from t he supermarket by Mr and Mrs Philips.
3. They first published this book in 1867 .
This book was first published In 1867.

dly.

4. What did they say about the acc ident?
what was said about the acc ident?
5. They saw the President leave by the back door.
The President was seen to leave by the back door.

rm it.

6. The nurse gave the patient a robe to put on.
The patient was given a robe to put on (by the nurse)./A robe was given to the patient to put on (by the nurse).
7. The waiters didn 't sea t any of the gues ts till af ter the orchestra played the nation al anthem.
None of the guests were seated by the waiters till after the national anthem was played by the orchestra.

8. Mike will send flowers to Jan e, who is in hosp ital.
Rowers will be sent to Jane . who is in hospita l. by Mlke.ZIane, who is in hospita l, will be sent flowers by Mike.
9. The go vernment provided the refugees with food.
The refugees were provided with food by the government./Food was provided to the refugees by the government.
10. Who desi gned this building?
Who was this building designed by?
ual)
ai)

I!. The painter is spray ing paint on the door with a spray gun.
Paint is being sprayed on the door with a spray gun (by the painter).
12. The hurric ane has totall y destroyed the town.
The town has been totally destroyed by the hurricane.
13. We could have taken the car to the garage tod ay .
The car could have been taken to the garage today.
14. The children are going to organise a surpris e party.
Asurprise party is going to be organised by the children.
15. Local authorities hope that people will rec ycle more of their garbage.
It Is hoped that people will recycle more of their garbage.

BComplete using the Active or the Passive Voice of the verbs in brackets.
thought

went

to the nearest police station.
are staying

2. We

3.Two new schools

or

will start

(stay) with my parents becau se our house is being renovated (renovate) at the moment.
will be built

(build) in our area because of the gro wth in population. Building

(start) next month.

4. The tables were being cleaned (clean) by the waiters when a group of tourists

arr ived

(arrive) .

5. More cho colate bars have been consumed (cons ume) thi s year than in any other year.

ar

6. My car

was repaired

tree this morning.

(repair) by the mecha nic yes terday but unfortunatel y I

crashed

(crash) it into a
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C Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a

similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. People believe that the chairman of the committee is involved in the scandal.
be
The chairman of the commi ttee
is believed to be involved
in the sca ndal.
2. She misses her friends visiting her in the eve nings.
visited
She misses
being visited by her friends
in the evenings.
3. Wh y did they turn down our offer , Mr Ste inberg?
turned
Why
was our offer turned down
, Mr Steinberg?
4. The teacher didn't let us leave befo re we finished the essay.
allowed
We
were not allowed to leave
before we fini shed the essay.
. 5. Nobody in my cla ss can solve this maths problem.
solved
This maths problem
can 't be solved by anyone
6. The y were giving the dog a bath when I arrived .
The do g
was being given
given

in my class.

a bath when I arri ved.

7. You know, people say that the Minister of Edu cation is going to resign.
is
You know,
it is said that
the Minister of Edu cation is going to resign.
8. Karen would have sent me a letter if she had known my address.
been
I
would have been sent
a letter by Karen if she had known my address .

I Vocabulary Practice

A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.
LLllJlldl V
1. Students should have a dictionary

look after:
take ca re of sb or sth
look forward to: expe ct sth to happen

look

UP
----"::.=.:......=:J"---

0L-lI

_

unknown words.

beca use yo u think you
will enjoy it

look into:

investigate, examine in
detail

look over:

examine sth in o rd er to

look up:

get a general idea of it
try to find informatio n in

2. We are all
3.

looking forward to

Looking after

going on holid ay.

old people isn' t an easy job, but it's

very rew ardin g.
1v

looked over

look into

a book or list

decision.

B Complete using the correct form of the words in

bold type.

VISITING LAS VEGAS
Las Vegas has a new

attraction

Its owners have high

expectations

certainly

different

; the tallest American building west of the Mi ssissippi.

ATTRACT

of its success. The design is

EXPECT, ORIGIN

original

and

to anything ever seen before. Taller than the Eiffel Tower, the

building has something for everyone. Th e

description

of what the building offers is

DIFFER
DESCRIBE

quite amazing. The building has a ca sino, for which the state is famous for. Also, there is
a

fashionab ly
impressive

decorated revolving rest aur ant , so that clients are able to see the
views through the glass wind ows. Three chapels are available for any one

who would like to ge t marri ed and have a " religious
In

addition

865 tracks in

ceremony, 800 feet in the air.

, two of the highest ride s are available for ride lovers . The roller coaster,
length

, and the Spa ce Shot ride , which goes up to the top of the towe r

at appro ximatel y 90 km per hour. An yone for a go ?

FASHION
IMPRESS
RELIGION
ADD
LONG

--------------------------
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C Complete using the prepositional phrases given.
in future:
in general:
in a hurry:
in love (with):
in a good/bad
mood:

n.

in the time to come
generally
needing to do sth
quickly
loving sb or sth

1. Pam left the office

2. The estate agent said that

. She had a train to catch.

in general/in the house was in a
his op inion

reasonable condition.

3. Mrs Kay loves animals, in particular cats.
4 . You're late!

feeling cheerful!
angry and impatient
in one's opinion: according to what sb
thinks about sth
in order/a mess: tidy/untidy
in pain:
feeling pain
in particular:
particularly, especially
in person:
personally
in pieces:
broken up into small
parts

in a hurry

In future

,please try to be on time for our

meetings.

5. Model aeroplanes come

in pieces

,which you put together

yourself.

6. Jenny was

in pain

after the accident.

'7. I'm always in a bad mood

when it rains. It makes me miserable.

8. Mr Fane keeps his office

in order

9. I'd rather meet my clients

in oerson

. He is very tidy.
than speak to them over

the phone.

10. In my opinion , we should sell the flat and buy a house.
11. I fell

in love

with the island and decided to live there.

o Complete using the words given.
persist (in) (v):

insist (on) (v):

t's

resist (v):

'ore

ga

go on doing sth
despite having
difficuIties
say or demand sth very
firmly and not change
your mind about it
(1) refuse to accept sth
(2) stop yourself from
doing sth although you
would like to do it

lough (adj):

(1) rough, violent
(2) difficult to do or
deal with
(1) not soft or smooth
hard (adj):
(2) difficult to
understand or do,
requiring considerable
effort to be
accomplished
demanding (adj): requiring a lot of
time, effort, energy or
attention
beside (prep):
besides (prep):

next to
in addition to

1. I

insist

2. Why do you

you stay and have dinner with us.
persist

in finishing the reports even though it's

late ?

3. I ate up the cake.I just couldn't

resist

it.

4. Al Capone had killed many people and was considered a
tou gh

criminal.

5. Children require a lot of care and guidance, that's why being a
parent is very demanding .
6. The whole project requires a lot of

7.

Besides

ha rd

work.

Katie, I've also invited Jenny to the dinner party.

8. Please, place a wine glass

beside

every plate.

unit

15 Causative Form

The Causative Form is used when we do not do something ourselves, but we arrange for someone else (usually an
expert) to do it for us.

Formation
+

Subject

~

Have/Get

+

~

He

Object

+

Past Participle

~

~

had

his car

serviced

last week.

Verb forms in the Causative Form
Verb forms

Active Voice

Causative Form

Present Simple

We paint the house every year.

We have the house painted every year.

Present Progressive

Beth is washing her car.

Beth is having her car washed.

Past Simple

He typed three letters yesterday.

He had three letters typed yesterday.

Past Progressive

She was cleaning the carpet when I arrived.

Future "Will"

We will install the lights next week.

She was having the carpet cleaned when I
arrived.
We will have the lights installed next week.

Future Progressive

I'll be planting some trees in the garden
tomorrow morning.

I'll be having some trees planted in the
garden tomorrow morning.

Present Perfect Simple The girls have repaired their bicycles.

The girls have had their bicycles repaired.

Present Perfect
Progressive

We've been importing clothes from Italy since
we opened the shop.

We've been having clothes imported from
Italy since we opened the shop.

Past Perfect Simple

He had organised the meeting before I called. He had had the meeting organised before I
called.

Past Perfect
Progressive

They had been photocopying a book when the
manager arrived.

They had been having a book photocopied
when the manager arrived.

Present Infinitive

He managed to repair the roof

He managed to have the roof repaired.

-ing form

I remember taking my blood pressure.

I remember having my blood pressure taken.

Modal verbs

You should fix the leakage in the tank.

You should have the leakage in the tank fixed.

Imperative

Clean the table, please.

Have the table cleaned, please.

• Questions and negations ore formed as in the Active Voice: with the auxiliaries
Present Simple and did in the Post Simple.
When did you last have your eyes tested?

do/does

in the

• We can use get instead of have, especially in informal style.
/ have to get the house painted this year.
• The Causative Form is often used instead of the Passive Voice to express an occident, a misfortune or
something that hod not been arranged :
They had their house broken into last week.

Mark had his leg broken in the car crash.
• If we want to mention who performs the action, we can add by+agent at the end of the sentence.
She a/ways has her hair dyed by a hairdresser.
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• make/have someome do something=cause someone to do something (but there is a slight difference in
meaning)
Mrs Smith made her husband do the shopping. (=She insisted that her husband should do the shopping)
Mrs Smith had her husband do the shopping . (=She asked her husband to do the sho p ping)
• get someone to do something=persuade someone to do something
Mrs Smith got her husband to do the shopping. (=She persuaded her husband to do the shopping)

.Ill

I Grammar Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. Brian will

by the dentist tomorrow.

@ get his teeth polished

your new carpet fitted?

2. When

@ did you have

a. had you

nl

3. He often
ek.

® has his suits cleaned

herself.
b. gets all her dresses made

5. Please,

@

6. Jake

c. will have

a. having painted our house

b. have painted our house

b. stole her wallet

9. The teacher

b. had John cleaned

a. your blood pressure have checked

o have my cooking done

13. Macey
e or

a. got me help
14.

had her wallet stolen

c. had John to clean

@ have your blood pressure checked

c. checked your blood pressure

to my friends living abroad because I like to keep in touch with them.

@ send

e-mails

c. have e-mails sent

for me, as I'rn an awful cook.
b. having my cooking done

c . have done my cooking

her organise a party at her house.
b. got me helped

@ got

me to help

your newspaper delivered to your house every morning?
a. Have

ceo

@

_

10. If you feel dizzy, you should

12. I would like to

having our house painted

the board.

® had John clean

a. have e-rnails sent

@

while shopping yesterday.

a. had stolen her wallet

11. I always

c. not had

because we didn 't have enough money.

8. She

.ed.

have

b. hadn't

7. We postponed

en.

makes all her dresses

his passport renewed last week.

@ didn' t have

ied

@

the accounts checked by the accountant first thing tomorrow morning.

a. you have

eI

c. cleans his suits

b. has cleaned his suits

a. has all her dresses made
In

c. you had

at the dry cleaner's.

4. Debbie knows how to sew and

ed.

c. have his teeth polish

b. polish his teeth

@ Do

you have

c. Do you
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B Complete using the Active Voice or the Causative Form of the words given.

B

1. Mr Fane: Are you using the computer?
Mr Parker: Yes , I am typing my lett ers (my letters / type) at the moment.
Mr Fane: Do you type all your letters yourself?
Mr Parker: No, I don't have the time to do that. I usually

1.Ik

2. Pe :

3. C(]

have mv lett ers typed (my letters / type) by my

secretary, but she's away today.
2. Macey:

I

had my car serviced

(my car / service) by the mechanic yesterday. The bad thing is that I had to

pay quite a lot of money for it.
Didn't you know that my brother is training to hp~~~~
_ ~'-' \ Jl 11 \J

Luke:
3. Tanya:

Brenda:

COl

~ ~I-. <>'111'-':
~_ : ~'l r.r.,
a~ ~
111'-''-'11
H'"

nl... ~:. n
a~wav"

--"-_
services my
car _

(my car / service) for me. Maybe he could have a look at yours next time, too.
What are you doing?
Are
you
painting the house (the house / paint) yourself?
No, of course not. I am having the house painted (the house / paint) by a painter. I'm just helping

4. Yq

5.1 ~
6. Te
7. 1'1

8. T
9. Y
10. T
11. l'

him . Do you want to come in and have a look?

12.

C

Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. Please, arrange for these parcels to be posted as soon as possible.
have
Please,
have these parcels posted

------1!
sleep

before I go on holiday.

Slee

3. Someone broke Gary's front teeth while he was playing football.
had
Gary
had his front teeth broken
4. Betty eventually agreed to lend me her motorbike for the day.
got
I eventually
got Betty to lend me
5. A plumber is repairing my dishwasher this afternoon.
repaired
I
am having my dishwasher repaired

while he was playing football.

any
give

her motorbike for the day.

stres
favo

this afternoon.

Slee

6. Kelly , does the cleaner clean your house twice a week?
have
Kelly,
do you have your house

opeili

cleaned twice a week?

7. A bank clerk was cashing my cheque when the robbers entered the bank.
cashed
I
was having my cheque cashed
when the robbers entered the bank.
8. I haven't been to the hairdresser's for a haircut lately.
cut
I haven't
had my hair cut
lately.

and

mor

o
a
a

I Vocabulary Practice
A

Cc
The

as soon as possible.

2. My car will need servicing before I go on holiday.
get
I'll need
to get my car serviced

S~

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

make for: go towards a place
make out: manage (with difficulty) to see, hear
or understand sth
make up: (1) invent a storyor excuse
(2) become friends again after a
quarrel or disagreement
mix up:
confuse people or things
move in: begin to live in a house or place
move out: stop living in a house or place and
go somewhere else

mix up
in similar bottles.
2. Mark moved out of the flat after an argument with his flatmate .

3. We quickly

made for

01
m

the bam when it started raining.

4. Don 't believe anything he says. He's always making up stories.

5. Could you speak up, please? I can't

make out

what you're

saying.

6. We've got the keys to our new house and tomorrow we're going
to

move in

ri
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B Complete using prepositions.
1. I kept thinking

of/about

the accident all night long.

2. Pet owners care for/about their pets a great deal.

d to

3. Could you take care

of

4. You can rely

on

your good friends when you need them.

5. I have a need

for

coffee in the morning.

little Jimmy tonight?

6. Teachers feel responsible

for

7. I'm very thankful

all your help.

for

the progress of their students.

8. Teachers must learn to be patient
self?

ng

9. You should take responsibility

with
for

10. The amount of food you make depends

11. I'd like to thank you

for

12. She was grateful to him

their troublesome students.
your actions.
on

the number of guests you're expecting.

the gift you gave me.
for

helping her out at such a bad time.

C Complete using the correct form of the words in

bold type.

SSH, LET THEM SLEEP!
The

discovery
alarming

that a member of your family is sleepwalking may be

DISCOVER

, but it is not an uncommon phenomenon. Both adults and children

ALARM

sleepwalk, however it is more common in children.
Sleepwalking is not a psychological
any

connection

disorder

, as some may think. Nor is there

between dreams and sleepwalking. The explanation which experts

give for sleepwalking is that it is mainly due to being
stress.
favourite

ORDER

Anxiety
possession

pressure

tired

and under a lot of

at work or at school or even the loss of a

CONNECT
TIRE
ANXIOUS, PRESS

could trigger it off.

POSSESS

Sleepwalkers move easily around the house despite the

darkness

, sometimes

DARK

opening drawers as if searching for something. It is difficult to wake up a sleepwalker
and it is considered

unwise

because it can cause great distress. The following

WISE

morning the sleepwalker doesn't usually remember anything.

o Complete using the words given.
ancient (adj):
antique (odj):

e

teo
es.

mg

of the distant past
made in the style of an
earlier period
old-fashioned (adD: no longer fashionable
traditional (odj):
in accordance with tradition
elderly (cdj):
qu ite old, past middle age
(for people)
old (adj):
no longer young or new
mature (cdj):
(1) fully developed in
personality and behaviour
(2) when sth is left for a
time to allow its full flavour
to develop (usually for wine
or cheese)
fully grown and ready to be
ripe (od j):
eaten or used (usually for
fruit)

1. My grandfather is very active even though he is
2. My father buys

antique

old

furniture, restores it and then

sells it at a profit.
3. This is
4. In

traditional

ancient

Irish music. Do you like it?

times, people believed there were many gods.

5. My grandmother still makes jam in the good old-fashioned
way.

6. An elderly/old couple won the trip to Hawaii.
7.

Ripe

8. Jane is very

bananas are great for making banana cake.
mature

for a fifteen-year-old.

unit

16 Conditionals

Type 1: Re al situat io ns in the pre sent or future .
If clause

Main clause

If + Present Tense
• Future ten se
(simple or continuous )
IfMartin gets the j ob. he will move to
Oxford.
or
• can/may/might/must/should + infinitive
Present Perfect Simple
If you ha ve finish ed your homework, you
(if the action has already
nUlY go out with yourfriends.
finished)
• Pr esent Simple
If you mix blu e and yellow. you get green.
• Imperative
Ifyou mis s the train , take the bus.

Use
real or probable situation s in the present or
future

general truths (ife when, whenever)
instructions or commands

• If-cla uses either prec ede or foll ow the main clause . If th ey pre cede the ma in clause, we separate
them with a co mma .

If you eat a lot o f sweets, yo u'll ga in weight.
BUT: You'll gain weight if you ea t a lot o f swee ts.
• If there is only a slight possibil ity of so mething happening, we ca n use should .
If you should ever go to Colomb ia, visit the Museu m of Go ld in Bogota.

if can

be o m itted; should co mes before the subje ct (inversio n).
Should you ever g o to Colombi a, visit the Museum o f Gold in Bogota.
In thi s ca se,

Type 2: Unrea l situations in the present or future.
If clause

Main clause

If + Past Tense
(simple or continuous)

WOUld

could
might

j

Use

+ present infiniti ve

If he were still living with his parents, he

unreal or imaginary situations in the present

would be able to save more money.
of it travelling round the world.

events that are unlikely to happen in the
future

If I were you, I wouldn 't argue with my

to give advice

III won a lot ofmoney, I would spend 11I0st

employer.
• We use were instead of was in type 2 conditional senten ces in form al English.
If he were not so lazy, he would be more successful .

• If can be omitted wh en it is followed by were; were co mes before the subject (inve rsion) .
Were she toller, she could becom e a model. (=;{ she we re toller, ..,)
• We ca n use will/would in the if- clou se (Type 1+ 2 con ditio na l sentences) to exp ress de sire,
willing ness, politen ess, in sistence, ann oyan ce, unc ertainty o r to make a requ est.
If you will ke ep on being so noisy, /'11 have to report you.

I would ap preciate it if you would turn the radio down .
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Type 3: Unreal situations in the past.

If clause

Main clause

If + Past Perfect
(simple or continuous)

or

If

WOUld

could
might

j

Use

+ perfect infinitive

If he had known your phone number, he
would have called you.

for actions that did not happen

If I had been more careful, I would have
passed the driving test.

to express criticism or regret

can sometimes be omitted; had comes before the subject (inversion).

Had you arrived earlier; you would have met my grandmother. (= If you had arrived earlier... )

Mixed conditionals
Mixed conditionals do not follow the tense rules strictly; we can make combinations according to the context:
If I had a car, I would have picked you up from the airport. (Types 2, 3)
Ifyou had taken some aspirin, you would feel better now. (Types 3, 2)

Conditionals can be introduced with other expressions instead of if:

• unless (= if not],
e.g. Unless you hurry you'll miss the bus.
• as long as/provided/providing (= only

in,

e.g. You can borrow my camera as long as you promise to handle it with care.

You can visit me anytime provided/providing (that) you call me in advance.
• in case,
e.g. I'll buy some mineral water in case I get thirsty (= I'll buy some mineral water before I get thirsty.)
ent

But: I'll buy some mineral water if I get thirsty (= I'll buy some mineral water when I get thirsty.)
• on condition (that) (= provided).
e.g. On condition (that) she passes her exam, her parents will let her go to Italy for the holidays.
• but for (= if it wasn't/hadn't been for),
e.g. But for the rain, we would have enjoyed the picnic.

• or else (= if not/otherwise},
e.g. Hurry up, or else we'll miss the train.

in,

• Suppose/Supposing (= imagine
e.g. Suppose/Supposing the lights went out, what would we do?
• only if,
e.g. She will go to the party only if she has finished her work.
• even if,
e.g. He wouldn't talk about his plans even if you begged him to.
• whether,
e.g. Whether he agrees with me or not is not important to me.
~ We never use the Future "Will" after these structures, except for

or else and whether.
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I Grammar Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. If you
a. visited

1.

the Louvre while in Paris, buy me a poster.
(B should visit
c. have visited

2. If I had installed an alarm, the thieves wouldn't
a. be
b. had been
3. If I
a. have got

able to break into my house last week.
@ have been

2.
3.

the job, I will take you out to dinner on Saturday to celebrate.
® get
c. got

4. I would make a film with Leonardo DiCaprio if I
~we re
b. had been

a famous director, but I'm not.

4.

c. will be
5.

6.
b. had apologised
7. If you
the application to the company on time, they might have called you for an
interview. I can't understand why you didn't!
a. send
@ had sent
c. will send

7.

8.

B Make sentences using conditionals.
1. The lift may not work so use the stairs.
If the lift doesn 't work (isn 't working), use the stairs.

2. I want a new car but I can't save up enough money.
If I cou ld save up enough money, I would buy a new car.
3. This isn't a very good camera. The photos I took aren't very clear.
If this were a better camera , the photos I took would have been clearer.
4. I think that you shouldn't drink so much coffee.
If I were you, I wouldn't drink so much coffee.
5. We didn't have your address so we didn't send you a Christmas card.
If we had had your address , we would have sent you a Christmas card .
6. The bus drivers might be on strike tomorrow, so I'll probably catch a taxi.
If the bus drivers are on strike tom orrow, I'll catch (I may catch) a taxi.

C Complete using mixed conditionals.
1. He

wouldn't be

(not be) ill today if he

hadn 't walked

2. You've been playing with that cat for hours . If you

(not walk) home in the rain last night.

were

(be) allergic to cats, you

would have known (know) by now.
3. If they
4. We

caught
wouldn't be

(catch) a taxi, they

will be

(not be) stuck here now if you

(be) here any minute now .
had take n

(take) the car to the garage before we

left for our holiday.
5. If I

were

you get to work now?

(be) you, I wouldn't have sold (not sell) my car before I bought another one . How will

eek.
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D Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a

similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. If she doesn't follow a stricter diet, she won't lose any weight.
She won't lose any weight

unless

unless she follows

a stricter diet.

2. I wouldn't have succeeded if my parents hadn't encouraged and supported me .
but

I wouldn't have succeeded

but for my parents' encouragement

and support.

3. He has twisted his ankle, so he can't play tennis this afternoon.
not

Had

he not twisted his ankle

, he would have been able to play

tennis this afternoon.
4. We didn't follow the directions, that's why we got lost.
would

We

would not have got lost

if we had followed the directions.

5. You should read more to improve your vocabulary; that's what I'd do.
were

If

I were you. I would

read more to improve my vocabulary.

6. Jenny can get a puppy only if she promises to take care of it.
long

as long as she promises

Jenny can get a puppy

to take care of it.

7. I wouldn't mind being transferred to another city if they offered me a higher salary.
condition

I wouldn't mind being transferred to another city

on condition (that) they offered

me a higher salary.
8. Fortunately, they were wearing seat belts, so nobody was seriously injured.
not

If

they had not been wearing

seat belts, they could have been seriously injured.

I Vocabulary Practice
A Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.
pay back: give back money you have
borrowed
payoff:
give sb back all the money you
owe them
point out: draw sb's attention to sth
pull down: demolish
pull over: move closer to the side of the road
and stop (forvehicles)

1. John

pointed out

his old school friend in the photograph.

2. The policeman asked him to

pull over

for a breathalyser

test.
pay
_ me
3. I'll give you the money, but when will you _ _""""'---:!""-_
back

?

4. That building will be

pUlled down

5. It will take me two years to

next week.

payoff/back my loan.

BComplete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
LION KING
The lion is known as the king of the jungle. Perhaps this is because of its size ,
strength

and

to run up to 35 mph.

ability

STRONG, ABLE

Yet, for twenty hours a day, the lion just lies under the sun doing nothing. However, when
it gets

hungry

intention
In its natural

, its manner changes and it becomes

threatening

. Its only

is to satisfy its enormous appetite.

INTEND

surroundings , the lion will eat anything, from rats to animals as large as

giraffes. But zebra meat provides the lion with the greatest
Lions live in groups called prides. The lioness is
than the male. She is so

caring

two years before they become

tru ly

satisfaction
amazing. She is quicker

that she will hunt and look after her young for

independent .

HUNGER, THREAT
SURROUND
SATISFY
TRUE
CARE
DEPEND
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C

Complete using the prepositional phrases given.

in practice/theory:

actually happening/
theoretically
in private/public: without/with the
presence of others
in reality:
actually, in fact
in secret:
secretly
in the shade/sun: protected from/
exposed to sunlight
in tears:
crying
in time (for):
early or at the
appointed time
in touch (with):
in contact with sb
in uniform:
wearing the same
special clothes as
everyone else at work
or school
in a loud/low voice: loudly/quietly
in the way:
when sb or sth stops
you from moving
forward or seeing
clearly
in other words:
saying sth differently

1. The mayor hasn't been seen
2. Do you keep

in touch

in Dublic

for some time.

with your old school friends?

3. Martha looked very upset. I saw her running out of the office
in tears

4. Your idea works

in theory

5. You've arrived just

, but not in practice.

in time

for lunch.

6. Could you help me move this table? It's

in the way

7. Nobody knew about our affair. We used to meet once a
week

in secret

8. The children should all be

in uniform

for the parade.

9. The mirrors made the room look bigger, but

in re ality

it

was quite small.
10. You shouldn't stay

in the sun

for too long, you 'll get burnt.

11. Your car isn't reliable enough for a long trip ,

in other words ,

you 'd better not take it.
12. I can 't hear you very well. Could you repeat that
in a loud(er) voice ?

o Complete using the words given.
vacant (odj):

not being used or occupied
(e.g . hotel room, job position)
free (odj):
not being used or occupied
by sb or not reserved for sb to
use (e.g. table, seat)
empty (odj) :
with no people or things in it
deserted (adj): becoming empty because
everybody has left
left (adj):
what remains after the rest
has gone or been used
abandoned (adj): no longer used or occupied
(e.g . building)

1. This box is

em pty

. Can I put the rubbish in it?

2. We must buy some more cheese, there's only a small piece
left
vacant

, no morp

4. The bandits hid in the

5. The only

free

warehouse.
abandoned/em pty/
deserted
table we have is the one in the

corner.
6. It was 1:00 a.m. and the usually busy street was now quiet
and deserted/empty .

alone (adj):
lonely (adj):
single (cdj):

not with any other person
unhappy because you are
alone
not married

7. All my friends are married except Kate , who is still
single
8. I get really

lone ly

at Christmas because all my

family live abroad.
a lone

9. Mr Jones came to the party
alive (adj):
live (adj):

lively (odj):
living (adj):

living, not dead (not followed
by a noun)
(event, performance or
programme) being broadcast
exactly at the time it happens,
not recorded in adva nce
full of energy or enthusiasm
alive, not dead (followed by a
noun)

as his wife

was away on business.
nrO~r1
r~<:t
10. The football match \ V. ~_.<:_ br
__dcast

live

thirty countries.
11. The rock group ~zave a

lively

•

stage.
12. The wounded bird was barely

alive

13. The old man said that life during the war was a
living

nightmare.

...

units 13-16
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I Grammar Practice
AChoose the correct answers.
1. If you

a flight, would you have gone by train?
b. don't book

a. haven't booked
2. Here are your photos . We

it

@ got them developed
3. Betty

ords ,

at the photographer's.
b. develop them

b. gave

4. The dog must

@ be taken

b. If should you see

6. My son told me he tied his shoes by

I piece

house.
in the

7. We have had the roof of our house

8. Sue

GV was being questioned
9. Kev

d. take

b. was questioning

b. won't crash

a. had owned
13. He got his brother
@ to wash
14. Don't go out by
a. myself

d. If you saw

c. his

d. his own

c. been replaced

@ replaced

c. is being questioned

d. had questioned

c. won't have crashed

@ wouldn ' t have crashed

last night.

a. had stolen his wallet

12. If!

@ Should you see

into the tree if the brakes on his bike had been working.

a. wouldn't crash

0 as long as

vife

c. be take

by the police all night.

b. his wallet stolen

11.I'll lend you my car

11 my

@) was given

_

b. replace

10. Jack
quiet

c. was giving

_

® himself

a. him

a. to replace

s. The

d. got them develop

Diana, congratulate her for me, will you?
a. Should you saw

init?

c. got developed them

to the vet.

a. taken
5.

d. won't book

a lot of presents on her birthday.

a. was been given

burnt.

@ hadn' t booked

@ had his wallet stolen

d. has stolen his wallet

you promise to drive carefully.
b. unless

c. even if

d. whether

a house like that, I'd look after it better.
b. have owned

@ owned

d. own

the dishes.
b. wash

c. washing

d. to have washed

c. me

d. her

at night. It's dangerous.
(E} yourself

III

15. I'll find you
e on

a. whatever

you go.
b. whichever

c. whenever

@ wherever
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B Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar

12

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. She has arranged to work this afternoon, so she can't come shopping with us.
not
Had
she not arranged to work
this afternoon, she would have been able to come

13

shopping with us.
2. Someone has stolen my bike, Dad.
had
I
have had my bike stolen

1
, Dad.

3. People expect that the weather will change soon.
to
The weather
is expected to change
soon.
4. I wouldn't mind contacting her but I don 't have her phone number.
would
I
would contact her
if I had her phone number.
5. When did they replace the broken windows, Annie?
replaced
When
were the broken windows replaced
, Annie?

1

6. You are all welcome to have some more cake.
help
Feel free to
help yourselves to

2.

8
1.

some more cake.

3.

7. Chri s, I shall be glad to show you round if you decide to visit London.
should
Chris,
if you should/should you decide
to visit London, I shall be glad to show you round.
8. We 've asked an electrician to install lights in the garden.
have
We will
have an electrician install

4.

5.

lights in the garden.

6.

7.

Vocabulary Practice

8

A Choose the correct answers.
1. I'm really

Christmas this year.

a. looking after

b. looking out for

2. It' s raining! Quick, let 's make
a. out

c. looking into
that shop.

b. up

c. in

3. During the month of August, Athens is almost
a. vacant

b. abandoned

4. After the break, we 'll
a. insist

c. ancient

b. persi stin g

d. traditional

c. hard

d. tough

enough to take on so much responsibility?
b. ancient

8. Billy the Kid was wanted dead or
a. live

@ alive

9. I went to Spain on holiday

a. hurry

@ continue

that I don 't think I'll be able to take a summer break.

a. elderly

11. The room was in a

c. keep

b. old-fashioned

@ demanding

a. point

.ideserted

chair which dates back to the eighteenth century.

6. My job is so

10. You'd better

.
c. left

b. persist

@ antique

a. single

@) for

with chapter three of the book.

5. This is a valuable

7. Is he

.,looking forward to

c. ripe

.imature

_
c. lively

d. living

, but I made a lot of friends there.

@ alone

c. lonely

d. free

up all the unknown words in the dictionary.
b. make

c. mix

@ look

_
@ mess

c. mood

d. shade

"

rome
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12. His handwriting is so difficult to read. I can hardly

Wmake out

b. make up

c. look into

13. If you have a problem, don't hesitate to

@ raise

d. point out

your hand.

b. rise

14. Mike was

c. arise

d. rised

after he broke his leg.

a. in love

b. in order

15. Please don't forget to

@ in pain

(2) pay back

c. point out

B Complete using the correct form of the words in
1. John couldn't give a logical

explanation

2. The eyewitness gave an accurate
additiona l

d. in person

the money you have borrowed from me.

a. pull over

3. For

what he 's written.

d. pull down

bold type.

as to why he had arrived so late.

description

EXPLAIN
DESCRIBE

of the bank robber.

information on flight times and package holidays, contact your

ADD

possessions

POSSESS

travel agent.

4. We lost most of our
5. I was

unable

6. The attic is in
7. Alice had a

8. He got the

in the flood.

ABLE

to carry my luggage, so I had to use a trolley.
disorder
tiring

impression

ORDER

. Let's tidy it up.

TIRE

day at work and went to bed early.
that the situation was out of control.

IMPRESS

CChoose the correct answers.
My friend Sarah wanted to (1)

her house painted, but she didn't want to do it (2)

So, she decided to call the number of a painting company she had seen on an advertisement that (3)

_

_

lefton her car. A young man answered the phone, and Sarah told him about her house . An appointment
(4)

for the following Thursday. When the day came, a knock (5)

on Susan's door.
! She was caught by

When Susan opened it, she saw two twelve-year-old boys standing in front of (6)
surprise! They explained that they had wanted to earn some extra money for (7)
and handed out the ad. If Susan (8)

, so they had created

the painters were twelve, she never would have called to begin

with! She told them she was sorry, but she preferred to have her house painted by professionals.

1. (Vhave
b. having had
c. having
d. have had

4. a. was
b. will
@ was
d. was

2. a. her
b. she
@ herself
d. hers

5. a. had been heard
b. having heard
c. was hearing
@ was heard

3. a. was being
@ had been
c. having been
d. were

6.@her
b. she
c. it
d. them

being made
be made
made
making

7. a. itself
b. them
c. him
@ themselves
8. a. would have known
(Q had known
c. knows
d. was to know

unit
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A . Unreal Past
Past tenses referring to unreal situations are called Unreal Past. The Past Simple can refer to untrue or imaginary
situations in the present or future, while the Past Perfect Simple can refer to unreal situations in the past.

Unreal past with present or future time reference
Structure

Use

Examples

If + Past Tense

Type 2 Conditional

If I had a car, I would drive to work.

Imagine
Suppose
Supposing

imaginary situations in the present or
future

Suppose you lived in a small village, would
you miss the city ?

• wish about a present situation that we
would like to be different
~ If only is stronger than wish.

I wish 1 lived in the country. (I don't.)
If only 1 were on holiday.

j

+ Past Tense

wish
If only ]

+ Past Tense

wish ]
If only

would +
+ infinitive

wish ]
If only

+ could +
inf rutive
..

as if
as though ] + Past Tense
It's time
It:s a~out time] + Past
It s high time ]
Tense

1 wish he wouldn 't smoke in the office.
• to express annoyance, irritation,
1 wish time wouldn't pass so quickly!
dissatisfaction
• to make a wish concerning a present
situation which is unlikely to change
~ The subject of would must be different
from the subject of wish.

to make a wish or express our regret
about sth we cannot do at present.
• untrue situations in the present
~ Were is used instead of was.
• to indicate that the time has come for
someone to do something
• to express criticism or a complaint
about sth that should have already
been done
~ It's about time/it's high time are
stronger than It's time.
~ It's time + infinitive: it is the right
time (for sb) to do something

She wishes she could speak French. (she can't.)
He speaks as

if he were a foreigner.

(He is not.)

It's time we went home.
It's time they started working.

It 's about time we got rid of this old car!
It's time to tidy up.
It's time for them to start working.

Unreal past with past time reference
If + Past perfect

Type 3 Conditional

If she had worked harder, she would have
been promoted.

wish ]
If only
+ Past Perfect

to express sorrow or regret about sth
that did or did not happen in the past

1 wish 1 had remembered her birthday.
(1 didn't.)

asif
] + Past Perfect . unreal situations in the past
as thoug h
Imagine
Suppose
Supposing

j

imaginary situations in the past

+ Past Perfect

He talked to everyone as if he had known them
for years.
Suppose he hadn't fled his country, would he
be in prison now?
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• wish ca n al so go with an infinitiv e (meaning want) or a noun:
She wishes to spe a k to the headmaster.
We wish you happiness.
• wish is used fo r unreal or improbable situat io ns; hope is used for po ssibl e situatio ns.
I wish yo u we re here .
I hope to see yo u w he n I come to Lond on.

B. Would rather ( = I would prefer)
If the subject of would rather is the same as the subject of the main verb:

Time Reference
ld

.~(;j PresentlFuture

E

15 Past
<
PresentlFuture
~

Structure

Examples

would rather + present bare infinitive

She'd rather stay at home tonight.

would rather + perfe ct bare infinitive

I'd rather have travelled to Egypt last winter.

would rather + not + present bare infinitive

I'd rather not eat any more today.

would rather + not + perfect bare infiniti ve

Nick would rather not have gone to the party
yesterday.

'';::

~

z'"

Past

If the subject ofwould rather is different from the subject of the main verb:
Present/Future

would rather + subject + Past Simple
(affirmative or negati ve form)

I'd rather you left your umbrella outside.
/'d rather you didn 't smoke in the office.

Past

would rather + subje ct + Past Perfect
(affirmative or negative form)

I'd rather you had informed me earlier.
I'd rather she hadn't borrowed my bicycle.

an't.)

s not.)

Synonymous expressions
Structure

Examples

• prefer + -ing/noun + to + -ing/noun

He pref ers swimming to scuba diving .

• prefer + full infinitive + rather than + bare infinitive
(general preference)

She pref ers to travel by plan e rather than (travel) by boat. .

• would prefer + full infinitive + rather than + bare
infinitive (preference in a particular situation)

I would pref er to go to the cinema rather than stay at
home.

• would rather + bare infinitive + than + bare infinitive
I'd rather wa lk than go by bu s.
• would sooner is used in the same way as would rather.
I'd sooner we left e a rlie r. (pre sentlfutu re time reference )
He ' d soo ner she ha dn't spe nt so much money on clo thes. (past tim e refe re nce )

c

c.

Had better ( = should)

Had better expresses strong advice, a warning or a threat and is stronger than should and ought to.
Its subject is always the same as the subject of the main verb.
hem
he

Time Reference

Structure

Examples

Present / Future

had better + (not) + present bare infinitive

He 'd better see a doctor as soon as possible.
You 'd better not drive so fast.

Past

It would have been better if + Past Perfect

It would have been better if you hadn 't
argued with him last week.
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I Grammar Practice

A

c

Write sentences using wish or If only.

I wish/If only my sister didn't/wouldn·t take

1. I My sister always takes my
car without asking me.
She's so inconsiderate.

my car without asking me. I wish/If only my
sister wasn't/weren 't so inconsiderate .

1'1
til

w

(4
I wish/If only our luggage l1adn 't been stolen.

2. l O ur luggage was stolen
from our hotel room. We
should have insured it.

I wisl1/lf only we Ilad insured our luggage.

h

c,

I wish/If only I could keep the puppy I found.

3. I I found a puppy. I want
to keep it but my parents
won't let me.

I wish/If only my parents would let/let me
keep the puppy I found .

4. I I woke up late and missed
my flight to Rome.

I wish/If only I hadn't woken up late . I wish/If
only I hadn't missed my flight to Rome.

I wish/If only I were artistic. I wish/If only I

5. I Everyone in my family can
paint or draw, but I'm not
artistic at all.

could paint or draw.

1

B Choose the correct answers.

2

1. You had better
@ not smoke

in here . The fire alarm might go off.
b. to not smoke
c. not smoked

2. Imagine you
a. not had

the opportunity to become a guitarist. What would you have done?
b. don't have
@ hadn' t had

3. I would rather you
a. not have told
4. It's time
a. to have left

her about the situation. Now she's very worried.
@ hadn' t told
b. didn't tell
. Don't you think?
@ to leave
c. we had left

5. I get along with my brother but I wish he
a. couldn't leave
b. hadn't left

his clothes lying around the house.
@ wouldn' t leave

6. After our argument she acted as if nothing
@ had happened
b. would happen
7. He would rather
a. ordered
8. I'd prefer
a. have

3

_
c. has happened

pizza. He didn't like the spaghetti.
c. had ordered

@ have ordered

®

tea rather than coffee, if you don't mind .
to have
c. having

9. I've got a terrible head ache . If only I
@ hadn' t gone
b. didn't go,
10. I really liked our day trip to the countryside. I wish we
a. going
b. went

to bed late last night.
c. wouldn't go
again next week.
@ could go

5
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C Choose the correct answers.
SMOKING IN PUBLIC PLACES
ke

my

I'm not a smoker and I prefer (1)
time they (2)

around non-smokers rather than smokers. In fact , I think it's about

smoking. I hear smokers talk about smoking as though it (3)

harmless but

we all know the damage it can cause. Why should I have to put up with it in public places? If only people
the consequences of smoking, they might not take up the habit in the first place. The government

(4)

olen .

action soon. It's time they (6)

had better (5)

smoking everywhere. The rate of lung

cancer related deaths is increasing every year.

e

sh/lf

1.0to be
b. be
c. having been

3.@ were
b. be
c. had been

5. a. be taking
® take
c. taken

2. a. are banning
(h) banned
c. had banned

4. a. consider
considered
c. have considered

6.~prohibited
b. will prohibit
c. have prohibited

®

D Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a

similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. Jeremy regrets not having accepted the job he was offered.
wishes

Jeremy

wishes he had accepted (hadn 't rejected)

the job he was offered.

2. If you had heard the politician speak, you'd think he had won the elections.
though

The politician spoke

3. I think you should get a haircut!
about
It's

as though he had won
about time you got

the elections.
a haircut!

4. I can 't stand Bet.~y bon-owing my clothes without asking me first.
rather
I
would rather Betty didn 't

borrow my clothes without asking me first.

5. It's a pity governments spend so much money on nuclear weapons.
wouldn't
I
wish governments wouldn 't spend

so much money on nuclear weapons .

6. I advise you to see the dentist today, otherwise your toothache will get wor se .
better

You

had better see

the dentist today, otherwise your

toothache will get worse.
7. It would have been better to have hired a car during the holidays.
only
If
only we had hired
8. I would like to know how to play the piano.
knew
I
wish I knew how

a car during the holidays.
to play the piano.

.
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I
A

Vocabulary Practice

01

Complete using the phrasal verbs given.

put aside:
put away:

1. I always

keep sth to be dealt with or used

oR:
on:
out:
up:
up with:

weight during the winter.

at a later time

2. One thing I can't

put up with

store sth tidily where it is usually

3. You shouldn't

put off

kept

put
put
put
put
put

put on

is rudeness .
the meeting with Mr Brown.

4. Luckily, the fire brigade came quickly and

postpone

put out

the fire .

(1) wear (clothes) (2) gain weight

r

extinguish (a cigarette or fire)

put up

T

offer hospitality
tolerate or accept sth unpleasant

B Complete using prepositions.
1. Do you believe

ghosts?

in

2. You'll find the information
3. I insist

on

aboutjon prehistoric animals in the encyclopaedia.

paying for dinner.

4. The employees were unaware
5. I always listen

to
of/ about

7. Kim is familiar

with

the time our flight leaves?
most of the computer programmes on the market.

from

Jane for weeks ..

9. Mr Kent had no knowledge
10. Did you inform them
11. Were you serious

12. I knew nothing

the financial problems the company was having .

the news in the morning.

6. Are you certain

8. We haven't heard

of

of

of/about
about

your whereabouts .

the new plan?

buying a yacht?

of/about Tony's accident.

B Complete using the correct form of the words in

bold type.

JUST TO BE ON THE SAFE SIDE ...
People are becoming more security conscious these days. Climes like burglary and
theft

are definitely on the increase. One of the most

experiences a home
valuables

owner

painful

THIEF, PAIN

can have is to arrive home and find that his or her

have disappeared because a window had

accidentally

been left

OWN
VALUE, ACCIDENT

open . What can we do to protect ourselves?
The most important piece of
ins urance

advice

is to make sure that your

coverage is up to date. Another

sensible

thing to do is to go

along to your local police station , where they will be more than willing to make
suggest ions

on

relia ble

ways of safeguarding your property.

ADVISE
INSURE, SENSE
"

SUGGEST, RELY
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D Complete using the words given.

rown.

from

hem.

for

wild [od j]:

very excited and ou t of
control
mad [cd j]:
(1) very an g ry
(2) craz y o r foo lish
furious (odi):
extrem ely angry
bad-tempered (odj] : not chee rful,ge tti ng
a ng ry easily
irritable [cdj] :
getting annoyed ea sily
nervous (cdj] :
obviou sly an xiou s or
worri ed about sth that is
happening or mig ht
happen

sensitive (adj):

sensible (adj) :

timid (odj ):
ENT

shy (adj):

embarrassed (adj):
y

ashamed [cdj):

(1) easily affected or
ha rme d by sth (2) aware
of and understa ndi ng
ot her people' s need s
an d pr o blem s
base d o n reason , not o n
emotions
shy, ne rvo us, lacking in
co urage and self
co nfide nce
ne rvo us and
uncomfo rta ble in the
company of ot her
peo ple
feel ing uncomfortable
in a situatio n or guilty
a bout sth
fee ling gu ilty or
embarrassed becau se o f
sth you have don e

nervous _ before the
1. The stude nts were obviously _ _:..:..::..:....:....::..::.=._
exa m.
2. In the heat, babies get
3. My parent s were

irritable

and restless.
with me when they

furious/mad

found out that 1 had used the car without their permission.
4. The crowd went

wild/mad

as soon as the band

began playing.
5. Som e people are

bad-tempered

by nature.

6. I'll tell you the truth . Just don 't get

_

mad/furious

:":'=:=L..:..'::":"':":= _

7. Michelle is a ver y goo d soc ial worker. She ' s very
sensitive
8. The

to other people ' s proble ms.

sensible

thing to do would be to get a

lawyer' s adv ice.

9. You should be

ashamed

of yourse lf for acting like

a child.
shy/timid
friends at the new schoo l.
11. You can imagine how

embarrassed

I felt when I

realised I was wearing two different shoes .
12. I'm too

shy/timid/
embarrassed

to sing in publi c.

unit

18 Reported Speech

In Direct Speech we give the exact words somebody said and use quotation marks. In Reported Speech we give the
meaning of what someone said, but with some changes and without quotation marks.
Direct Speech:
She said, "I'm tired. "
"I'm tired, " she said.
Reported Speech: She said (that) she was tired.
We usually introduce Reported Speech with the verbs tell (when there is a person/pronoun as an object) and say
(when there is no person/pronoun as an object). That is optional.
"I'm leaving, Tom," she said. ---+- She told Tom (that) she was leaving.
"I'm leaving," she said. ---+- She said (that) she was leaving.

Changing from direct to reported speech
Direct Speech

~

Present Simple

He said, "I want to buy a new car. "

Past Simple

Present
Progressive
Past Simple

She said, "I'm learning Spanish."

Past
Progressive

Present Perfect
Simple
Past
Progressive
Present Perfect
Progressive

"I've missed the train, " he said.

Past Perfect
Simple

He said (that) he had missed the train.

She said, "I was staying with a
friend. "
She said, "I have been staying with
a friend. "

Past Perfect
Progressive

She said (that) she had been staying
with a friend.

will

She said, "I'll call you."

would

She said (that) she would call me.

can

He said, "I can run very fast. "

could

He said (that) he could run very fast.

may

They said, " We may go on holiday." might

~

'f'" must

had to
She said (that) she had to get up early
(obligation)
every day.
must (deduction) He said (that) I must be tired.

must not

She said, "You mustn't smoke."

must not
(prohibition)

She said (that) Ilwe mustn't smoke.

need

She said, "I need to go shopping. "

needed/had to

She said (that) she needed/had to go
shopping.

needn't

He said, "I needn't hurry."

needn't/didn't He said (that) he didn't have to hurry.
have to (present)
wouldn't have She told me (that) I wouldn't have to
to (future)
pick her up the following day.

~

ell

'e

o

They said (that) they might go on
holiday.

She said, " I must get up early every
day. "
He said, " You must be tired."

~

;;E

He said (that) he wanted to buy a new
car.
She said (that) she was learning
Spanish.

"I missed the train, " he said.

:::
'"
Eo-;

Reported Speech

She said, "You needn't pick me up
tomorrow. "
~

would, could, might, should, ought to do not change in Reported Speech.
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Direct Speech
now
today/tonight
QI '"
8
~ yesterday
... s
f-; ~ tomorrow
W last week (month, etc.)
next week (month, etc.)
ago

then
that day/that night
the day before/the previous day
the next/following day
the previous week (month, etc.)/the week (month, etc.) before
the following week (month, etc.)
before

'"
this/these
QI
~ ~ here
~ pronouns /possessive adjectives

that/those
there
they change according to the context

~

.=

ive the

say

Reported Speech

l.<

o

u

No changes are made in the following ca ses:
• When the reporting verb is in the Present, Future or Present Perfect ten se.
He says, ''I'll be a lawyer when I grow up ." ~ He says (that) he will be a lawyer when he grows up.

' a new

g

• when the sentence expresses a general truth or something that is unlikely to change .

She said, "The days are longer in the summer." ~ She said (that) the days are longer in the
summer.
She said, "I prefer co ffee to tea." ~ She said (that) she prefers coffee to tea.
• The Pa st Perfect (Simpl e and Progressive) does not change in Reported Speech.

Ie

train.

She said, "I had prepared dinner in advance ." ~ She said (that) she had prepared dinner in
advance.
• The Past Progressive doe s not usually change; Past tenses in time clauses do not cha nge.

lying

"I was speaking on the phone when the doorbell rang," she said. ~ She said (that) she was
speaking on the phone when the doorbell rang.
• When som ething is reported immediately after it is said.

/le,

y fast.
on
pearly

"This dress looks awful," Mary said. ~ Mary said (that) this dress looks av:ful.
• The Pa st Simple in coll oquial speech can eith er change o r rema in the same .

"I got my school report yes terday," said Jim. ~ Jim said (that) he got/had got his school report the
day before.
• When something, a lthough said earl ier, wi ll ta ke place in the·future .
John said, "I'm flying to Rome tomorrow." ~ John said (that) he is fl ying to Rome tomorrow. (It is

still today.)
oke.
to go
i

hurry.

• When there is a Conditional (Type 2 o r 3) or a sentence with wish/If only.
Peter said, "If I wer.e rich, I would travel a lot." ~ Peter said (that) if he were rich, he would troveI a lot.

Karen said, "If I hadn't woken up late, I wouldn't have missed the bus." ~ Karen said (that) if she
hadn't woken up late, she wouldn't have missed the bus.
Susan said, "1wish I knew his name. " ~ Susan said (that) she wished she knew his name.

Reported Questions
ve to

Reported Questions are introduced with the verbs ask, inquire, wonder, want to know, etc. The auxiliaries
do, does, did and question marks are not used. The word order is the same as in statements and the tenses change
according to the rules.
Type
Form
Examples
Yes-No questions

Wh-questions

"Do you spe ak German?" ~
She wondered if 1 spoke German.

ask d
]
won er, etc.

+ if/whether + subject + verb

ask
]
wonder , etc.

.
d
b'
b " Where do yo u liv e ?" ~
+ question war + su ~ect + ver She wanted to kn ow where 1 lived.

~

Whether ofte n indi cates uncertain ty o r d o ubt. It is used w hen th ere is a cho ice between two

B

alterna tives .
He won dere d
~

whether I had posted the letter or not.
Question Tags are omitted in Reported Speech .
"Th ey haven't arrived yet, have they?" he said. -.. He asked if/whether they had arrived yet.

Commands -

Requests -

11

Advice

To repo rt com mand s, requ ests, advice, warn ings or sugges tions, we use the verbs tell, ask, beg, order, command ,
advise, forbid , warn, encourage, etc. + (obj ect ) + full infinitive
The flight attendant said, "Please return to your seats and fasten your seat belts. " -.. The flight attendant asked us
to return to our seats and fas ten our seat belts.
"Don 't talk so f ast, " he said. -.. He advised me not to talk so fas t.

21
3

Other Reporting Verbs
• refuse/offer/promise ( + object)/threaten ( + object)/claim/agree, etc. + full infinitive
"I' II pick you up f rom the airport, " he said. -.. He offered to pick me up fro m the airpo rt.
• accuse sb of/complain to sb about/insist on/admit (to)/deny/a pologise for + -ing form
Susan said, "He stole the old woman's handbag. " -.. Susan accused him of stealing the old woman's handbag.
"I didn't write anything on the desk, " he said . -.. He denied writing/having written anything on the desk.
• complainlexplainlagree/claim/deny ]
ect)
. / t h eatenIwarn + (obj
object
promise

+

th t I
a -C ause

"My coffee is too cold," she said. -.. She complained that her coffee was too cold.

goi ng for a swim .

" Let' s go for a swim," Peter said . -.. Peter suggested

E

that they sho uld go for a swim .
that the y go/went for a swim .

Grammar Practice
A A dentist advises her patient on her problem. Rewrite the dialogue in Reported Speech.
Mrs Kent: My gums are very sore. Yes terday, as I

Mrs Kent said that her gums were very sore. She

was brushing my teeth, I noticed that my

explained that the day before/the previous day, as she

gums were bleedin g! Is there anything

was brushing her teeth, she noticed that her gums were

wrong with them ? How can I stop the

bleeding. She asked the dentist if there was anything

bleeding? What should I do?

wrong with them and how she could stop the bleeding .
She wanted to know what she should do.

Dentist:

Firstly, do n't panic. If you take my

The dentist told her not to panic. He said that if she took

advice, you won' t have any problems.

his advice, she wouldn't have any problems. He advised

Buy a soft toothbrush and brush your

her to buy a soft toothbrush and to brush her teeth twice

teeth twice a day to keep your gums

a day to keep her gums healthy. He said that he would

healthy. I'll make an app ointment for

make an appointment for her the following week, so that

you next week, so that I can remov e the

he could remove the plaque that had built up and was

plaque that has built up and is causing

causing her problems .

you problems.

1
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B Change

the following sentences into Reported Speech. Use one of the reporting verbs given below.

advise
promise

suggest
inquire

warn
agree

threaten

apologise

complain
refuse

1. "Why don't we invite Jane to dinner tonight?" Mrs Stone said.
Mrs Stone suggested inviting/that they invite(d)/that they should invite Jane to dinner that night.

2. "Where is Mount Everest?" asked a student.
A student inquired where Mount Everest was.
LIS

3. "If you scream, I'll shoot," said the robber to the girl.
The robber threatened the girl that he would shoot her if she screamed. or The robber threatened to shoot the girl
if she screamed.

4. "I have been standing in this queue for two hours! " said the man.
The man complained about standing/that he had been standing in that queue for two hours.

5. " You should stay in the shade and wear a hat, Mrs Bent," said the doctor.
The doctor advised Mrs Bent to stay in t he shade and wear a hat.

6. "You'll burn yourself, Tom, if you keep playing with matche s," said his father.
Tom 's father warned Tom that he would burn himself if he kept playing with matches.

7. "I' m really sony that I woke you up this mornin g, Harry," said Chris.
Chris apologised to Harry for waking him up that morning.

8. "I think you' re right, Tracey. We ought to let the others kno w," said Kerry .
Kerry agreed with Tracey to let/that they ought to let the others know.

9. "I' ll definitel y pay you back by the end of the week , Mum," said Sue.
Sue promised her mum that she would definitely pay her back by the end of th e week. or Sue promised to pay
back her mum by the end of the week.

10. "I will not let you borro w my car tomorrow, Grah am ," said Michael.
Michael refused to let Graham borrow h.is car the next/the following day.

C Rewrite

using Direct Speech.

Sandra told Marie that she had been trying to call

Sandra: I've been trying to call the university for the last
hour but the line has been engaged.

the universit y for the last hour but the line had been
engaged.

,

Marie inquired what Sandra wanted to ask them .

Marie:

Sandra answered that they had sent out her results the

Sandra: They sent out my results last week but I Ilaven't
received them yet.

week before but that she hadn 't received them yet.
Marie asked Sandra wheth er she knew that the post
office had been on strike for the past week.
She replied that she hadn 't known . She expl ained that

What do you want to ask them?

Marie:

Did you know that the post office has been on
strike for the past week?

Sandra: No, I didn 't know. If only I had known, t hen I

if only she had known, then she wouldn't have wasted

wouldn 't have wasted so much time on the

so much time on the phone.

phone .
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D Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. "I must have this document translated into French," said Robert.
had
Robert said that
he had to have that

document translated into French.

cl

2. "You really must let me pay for the meal, " said Jane.

insisted
Jane
insisted on paying
3. "Leave me alone," Tony said to us.
told
Tony
told us to leave him

for the meal.
alone.

th

4. "I rang you last night, Julie," said Brian.

rung

Brian explained to Julie that he

had rung her the previous

5. "You needn't move to England next year, " they told me.
would
I was told that I
would not have to move

night.

to England the following year.

6. "How much does it cost to go to Rome by plane?" he asked himself.

wondered He
wondered how much it cost
to go to Rome by plane.
7. "Are you working today, Peter?" she asked.
whether
She wanted to know
whether Peter was working that
day.
8. "Don't bring your dog into the shop," the shop owner said to Mary.
forbade
The shop owner
forbade Mary to bring her
dog into the shop.

I
A

Vocabulary Practice

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

throwaway: get rid of sth you don't want
throw out: (1) force sb out of a place or
group (2) get rid of sth you
don't wan t
tidy up:
ma ke a place neat
try on:
put on clothes to see if they
fit you or if they look nice
test sth in order to see how
try out:
effective or useful it is

1.

Tidy up

2. Could we

this room! It's a complete mess!
trv out

the bike before we buy it?

3. He ate the last biscuit and threw away/out the packet.
tryon

4. Would you like to

this dress ? The dressing room

is over there.
5. He was

thrown out

- ---

r--

--

-------0 - ..0---

B Complete using the prepositional phrases given.
on time:

not late, at the expected or
scheduled time
on the way: in the course of a journey
out of breath: breathing very quickly and
with difficulty because
you've been doing sth
energetic
out of control: uncontrolled, unrestrained
out of danger: safe, no longer likely to be
harmed
out of fashion: old-fashioned, no longer
popular
out of luck:
unlucky
out of order: broken, not working, not
functioning properly
out of reach: impossible to have, get or
accomplish
out of sight: sth that you cannot see
out of work: unemployed

TI

I . Medicine should be kept out of reach of children.
2. It seems we're

out of luck . The last tickets were sold to the

couple in front of us .
3. The fire was out of control because of the high wind s.
4. Don't worry, she usually arrives at meetings

on time

5. It's depressing being out of work . There's nothing to do and
no money to spend.
6. We'll stop

on the way to their house and buy a bottle of wine.

7. Why are you out of breath ? Have you been running ?
8. I watched the train leave until it was

out of sight .

9. I couldn't call you because my telephone was out of order

10. Nowadays people can wear whatever they like . Hardly anything
is out of fashion .

11. Fortunately, it was announced that all the injured people from
the accident were out of danger .
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CComplete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
CLIMBING UP THE STARSl
nch.

The highest mountain in the world is Mount Everest, 8 848m high. Many

adventurous

ADVENTVRE

climbers have risked their lives climbing it. More than 140 people have died, some in their
attempt to reach the peak, and others who were
Being

confident

the proper

supplies

Nevertheless, such an

unfortunate

with you . This could mean the difference between life and death.
operation

SUPPLY
OPERATE

is full of danger.

Somecome down, with fingers or toes so

frozen

medical

MEDICINE

attention.

FREEZE

that they clink like glass.

But what is it that makes people risk their lives or take the

punish ment

on them? Why is it that even the death of fellow climbers doesn't
Understa nding

CONFIDE

is not enough for this trip. You should be fit, skilled and you must take

Rarely does a climber return from Mount Everest without needing

ar.

FORTUNE

in their return trip from the top.

PUNISH

Mt Everest imposes

discourage

them?

COURAGE
UNDERSTAND

climbers' reasons may be difficult. Perhaps it's the thrill of standing on the

peak of the highest mountain, the place on earth that's the closest to the stars.

D Complete using the correct form of the words given.
baker v}:
boil (v):
grill (v):
roast (v):
fry (v):

om

spread (v):
spill (v):
drop (v):
flood (v):
he

nd
me.

hing

m

debate (n):

cook in an oven (e.g. cake)
cook in boiling water
cook using strong heat directly
above or below the food
cook food by dry heat in an
oven or over a fire
cook food in a pan with very hot
oil or fat
apply on a surface as a coating
accidentally cause sth (usually
liqu id) to flow on a surface
cause sth to fallon the ground
make or become covered with
water

(formal) discussion about a
subject on which people have
different and often opposing
opinions
discussion (n):when people talk about an issue
in order to reach a decision
dialogue (n): (1) communicat ion or discussion
between people or groups of
people
(2) conversation between two
people in a book, film or play
interview (n): (1) formal meeting at which
sb is asked questions in order
to find out if they are suitable
for a job or course of study
(2) conversation between a
journalist and a famous person

1. Add the pasta when the water has
2. I always

fry

3.

the cake for 50 minutes.

Bake

boiled

my eggs with lots of oil.

4. Let's
Roast

6. Tom

dropped

7. I always

the vase and it broke.

spread

butter on my bread.

8. The children forgot to turn the tap off and the whole
kitchen

flooded

9. Oh no! You've spilt/spilled the milk on the table .
10. My

Interview

with the personnel manager went well.

I might get the job after all.
11. The

dia logue

in the comedy was very unnatural.

12. The presidential candidates are going tq have a live
debate

on television.

13. The members of the school council are going to have
a discussion ' tomorrow about how to solve the problem.

unit

19 Question Forms
A . Yes /No Questions

These questions may be answered simply with a Yes or No.

Formation
auxiliary verb
modal verb
be/have
~

j

Examples
He lives in Manchester. ---+ Does he live in Manchester?
I can swim well. ---+ Can you swim well?
He is an accountant. ---+ Is he an accountant?

+ subject + main verb

Yes/No questions can receive short answers, that is Yes/No + subiect + auxiliary (positive or

negative). Is he looking for a new iob? Yes, he is.
~ Other ways of answering

Yes / No questions in short:

I expect so / I don't expect so / I expect not
I suppose so / I don't suppose so / I suppose not
I imagine so / I don't imagine so / I imagine not

I think so / I don't think so
I hope so / I hope not
I guess so / I guess not
I'm afraid so / I'm afraid not

absolutely (not), certainly (not), definitely (not), of course (not)

Can the children play in the garden?

Certainly. / I guess so. / I'm afraid they can't. / I'm afraid not.

B. Wh-Questions
Questions beginning with the words: who, which, whose, what, why, when, where and how ask for specific
information.

Formation

Examples

questiOn] + auxiliary verb/] + subiject + vel'b
word
modal verb
question word + be/have + subject

What are you looking for?
When must you leave?
Where are they?

Prepositions are usually placed at the end of a question. e.g. What did he talk about ?
In formal English, prepositions can appear before the question word. e.g . About what did he talk?

Question Word

We ask about:

Examples

Who

people (subject or object)

Whom

people (object), in formal English or
after prepositions

Who is your best friend?
Who are you talking to?
Who(rn) did you meet yesterday?
To whom has she been talking?

Which

people or things (limited choice)

Whose

possession

What

Which students will participate in the survey?
Which of these sweaters do you like best?
Whose are these boots? Whose boots are these?

things (unlimited choice),
actions and activities
general descriptions
What...like?
What type/sort kind of...? specific information
What time/size, etc...?
What.. .for?

What did you buy?
What happened?
What is your brother like?
What sort of cars do you like driving?
What height are we flying at?
What do you need this for?

Why

reason, purpose

Why did he sell his car?

When

time

When are they coming?
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er?

Where

place

Where is your office ?

How
How + adjective/adverb
How much/many
How + be

manner / the way something is done
specific information
qu antity
someo ne's health

How did they behave?
How did you fix this ?
How deep is this river ?
How long does it take to fly to London ?
How much coffee is left ?
How is your brother ?

Who, what and which may a sk ab out the sub ject or the obj ect of a sentence .
• Q uestio ns ab out the subj ect do not take
an au xiliary verb .

I Peter I met IJane. ' I W ho I met Ja ne?

• Que stions abou t the o bject ta ke an aux iliary verb .

I Peter I met IJan e· 1 I Who I

1

1

1

1

1

Subject

Ob ject

Sub ject

Subject

Obj ect

did

I Peter I meet?

1 1 1
O b ject

Au x Sub ject

C. Negative Questions
Negative questions are formed with a negati ve auxiliary in the short form, e.g . Aren't you Bill 's brother ?

not.

Negative questions are used:

Examples

• to express emotions (surprise, anger, annoyance,
disappointment, shock, etc. ).
• when a positive answer is expected.
• to make sure that some information is correct.
• in exclamations.

Hasn 't he finished his report yet?
Can 't you dri ve? I thought you could.
It 's past midnight. Shouldn 't you be in bed ? (Obviously yes)
Doesn 't she live in Paris ?
Wasn 't it a wonderful play ?

~

If the re are two a uxiliary verbs, th e first o ne is in the neg ative form .
Ha ven't you been watching the news?

~ We may use the ful l form of not in nega tiv e questions for empha sis o r in forma l speech .

Has he not signed the contract yet?

D . Question Tags
Question tags are ShOl1 questions placed at the end of a statement.

Formation

Examples

Auxiliary/Modal Verb + Subject Pronoun

You can drive a car, can 't you?

• If the statement is positive, the question tag is negative.
• If the statement is negative, the que stion tag is positi ve.

He is coming to the party, isn 't he ?
You didn't forget to buy bread, did you?
She hardly noticed anything, did she ?

Qu estion tag s are asked :
• with rising intona tion (~l , when we are not sure ab out som e information and are aski ng for
co nfirmatio n.
Yo u have a driving licence, don't you (~) ? Yes, I do.
• with fallin g into natio n (f ), when we are sure about the informati on and expect the listen er to agree.
It's quite cold today, isn't it (fl ? Ye s, it is.

I am your best friend, aren't I?
Let's go dan ci ng tonight, shall we?
Let me give you a hand , will/won't you?
Leave the window open , will/can/would/could
you?
Don't forget to buy some groceries, will you?
This/That is an amazing sto ry, isn't it?
Nothing is wrong, is it ?

There's no rea son for him to co me over, is
there?
They've got two chi ldren, haven't they?
She has breakfast every morning, doesn't she?
Everyone agreed with his proposal, didn't they?
Somebody must take care of the situation,
mustn't they?
No one would ever trust him, wo uld they?
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E. Indirect Question s

Indirect questions begin with phrases such as Can/Could you tell me... ? Do you know... ? Can you remember... ?
Can/Could you explain... ? Have you any idea ... ? etc . They are used mostly when we ask for information.

Formation

Examples

• introductory phrase + question word + subject + verb

Where is the National Galleryr r-o
Could you tell me where the National Gallery is ?

when the direct question begins with a question word

• introductory phrase + if/whether + subject + verb
when the direct question does not include a question word

Was thejlight delayedi i--e
Do you know if the jlight was delayed?

The auxiliaries do, does and did are never used in indirect questions.
Does he play golf regularly? - . Do yo u know if he plays golf regularly?

Grammar Practice

A

Write questions. The answers are the words in bold type.

1. Which jumper suits me bette r, the red or the blue one?

The red jumper suits you better than the blue one.
2. Did the basketball player sign the contract?
I'm afraid not. The basketball player didn't sign the contract.
3. What does the price include?
The price includes two meals at the hotel restaurant, so it's convenient.
4. How did she feel when she fell?
She felt embarrassed when she fell , as most of her guests were around.
5. Does the library open at 9:00 a.m. every weekday?

Yes, the library opens at 9:00 a.m. every weekday.
6. Where will Professor Burns give his lecture?
Professor Bums will give his lecture at the Palace Hotel.
7. Why are you buying a computer?
I'm buying a computer because I need it for my job.
8. Who persuaded Jane to give up smoking?

Paula persuaded Jane to give up smoking. Isn't it great?
9. What is your new house like?
My new house is big and has a garden at the front.
10. Can I go to the beach with my friends?
I suppose you can go to the beach with your friends.

B Use the \Yords in

brackets to make negative questions.

1. "Last year the children organised a bazaar to raise money for the hospital.
Wasn't it a great idea

? (it/be/a great idea)" " Yes, I think they should do it again."

2. "I bought a new jacket today but the sleeve is tom!"
Shouldn 't you take it back

? (you/should/take/itlback)" "Yes , I will. I'll ask for another one."

3." Isn't the Town Hall just around the corner ? (the Town Hall/be/just around the corner)" "Yes, that's right."
4. "You've ruined my jumper by spilling coffee on it and last week you spilt bleach on my jeans.
Can't you do anything right
5. "You haven't bought any bread. "

? (you/can/do/anything right)"
Didn't you go to the baker's

"No, I went to the supermarket but completely forgot to get some bread."

? (you/go/to the baker's)"
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C Complete using question tags.
Tanya: ... and the animal rights group I'm in is holding a demonstration outside one of the research laboratories .
Brett:

Do you think that's really necessary ? I mean, there's a need for these experiments,
Let's consider the advantages of these experiments,
treatment somehow,

mustn't they

shall we

is n't there

?

? Scientists must test new medical

? With these tests they can see how effective and safe the treatments

are . Everyone wants new vaccines and safer drugs,

don 't they

?

Tanya: I see your point, but scientists don't really care about the animals,

do they

? Are you aware that

thousands of animals die every year as a result of these experiments? Scientists should find another way of
testing their discoveries,

shou ldn't they

?

DMake Indirect Questions using the phrases, Can/Could you tell me.••?, Can/Could you explain..•?, Do
you know.•.?, Have you any idea.•.?, Can you remember••.?
1. How do you operate this video?

_._.._h_o_w--'y'-o- _u_o--'p_e_r_
a t_e_t_h_is_
v_
id_e _
o?_

2. Who directed this film?

who dire cted this film?
-...---------------------

_

3. Has the Moore family moved to their new house ?

if the Moore fam ily has moved to their new house?

4. When is their wedding anniversary ?

when their wedding anniversary is ?

5. Did.we invite John to our party?

if we invited John to our party?

6. Was the trip postponed?

_.._.if_t_h_
e_t_ri. p_w_a_
:. .
s----'po_s_t.
-- .:p_
. . o_ne_d_?_
.

7. Whose is the luggage in the living room?

whose the luggage in the living room is?

8. Where should I get my eyes tested?

where I should get my eyes tested?

9. What time did you set your alarm clock for?

what time you set your alarm clock for?

10. Are you working this weekend?

_

if you are working thi s weekend?

E Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a

similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. What was the price of the ticket?
pay
How
much did you pay for

the ticket?

2. Whose car is this?
belong
Who

to?

does this ca r belong

3. The film was interesting, wasn't it?
boring

The film

4. How did the fire start, sir ?
explain
Could you

wasn't boring , was
explain how the fire started

5. Mr Wesley, what caused you to resign so suddenly?
why
Mr Wesley,
why did you resign
6. Can you tell me Tom's address, Kelly?
lives
Can you tell me

where Tom lives

it?
, sir?
so suddenly?
, Kelly?

7. What's the distance from the village to the beach?
it

How

far is it

from the village to the beach?

8. Should I inform our clients about the change of plans?
whether

I'd like to know

whether I s hould inform

our clients about the change of plans.
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I Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.
1. Michael
ran away
from his boarding school because he
telephone
ring up:
thought it was too strict.
run along: go away
run away:
leave from a place that
run out
of petrol.
2. I can't start the car because I've
makes you unhappy, escape

3. Peter,

run into:
meet sb unexpectedly
run out (of): have no more of sth left
run over:
knock down a person or

4. I

now and play with the other children.

run along

the restaurant and made a reservation.

rang up

5. You'll never believe who I

animal with a vehicle

6. I accidentally

ran into

the other day.

a cat as I was parking my car.

ran over

B Complete using the prepositional phrases given.
1. If you are

off duty:
not working
off school/work: away from school or not

on a diet

'j

~_ ~_.

•

- - •••• 0

__ .OJ

foods and sugar.

working because you are
ill
on behalf of:
as a representative of sb
on business:
in another place, working
on the contrary: (1) not at all
(2) quite the reverse
on a diet:
not eating very much
because you are trying to
lose weight
on duty:
working

2. Sue doesn't take the bus to school. She goes

on foot

3. We are planning to go on a trip/on an to Bath next
excursion

weekend. Would you like to join us?
4. Police officers don't carry their guns when they are
off duty

5. I'm going to give a talk

on behalf of
on duty

6. Extra staff were called

on an excursion/
a journey/
a tour/a trip, etc.: away for these reasons
on fire:
burning
on foot:
walking

Greenpeace.
at the hospital after the

terrible earthquake.
7. I don't believe you; on the contrary ,I believe Bill.
8. Kim is in Brazil

on business

this week. Her job requires

her to meet overseas clients.
9. You aren't feeling well and you've got a temperature! Take a
few days

off work

. I'm sure your boss will understand.

10. Call the fire brigade. The neighbour's house is

C Complete using the correct form of the words in

on fire

bold type.

SOME GUYS HAVE ALL THE LUCKI
It is thought that some people are just born

from the perfect family to the best
Their good fortune causes

. They seem to have everything,

lucky

employment

at the most successful company in town.

in less fortunate people, who do all sorts of things

jealousy

LUCK
EMPLOY
JEALOUS

to bring luck into their lives.
Some people carry good luck charms, such as blue stones and horseshoes on a
basis, to make sure that they will stay
Also, some otherwise

logical

healthy

, safe and free from

daily
injury/les

people go through superstitious actions like touching

DAY
HEALTH, INJURE
LOGIC

wood in order to bring themselves good luck.
But is there really any

relation/
relationship

people consider good luck charms

between all these things and success in life? Many
.
foolish

success in life comes through working hard.

and

unreasonable

. They believe that

RELATE
FOOL, REASON
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D Complete using the corred form of the words given.
bundle (n):

heap (n):
pile (n):

bunch (n):

a num ber of thin gs wrapped
o r ti ed to gether in order to be
carried
pile of things arranged in an
untidy way
a quantity of things arranged
neatly one on top of the other
a number of sim ilar things
fastened, growi ng o r grouped
together (gra pes, keys, etc.)

1. Hi s room is very untidy ; his clo thes are all thrown in a
in a co rner.

heap

2 . I bo ught my mother a

the

wrap (v):
fasten (v):
tie (v):

a
d.

E

fold (v) :

fold paper or cloth around sth in
order to cover it co mpletely
do sth up by means of buttons,
straps, buckles or other d evices
fasten with a string or rope,
ma king a knot
bend sth so that o ne pa rt cove rs
another

of flowers on

Mothe r's Day.
3. Kerry keeps her old magaz ines tied up in bundles/piles in
the attic.
4. I want you to arrange these folders in alphabetical order
and put them in a neat

pile

on my de sk.

packet

pack (n):

a co llection o f thing s packed
together (in a bag or pa cket)
(v) put your be long ings into a bag
because you're leavi ng a place or
go ing on hol iday
packet (n): .small co nta iner ma de of thin
ca rdboa rd, paper or plastic, in
whi ch item s of the same ki nd are
so ld (biscuits, ciga rettes, etc.)
package (n): small parcel
parcel (n):
sth wrapped up in paper, usually
to be given or sent to sb by post

bunch

parcel!

7. Simon is busy

packing

8. Little John is learn ing to
9. Please

11. Would you

tie

his shoelaces .

yo ur sea t belts.

fasten

10. Could you

his clothes for the trip.

wrap
fold

in the bottom drawer?

this for me ? It' s a gift.
the se shee ts for me and put them

unit

20 Clauses

I

A . Relative Clauses
Relative clauses are introduced by relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which , that) or relative adverbs (when,
where, why) .

Relative Pronouns

For people

For animals/things

who, that , which
(subject of the verb
cannot be om itted)

who/that
I saw a boy. He could ride his bike
without using his hands. ---..
I saw a boy who could ride his bike
without using his hands.

which/that
He has written a book. It is about the history of
education. ---.. He has written a book which is
about the history of education.

who, whom, that,
which
(object of the verb
can be omitted)

who/whom/that
He liked the girl. He met her at the pa rty
yesterday. ---.. He liked the girl (who/
whom/that) he met at the party yesterday.
Whom is used in fonnal speech or after
prepositions.

which/that
That hat looks old-fashioned. She bought it
recently. ---.. The hat (which/that) she bought
recently looks old-fashioned.

whose, of which
(poss ession-ca nnot
be omitted)

whose
I know the writer. His latest novel was
a great succ ess. ---.. I know the writer
whose latest nove l was a great success.

whose/of which
I have a car. Its engine is noisy. ---.. I have a car
whose engine/the engine of which. is noisy.

~ Prepositio ns normall y go

after relative pron oun s. In fo rmal speech, prepositi ons can go before whom

a nd which o nly (not before wh o/that/whose).

The bed (that/which) I slept in last night was very soft. (usual)
The bed in which I slept lost night was very soft. (formal)
~ Expressions of quantity (some of, many of, a few of, mo st of, hal f of, neithe r of, none of, a number

of, etc.) can be foll owed by w ho m/which/whose.

O ur company has 80 emp loyees, most of whom are computer literate.
~ Which somet imes refers to a wh ole sentence a nd cann ot be omitted.

The lift was out o f order and this was very inconvenient. ---..
Th e lift was out o f order, which was very inconvenient.
Relative adverbs

Use

Examples

when (can sometimes be omitted)

Tim e

I'll neverforget the day (when) I firs t met him.

where

Place

The village where I grew up is very small.

why (can sometimes be omitted)

Reason

The reason (why) he left was that he felt disappointed. .

~

That can be used instead of when.

I'll never forget the summ er when / that we went to Nice.
~ In/on/at which can be used instead of when and where. Where can be om itted o r substituted

by that if the verb is foll owed by a pre po sition.
We stayed at a rather chea p hotel. ---..

The hotel where / at which we stayed was rather cheap. or
The hotel (th at) we stayed at Was rather cheap .
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Defining and non-defining relative clauses
• Defining relative clauses provide infor ma tion which is esse ntia l to the mean ing of the se nte nce .
No comm as are used .
Studen ts who chea t should be punished.

•

I,

• Non-defining relative clauses provide additional info rma tion (not essential to the mea ning of
the sentence). They are put between co mma s. The relative pronouns cannot be om itted; ne ither can we
use that instead ofthem .
Dr Miller, who is the Head o f the De portment, will attend the rece ption.

B. Clauses of Time
Clauses of time are introduced by : when, as , while, as soon as , before, after, until, till, by the time , just as, since ,
the moment (that), whenever, every time, etc.They can go before the main clause (separated by a comma) or after
the main clau se (no comma is required).
As soon as the fire alarm went off, everyone left the building.
Everyone left the buildin g as soon as the fir e alarm went off.

Sequence of tenses
Main clause

Time clause

Examples

present / future

present

I 'll wait until the rain stops.

past

past

I waited until the rain stopped.

Time conjunctions
m

Conjunctions

Use

Examples

• for two events happening at the
same time

He dropped his shopping bag as he was
running to catch the bus.

er

when
as
while
just (as)

• for two short actions happening at
the same time

Just as we got to the beach, it started to rain.

when
as soon as
before
after
by the time

• for event s taking place one after the
other

They may go out af ter theyfinish/have fini shed
their homework.
He left before I could explain anythin g.

• meaning "not later than"

I will have finish ed my work by the time you
arrive (=no later than the time you arrive).

until, till

• meaning "up to a certain time"

I won 't leave until I have fin ished everything.

I Grammar Practice
A Complete using who, whose, which, that, where, why or -.
Sherlock Holmes,

whose

nam e is well-known, didn 't re ally exist. How ever, for many

who/that

have

read his adve ntures, he might as well have been a real per son .
The man

who/that

created Holmes was Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, born in Ed inburgh in 1859 . He trained as a

doctor, but found he could earn more money by writing than by practi sing medicine. He wrote not only stories about
Holmes, but many other books which/thatj-

people also liked. How ever, it is for the dete ctiv e stories

which/that/- he wrote that he is best rem embered.
where

who
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detective, uses his intelligence and scientific knowledge to solve the mysteries.
Even though Doyle wrote many Holmes mysteries, we'll never know the reason

why/ -

he gave us so little

information about Holmes' private life. Allthe books were written in the first person, not by Holmes, but by his
assistant, Dr Watson,

whose

knowledge of his master's private life was limited.

B Join the sentences using relative pronouns or adverbs. Omit them where possible.
1. The journalist will interview the old man . His house was broken into last night.
The journal ist will interview the old man whose house was broken into last night.
2. I remembered the man . I had seen him at the concert.
J remembered the man who/whom/thatj- I had seen at the concert.
3. We visited the town. We were born there.
We visited the town where/in which we were born. or We visited the town thatj- we were born in.
4. Bill and Jane haven't been talking to each other for days. There must be a reason.
There mus t be a reason why Bill and Jane haven 't been talking to each other for days .
5. People believe that the old building should be pulled down . The old building is on Park Street.
People believe that the old bUi lding which/ that is on Park Street should be pulled down.
6. She got up late and missed the boat. That was quite foolish of her.
She got up late and missed the boat, which was qU ite foolish of her.
7. I invited Mrs Kansas to my party. She lives next door.
I invited Mrs Kansas , who lives next door. to my party.
8. We must arrange a time. Then we can discuss the problem.
We must arrange a time when we ca n discuss the oroblem.

C Choose the correct answers.
_ _ _ _ _ (1) we hear Walt Disney's name, we,'

1. a. While

@ Whenever

c. Just

2. Ci)As

b. As soon as

c. Once

3. a. as

@ when

c. just

immediately think of the huge company which produces
the world's most popular cartoon characters. This is
Disney's story.
Walt Disney was born in 1901.
(2) he was
growing up on a farm in Missouri, he became interested in
sketching. He drew sketches of the animals living on the
farm.
He attended an art school

(3) he was

fourteen for a short period of time.

(4)

4. a. By the time

b. Every time

Q After

5. a. since

b . when

C£,) until

6. (Q)before

b. after

c. once

7. a. The sooner

b. Before

the war ended, he worked at a commercial art studio in
Kansas City , where he met Db Iwerks in 1919 . They
worked together

(5) Iwerks died. Together

they began making advertisements, but it wasn't long
_ _ _ _ _ (6) they began creating and selling their
own cartoons. The success of these cartoons was what
made Disney decide to start his own cartoon production
company in 1923.
It was in 1928 that his most famous character was
created-Mickey Mouse.
appeared, it became very popular.

(7) the character

(S) The moment

e

I-
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_ _ _ _ _ (8) Disney created other popular characters

c. Sin ce

8. a. Until

@ By the time

9.(i) Once

b. Whenever

c. Till

b. Th e moment

c. When

such as Minnie Mouse, Donald Duck, Goofy and Pluto,
sound and colour had been added to animati on.
_ _ _ _ _ (9) this had happened, the cartoon s became
truly magical.
By the mid 30s, Disney was very successful and his

organisation had grown into a "factory" of men and
women.

(10) he co ntinued making

1O.(i)While

cartoons, he also began making feature length cartoon
movies, such as Snow Wh ite and Th e Seven D warfs,
which proved to be successful

(11) it was

11. a. by the time

® as soon as

c. until

released.
Disneyland in California opened in 1955 , Disneyworld in
Florida in 1971 and Eurodi sney in Pa ris in 1991.
_ _ _ _ _ (12) a child enters these am usement

12. a. While

b. As long as

13.(i)As long as

b. Until

@ Every time

parks, they enter an enchanted world where anything
and everything is possible .

(13) there are

c. As soon as

children and adults young at heart, these parks will rema in
··open. Disney died in 1966. Sinc e then , the company has
continued to produce animated films which still keep the
Disney name the most popul ar in children's entertainment.

D Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

I. I hadn 't heard from Rob ertfor years and yesterday I received a letter from him.

who

Yesterda y I received a letter from Robert

who I hadn't heard

from for years.

2. Chris , everyone will be asleep when you co me.
time

Chri s,

by the time you come

3. In 1986 they gave their first conce rt in Europe.
was the year when/in which/ was
1986

, everyone will be asleep.

they gave the ir first concert in Europe.

4. I spoke to a very helpful assistant manager last week.
whom
The assistant manager
to whom I spoke / whom I spoke to

last week was very helpful.

5. We've inter viewed all of the candida tes but we haven 't found anyone suitable for the job.
none
We' ve interviewed all of the candidates,
none of whom are/were suitable
6. Durin g a walk in the fore st Kell y w ~ s stun g by a bee.
while
Kell y was stung by a bee
while walking/she was walking

7. The shop where I used to work has closed down.
which
The shop
at which I Llsed to

in the forest.

work has closed down.

8. I went to two pay phon es, but they were both out of order.
which
I went to two pay phon es,
neither of which

worked.

for the j ob.
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Vocabulary Practice

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

save up : economise by spending less than

1. I

set out

2. John had been

you earn, usual ly for a purpose

sell out: se ll al l the stocks of sth, so thaf
there is no more left for people to
buy (goods, tickets, etc.)
set oft: begin a jo urney
set out: (1) start a jo urney
(2) start do ing sth
set up: (1) establish sth (ho me , business,
organ isation, etc.)
(2) ma ke the necessary
preparations for sth to start

to do some gardening, but it started raining .
saving up

his pocket money for months to

buy a bike.

u

3. Tickets for the concert were
4. We

set off/out

sold out

5. My parents helped me

set up

2. The children were covered

with/ in

3. The students were divided

into

4. Does this bag belong

to

mud from head to toe.
two teams.

5. These beautifully-designed orn aments are made

7. This game is very different

with
to/from

8. The taste of broccoli is similar
9. According

to

to

11. Keep these magazines separate
12. Your drink consists

of

silver.

screaming fans .
any other game I've played.
that of ca uliflower.

the street directory, we 'll find Queen St. straight ahead .

10. There's hardly any difference in taste
~

from

y

tl

anyone here?

6. The concert hall was crowded

my own business .

u

children's toys.

of

in just one day!

on our trip very earl y in the morning .

B Complete using prepositions.

1. This closet is full

L

between

these two wines.

the newspapers.

different types of fruit juices .

-
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C Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
NOT WRITTEN ON THE STARS
Lots of people read their horoscope for an insight into their character and for the
predictions

PREDICT

which are made. Graphologists claim that they too are able to

understand a person's character-by examining their handwriting!
How big the letters, how straight the lines, the presence of loops and even your
signature

, can reveal something about your

your handwriting slants to the right, you have a
upward arches indicates that you are
the writer is
Apparently
take into

imaginative

and

creative
ambitious

personality
cheerful

SIGN, PERSON

. For example, if

CHEER

nature. Writing with

CREATE

. A high t-bar means that

IMAGINE, AMBITION

. But there is much more.

APPARENT

, there are about two-hundred and fifty signs which graphologists

consideration

How accurate or how

CONSIDER

when analysing a person's Writing.

believable
_~'-'-'-"'-.!."'-"~_

BELIEVE

this is, is up to the individual to decide.

D Complete using the correct form of the words given.
regard (v) :

believe that sb or sth has a
particular quolity
think (v):
have an opinion or impression
about sth
consider (v): (1) think carefully about sth
(2) have an opinion about sb or
sth
suppose (v) : imagine that sth is probably true
imagine (v): form an idea or picture of sth in
your mind

learn (v):

obtain knowledge or a skill
through studying or training
find out (v): learn sth you didn't know,
especially through deliberate
effort
discover (v) : (1 )become aware of sth you
didn't know before (2)find sb or
sth by chance or because you
have been looking for them
invent (v):
create or make up sth for the first
time
explore (v) : investigate sth (a place or
scientific field) systematically in
order to find out more facts about
it
inspect (v) : examine sth carefully in order to
check that it is all right

1. Do you think/suppose I ought to talk to my boss about a
raise?

2. I want you to

imagine

this; miles of golden sand and

a beautiful blue sea. Doesn't it sound great?

3. Did you

4. We

consider

regard

Mr Field's offer carefully?

you as one of our best employees.

5. I saw Tom and Jill out together, 'so I suppose/think they
are dating.

6. Marconi

invented

the radio.

7. Captain Cook discovered

Australia in 1770.

8. The Apollo programme was set up to

explore

outer

space.

9. The insurance company have to

inspect

my car

before paying me for the damage caused by the accident.

10. Craig has decided to attend classes in order to
French.
11. Did you

find out

Christmas Eve or not?

whether you're working on

lea rn

unit

21 Clauses II
A . Clauses of Concession

Clau ses of concession express contrast, opposition or unexpected results and are introduced by although, even
though, though, in spite of, despite, however, but, while, whereas, no matter how, etc.

Structures

Examples

j

although
even though
+ subject + verb
though
~ Even though is stronger than although.
~ Though is more informal and can go at the end of a
sentence, meaning "however".

Alth ough he has plenty of money, he doesn't spend much.
Even though there .was a lot of snow, no trains were
delayed.

in spite Of]
+ noun/-ing form
.
despite

In spite off eeling ill, she came to work.
Despite her beautiful voice, she never became a singer.

in spite Of]
+ the fact + that -clause
.
despite

She has a driving licence. She rarely drives, though.

He didn't show up despite the fa ct that we had an
appointment.

however
+ adjladv + subject + verb
no matter how ]
~ However can also introduce a main clause.

However hard she tries, she never manages to finish her
work on time.
Vicky eats a lot. Howev er, she isn't overweight.

whatever
no matter what ]

Nobody believes him any more, no matter what he says.

+ clause

adjective
] + as/though + subject + verb
adverb
~ A very emphatic and formal structure.

Tired as/though she was, she offered to help us.

but
.
hil
/
h
]
+
subject
+ verb
w 1 e w ereas
~ Whereas is more formal than while .

I like travelling by plan e. while/whereas my husband
doesn't.

B. Clauses of Reason
Reason is expressed with the following structures:

Structures

Use

Examples

because + clause
• to answer a que stion with "why"
because of + noun/-ing form

She couldn 't get to work on time because the
traffic was heavy / because of the heavy traffic.

as
since

As the weather wasfine, we decided to gofor a
swim.

• usually at the beginning of a
sentence

due to + noun/-ing form
• formal structure meaning "because
due to the fact + that-clause (of)"

Due to a heavy snowstorm, all flights to Oslo
were cancelled yesterday.

If a clau se of reason or co ncessio n com es before the ma in clause, they are separated by a comma.

Sinc e yo u don't trust him, don't tell him anything.
But: Don't tell him an ything since you don 't trust him .
Although the so up wa s co ld, he ate it.
But: He ate the so up a ltho ugh it was cold.

~

-
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C. Clauses of Purpose
Purpose is expressed with the following structures:

Structures

Use

Examples

Infinitive

• informal structure

I just called to invite you to a party.

so as (not) to

• informal structures

in order (not) to

He walked in quietly so as not to wake up his
parents.
We are saving money in order to buy a new car.

for + noun
for + -ing form

He went to the pub for a drink.
I use the electric knife for cutting meat.

• to express a person's intentions
• to express the purpose or
function of an item
so that + can/may/will
• purpose with present or future time
reference
so that + could/might/would • purpose with past time reference
in case + present tense
in case + past tense

Please close the door so that the cat can't
come in.
He walked quietly so that nobody could hear
his footsteps.

• purpose with present or future time I'll take an umbrella in case it rains.
reference
He gave me his telephone number in case
• purpose with past time reference
I wanted to call him.

witha view to ] + -mg
. f arm • formal structure
withthe aim of

He took evening courses in Marketing with the
aim of getting more qualifications.

for fear / lest + subject +
might/should
for fear of + noun/-ing form

He fled his country for fear he might be arrested.
He fled his country for fear of being arrested.

• negative purpose

Clauses of purpose follow the rules of the sequence of tenses.

D. Clauses of Result
Clauses of result express a deduction or the result of an action and are introduced with: so...that, such...that, etc.

Structures

Examples

such (alan) + (adjective) + noun + that...

He was such a wise man that everyone respected him.
They were such nice people that everyone enjoyed their company.
Their new car cost such a lot ofmoney that I wondered how they
could afford it.
The fog was so thick that we couldn't see across the street.

such a lot of + noun + that...
so + adjective/adverb + that...
much, manYI
so + I' I +
I Itt e, lew + (noun) + that...

He had made so many mistakes that he had to write his report again.

so + adjective + alan + noun + that...

It was so boring a play that I nearly fell asleep.

(and) so, (and) therefore
>- therefore is more formal than so

He had the qualifications required, so he got the job.

Grammar Practice

c

A Make one sentence using the words in brackets.

a.

Advertising Facts
Products are advertised mainly through the media. This way, consumers become familiar with the variety of products
available. (so that)
Products a re advertised mainly through the media so that consumers can/may/will become familiar with the variety of
products available.
Large companies employ advertising agencies. They want to make their product attractive to consumers. (so as to)
Large companies employ advertising agencies so as to make their product attractive to consumers.
b.
Companies spend millions of dollars on advertising. They want to increase their sales. (with the aim of)
Companies spend millions of do llars on advertising with the aim of increasing their sales.

Advertisers must consider their advertisements carefully. They can't afford to be accused of persuading people to buy
things they don't need. (for fear of)
Advertisers must consider their advertisements carefully for fear of being accused of pe rs ua ding peop le to buy things
they'don 't need.
All advertisements are reviewed by a consumer protection agency. False information mustn 't be given to the public.
(in case)
All advertisements are reviewed by a consumer protection agency in case false information is given to tIle public.

B Read Martha's opinions. Continue the sentences using so or such.
Martha's film reviews - See them if you dare!
The film "Walk in the Sky" was boring. I left halfway through.

o
1.
2.

The film was so boring that I left halfway through.
It was such a boring film/so boring a film that I left ha lfway through.

3.
4.

"Adventures in the Pacific", an animated film, has many funny characters. Both young and old will love it.
The film has such a lot of/so many funny characters that both young and old will love it.

5.

There are so many/such a lot of funny characters in the film that both young and old will love it.

The film 'Tough" has a lot of violence. Many people will refuse to see it.

6.

The film has such a lot of/so much violence that many people will refuse to see it.
There is

so much/such a lot of violence in the film that many peope will refuse to see it.

The thriller "Cold Blood" was very frightening. I was on the edge of my seat the whole time.
The film was so frightening that I was on the edge of my seat ttle whole time.
It was

such a frighten ing film/so frightening a film that I was on the edge of my seat the whole time.

7.
8.
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CChoose the correct answers.
a.

(1) I had set the alarm, it didn't go off,

(2) I was

late for work. I've decided to go shopping today to buy a new alarm
ts

clock

(3) something like this happens again. I don't want to
(4) of an alarm clock!

lose my job all
f

1. @ Although

2. a. since

b. Because
@ so

c. Despite
c. because

3. @jin case

b. so as

c. in order

4. @because

b.due

c. though

b. We have

(5) a lot of fun going on camping trips that we go

at least twice a year. I've got all the necessary equipment,
_ _ _ (6) you can borrow

(7) you need. Just remember

_ _ _ (8) well you've planned the trip, expect the unexpected!

Pack a first-aid kit, tins of food, bottles of water

(9) you'll

be prepared for everything.
5.@)such

b. so

c. therefore

6.@therefore

b. while

c. whereas

7. a. however

@ whatever

8. a. no matter

b. because

9. a. in case

@ so that

c. even though
@ however
c. so as

oUsing the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

I. Whatever they try to do, the police will stop them.
The police will stop them
no matter what they try
to do.
no
2. The road was slippery, so they couldn't drive fast.
because
They couldn't drive fast
because of the slipperv
road.
3. I've brought some extra blankets because it might get colder at night.
I've brought some extra blankets
in case it gets colder
at night.
case
4. You know, I felt disappointed but I didn't give up trying.
spite
You know,
in spite offeeling disappointed/my disappointment , I didn't give up trying.
5. She is very talented but she doesn't play the piano professionally.
, she doesn't play the piano
though
Talented
though she is
professionally.
6. The children hid the cake they had made because they wanted to surprise their mother.
could
The children hid the cake they had made
so that they could
surprise their mother.
7. Kate was too tired to do any housework.
couldn't do any housework.
so
Kate was
so tired that she
8. Paul went out even though he wasn't feeling well.
wasn't feeling well.
fact
Paul went out
despite the fact that he
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Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

settle down: start living a quiet life in a

sit up:
stand by:

place, especially after getting
married or buying a house
take a sitting position after

1. Red is used to signify danger because it

stands out among

other colours.

F

2. All emergency rescue teams were

stand ing by to help take

care of the survivors of the plane crash.

It

lying down or leaning back
(1) ready and waiting to
provide help or take action

3. Chris is too young to get married and settl e down . He's

(2) provide loyal support to sb

4. Always stand up for your beliefs.

stand out:
be noticeable
stand up for: defend sb or sth and make
your feelings or opinions
clear

only l8!
5. You're well enough to

sit up

today, but don't get out of

bed.

B Complete using the prepositional phrases given.

on the one/other hand: from one

on
on
on
on

point of view/from the
opposite point of view
on vacation, relaxing

holiday:
one's mind: in one's thoughts
one's own: alone, without help
the phone: having a telephone

on purpose:

conversation
deliberately, not by
accident

on the radio/television: broadcast by
radio or television
stations

on sale:

available to be bought
in shops
on second thought(s): completely
changing your mind
about sth,
reconsidering sth

on strike:

refusing to work as a
sign of protest

1. These diaries are

on sale

everywhere.

2. I was planning to go to the party but on second thoughts I won't,
as I have to wake up early in the morning.
3. Can you please be quiet? I'm speaking on the phone .
4. The workers of this factory are

on strike

,demanding better

working conditions.
5. There are too many commercials on te levision . It's so annoying
when you're watching a good film.
6. We could always do the cooking for the party ourselves, but
on the othe r hand/ it might be easier if we got a catering service
on second thoughts
to organise everything.
7. Did you really build this tree house on your own ? That's great!
8. What's wrong? You look like you have a lot on your mind .
9. I'm sure he didn't do it on purpose . It must have been an
accident.
10. I'm sorry but Mr Sullivan won't be able to help you. He's gone
abroad

g

on holiday for two weeks.
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C Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
HOME SWEET HOME
What will homes be like by the year 20S0? What

IMPROVE

improve me nts will there be in the

general standard of living?
Forget about entering the house with a key.
personal
It will be of no
will be

Admittance

ADMIT

will only be possible with a

PERSON

card.
importance

IMPORTANT

if you leave lights or heaters on when you go out. They

AUTOMATIC

automatically switched off.

The

safety

of your house will not be a problem.

Protection

SAFE, PROTECT

against fire and

intruders will be guaranteed.
f

Doing the shopping, going to the bank, talking and seeing people on the other side of the
world without leaving home will all be possible due to the

existence

EXIST

of 21 st century

technology.
Each home will have a

central

computer controlling all sorts of

CENTRE, PRACTICE

oractical

devices that will make life easier and more comfortable.

o Complete using the correct form of the words given.
encourage (v): give sb the confidence they
support (v):

need in order to do sth
(1) help, encourage
(2) agree with or approve of

1. The parties in parliament are prepared to
new tax laws.

2. My parents always

encourage

support

the

me to do my best.

sb's ideas or plans
assist (v):
aid (v):

help (v):
,t,

save (v):

rescue (v):

defend (v):
guard (v):
e

help sb finish their work or task
(1) help or assist sb
(2) provide a person, country
or organisation with money,
equipment or services they
need
make it easier for sb to do sth,
assist
help sb to avoid harm or to
escape from a dangerous
situation
get sb out of an unpleasant
or dangerous situation
take action in order to protect
or support sb or sth
watch over in order to protect
or not allow to escape

manage (to) (v): (1) be responsible for a

control (v):

check (v):

business or organisation
(2) succeed in coping with
difficulties
have the power to manipulate
sth or make important
decisions about it
examine sth to make sure that
it is correct, accurate or of
good quality

3. The profits of the concert will go to
in Africa.
4. The nurse

assisted/
he lped

5. Could you

------'=
aid _ _

_

the hungry

the doctor during the operation.

help

me get these curtains down?

6. There is an international campaign to

_

save

---==-'-'' ' - - - _

the

whale from extinction.
7. The firemen

rescued

ten people from the burning

building.
8. The National Bank is

guarded

by the police 24 hours

a day.
9. Will you

defend

10. A computer
11. How did you
12. Did you

your country in time of war?

_....:.=-'-=-'-'-=----_

controls
manage
check

the automatic doors at the airport.
to get this old car running again?

the quality of the material?
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I Grammar Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. I'll be on holiday

you receive this letter.

a. just

b. while

2. I bought these magazines

@ by the time
have something to read on the trip.

® so as to

a. so that

c. for

3. My boss wanted to know whether
a. had I sent

d. in order

the documents or not.

b. if I sent

4. "

d. since

c. if I had sent

@ I had sent

c. How much

@ Whose

luggage is this?"

"It's Karen's."
b. Which

a. What

we arrived late, we didn't miss the speech.

5.
a. Despite

6. They suggested

d. However

the archaeological site.

@ visiting

a. that visit
7. We had

@ Even though

b. In spite of

c. to visit

d. to visiting

food left over that we had to throw it away.

a. such much
8. That's the artist

b. so many

b. which

9. The manager of the shop,

c. who

d. 

is a friend of mine, offered me a discount.

a. which

b. whose

@ who

d. whom

@ having seen

d. not to have seen

us before.

a. to have seen

b. that he has seen

11. Let's organise a surprise party for his birthday,
a. don't we
12. Can you tell me

@ such a lot of

paintings are very fashionable.

@ whose

10. The man denied

c. so a lot of

?

b. do we

c. will we

@) shall we

?

a how much does thissweatercost @ how much this sweater costs c. what does this sweatercost d. how this sweatercosts
13. I'll always remember the place
a. which

we went on holiday last year.
b. at where

14. Our team didn't win despite

® playing

d. to where

very well.
c. of playing

b. being played

15. No one asked for me while I was out,
a. did he

@) where

b. didn't he

d. they didn't play

?

@ did they

d. didn't they
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B Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a

similar

meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)
1. "Do you have anything to declare?" asked the customs officer.

The customs officer
asked us if we had
us
2. Rosie had lost a lot of weight, so I hardly recognised her.
much
Rosie had lost
so much weight that

anything to declare.
I hardly recognised her.

3. You know, Mr Davidson was ill, so he couldn't go to work for a week.
illness

Mr Davidson couldn't go to work for a week

because of/due to his illness

4. They live in a modern and spacious apartment.
where
The apartment
where they live is
5. I'll leave only after you apologise for what you said.
I'll leave
as soon as you apologise
soon

modern and spacious.
for what you said.

6. You know, although she was angry, she managed to speak calmly .
spite

You know,

in spite of being angry/her anger

, she managed to speak calmly .

7. "I'll inform you next Monday," Sally said to Mike.
him
Sally told Mike that she
would inform him the following
8. Sally regrets not having entered the competition.
wishes
Sally
wishes she had entered

Monday .

the competition.

I Vocabulary Practice
AChoose the correct answers.
l. Don't use that machine. It's out of
a. danger

2. I'm here

_
c. control

b. work
behalf of the workers .

a. for

b. in

3. This material is different

@ on

c. of

b. with

4. The shop assistant offered to
a. fasten

(0 wrap

b. fold

a. defend

c. assist

b. discussion

b. flooded

c. debate

(f) dropped

11. How did you
a. help

d. spilt

how beautiful it must be.

b. suppose

c. consider

@ im agine

all the students to take an interest in the arts.
b. regarded

10. When ironing, I like to put the clothes in neat
a. packs

d. dialogue

the shopping bags he was carrying.

8. I've never been to a tropical island but I can

~encouraged

@ guard

when he was on tour.

7. He was so startled by the dog that he

9. The school

d. tie

our house.

b. support

6. The rock star gave only one

a. think

@ to

the gift for me .

5. My parents bought two dogs to

a. spread

d. at

the one I bought yesterday.

a. for

~ i n tervi ew

@ order

eEl piles

c. supported

d. managed

c. bunches

d. heaps

_

to stop little Lisa from crying?
b. control

c . aid

@ manage

, you know .
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12. As I was going home, I

that I had left my keys at the office.

a. found out

b. inspected

@ discovered

13. Whenever we go camping, we like to
a. discover

the area for interesting plants and animals.

b. find out

(S) explore

d. learn

of sugar from the supermarket.

14. I need a

@ packet

b. bundle

15. I

c. package

d. parcel

John Westwood yesterday! I hadn 't seen him for ages!

eli) ran

a. stood by

into

c. ran along

B Complete using the correct form of the words in
1. Students are under
2. It may seem

d. learnt

considerable

unbelievable

d. settled down

bold type.

stress when studying for exams.

CONSIDER

, but many people believe that UFOs exist.

BELIEVE

3.

Admittance!
to the concert is free for children under twelve.
Admission .
.
4. There was a(n) misunderstanding and as a result we failed to meet last night.

UNDERSTAND

5. Those papers are

IMPORTANT

unimportant . Just throw them out.

6. These dresses are Townsend's latest
7. Children have a lot of
8. We've made some

ADMIT

cre ation(s )

CREATE

imagination

IMAGINE

improvements to our house.

IMPROVE

C Choose the correct answers.
It was in 776 BC in Olympia that the first recorded Olympic Games were held. The Ancient Greeks (1)

the games (2)

_

order to honour their gods. Thus, many religious ceromonies as well as sporting events

took place during the Games.
Taking part in the Games was considered a great honour, and athletes travelled long distances so
(3)

to participate. If the city states (4)

(5)

their differences until the Games were over.

at war, they did not cancel the Games. They simply

The Games were banned in 393 AD by Emperor Theodosius I, (6)

disapproved of false gods

and festivals . However, they were revived in 1896, by Baron Pierre de Coubertin, who (7)
a representation of ideals that the modern world needed. He (8)

them as

that they symbolised the idea of

cooperation between nations, honour, fairness , and high moral and physical standards.
1. a. set off
(2) set up
c. set out
d. set in

3.@ as
b. that
c. for
d. though

5. a. put
b. put
C£) put
d. put

on
away
aside
out

2.@in
b.on
c. at
d. for

4. a. are
b. had been
(£) were
d. will be .

6. a. which
b. whose
c. whom
@ who

7. a. viewed
b. supposed
c. imagined
(d) regarded
8. a. says
said
c. has said
d. is saying

ew

•

unit

22 Linking

Words

The linking words listed below join either main clauses or parts of the same sentence (not a main with a subordinate clause).
Linking words

Use

Examples

and, both ...and, or, either...or, neither...nor

• co-ordination

He is both lazy and irresponsible.
Neither your parents nor your teachers
would approve of such bad behaviour.

too, not only ...but also, not only ...but...as
well, as well as, besides, in addition to this,
furthermore, what is more

• to give additional
information

As well as losing his job, he lost most ofhis

but, however, nevertheless, on the other
hand, regardless of, yet, contrary to, in
contrast to, in comparison to

• to express contrast

She cooks well but she hates washing up
afterwards.
She was not prepared for the test; however,
she managed to pass it.

in fact, as a matter of fact, actually, indeed, to
tell you the truth, strangely enough

• for emphasis

To tell you the truth, I didn't know that he
was leaving.
We had a very good time, indeed.

like, as, likewise, similarly, in the same way
~ like +- noun/pronoun/-ing form = similar to
as + subject + verb = similar to
~ as + article + noun describes sb'sjob or the
function of sth

• manner or
companson

Exercising strengthens our body; likewise,
eating more vegetables improves our health.
He behaves like a real gentleman.
We left everything as we found it.
She works as a shop assistant.
I used a folded blanket as a pillow.

like, such as, for example, for instance,
especially, particularly, in particular

• to give an example

Electronic devices such as mobile phones
and personal stereos should not be used
during the flight.

in other words, specifically, to be (more)
specific, that is to say, I mean

• to clari fy the
meaning of a
sentence

The company is facing financial difficulties;
in other words, they cannot payoff their
debts.

so, therefore, otherwise, thus, in this case,
for this reason, under those circumstances,
consequently, as a consequence, as a result

• to express the
results or the
consequences of a
situation

Alex didn't sleep at all last night and
consequently he feels very tired today.

but (for), except (for), apart from

• exception

Apart from her mother-in-law, everyone
liked Sarah's wedding dress.

beginning: initially, first, first of all , at first,
to begin/start with
continuing: second, secondly, after this/that,
afterwards, then, next
concluding: finally, lastly, last but not
least, in the end, eventually, to conclude, in
conclusion
regarding, considering, concerning, with
respect/regard to, as for, as to

• to organise the text

First you boil some salted water. Then you
add the pasta and cookfor ten minutes.
Finally you drain the pasta, add some butter
and serve immediately with your favourite
sauce and grated cheese.

• for reference

The government must take serious action
with regard to the problem ofpollution.

to summarise, to sum up, in summary, in .
short, on the whole, (all) in all, altogether

• to summarise

To summarise, this novel gives us a clear
picture of life in the nineteenth century.

in my opinion/view, according to, personally

• to give opinions

According to most art critics, Guernica is a
masterpiece ofmodern art.

friends.
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Grammar Practice

A
~

Circle the correct answers.

egardless of); As for what you may think and apart from I(contrary to) popular belief, pasta is not an Italian

invention, however

I~a Chinese one. (T o be more specifi01 In addition to

this, legend has it that Marco Polo,

Chinese (a~)1 or brought it to Italy.
P asta is the most important food in Italy. ~n fac~1 In short, it is served@1 like a starter to any meal. It is
0 0t onl ~ I both popular in ItalY~1 and also in other countries, where it is served with different sauces.
the explorer, learnt the recipe for pasta from the

Concerning I (Regarding) the sauces, there are so many that even the mo st fussy eaters are sure to find something
they like.

c.
n

a

B Complete the sentences using the appropriate linking word from the box.
otherwise

not only.. .. but also

either... 01'

to conclude

neither.. .nor

in compari son to

be sides

in this case

but for
however

personally
next

v
b

tl
1. I agree with you .
2.

Personally

To co nclude

, I believe that anything you learn is useful.

v

my talk, I'd just like to emphasise how important it is to recycle anything we can.

3. I'd like to visit Spain with you,

however

II

I can't get the time off work.
Sl

4 . You had better pack tonight,
5. And

next

otherwise

you'll have too much to do in the morning.

v

on the show with us tonight, we have Mike Sullivan!

6. I would have been in deep trouble

but for

t~

my friend who is a lawyer.

ir

7. This house is very small in comparison to ours.
nn"litipc

e:

besides
nor

1\/fi"h<lp]

~

their exam.
10. They

not only

made the wedding cake

11. You weren't responsible for the accident.
12. You can take

either

the blue bag

but also

In t his case

the appetisers.

, the other person mu st pay for the damage to your car.

or

the green one. Not both!

1
2

C Choose the correct answers.
_ _ _ _ (1) historians , people were very

1. a. Specifically

b. Concerning

(S) According to

3

superstitious in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.

(2) , people were terrified

of witches, and
were
_ __ _

(3), thought they
(4) the devil.

(5), witchcraft was considered to be

one of the most serious crimes.

(6),

2. <i) As a matter of fact b . In the same way c. On the other hand
3. a. as well as

b . too

4. a. likewise

eN like

c. similarly

5. a. Nevertheless

eli) Consequently

c. However

6.Gi)Thus

b. Otherwise

c. Particularly

anyone even suspected of being a witch was
hunted down and

(7) put to death by

hanging or by being burnt at the stake.

4

@ fur thermore

5
6

71
7. a. secondly

eli) afterwards

c. last but not least

8'

-
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_ _ _ _ (8) these facts, one would think that

8. a. With regard

b. Altogether

(S) Considering

they had some proof that these women
were

(9) witches, and

9. a. to tell you the truth

eEl indeed
eEl yet

c. especially

_ _ _ (10) they didn 't.

10. a. however

_ _ _ _ (11), there wasn't any real way of

11. a. As a result

b. Otherwise

identifying a witch.

12. G)For this reason

b. In this case

13. a. Similarly

b. Such as

14.G) such as

b. as for

c. but for

15.G)What is more

b. In addition to

c. On the whole

(12) they made

lip ways of identifying them.

any natural marks

(13),
(14) moles or

c. but
0 1n fact
c. In other words
0 For instance

birthmarks, were thought to be "witch" marks.
_ _ _ _ (15), they used another terrible
method of testing a "witch". They tied her up
and

(16) threw her into a river.

16. a. second

(E) after that

c. initially

_ _ _ _ (17), it was thought that the guilty

17. a. Therefore

b. In conclusion (£)Strangely enough

would float (because people

18. a. both

(E) actually

c. besides

19.G)and

b. as

c. otherwise

(18)

believed that water rejected evil)

(19)

the innocent would drown.

(20) those

20. a. Besides

(E) As for

c. Except

who floated , they were later killed anyway.
It wasn't until the late seventeenth century, as
scientific knowledge increased, that belief in
witchcraft

(21) began to fade, and

the "witch laws" were
in 1736.

(22) abolished

(23) the last English

21. (g) eventually

b. lastly

22 . a. last but not least

b. yet

23. a. To summarise

c. then
<£)finally

(Q With regard to c. In the end

execution, that was in Exeter in 1684 .
or

oUsing the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in totaL)

r.

d

1. I must admit that I haven't read the report yet.
tell
To
tell you the truth
, I haven't read the report yet.
2. We are supposed to meet again in a week's time, which is next Thursday.
say
We are 'supposed to meet again in a week's time,
that is to say
next
Thursday.
3. You know, she's a good swimmer but she also plays tennis very skillfully.
as well as being
a good swimmer, she plays tennis very
well
You know,
skillfully.
4. We could visit them or we could call them instead.
either
We
could e ither visit or call
them.
5. You should not only give up smoking but also follow a healthier diet.
addition
You should follow a healthier diet
in addition to giving up
6. The article was not only interesting but also informative, you know.
both
The article
was both interesting and informative , you know.
7. The truth is that he doesn't enjoy travelling very much.
fact
As
a matter of fact

, he doesn't enjoy travelling very much.

8. I had to repeat the exam because I failed it.
consequence

I failed the exam

smoking.

and as a consequence

I had to repeat it.
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Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

1. The baby

take after: look like sb, resemble
take off:
(1) leave the ground

takes after

his father. He 's got the same blue

eyes.

(aeroplane) (2) remove (clothes)
take on:
accept a job or responsibility
take over: win control or management of
sth
take up:
begin or become interested in a
new hobby or activity

2. You shouldn 't•

take on

3. The two brothers

took over

at

taken off

me for forgetting her birthday.
me for no reason at all.

3. Will you forgive me

for

being so selfish ?

4. You can't always blame everyone else
5. They accused him
6. He was charged

of

7. Kate apologised to us
8. I disagree

witt,

9. I'm having trouble

your mistakes.

murder and had to appear in court the next day.
for

being late .

the government's policy concerning traffic regulations.
with

my car. Could you help me start it?

10. Three young men have been arrested
11. The football team put the blame
12. It's no use arguing

for

stealing the money from the counter.

with

with

for
on

..

the company when their

4. The plane had to make an emergency landing only a few

:-

2. He shouted

.~ut'~.. u.~ ..... ~u

father died.

B Complete using prepositions.

with/at

... ~.~

you feel you won't be able to handle them .

minutes after it had

1. She was angry

~".J

breaking into the building.
the referee for not winning the game.

them; their decision is final.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ page 131

C Complete using the correct form of the words in

eblue

MAKING IT A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE
At times, it seems that people have no sense of
They have the

es if

bold type.

tendency

to

responsibility

carelessly

happen to be, even when there is no

shortage

towards their environment.

RESPONSE

TEND, CARE

drop their rubbish wherever they

SHORT

of rubbish bins. However, this must

change.
heir

Littering doesn't only make a place look ugly, it also puts public health at risk and can
endanger

wildlife. The authorities need to become more

informative

DANGER, INFORM

about

how pollution affects our everyday lives, providing the community with a better
education

EDUCATE

concerning the preservation of the environment.

There is no quick or simple solution . One thing is certain, though.
now will in the long term mean a great

loss

. The

Fail ure
choice

FAIL

to act

LOSE, CHOOSE

is ours!

D Complete using the correct form of the words given.
bite (v):
sip (v) :

use your teeth to cut into sth
drink sth slowly by taking a
small quantity at a time
chew (v):
break up food in your mouth
(using your teeth) in order to
swallow it
gulp (v):
eat or drink sth quickly by
swallowing large quantities
swallow (v): cause sth to go from your
mouth down into your stomach

food (n) :
meal (n) :
course (n):
dish (n) :

book (v):

reserve (v) :

what people or animals eat
the food you eat for breakfast,
lunch or dinner
one part of a meal (starter-main
course-dessert)
food prepared in a particular
style or combination
(a hotel room, ticket, lesson,
etc.) reserve sth, arrange to
have or use it at a particular
time
(a table, ticket, magazine, seat,
etc.) arrange for it to be kept
especially for you

1. Doctors say that we should always

chew
_~..:..:..=..:..:..-_
our

food

well before swallowing it.
2. She

gulped

3. Ouch! I

down her milk as she was late for school.

bit

4. The little boy

my tongue by mistake.

swa llowed

a coin accidentally and was

taken to hospital.
sipped
5. We sat there for over an hour while he just _ _
,-,-_ _ his
coffee without saying a word.
meals
dish
food

9. We were offered a three-

10. Diana
11. Could I
please?

booked
reserve

course

dinner.

her flight three weeks beforehand.
a table for two for Saturday evening,

unit

23 Participles
Participles as adjectives

Present Participle (-ing)

Past Participle (-ed)

Present participles as adjectives have an active
meaning and describe a person, thing or event.
He is a hard-working person.
It was a very boring play.
The film was fascinating.

Past participles as adjectives have a passive meaning
and describe a person's feelings or attitudes.
He looks exhausted.
The audience was utterly bored.
Everyone was fascinated by the film.

Participles replacing clauses
A. The present participle is used:
Examples
• to replace a clause of time introduced with
when, while, as, after, before, etc.
~ for a lengthy action interrupted by a shorter
or sudden one.
~ for an action taking place at the same time as
another one.
~ for an action taking place immediately
before another one.

Walking home, she was attacked by a dog. (As she was walking
home, she was attacked by a dog.)
I arrived at the examination centre feeling very nervous. (When I
arrived at the examination centre, I was feeling very nervous.)
Opening the door, Ifound two letters on the floor.
(As I opened the door, I found two letters on the floor.)

• to replace a clause of manner.

Reading books, he managed to improve his vocabulary. (He
managed to improve his vocabulary by reading books.)

• to replace a clause of reason introduced with
because, since, as, for.

Not wanting to miss the bus, they ran to the bus stop. (As they
didn't want to miss the bus, they ran to the bus stop.)

• to replace a relative clause in the active
voice.

The girl talking to Jim is my sister. (The girl who is talking to Jim
is my sister.)

B. The past participle is used:
• instead of a subject + verb in the passive
voice.
• to replace a relative clause in the passive
VOIce.

Shocked by the tragedy, they didn't know what to say. (They were
shocked by the tragedy and didn't know what to say.)
Clothes made in France and Italy are very elegant. (Clothes which
are made in France and Italy are very elegant.)

• to replace a conditional sentence containing
passive voice.

Stored in the fridge, the pudding will keep for up to one week.
(If it is stored in the fridge, the pudding will keep for up to one week.)

c. The perfect participle is used for an action that happened before another one in the past.
• Active voice: having + past participle

Having finished cleaning up, she started cooking. (She finished
cleaning up and then she started cooking.)

• Passive voice: having been + past participle

Having been seriously injured, the driver was rushed to hospital.
(The driver had been seriously injured and was rushed to hospital.)

when, while, before, after, if, though.
He noticed the scratch while washing his cor.

• Participles are sometimes accompanied by

• If a participle is at the beginning of a sentence, its sub ject is the same as that of the main verb:
Crossing the rood, I was nearly knocked down by a cor.
But: Pushing the button, the liftmoved up to the third floor. (This would mean that the lift pushed the
button.)
• If the subject of the participle is different from the subject of the verb, it goes at the beginning of the
sentence.
Weath er permitting, we may drive to the beach.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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I Grammar Practice
A

Complete using adjectives ending in -;ng or -ed.

1. We found Egypt

2. Karen was

fascinating

surprised

(fascinate).

(surprise) by the news.

3. He was a

loving

4. We were

amazed

(amaze) to see so many birds.

5. I am very

pleased

(please) with my results.

6. The most

annoying

(annoy) thing was the heat.

7. The doctor is

(love) father to all his children.

conce rned

8. Fairy tales are

(concern) about your health.

enchanting

9. The film was very

boring

10. The trip was great but

(enchant). Don't you agree?
(bore).

exhausting

(exhaust).

B Complete using the present, the past or the perfect participle of the verbs in
Making

1.

the brackets.

(make) the salad, I cut my finger.

2. Warned/Having been warned (warn) about the bad weather, they cancelled the fishing trip.
3.

Reading/Having read

4.

Be ate n

(beat) well, the mixture will thicken.

5.

Having polished

(polish) his car, he then vacuumed it.

6. The man

(read) the book, I wrote down some notes.

giving

(give) the speech is my son .

7.

Not fee ling

(not feel) well , the boy left school early.

8.

Surprised

(surprise) by the event, we didn't know what to say.

9.

Not knowing

(not know) where to go, I asked for directions.

10. Trapped/Having been trapped (trap) in the car, they waited for help .
11. The dry cleaner ruined my coat while
12. The food

eaten

13. The film,

being

14. Only articles
15.

(clean) it.

(eat) by the guests had been prepared by caterers.
(be) a great success, will be made into a film.

written

Having spent

cleaning

(write) by students will appear in the school's newspaper.

(spend) all my money, I asked my brother to lend me some.

C Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. Don't forget to turnjoff the oven before you leave the house.
leaving
Don't forget to turn off the oven
before leaving
2. You know, after painting the flat, it looked new.
been
. You know,
having been painted

the house.

, the flat looked new.

3. The children's performance at the concert was very impressive.

audience

The

aud ience was very impressed by

the children's performance at the concert.

4. Well, we decided to walk to work because the bus drivers were on strike.
being
Well,
the bus drivers being
on strike, we decided to walk to work.
5.· If you look after it properly, the goldfish will live for at least two years .
looked
The goldfish will live for at least two years
if looke d after

properly.
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6. Unfortunately, I watched TV the whole afternoon and I didn't manage to finish my homework.
spent

Unfortunately,

having spent

the whole afternoon watching TV, I didn't

manage to finish my homework.
7. Anyone who doesn't pass the test must sit it again.

not

Anyone

not passing the test

, must sit it again.

8. I found that working six days a week tired me.
was

Working six days a week

was tiring

for me .

I Vocabulary Practice
A

Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.

turn down: (1) reject , refuse to accept

turn off:
turn on:
turn out:

turn over:
turn up:

sth (2) reduce the amount of
sound, heat etc. produced by
a piece of equipment
switch off
switch on
result in a particular way and
have the degree of success
indicated
move sth so that the top part
is facing downwards
(1) arrive unexpectedly
(2) increase the amount of
sound, heat etc . produced by
a piece of equipment

1. Don't forge.t to
__

_

turn

off

--=...;"'--_ _

before you go out.
2. Guess who

turned up

3. The teacher told us to

at the party!
turn over

the page and begin the

next exercise.
4. Thank you for your offer, but I'm afraid I'll have to
turn

it

down

5. It's dark, why haven't you

turned on

6. If I had known the cake would have

the lights yet ?

turned out

this, I never would have attempted to make it.

B Choose the correct answers.
1. I'm experienced
computer programming.
@ in
b. at
c. about
2. There are quite a few people who suffer
headaches.
a. with
@ from
c. by
3. I don't think I could cope
so much work.
@ with
b. for
c. about
4. Kim believes that German cars are superior
Japanese ones.
~ to
b. from
c. than
5. How did you succeed
finding a job so soon?
a. with
b. about
@ in
6. I have difficulty
understanding Geometry.
a. about
@ in
_ _ making up stories.
7. John is clever
a. in
b. with
C£) at
8. Jane is really good
painting.
@ at
b. for
c. with
9. The president is capable
cancelling the meeting.
a. for
b. with
@ of
SPOltS.
10. I'm hopeless
a. In
eli) at
c. with

like

-

lu' t

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ page 13 5

CComplete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
WEATHER PERMITTING
The weather is an important topic of

conversation

they had more to talk about than usual. In

com parison

year with very unusual weather patterns. A

CONVERSE

for the British, but in 1995

COMPARE

to other years, it was a

rainy

spring, the wettest ever

RAIN

recorded, the hottest summer and one of the coldest winters they had ever experienced.
In fact, since the

beginning

of the 1970s, rainfall during storms has increased

dramaticall y all over the world . As a result,

complaints

about changing weather

BEGIN
COMPLAIN

conditions are common. But why are we having all these changes?
Climatologists and

scientists

, after a lot of

investigation

SCIENCE, INVESTIGATE

, agree that

global warming is to blame for this. However, they are not all in agreement as to how
this will affect us.

Warnings

WARN

given by some climatologists say that if we don 't

prepare for droughts and floods, we will face problems like
say that winters will be warmer, so the

growth

starvation

. Others

of more crops in more places

STARVE
GROW

will be possible. In any case, it seems that we should all be prepared to experience
changes in the climate and learn to live with them.

D Complete using the
rob (v) :
steal (v):

kidnap (v):

robber (n):

thief (n):
burglar (n]:

kidnapper (n):

correct form of the words given.

steal money or property
from sb
take sth away without
permission or intention of
giving it back
take sb away by force and
hold them prisoner in order
to demand sth from their
family or the government
person who steals from a
bank, shop or vehicle using
force or threats
person who steals from sb
else
person who enters a
building illegally, with the
intention of stealing
criminal who kidnaps
another person

investigation (n): the act of finding out the
truth about an event
search (n):
attempt to find sb or sth by
carefully looking for them
research (n):
the act of studying or
examining sth in order to
find out facts about it

1. Many banks in this area have been

robbed
_-----C.-=-=.:::...=..:=--_

kidnapped
one million dollars ransom.
stealing
3. The store detective saw the girls _ _--'---'-""'--_
cosmetics.

4. A

burglar/thief

broke into our house and stole our

video and TV set.
5. The

kidnapper

told the police where they were

holding the woman.
6. The robber/thief

pointed his gun at the cashier and

demanded all the money .
7. The car

thief

was caught while breaking into a

car.
Research

8.

end in divorce.
9. The

investigation

into the plane crash showed that it

had been caused by computer failure.
10. The

search

throughout the night.

for the missing children continued

~~.~
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Emphatic/Exclamatory
Structures - Inversion
A . Emphatic Structures

Emphatic structures are used to emphasise a part of the sentence.

Statements
• It is/was + ... + that/who(m)
• That is/was + question word + subject + verb
Sue gave Peter a watch for his birthday last week. ---+
That's why he was so upset.
- It was Sue that gave Peter a watch for his birthday last week . • Question word + subject + verb + is/was
- It was a watch that Sue gave Peter for his birthday last week.
What her secret was is something that we'll never
- It was Peter that Sue gave a watch to for his birthday last
learn.
week.
• Subject + do/does/did + bare infinitive, in the
- It wasfor his birthday that Sue gave Peter a watch last week.
Present or Past Simple and Imperative.
- It was last week that Sue gave Peter a watch for his birthday.
She does eat cereal eve,)' morning.
They did get a divorce eventually.
Do come with us tonight!

Questions
• IslWas it + ... + that/who(m)... ?
Is it your car that is parked outside ?
Is it Angela that/whoim) you are going to invite?
• Question word + ever, to express anger, admiration,
concem, etc.
Whatever happened to them? They're late.

• IslWas that + question word + subject + verb...?
Is that why you don't want to see him again?
• Question word + is/was it that + subject + verb...?
Why is it that you are so absent-minded?

B. Exclamatory Structures
Exclamatory structures express surprise, shock, fear, anger, admiration, etc.
Structure

Examples

What + (alan) + (adjective) +noun

What an interesting story!
What beautiful houses! What bad behaviour!

How + adjective/adverb (+ subject + verb)
How + adjective + alan + noun

How beautiful she is! How tactfully they behave!
How fascinating a story!

How + subject + verb

How she sings!

...such + (alan) + (adjective) + noun

This is such a big house!
I've never heard such nonsense!

...so + adjective + alan + noun
...so + adjective/adverb

It was so generous an offer!
He is so polite! She speaks so calmly!

negative question

Isn't it funny? Isn't that a pity ?

Here/There + verb + noun (inversion)
HerelThere + pronoun + verb

Here comes the Prince of Wales.
There he goes!

You + (adjective) + noun

You (cruel) murderer!

You lucky man!
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C. Inv ersion

•

When some words or expressions (usually with a negative or a restrictive meaning) are at the beginning of a
sentence, the sentence is formed like a question (the auxiliary is placed before the subject) . This is called inversion
and is used for emphasis .
Examples
Words and expressions
Never (before), Rarely, Seldom, Barely,
Scarcely...when, Hardly (ever) ...when,
No sooner.. .than

Never in my life had [felt so embarrassed.
Rarely does he use his credit card.
No sooner had [ told him the news than everybody in the village
knew it!

Only
Not only ....but also

Only when you see her will you realise how much she has changed.
Only in an emergency should you dial 999.
Not only did I lock the door, but I also secured the windows.
Not even once did she look in this direction.
Not until I saw him in person did I realise how tall he was.

Expressions with not:
Not (even) once, Not often, Not until, etc.
Expressions with no :
On no account, Under no circumstances, By no
means, At no time, In no way, Nowhere, etc.
Little

Little did he know about the surprise that awaited him.

So + adjective/adverb

So bad was the concert that we left during the intermission.

In no way is he to blame for what happened.
Under no circumstances would he accept my propo sal.

Inversion is also used in the following structures:
• after so and as to agree with affirmative statements.
Julie speak s French and so do her parents. (=her parents do, too.)
The actors performed brilliantly, as did the dancers.
• after neither and nor to agree with negative statements.
I don't like baseball. Neither does my brother. (=my brother doe sn't either.)
• with should, were, had in co nd itio na l sentences when if is om itted.
Should you meet John, give him my best regards.
Had there been a telephone nearby, I would have called the police.
• in exclamatory sentences beg inning with Here/There when the subj ect is a noun (not a pronoun).
Here comes the bus! But: Here it comes!

..•?

.?

Grammar Practice
A

Rewrite the sentences using the appropriate emphatic structure to emphasise the words in bold type.

1. We bought the farm last year.
It was last year that we bought the farm .

2. He works sixteen hours a day .
He does work sixteen hours a day.

3. Craig broke the window.
It was the window that Craig broke. or What Craig broke was the window.

4. I bought the seat covers for my new car.
It is/ was for my new car that I bought the seat covers .

5. Is Tom going to buy the food ?
Is it Tom that/who is going to buy the food?

6. Chris sold his car to Mary.
It was Mary that Chris sold his car to .
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7. Who took my CDs?
Whoever took my CDs? or Who was it that took my CDs?

8. Is that your briefcase on the table?
Is it your briefcase that is on the table?

B Complete the sentences using exclamatory structures.
1. They are disciplined dogs.
Aren't they disciplined dogs!
How

disciplined dogs they are!(disciplined the dogs are!

What

disciplined dogs!

They

are such disciplined dogs!

2. It was a pleasant surprise.
How

pleasant the surprise was!(pleasant a su rprise!

It

was such a pleasant surprise!(was so pleasant a surprise!

Wasn't it a pleasant surprise!
What

a pleasant surprise it was!

3. You are a rude person.
What

a rude person you are!

You are such a rude person!/so rude (a person)!
How

rude (a person) you are!

You

rude person!

4. This is terrible weather.
The

weather is so terrible!

How

terrible the weather is!

Isn't

th is terrible weather!(this weather terrible!

What

terrible weather this is !

C

Choose the correct answers.

1. "I was having a shower when the water was cut off."
______ ! And I still had shampoo in my hair!"
@ So was I
b. So I was
c. Nor was I
2. "Jane can read and write Italian."
"Wendy
. And she also speaks French."
@ can too
b. can so
c. can't either
3. "We didn't watch the match last night."
"We
_
a. did too

., didn't either

c. so did

4. "We'll be visiting Mexico this Christmas."
_ _ _ _ _ _ Christine. You could go together."
a. Neither will
b. So does
@ So will
5. "I only buy recycled paper."
_ _ _ _ _ _ Harry."
@ So does

b. Neither does

c. So is
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C Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. You should never use a lift immediately after an earthquake.
account
On
no account should you use
a lift immediately after an earthquake.
2. We had never listened to such an interesting speech.
before
Never
before had we liste ne d to
such an interesting speech .

3. They wouldn't reject such an offer.
means

By

no means would they reject

such an offer.

4. Julie had just arrived when the lights went out.
sooner
No
sooner had Julie arr ived than
the lights went out.
5. I never received good marks in Maths at school.
receive
Not
once did I receive
good marks in Maths at school.
6. The waitress told me that the restaurant was about to close and I had scarcely started eating.
when
Hardly
had I started eating when
the waitress told me that the restaurant was about
to close.
7. He can't leave the court until he has testified.
can
Not until he
has testified can he leave
8. You mustn't interrupt me during the meeting.
no
Under
no circumstances must you interrupt

the court.
me during the meeting.

I Vocabulary Practice
A Complete using the correct form of the phrasal verbs given.
wash dishes and other
kitchen utensils
watch out:
be careful
wear out:
become thin, weak or
unsuitable for further use
to be worn out: to be tired or bored of
sth or sb
work out:
(1) find a solution to a
problem (2) take part in
physical exercise
wash up:

watch out
1. You must always _---'-~---'-.=..._
for jellyfish when you swim
there.
work out
2. Could you explain this exercise to me? I just can't _~~-=-=-=-_
the answer.

3. Jack, it's your turn to
4. I'm always

wash up

worn out

tonight.

when I get home from work.

6. This is the second pair of shoes you've

worn out

this month.

B Complete using the prepositional phrases given.
to one's amazement
/surprise:

surprised, usually
by sth unexpected
held by the police
under arrest:
(as a suspect for a
crime)
under control:
controlled
under the impression: believing that this is
the case
under pressure:
pressured
definitely true,
without (a) doubt:
undoubtedly
immediately, as
without delay:
soon as possible
without fail/success: successfully/
unsuccessfu lIy
without warning:
unexpectedly,
without letting sb
know in advance

1.

Without (a ) doubt

, that's the best film I've ever seen.

2. For some reason, Louise was under the impression that we
were going to a Chinese restaurant.

3. Some friends arrived
4.

To my amazement!
f at'1e d iIt.surprise

without warning

after midnight.

,I passed the test. I thought that I had
without
....;..;...;c-'--_ _

5. We participated in the competition, however
any

success

6. The firemen quickly got the fire
7. Send this package off

unde r control

without de lay

. It must get there

today.
8. Jack is always

under pres s ure

before he goes on holiday.

He wants to get things finished before he leaves.
9. The policeman told the thief that he was

under arrest
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C Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
AND THEY'RE STILL STANDING...
It is indeed quite an

achievement

of modern buildings collapse with the slightest
unacceptable
of

criticism

ACHIEVE

that many ancient buildings are still standing, while a lot
movement

of the earth. This seems

MOVE

,considering the advances in technology. As a result, engineers receive a lot

ACCEPT

, especially when lives are lost.

CRITICISE

One of the reasons why ancient buildings still stand is because they are conservative structures.
The pyramids are a good example. Their huge

weight

WEIGH

is spread over a wide area, so

they cannot topple over.
Today, engineers want to create new designs which have never been tested before, so they rely
on computers for safety predictions. However, these may be
could cause the
Prevention

destruction

or misleading and CORRECT

incorrect

of the building in the future.

DESTROY

of disasters is something that engineers should pay more

This is sometimes difficult, as costs must be kept down .

Perfection

to. PREVENT, ATTEND

attention
cannot always be

PERFECT

achieved, but safety should be their main priority.

o Complete using the words given.
sunrise (n):

when the sun first appears in the
sky in the morning
sunset (n) :
when the sun disappears from the
sky in the evening
sunshine (n): light and heat coming from the
sun
sunlight (n): light coming from the sun during
the day
shade (n) :
area protected from bright
sunlight
shadow (n): dark shape on a surface caused
by sth standing between the light
and the surface
season (n) :

one of the four main periods
- each with typical weather
conditions - into which a year is
divided
climate (n): general weather conditions that
characterise a place
weather (n): conditions of the atmosphere in
one area at a particular time

1. I enjoy sitting in the

sunshine

at outdoor cafes in spring.

2. I love big windows as they let in a lot of
3. The length of a

shadow

sun light

depends on the time of day.

4. People gather here in the evening to watch the

sunset

5. We woke up very early in the morning to watch the
sunrise
6. In summer, it's advisable ': sit :n t he _
lie-:: '1' :""loll. III

1 I If":

shade
----"
:.c==.::o--_

7. The

climate

in Greece is warm

8. The

weather

forecast for tomorrow is fine and sunny.

rte v o
season
9. M y f a
ur:.o:

o

an~

dry.

-
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Revision

06

I Grammar Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1.

the room, I not iced it had been ren ovated.

elY Entering

b. Entered

2. Th e weather was w arm ,

d . Having entering

he took so me jumpers with him as well.

a. on the other hand
3.

c . Having been entered

b. ther efore

@ nevertheless

d. otherwise

bu ying paint, I bought so me paintbrushes.

(i) In addition

to

b. Furthermore

4. Jack won 't come to the meeting and

5.

d. What is more

c . nor won't Betty

d . Betty won 't neither

c. Biting

d . Been bitten

c. are his pl ans that is

d . his plans are it is

_

® neither will Betty

a. Betty won 't too

c . As well

' by a sna ke, I wa s ru shed to hospital.

GV Bitten

b. Having bitten

6. What

something nobody kn ow s.

® hi s plans are is

a. are his plans is
7.

the facts, she mu st be guilty .
a. In conclusion

8. At no time

b. Indeed

@ Considering

d . In my opinion

_ _ __ the house.

® did they le ave

a. left they
9. The house needs pa inting,

c. they left

d . they did leave

the bedrooms.

a. according to

b. with reg ard

@ in particular

d. in conclusion

10. " I don 't like football" .

a. Neither my sister does
11. Cars _ _ .

(JUNeither docs my sister

in Japan are very reliable.

a. having manufactured
12. It is the most

b. have been manufactured

_

~d i d I type
_
d . strangely en ou gh

a. in other words

a . when

({j)manufactured

d. boredom

a . didn ' t I type
14. I don 't want to go;

c. manufacturing

film I've ever watched.

a. bored
13. Not only

c. My sister doesn 't neither d. Nor doesn't my sister

<h)than

d . while
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B Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)
1. Chris, you 're interested in psychology, aren 't you?
find
Chris,
you find psychology inte re sting

, don't you?

2. In fact, both Mark and Lucy were against the idea.
nor
In fact,
neithe r Mark nor Lucy

liked the idea.

3. It was such a cold night last night!
so
It
was so cold (a night)

last night!

4. Did Kevin give you those flowers?
gave
Was
it Kevin who/that gave you

those flowers ?

5. Mary, who didn't want to be late, left the house an hour earlier.
wanting
Mary,
not wanting to be late
, left the house an hour earlier.

6. She had just left when her mother called.
sooner
No
sooner had she left than

her mother called.

7. Actually, I drank some coffee last night and I couldn't go to sleep until three in the morning.
drunk
Actually,
having drunk
some coffee last night, I couldn 't go to sleep
until three in the morning.
8. Both Angela and Brian like spaghetti, as far as I know.
so
Angela likes spaghetti and
so does Brian
, as far as I know.

Vocabulary Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. You must be crazy. You can't turn

(bl down

an offer like that.

b. back

c. out

2. Could you help me with my Maths? I'm having a lot of difficulty

(]V in

a. at

c. for

3. What do you mean you've
a. wiped
4. The new manager is taking

(£) steal

a. investigation

11. My favourite
a. climate

c. thief

~ food

b. course

d. kidnap

d. burglar

d. meal

has shown that margarine is healthier than butter.

(]V research
(£) swallow

10. I like sitting on the beach watching the
a. sunshine

d. off

that were left over:

9. When I have a sore throat, I find it hard to
a. chew

c.on

c. thief

b. robber

7. I gave the dog the bits of

8. Recent

® worn

took the child and called his parents to demand a ransom.

(bl kidnapper
a. dish

c. worked

the painting from the gallery but he was caught.

a. rob
6. The

d. on

next month.
QYover

5. He attempted to

solving these problems.

out your shoes? You only bought them last month.
b. watched

a. up

d. over

b. sunrise

c. discover

d. search

c. SIp

d. gulp

_

in the evenings,
c. sunlight

@ sunset

is summer because I love the sea and sun.
b. place

@ season

d. weather

•
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12. When he retired, he

gardening.

a. tried on

b. took after

13. I'd like to

<£) took up

d. turned up

a flight to London.

~ bo ok

a. reserve
14. Sharon is good

c. close

d. keep

languages. She speaks French, German and Italian.

a. with

b. in

15. They accused me

c. for

@)at

c. for

d. for

lying.

@ of

b. with

B Complete using the corred form of the words in bold type.
1. John doesn't accept

criticism

easily.

2. According to recent

scientific

research, a glass of red wine every day is

CRITICISE

good for the heart.
3. The

SCIENCE

beginners

4. After the teacher's
5. The conditions are

will swim in the shallow pool.

BEGIN

corrections

CORRECT

, I rewrote the composition.

acce ptab le . I'll sign the contract.

6. The experiment was a complete

failure

7. Swimming across the Channel is a great
8. Select whatever you like. It's your

ACCEPT
FAIL

achievement

ACHIEVE

choice

CHOOSE

C Choose the corred answers.
(1)

(3)

we are very close, my sister and I are so different! I think she (2)

my father.

, they both love cooking. They cook together all the time, and I must say, they make some pretty

good meals. I, (4)

, am a horrible cook. I can't even cook spaghetti! My sister is also very neat, like my
I'm very messy . No matter how hard I try, I can't seem to be as organized as her. Also, she is a

dad, (5)

very strong character and stands up for her beliefs. I'm quite shy and don 't really voice my opinion that often.
(6)

seeing us side by side, anyone would agree that we resemble each other. (7)

get to know us, you'll begin to wonder how it is we (8)
1. ~Although

b. Despite
c. However
d. Since
2. a. takes off

4. a. likewise

eli) on the other hand
c. actually
d. Indeed

d. Likewise

5.(i)while
b. so
c. even though

d. takes up

d. whatever

b. Such as
(S)For instance
d. Especially

7.@However
b. Furthermore
c. Otherwise

takes after
c. takes over

3. a. Like

so different!

6. a. Before
b. Though
c. While
@ After

8.@turned out
b. turned on
c. turned off
d. turned in

, once you

Final FeE Test
PART 1
For questions 1-12, read the te~t below and decide which answer
your answers on the separate answer sheet.

lA,

B, C or D best fits each gap. Mark

.

SUMMER HOLIDAYS DON'T MEAN RELAXATION
Holidays, holidays, holidays! That's all you hear before summer begins. Everyone is busy planning and booking
ahead. Many (1)

to their break for months and are in a (2)

of excitement for weeks before

they leave. People have their cars serviced and go shopping to buy (3)
I suppose it's logical, I (4)

after a whole year of work, people want to relax and (5)

vacate the city and go to summer resorts (7)

find that everyone else has done the same thing. Places are

very crowded. You go to restaurants where you have to (8)
next to a nightclub and (9)

_

about summer holidays. It's the time when people

themselves of some stress. However, I have my (6)

(10)

clothes.

to be served, the room you had booked is .

is expensive.

you finally get back, you feel so tired that you need another holiday to get (11)

the one

you just had. I sometimes wonder if going on holiday is worth all that preparation and (12)

'

ANSWER SHEET

DI
DI
DI

1 A look forward

B expect

C anticipate

D wait

ITJA
I!!!!!!!!!!!

2 A situation

B circumstance

estate

D position

0A
B C
c::=::::J c::=::::J . -

c:::=J

3 A correct

B relevant

C right

D appropriate

O]A
B C
c::=::::J c::=::::J c::=::::J

I!!!!!!!!!!

4 A say

B mean

C express

D remark

0~ L~JSI

5 A relieve

B take off

C remove

D shake off

0 I!!!!!!!!!!!
A

6 A uncertainties

B hesitations

C dilemmas

D doubts

[£]A
B C
c::=::::J c::=::::J c::=::::J

I!!!!!!!!!!

7 A only to

B such as

C so that

D even though

[2] I!!!!!!!!!!!
A c::=::::J
B c::=::::J
C

c:::=J

8 A insist on

B call for

C demand

D command

[IJA
B C
c::=::::J c::=::::J I!!!!!!!!!!!

c:::=J

9 A whole

B everything

C entire

D total

[2]

10 A Until

B While

C As

D When

~A
B C
c::=::::J c::=::::J c::=::::J

11 A over

B by

C off

D out of

@] I!!!!!!!!!!!
A

12 A annoyance

B problem

C inconvenience

D disturbance

@]A
B C
c::=::::J c::=::::J I!!!!!!!!!!!

A

c::=::::J

B

C

c::=::::J c::=::::J c:::=J

B

C

DI
DI
DI
DI

c::=::::J c::=::::J c:::=J

BC

DI

I!!!!!!!!!!! c:::::J c:::=J

B

C

DI
DI
DI

I!!!!!!!!!!

c::=::::J c::=::::J c:::=J

c:::=J
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PART 2
For questions 13-24, read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one
word in each gap. Write your answers in capital lefters on the separate answer sheet.

THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE EMPEROR PENGUIN
The Emperor Penguin is the largest penguin, standing over one metre tall. Its life cycle is something extraordinary
and rather different (13)

that of other animals .

The Antarctic summer (Dec-Feb) is the time when the Emperor Penguins have a "holiday" and they feed in the sea.
During the month of March, they set off for their long journey south to the place where they breed and lay their eggs .
As the long, dark winter arrives, each female lays one egg directly on the ice. The male immediately lifts the egg off
the ice onto his feet. He (14)

pushes it under his stomach for warmth.

The female has completed her task and can now return to the sea to feed, leaving the male with the egg. For over
two months, (15)

the males huddle together (16)

keep warm. (17)

other animal

except for the penguin can survive in temperatures of -70°C.
The chick will hatch during July. That's (18)

the female returns bringing food for her chick. By that time

the male penguin will have lost about half his body weight, because he won't have eaten (19)
months. As (20)
e

as the female returns, the male leaves in search of food.

For the next six months, both parents take turns looking (21)
of the following summer, the (23)
before (24)

DO NOT

WRITE HERE

~
~
~
~
@]

to/from

Idbl

then

Id~1

all

~
~
~
~

when

Idbl
Idbl
Idbl
Idbl
Idbl
Idbl
Idbl

~

to
No

anything
soon
after

the chick. (22)

the beginning

family goes to the sea. The adults can at last have a two-month break

cycle begins again.

ANSWER SHEET

§]
§]

for five

At

Id~1

whole

Idbl

another/a/the

Id~1
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PART 3
For questions 25-34, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form
a word that fits in the gap in the same line. Write your answers in capital letters on the separate
answer sheet.

MAGAZINES
Magazines are big business. A large (25)
them (26)

. In fact, some people even get their magazines brought

to their home by a (27)
(28)

of the population buy

service. For others, magazines are an

REGULAR
DELIVER
OBSESS

and they even collect them.

But magazines are not to my (29)

MAJOR

. They have ads promising a

LIKE

(30)

appearance with the use of certain products. They also print

DESIRE

(31)

and unreliable information. Apart from that, they fill their

ACCURATE

pages with photos of (32)
I admit that I'll (33)
novels or comics are always (34)

ANSWER SHEET

~
~
@]

majority
regularly
delivery

~
~
~

obsession

[ill
@J

inaccurate

~
~

likin g
desirabl e

fashionabl e
occasiona lly
preferable

clothes. What a waste of money!
buy one when going on a trip, but short
, as far as I'm concerned.

DO NOT
WRITE HERE

Idbl
Idbl
Idbl
Idbl
Idbl
Idbl
Idbl
Idbl
Id3c:=J 1
Idbl

FASHION
OCCASION
PREFER
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PART 4
For questions 35-42, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence,
using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five words,
including the word given. Write the missing words in capital letters on the separate answer sheet.

35. "Did you go to the swimming pool yesterday?"
Macey asked me.
whether
Macey asked
to the swimming pool the
previous day.

DO NOT
WRlTEHERE

ANSWER SHEET

~

me whether I had gone

36. He didn 't say anything although he was dissati sfied
with the service at the hotel.
spite
He didn't say anything
with the service
at the hotel.

36

in spite of bein g dissatisli edl
his dissati sfaction

36

37. I can't stand people interrupting me when I'm
studying.
rather
I'd
me when I'm studying.

37

rather pcolc didn 't interrupt

37

~

must be taken (hack)

~

to ha ve th e hou se painted

§]

which hot el did you stay

@]

it will take h er

@]

weren 't allowed to feed

38. We must return the books to the library by
Wednesday.
taken
to the library by Wednesday.
The books

1

1

35 c::=:::J
0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

c::=:::J c::=:::J

1

c::=:::J c::=:::J c::=:::J

c::=:::J c::=:::J c::=:::J

38 c::=:::J
0 c::=:::J
1 c::=:::J
2

I

39. The house will need painting before we move in.
have
We'll need

before we move in.

1

39

~ e:::b b

l

40. Mike, I'd like to know the name of the hotel you
stayed at.
which
Mike,

at?

1

40 c::=:::J
0

1

2

c::=:::J c::=:::J

I

41. Look, if she goes to the shopping centre by bus,
she' ll be there in ten minutes.

take
Look,
centre by bus.

ten minutes to go to the shoppin g
1

41

~ e:::b b

l

42. They didn't let us feed the animals at the zoo.

allowed
We

the animals at the zoo.

1

42 c::=:::J
0 c::=:::J
1 c::=:::J
2

I

Final ECCE Test
I Grammar
1. All applications for the job must
Friday.
a. send
b. have sent
@ be sent
d. have been sent
2. Amy finally got
a. out of
b. around
@ over
d. away
3. The woman
next to me.
a. who
b. who's
c. whom
@)whose

in by

her money problems.

daughter was kidnapped lives

9. "I'd really like to travel to Africa one day."
"You
that for years. Why don't you
just do it?"
a. are saying
b. were saying
c. say
@ have been saying
_

French?
11. How long
a. are you learning
@ have you been learning
c. do you learn
d. have you learned
12. "Is this restaurant always so busy?"
"No. Rarely
so busy."
a. this place being
@ is this place
c. this place is
d. does this place

studying art.

6. Martha, I never knew you were
a. a such good
@ such a good
c. so good
d. a so good
7. Do you mind walking me
@ to
b. in
c. at
d. until

that I'm not a little

10. She wondered why
a. was I crying
b. I am crying
@ I was crying
d. am I crying

4. "Are you still going to the party on Friday?"
"Yes,
something else comes up."
@)unless
b. in case
c. as long as
d. supposing

5. He is really interested
a. of
b. for
c. about
@) in

8. Mom, it's time you
girl anymore.
a. be realizing
b. are realizing
@) realized
d. will realize

cook!
13. Mike, it's March 1st -the rent is
a. due until
b. due for
c. due to
@) due
my car?
14. The new cinema is
a. at
@ on
c. under
d. of

Northern Ave.

today.
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15. My parents are quite strict-they never let me
_____ out late.
@)stay
b. to stay
c. staying
d. having stayed

23. "Did you paint the house by yourself?"
"No, I
professionally."
a. have done it
b. had done it
@ had it done
d. got done

16. "Where's Grandma?"
"She's in the garden
@ watering
b. to watering
c. to water
d. for watering

24 .
the plants."

17. John and Amy have a beautiful
a. two-years-old
b. two-year-olds
@ two-year-old
d. two-years-olds
18. The hotel is
a. in addition
b. as well as
@ not only
d. also

daughter.

point in apologizing now.

20. Even though they live nearby, I
a. not ever
@ hardly ever
c. hardly never
d. had never

visit them.

21. It was
book that I couldn't put it down.
a. such interesting
b. so interesting
@ such an interesting
d. so interesting a
22. I'm really tired
@)of
b. in
c. at
d. for

25 .

who told me about the party on Saturday.
a. Alice
b. Alice was
c. She was Alice
@) It was Alice

close by, but quite cheap, too.

19. I don't think there's
a. little
b. such
c. very
@ any

can use the pool. You don't have to be a

member.
@) Anyone
b. Every
c. Someone
d. Each one

"
you talking down to me.

26. Anne, I wish you
a. couldn't
@ wouldn ' t
c. could
d. mustn't
27. Robert
a. mustn't
@ can' t
c. shouldn't
d. might not

drive like a crazy person!

be in his room. He left an hour ago.

28. I don't really know
a. to operate
b. operating
c. how is operating
@) how to operate
29.

that machine.

you follow the directions, you won't have
any problem.
a. As soon as
b. As much as
@ As long as
d. As though
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30.

not an easy language to learn.
a. The Japanese
b. The Japanese is
c. Japanese are
@).J apanese is

33. Hurry up! The plane
@) leaves
b. had left
c. would have left
d. has left

31. Why don't you pay attention! You
up!
a. constantly messed
(!Dare constantly messing
c. have constantly messed
d. constantly messing
32. Maria decided to have her hair
a. dye
@ dyed
c. dying
d. to dye

things

blond.

in one hour!

34. Let's go to the movies tonight,
a. aren 't we
b. don't we
c. won't we
@) shall we

?

35. Twenty minutes of exercise a day
shape.
@) is all you need to
b. that is need for
c. which is in need of
d. of which is needed to

stay in

I Vocabulary
36. My mother always seems
health.
@)concerned
b. contained
c. involved
d.caring
37. This knife is too
steak.
a. broad
b. sharp
c. round
@) blunt
38.

about my

for me to cut my

exams is always very stressful for me.
a. Giving
@ Taking
c. Making
d. Setting

39. It's a police officer's job to
a. ban
(li) enforce
c. keep
d. obey

the law.

40. It's not in my best
he says.
a. advice
b. plan
@ interest
d. wish
41. He took a
the water.
a. wide
b. strong
c. large
@ deep

to listen to everything

breath before he dove into

42. The spaghetti you made looks
a. fully
b. nicely
@ absolutely
d. interestingly
43. He was disqualified and unable to
a. oppose
b. complete
@ compete
d. enter

delicious!

in the race.
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44. Josh can't
Africa.
a. definitely
b. fairly
c. simply
@ possibly

n

be serious about moving to

45. There were several kidnapping
in the neighborhood.
a. events
® incidents
c. tragedies
d. news
46. I need you to
macaroni, please.
a. chop
@ grate
c. boil
d. peel

reported

some cheese for the

47. Can you please keep an

on my son for a

second?
@ eye
b. arm
c. alarm
d. ear
48. An aspirin will definitely help

your

headache.
a. fight
b. relax
@ relieve
d. recover
49. I'm starting to feel like my boyfriend is taking me for

@ granted
b. sure
c. certain
d. definite
50. Alice
a. regards
@ claims
c. says
d. considers

to have met Johnny Depp in person.

51. She
a. assisted
b. persisted
@ insisted
d. resisted

that I go with her to the movies.

52. I wasn't able to
a. enroll
® attend
c. advise
d. accept

that lecture on Sunday.

53. The crime
past few years.
a. scene
® rate
c. measure
d. percent

has risen drastically over the

54. I knew my sister was in big
my mom looked at her.
a. problem
b. difficulty
@ trouble
d. shock

from the way

55. Can you please give me a(n)
shopping bags?
a. lift
b. ride
@ hand
d. arm

with my

56. I can't
G) imagine
b. expect
c. remember
d. think

what it must be like to be so poor.

57. Many different kinds of food sold today have
_ _ _ _ _ flavouring added to them.
a. fake
b. wrong
@ artificial
d. false
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58. Anne
a. told
CW wished
c. offered
d. wanted

James a happy birthday at his party.

59. The teacher told the students to
before speaking.
a. stretch
b. apply
@ raise
d. give
60. He had changed so much, I
him.
a. never
@ barely
c. obviously
d. virtually
61. I'm not really that
program.
a. aware
~ familiar
c. capable
d. able

64. In an effort to
joke.
a. crack
® break
c. melt
d. crush

recognized

with the new software

62. I'm afraid the concert will be
further notice.
@ postponed
b. cancelled
c. held
d. given
63. This room is so
a. dirty
b. chilly
(£) stuffy
d. misty

their hands

_ until

! Can we open a window?

the ice, she tried telling a

65. His table
a. behaviours
b. moods
@ manners
d. actions

are horrible! He eats like a pig!

66. The reporter told the celebrity that the interview was
offthe
_
a. plan
b. file
@ record
d. agenda
67. Her glasses broke when she
floor.
@ dropped
b. spilled
c. collapsed
d. removed
68. I asked my father if he could give me a
the train station.
a.drive
b. travel
c. pick
@ lift
69. She gave a
a. risky
b. invalid
c. useless
@ lousy
70. Who's in
a. responsibility
@ charge
c.head
d. direction

them on the

to

excuse for being late to work.

of this project?

Dictionary
A
abbreviation (n): a shortened word or
phrase
abno r mal (adj): not normal
abolish (v): forma lly put an end to sth
absen t-m inde d (adj): forge tful, not
paying prop er attention to sth
accommodation (n): buildings or rooms
where people stay
accom pany (v): go somewhere with sb
accomplish (v): succeed in doing sth
accordingly (adv) : in agreement with
sth, therefore
accounts (n): detailed records of all the
money received or spent
accountant (n): sb whose job is to keep
financial records
accu m ulate (v): gather together in an
increasing quantity, collec t
accur ate (adj): precise, correc t to a very
detailed level
accustomed to sth (adj): used to sth
ache (n): physical pain or discomfort
caused by injury or illness
achieve (v): succe ed in doing sth
acknowledge (v): accept or admit that
sth exists or is true
acquir e (v): get, gain possession of sth
actually (adv): in fact
adaptable (adj) : adj ustable, changeab le
additive (n): a subs tance added to food
for colouring, flavourin g or to make it
last longer
adequate (adj): enough, sufficient
admiration (n): feeling of liking and
respect for sb or sth
adopt (v): start having a new attitude or
plan
ads (n): advertisements
advance (n): prog ress, development
advisable (adj) : sensible, correct
affect (v): influe nce, cause sb or sth to
change in some way
affection (n): liking or being fon d of
someone
aller gic reaction (n): becoming ill or
getting a rash when you eat, smell or
touch sth
alternative (adj): other
alte rnative (n): possibility of choice
between two things
amateur (n): sb who does sth as a
hobby, not as a job
am azement (n): surprise, astonishment
ambition (n): wanting very much to do
or achieve sth
amusement (n): sth you find pleasan t or
funny (game, pastime etc.)
animal rights (n): the belief that ani mals
should not be exploited or abused by
humans
animation (n): films in which drawings

or puppets appear to move
anniversary (n): the date on which sth
special happen ed in some previous year
annual (adj) : once a year
anthem (n): a forma l song or reli gious
hymn written for a spec ial occasion
anticipate (v): awai t sth, be prepared for
sth to happen
apparently (adv) : clea rly, obvi ously
appetiser (n): food served at the
beginn ing of a meal, starter
appetite (n): desire to eat
applaud (v): clap your hands to show
approval
approach (v): (I ) get closer to sb/sth (2)
deal with a task or problem
approval (n) : approv ing of sth, believi ng
that it is acceptable
approve (v) : like, admire sb or sth
approximately (adv): almo st, nearly,
roughly
arch (n): a curved line
arrangement (n): plan, preparation for
sth
arrow (n) : a long thin weap on which is
sharp and pointed at the end
artistic (adj): goo d at drawing, painting
etc .
ash (n): what is left after sth has burnt
ashtray (n): a small dis h for cigarette
ashes
assure (v): make sb certain that sth will
happen
astonish (v) : surp rise very much
attack (v) : try to hurt or damage sb or
sth using violence
attempt (v): try, make an effort to do sth
attendance (n): being present or
regul arly go ing to a place
attitude (n): point of view, approach,
opinion, behaviour
audience (n): group of people watching
or listening to a play, co ncert, film, etc.
autobiography (n) : an accou nt of your
life, which you wri te your self
available (adj): that can be found,
obtain ed or used
await (v) : wait for sth, expec t sth
award (n): a prize
aware (adj) : knowing sth
B
balanced (adj): having all its diffe rent
par ts in correct proportions
ban (v) : state officially that sth must not
be done, shown or used
barely (adv): hardly, only j ust, scarcely
barn (n): a build ing on a farm where
crop s or animal food are kept
basement (n): a floor of a buil ding built
below ground level
bazaar (n): sale organised to raise

mon ey for charity
beforehand (adj): in advance, earlier
than sth else
bin (n): a co ntainer for putting rubbi sh in
binding (n): any thing that wraps around
sth
birtbmark (n): a mark on your body
that you have since you were born
bit (n): sma ll piece
blame (v): belie ve that sb or sth is
responsible for sth bad
bleach (n): a chemica l used for
whiteni ng clothes and killing germs
bleed (v): lose blood as a result of injury
or illness
blood pressure (n): the force at which
blood flows around your body
bloom (v): when the flowe r bud opens
board (n): a group of people managing a
company or organisation
bolt (n): flash of light ning seen as a
white line in the sky
bound (adj) : tied up securely
bravery (n) : brave behaviour, being
brave
break out (phr v): begin sudde nly (war,
fire, etc.)
breaktbrough (n) : sign ificant
developme nt or progres s
breath (n): the air you take into and let
out of your lungs when you breathe
breathalyser (n): a bag or elect ronic
device used by the police to test whether
a driver has drunk too much alcoho l
breed (v) : when animals reproduce
bright (adj) : strong and notice able, not
dark
brilliant (adj): very smart, intelli gen t
broadcast (v): transmit on radio or
television
broccoli (n): a type of vege table, green
in colour
bump into (phr v): meet or co me across
by chance
burden (n): causing you a lot of
difficulty or worry
by means of (pp): by way of
by nature (pp): having a characteristic
or quality as P 31t of your character
C
ca lciu m (n) : a white minera l found in
bones and teeth
calmly (adv) : quietl y, peac efully
ca m paign (n): planned set of acti vities
car ried out in order to achiev e an aim
ca ncel (v) : prevent sth arranged from
happen ing
candidate (n): a person considered for a
position or taking an exam ination
capsule (n): a small containe r with a
dru g or other substance inside it, used
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for medic al or scientific purposes
cardboard (n): thick, stiff paper used
for making boxes
chick (n): a baby bird
conventional (adj): ordin ary, norm al
cardigan (n): a woollen jumper which
is open in the front and can be fastened
with buttons
carving (n): an object which has been
cut out of wood, stone, etc.
cauliflower (n): a type of vegetable,
white in colour
ceremony (n): a formal event , usually
religiou s
chain (n): rings (usually of metal) linked
together in a line
chairman (n): a person in charge of a
committee or organisation
challenge (v): invite sb to fight or
compete with you in some way
challenging (adj): requirin g great effort
and determination
chapel (n): a small church
charge (v): ask sb to pay money for sth
that they have bought or for a service
charity (n): an orga nisation which raises
money to help people
charm (n): sth believed to have magic
powers
chase (v): to run after sb in order to
catch them
cheer up (phr v): become more cheerful
chickenpox (n): a disease that gives you
high temperature and red itchy spots
chop (n): a slice of lamb or pork , usually
including a rib
circumstance (n): situation, condit ion
city-state (n): ancient state consisting of
a city and smaller towns depend ent on it
claim (v): say that sth is true
clarify (v): make sth easier to
underst and
clink (v): make a light sharp ringing
sound
closet (n): wardr obe
coach (n): trainer
collapse (v): fall down suddenly
colloquial (adj): inform al speech
combination (n): a mixture of things or
qualit ies
combine (v): join together, blend, mix
comforting (adj) : making you feel less
worri ed or unhappy
command (n): order
comment (v): express your opinion about
sth or give an explanation for it
commentary (n): a description of an
event broadca st on radio or television
while the event is taking place
commercial (adj) : related to buying or
selling goods
committee (n): a group of people
who meet to make decisions for the
organi sation they repre sent
community (n): all the people living in
an area
compete (v): take part in a game , conte st

or fight
complete (adj) : containing all the parts
sth should contain
complexion (n): the colour and general
condition of a person's skin
complicated (adj): not simple
compulsive (adj) : obsessive, not able to
stop doing sth wrong or harmful
concentrate (v): focus your attent ion on
sth, consider sth closely
concern (n): worrying about a situation
conclude (v): end sth, draw a conclusion
about it
conference (n): a meeting at which
formal discussi ons take place
confide (v): trust sb and tell them your
secrets
confirmation (n): proof, knowin g that
sth is definite
conflict (n): serious disagreement or
argument about sth important
conformist (adj): behavi ng or thinking
like everybody else
confront (v): deal with sth, face
conscious (adj): awake, alert, aware of
sth
consciousness (n): being awake or alert
conservative (adj): not willing to accept
change
constantly (adv): alwa ys, continually
construction (n): buildi ng of houses,
facto ries, roads etc.
consult (v): ask for specia lised advice
consume (v): eat, drink or use up sth
consumer (n): a person who buys things
or uses services
contact (vj.get in touch with sb
container (n): anything that can be used
for puttin g things into it (e.g. a box)
content (adj) : fairly happ y or satisfied
content(s) (n): anything that is inside of
sth else
contract (n): legal agreem ent, usually
invol ving money
contrast (n): clear difference between
two or more things
contribution (n): a sum of mone y you
give in order to help pay for sth
convenient (adj) : easy, useful for a
particular purp ose
converse (v): talk to someone
convince (v): persuade, make sb believe
sth
co-ordination (n): organising the
activities of groups so that they work
together efficiently
corporation (n) : large business or
comp any
cosmetics (n): substances (e.g. lipstick ,
powder ) which people use on their face
or body in orde r to look more attractive
cottage (n): a house in the country
create (v): invent, design or make sth
new
credit card (n): a card which allows you
to buy goods on credit
crisps (n): baked slices of potato sold in

packets
criterion (n): a standard by which sth
can be judged
criticise (v): express disappro val of stb
or say what is wrong with it
crooked (adj) : bent, twisted
crops (n): plants (e.g. wheat, potatoes)
grown in large quantities
crowning (n): placing a crown on one's
head
cube (n): an object with six square
surfa ces which are all the same size
culture (n): civilisation , customs, life
styie
custard tart: a sweet dessert
D
dare (v): have enough courage to do sth
dart (n): a small narrow object with a
sharp point which can be thrown or shot
deal with (phr. v): solve a problem or
make a decision about a situatio n
deceive (v): make sb believe sth that is
not true in order to gain sth yourself
declare (v): (1) state officially (2) say
what goods you have bought from abroad
in order to pay the right tax
deduction (n): drawin g a conclu sion
about sth
defeat (v): beat your opponent in a
battle, game or contest
deficiency (n): lack, shortage, not having
enough of sth
dehydrated (adj) : when the body
doesn 't have enough water
delivery (n): carrying sth to a destination
demolish (v): destroy a building
completely
demonstration (n): a march or gathering
in which people take part in orde r to
show their oppo sition to or support for
sth
deodoriser (n): sth that can hide or
remove unpleasant smells
depend on (v): rely on
deprive (v): prevent sb from having or
enjoying sth
depth (n): how deep sth is (downwards,
backw ards, or inwards)
desperate (adj): being in such a bad
situation that you would try anything to
change it
detached house (n): not joined to any
other house
determination (n): not willing to change
your mind about sth you have decided
to do
devastated (adj): shocked and very
upset by sth
device (n): a piece of machinery or a
special tool used for a particular purpose
diabetic (n): a person who suffers from
diabetes (hav ing too much sugar in their
blood )
dialect (n): a form of a langua ge spoken
in a particul ar area
dictate (v): say or read sth aloud, so that
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others can write it down
digest (v): when the bod y processes the
food we eat
digital (adj ): systems recordin g or
transmitting information in the form of
thousands of very sma ll s ignals
dim (adj): not bright, not easy to see
dim (v): make or become le ss bright
direct (v) : co ntrol the produ ct ion of a
film
dirt (n): dust, mud or stain on sth
disapprove of sth (v) : not like, not agree
with or appro ve of sth
disaster (n): a terri ble accident or
misfortune
discipline (n): obeyi ng laws or rules,
worki ng in a controlle d way
disconnected (adj): not connected or
joined , cut off
discovery (n): learn ing sth that was not
known before
disheartening (adj) : dis appointing
dissatisfaction (n): not bein g sa tisfied or
pleased with sth
distant (adj): far away in spac e or time
distract (v): draw sb 's attention away
from sth
distress (n): a state of ex tre me suffering
or pain
distribute (v): hand out or deliver things
to a number of people
divorce (n): a fo rma l end ing of a
marriage by law
downwards (adv): towards the ground
or a lower level
drain (v): remo ve any liquid fro m food,
especially after it has been cooked
drawback (n): disad vantage
drought (n): long period of time duri ng
which no rain falls
drown (v) : d ie in water due to lack of
oxyge n
E
earplugs (n): small pieces of soft
materia l which are put into your ear to
protect you fro m noise or wat er
earthquake (n): shaki ng of the ground,
usuall y ca using destruct ion
eating grounds (n): fie lds where
animals ca n feed
eccentric (adj) : sb whose ha bits or
opinio ns are differ ent fro m those of most
peopl e
economise (v) : save up
effective (adj): working well and
producing the desired results
effort (n): trying hard to do sth
elec tion (n): voting in order to choose a
person or gro up of peo ple fo r an offi ci al
posi tion
elegant (adj) : sty lish in ap pearance and
gracefu l in mo veme nt
eliminate (v) : remove sth co mpletely,
get rid of
emblem (n): a design tha t has been
chosen as a sym bol of a country or

organisation
embroider (v) : sew a decorative design
on a piece of cloth
emergency (n): an unexpected difficult
or dangero us situatio n demand ing
imm edi ate act ion
emotion (n) : a pers on ' s feelings
emperor (n): a man who rul es an empire
en able (v) : make it possible for s b to do
sth
enchanting (adj ): causi ng feelings of
del ight or pleasur e
encounter (v): come across, meet,
exp erience
engaged (te lep hone line) (adj) : busy, so
that yo u cannot speak to the pers o n you
are trying to ca ll
engagement (n): an arra ngemen t that sb
has made to do sth
enthuse (v) : make sb fee l excited or
enth usiasti c
entire (adj) : whole, co mplete
equip (v) : give sb or sth the too ls or the
skill they need for a particular purpose
erode (v) : crack and break, becom ing
gra dually destr oyed
escapologist (n) : sb who ent ertains
aud iences by esc aping fro m difficult
situa tions
es say (n): composition
establish (v): set up sth
evacuate (v) : move peo ple out of a place
when in danger
eventually (ad v): finall y, in the end,
after a ll
evidence (n): pro of, any thing that ca uses
you to beli eve that sth is true
exce ssive (adj): more than necessary
exe cution (v) : killing sb as a pu nis hme nt
for a serious cr ime
exhausted (v) : tired either physic all y or
me ntall y
expedition (n): an organised journey
made for a spec ific purpose (e.g.
exploration)
extinction (n) : the death of all the
re maining living me m bers of a species
extinguish (v) : put out a fire
extraordinary (adj): spec ial, unu su al
extreme (adj ): great, ma ximum, very
intense
eye sh a d ow (n): make -up fo r the eyes
eyelash (n) : hair gr owing on the upp er
and lower eyelids
eyesight (n) : the ab ility to see
eyewitness (n) : sb who was present at an
event and can describe what happened
F
fabric (n): clo th, material
fade (v): grad ua lly become unn oti ced or
un import ant
failure (n) : (1) lack of success in sth (2)
when sth goe s wrong or stops wo rking
fairness (n): bei ng reaso na ble, rig ht and
ju st
familiarise (v): lea rn about sth and start
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to under stand it
fancy (v) : want to have or to do sth
fa scinated (adj) : charmed, finding sth
very interes ting and attractive
feature-length film (n): a full- length
film abo ut a fictional si tuation
feed er (n) : a container filled with food
for birds or ani mals
fello w (n): colleague, perso n wit h w hom
you have st h in com mon
fence (n): a woo den or metal barrier
between two places
filthy (adj) : very dirty
financial (adj): relat ed to or invo lving
money
fire escape (n) : emergency exi t from a
building
fireproof (adj): sth that won' t ca tch fire
fire wood (n) : woo d cut into pieces so
that it can be burned on a fire
firml y (ad v): stro ngly
first-aid kit (n): a box co ntaining
anything that ca n be used in medical
emergenci es
fit (v) : install
fi x (v): rep air, mend
flavour (n): the taste of a foo d or drin k
flee (v) : escape, run away from sb or sth
fli ght attend ant (n): me mber of the
crew of an aero plane, w hose job is to
lo ok after the pass engers
flo at (v) : lie above or j ust below the
surface of a liquid
flood (n): an overflow of wat er, usuall y
due to heavy rai ns
floorboard s (n) : pieces of timber used
to co ver flo ors
flo ss (n): soft, very th in piece s of thread
used for cleaning between the teeth
fluent (adj) : spe aki ng a language easil y
and correctly
flute (n) : a musical ins tru me nt
foot step (n): the sou nd of sb wa lki ng
ea ch time their foot touches the ground
foreman (n) : an experienced person who
supervises o ther workers
fortunate (adj): lucky
fortune (n) : luck, what wi ll happ en to
you in the future
foundation (n): an organisatio n set up
for a particular purp ose
founder (n): the person who started an
institution or organisat ion
frame (n): a structure that gives shape
and su pport to sth
frustrate (v) : upset , make sb angry
full-length (adj) : havin g the complete
length
fun ction (v) : wo rk, opera te
fund (n): amount of mo ney coll ected or
saved for a part icular pur pose
furthermore (adv): moreover,
additionall y
fussy (adj) : very conce rned with
unim portant de tails
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G
garbage (n): rub bish, especially waste
from a kitchen
garlic (n): small round white bulb of a
plant like an onion, with a very strong
taste and smell
gather (v): come toge ther in a group
generate (v): cause sth to begin and
develop
genuine (adj) : original, authentic, real
global (adj): sth that happen s in all parts
of the world
glove (n): piece of clothing which covers
your hands and wris ts
go off (phr v): (1) make a sudden loud
no ise (2) beco me stale, sour or rotten
(food , drink, etc.)
gold-tipped (adj): the pointed end of sth
which is cove red in gold
goose (n): a large bird like a duck
gossip (n): informal conver sation, often
about other people 's privat e affairs
goulash (n): a traditional Hungarian dish
gradual (adj): occurring in small stages
over a long period of time
graduate (n): sb who has been awa rded
a degree at university or college
grotesque (adj) : unnatural, unpleasant or
out of proportion
guarantee (v): make certai n sth will
happen
guidance (n): help and advice, espec ially
sb older or more experienced than you
guilty (adj): unhappy because you have
do ne or think you have done sth wrong
or bad
gums (n): firm pink flesh inside the
mouth, out of which the teeth grow
H
habitual (adj): sth done usually or often,
typical, characteri stic
handicapped (adj): having a physical or
mental disa bility
handlebar (n): upper front part of a
bicycle for holding and steering
hang a r ou nd (phr v): spend time
somewhere or with sb
harbour (n): area of the sea at the coast,
partly enclosed by land or strong walls
and safe for boats
harm (v): cause physical injury to sb,
usually on purpose
harmless (adj) : not dangerous, safe
haste (v): act qu ickly
hatch (v): when an animal comes out of
its egg by breakin g the shell
heat er (n): a device used to keep sb or
an area warm
herb (n): a plant whose leaves are used
in cooki ng to add flavour
herd (n): a group of animals of one kind
that live together
hesitate (v): pause slightly while doing
or saying sth because you are uncertain
or worried about it
hibernate (v): spend the winter in a state

of deep sleep
hideout (n): a place where sb hides from
the police or the authorities
high-pitched (adj) : a high tone of voice
hospitality (n): frien dly welc omin g
behaviour towards guests or strangers
huddle (v): a num ber of animals or
people sitting or lying close to eac h other
hurricane (n): an extremely viole nt
wind or storm
hyperactive (adj) : very active,
overactive
I
ideal (adj): perfect
identify (v): recognise, distinguish
ignore (v) : pay no attention to sb or sth
illegally (adv): against the law
illiterate (n): sb who can' t read or write
impatient (adj) : not patient
imply (v): indi cate or say sth indi rectly,
hint at sth
impolite (adj): not polite
import (v): buy products or raw
materials from another count ry for use in
your ow n co untry
impose (v): use your authority to force
people to accept sth
impression (n): what you think of sb or
sth
impressive (adj): exciting, amazing
improbable (adj): unlikely to be true or
to happen
in accordance (pp): accordin g to
in progress (pp): still going on
incident (n): an eve nt, occurence, sth
that hap pens
include (v): make sb or sth a part of a
larger whole
inconsiderate (adj): not carin g how your
word s or actions will affect other people,
thoughtless
inconvenient (adj): causing problems or
difficulties
increase (v): become grea ter in the
numb er, level or amount
indeed (adv) : in fact
indicate (v): point out, show, suggest,
impl y
indigestion (n): when the stomach
cann ot process the food easily
independence (n): when a country has
its own governme nt and is not ruled by
another cou ntry
individual (adj) : relating to one
particul ar perso n, rather than to a large
group
industrial (adj) : related to or used in
industry (fac tories)
inherit (v): receive money or property
from sb who has died
initially (adv) : at the beginnin g
insect repellent (n): a produ ct that can
be sprayed in the air or on the body to
keep insec ts away
in sistence (n): strong wis h to do sth and
refusing to give in

install (v): fit a piece of equipment
somewhere so that it is ready to be used
instructor (n): sb who teaches a skill
such as driving or skiing
instrument (n): a tool or device used for
doing a particular task
insufficient (adj): not enough
insurance company (n): a company
into which people pay money so that if
anything happens to them, the company
pays them out
insure (v): pay money to an insuran ce
company
intelligence (n): the ability to
understand, think and learn quickl y
intend (v): decide or plan to do sth
intermission (n): short interval between
two parts of film, play, concer t, etc.
interrupt (v): stop an activity for a
period of time
intruder (n): sb who goes into a place
where they are not supposed to be
involve (v): con tain, include
irrational (adj): not logical
irresponsible (adj): not responsible,
careless
irritation (n): a feeling of annoyance ,
especially for sth that you cannot easily
stop or control
isolate (v): separa te from other people
physically or socia lly
issue (n): topic, theme

J
judge (v): form an opinion about sb or
sth, evaluate, assess
jumper (n): a pullover, usually a
woollen sweat er
junction (n): where roads or railway
lines meet and cross
justice (n): fairness in the way people
are treated
K
kennel (n): a small wooden house for a
dog to live in
kid yourself (v): bel ieve sth that is not
true
knit (v): make sth from wool by using
two knittin g needles or machine
knot (n): tying a string or rope upon
itself
L
laboratory (n): a place where scie ntific
research is carried out
launch (v): start a campaig n, etc.
law (n): system of rules developed by a
society or government in order to deal
with crime, business agreements or
social relationships
layer (n): a flat strip of a materia l
lead (n): a soft, grey metal (used in
pencils)
leak (n): a hole through which liquid or
gas can pass
leakage (n): when liquid or gas escapes
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from a pipe or container due to a hole or
other fault
lean (v): bend your body in a particular
direction
lecture (n): a talk given in ord er to teach
people about a part icul ar subject
legible (adj): clear and easy to read
lightning (n): a bright flash of light in
the sky duri ng a thunderstorm
limit (v): restrict
liquid (n): a substance that flo ws (not
solid or gas)
literate (adj) : able to read and write
litter (v): throw rubbish on the ground
loathing (n): great dislike and disgust
locate (v): find out wher e sb or sth is
loop (n): curve d or circ ular shape
louse (n): sm all insect living on the
bodies of people or animals and bites to
feed off their blood
loyal (adj) : fa ithful
lunar (adj) : rela ted to the moon
lungs (n): two organs inside our chest
used for breathing

M
magistrate (n): an officia l ac ting as
a judge in law courts which deal with
minor crimes or disputes
mainly (adv): prim arily, mo stly
maintain (v) : kee p at the same rate or
level
malaria (n): a ser ious disease carried by
mosquitoes
malnourished (adj) : no t fed properl y
mammal (n): species whose females
give birth to babies, not eggs
mango (n): a tropi cal fruit
manifacturer (n): a person or
organisation which produces goo ds in
large qu antiti es
manipulate (v): ski lfully persuade
people to do what you want
manlike (n): having characteristics
similar to human
manoeuvre (n): movement from one
position to another
margarine (n): a yellow spread use d
instead of oil or butter
master (n): sb with authority over a
servant or slave
masterpiece (n): an extremely goo d
work of art
measles (n): infectious illness that causes
high temperature and red spots
measure (n): action carried out by
the authorities in order to achieve a
particular result
measurement (n): the process of
measuring an amo unt or size
medical (adj) : related to medicine
medication (n): pharmaceutical produ cts
used to treat an illness or disease
meditation (n): rem aining silent and
calm, thinki ng about sth care fully and
deeply for a long time
medium (adj) : ave rage , midway betwee n

ex tremes
military service (n): serv ice in a
country 's armed forc es
mineral (n) : a substance natu rally
form ed in roc ks and in the earth, and
also fo und in sma ll qu antities in food
and drink
minimise (v) : red uce sth to the lowest
possible level or prevent it from
incr easing beyond that le vel
misfortune (n) : sth unpleas ant or
unlu cky
mislead (v) : give sb a wrong idea about
sth
mist (n): thin fog
mole (n) : dark spot on the skin
moral (adj) : behaving in a way that you
think is right , pro per or acceptable
mould (v) : form into sth
mountaineering (n) : climbing the steep
sides of a mountain
mud (n) : a sticky mix ture of soi l and
water
mugging (n): attac ki ng sb in order to
steal their mo ney

N
narrative (n) : a story or acco un t of a
series of events
nation (n): the people of a country
neat (adj): orga nised, clea n, tidy
neglect (v): fail to loo k after sth properl y
networks (n) : com panies that broa dcas t
radio or television pro grammes
nickname (n) : an informa l nam e
nomadic (adj) : travelling fro m place
to place rather than livin g somew here
perm antly
nonsense (n) : anything silly or that does
not make sense
noodle (n): ribbon- like strip of pasta
noticeable (adj) : obvious
nuclear testing (n) : the testing of
nuclear power
nuclear weapon (n) : weapon that uses
nuclea r energy
nutrition (n): taki ng food into the body
and absorb ing the subs tances that are
necessary for staying healthy

o
observe (v) : keep an eye on sth, watch it
carefu lly
obviou s (adj) : eas y to see or understand
occasion (n): the tim e whe n sth happ ens,
instance of sth happenin g
occupy (v): have, hold or use sth
occur (v) : happen , take pl ace
omit (v): leave out
on a daily basis (Pp): done every day
on the edge of your seat : ver y
inter ested or excited , waiting to see what
will happen
onwards (adv): moving forw ard ,
continuing
operate (v): work, use
operation (n) : surgery

opportunity (n): a situation in which it
is pos sible to do sth, chance
opposing (adj) : not the sa me, co mp letely
different
optional (adj): sth you can choose
whethe r you will do it or not, not
co mpul sory
ordinary (adj) : normal, not special or
unu sual
origin (n): the beginning of sth
outcome (v): the result of an action or
situation
outer space (n): the area out side the
eart h's atmosph ere where other planets
are
ove ralls (n): piece of clo thing coverin g
the whole body
overcome (v): deal with a proble m or a
feeling successfully, co ntrol it
overestimate (v): estimate sth too highl y
overnight (adv) : immed iately , suddenly
overseas (adv): abroad, to or from
another country
overtime (n) : time you spen d doing you r
job in add ition to your norma l working
hour s
overweight (adj ): weighing more than is
considered hea lthy
ownership (n): owning sth
ozone layer (n): part of the ear th' s
atmosphere that prot ects us fro m harmful
radi ation
p
paintbrush (n): a brush used for
painting
parade (n): a procession of people or
veh icles mo ving through a public place
in order to ce lebra te an impor tant day or
event
parsley (n): a sma ll plant with curly
leaves used for flav ouring or decorating
foo d
passer-by (n): a person walking past sb
or sth
patient (n): sb receivi ng medical
treatme nt from a doctor or hospital
pattern (n): repea ted or regul ar way in
whi ch sth happens or is do ne
peak (n): the highest level of sth
peel (v) : remove the skin of a frui t or a
vegetable
perception (n): understandin g things
throu gh the senses
perform (v) : carry out an action,
especially a complic ated task
permit (v) : allow sb to do sth or sth to
happ en
persistence (n): continuing to do sth
despite the difficul ties
persuasive (adj ): capable of maki ng sb
believe or do sth
pessimist (n) : sb who thinks bad things
are going to happen
pick up (phr v): collect
picturesque (adj) : attractive, interesting
and unspoil ed pl ace
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pierce (v) : make holes through sth
pillow (n): a rectangular cushion for
resting your head when you sleep
pine (n): a type of wood, light in colour
pipeline (n) : a large pipe used for
carrying oil or gas ove r a long distance,
often underground
pitch (v) : put up a tent
pity (n): feeling very sorry for sb
plaque (n): sth that forms on the surf ace
of the teeth and causes gum disease
plaster (n): materi al that is put on
broken legs or arms in orde r to allow the
broken bone to mend
pluck (v): pull the strings of a musical
instrum ent with your fingers
polar (adj) : related to the ear th's poles
policy (n): a set of ideas or plans used
as a basis for decisions in poli tics,
economics or business
polish (v) : make sth shine
pos se ss (v) : have or ow n sth
possession (n): anything that you own,
that belongs to you
post (v) : mail
postpone (v): delay, put off
pouch (n): a pocket of skin on an
animal' s stomac h in which its baby
grows (e.g . a kangaroo)
practice (n) : (1) the work a professional
does (2) any thing done regularly
precaution (n) : action taken to avoid a
dangerous or undesirable event
precede (v) : be in front of sb or sth
precisely (adv): exac tly
predict (v): say that sth will happen in
the future
preheat (v) : heat up in adva nce (e.g. an
ove n)
pret end (v): act in a way that co uld
make people believe that sth is true
althoug h it isn' t
pride (n): feeling of satisfaction because
yo u have done sth good or well
priority (n): the most important thin g
that must be done or dealt with
private (adj) : for one person or small
group, not for the general public
process (n) : a way of doing sth
prohibit (v) : forbid or make sth illegal,
ban
promote (v): give sb a more impor tant
job in the organisation they work for
promotion (n): when you are given
more importan t things to do in your job
and earn more money
proper (adj): appro pria te, co rrec t,
suitab le
properly (adv) : correctly, satisfac torily,
approp riately
property (n): (1) anything that belongs
to sb (2) a building and the land
belonging to it
protest (n)/(v): say or show publ icly that
you objec t to sth
publicity sheet (n): a sheet of paper
adver tising certain products

publish (v) : print numero us copies of a
book or magazine

Q
qualifications (n): the qualities and
ski lls necessary for doi ng a task
quantity (n): an amo unt of sth
quarrel (n): a disagreeme nt, argument
queue (n): a line of people, car s, etc .
waiting for sth
quit (v): stop doing sth, give up

R
race (n): a group of people of common
ancestry
rainfall (n): the amo unt of rain that fall s
during a particular period
raise (n) : an increa se in sb 's wages or
sa lary
raise (v): (1) bring up a child (2) collec t
(money , etc.)
ransom (n) : money demanded by a
kid napper in order to set free a person
they have kidnapped
rate (n) : the deg ree or extent to which
sth happens
rea sonable (adj) : quite good, fair,
sensible
recognise (v): know who a person is or
what sth looks like
recommend (v): advise, suggest sth as
the bes t choice
reconnect (v): connect again
re consider (v) : think about sth again and
see if it needs changing
recover (v): regai n health after being ill
rectangular (adj ): a shape with two
pairs of equal, para llel sides
referee (n): an official who co ntrols a
sports match
r efreshment sta nd (n): a small shop
or stall with an open fro nt selling soft
drinks
r efuel (v): to fill the petrol tank with
more fuel
r efugee (n) : sb who has been forced
to leave their country due to a war or
because of their political or religiou s
beliefs
regardless of (adj): not affected or
infl uenced by sth, not taking sth into
considera tion
re gards (n): greetings, friendly feelin gs
toward s someone
re gion (n): large area of land
r egret (v): feel sad or disappoint ed
because of sth that happened
regulation (n): rule controlling people's
behaviour or the way sth is done
reject (v): (1) not accept sth (2) not
ag ree with sb
r ele ase (v): make sth available for sale
or public showi ng
reliable (adj) : sb or sth that can be
trusted to work well or behave in a
desirable way
relief (n): feeling glad because sth

unpl easant has not happened or is no
longer happening
r elieve (v): make sth less unpl easant,
cause sth unpleasant to disappe ar
r ely on (v): depend on sb or sth
remain (v): stay in a partic ular place or
condition
remove (v): take sth away from where it is
renovat e (v): restore a building to good
cond ition
replace (v) : take the place of sth
represent (v) : act on behalf of sb or sth
r epresentative (n): sb who acts on
behalf of another person or a group of
people
require (v) : need, demand
resent (v): feel bitter and angry about sb
or sth
reserved (adj): not expressing your
feelings
r esign (v): forma lly announce that you
are leaving a jo b or position
resort (n): a place where many people
go for holidays
response (n): reply, reaction, answer
r esp on sibility (n): duties that you have
because of your job or position
r estl ess (adj): impatient, finding it
difficult to keep still
r estore (v) : return sth to its original
condi tion
r estrict (v) : prevent sb from acting
free ly
r estriction (n) : sth that limits what you
ca n do
re strictive (adj) : preventing you from
doing sth
reverse (adj): the opposi te to sth
review (n): report or talk expressing
your opinion on sth
r evival (n): beco ming ac tive or popular
again
r evolution (n): an attempt by a group of
peop le to change the pol itical system of
their co untry by force
r evolve (v) : move in a circle around a
central point or line
r ob e (n): a loose piece of clothing which
covers all your body and goes down to
yo ur toes
r oll (v) : mo ve along a surface turning
over many times
roll er-coaster (n): a small railw ay that
goes up and down steep slopes and
people ride for pleasure and exc itement
roots (n): sb' s background , the place
or culture that sb or their family comes
from
rough (adj) : violent, harsh
r oute (n): the way from one place to
another
r ow (n): a line of people or things
rubber (n): strong waterproof elastic
substance
ruin (v) : damage, spoil, harm
runner-up (n): sb who has finished in
second place of a race or competition
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rush (v): go somewhere quickly
ruthless (adj): cruel, willing to do
anything that is necessary to achieve sth

S
sacred (adj): holy, believed to have a
special connection with God
safeguard (v): protect sb or sth from
being harmed, lost or badly treated
sale (n): the quantity of products sold
salmon (n): a soft fish with pink flesh
found in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans
sample (n): a small quantity of a product
showing you what it is like
scales (n): machine or device used for
weighing people or things
scarcely (adv) : barely, only just,
rarely
schedule (v): arrange sth to happen at a
particular time
science-fiction (n): fiction about events
taking place in the future or in another
part of the universe
scratch (v): mark or cut the surface of sth
with a rough or sharp instrument
screen (n): a flat surface on which
pictures or words are shown
seabed (n): the ground at the bottom of
the sea
seat belt (n): a strap that you fasten
across your body while sitting in a
car or plane for safety
seek (v): try to find
seldom (adv): rarely
select (v): choose
self-confidence (n): being confident and
sure of yourself
selfish (adj): caring only about yourself,
not about other people
send off (phr v): send sth by post
sense (v): become aware of sth
sequence (n): a series of things or events
occuring one after another in a particular
order
session (n): a period during which sth
takes place (eg. an official meeting or
other activity)
shallow (adj): not deep
shape (n): figure or outline of sth
sheet (n): a rectangular piece of paper
shelter (n): small building or covered
place which will protect people from bad
weather or bomb attacks
shepherd (n): sb who looks after sheep
shoelace (n): a string that ties up a shoe
shore (n): the land along the edge of a
river, sea or lake
Siamese twins (n): twin babies born
joined together at some point of their
body
sickening (adj): making you feel sick
side effects (n): the harmful effects of a
drug or medicine
sigh (v): let out a deep breath, expressing
disappointment or tiredness
sightsee (v): visit places that are of
interest to tourists

significance (n): importance
significant (adj): very important
signify (v): mean, represent sth
site (n): place
sketching (n): quick drawing without
much detail
skilful, skillful (adj): doing sth very well
skill (n): knowledge and capability
enabling you to do sth well
skull and crossbones (n): a picture of
a human skull over a pair of crossed
bones, used to indicate death or danger
sky-diving (n): jumping out of an
aeroplane and falling through the air
using a parachute
slant (v): lean to the left or to the right
sleeves (n): parts of clothing covering
your arms
sliding door (n): a type of door which
opens and closes by sliding left or right
slight (adj): being very small in degree
or quantity
slippery (adj): sth difficult to walk on
because it is wet, smooth or greasy
slot (n): a narrow opening in a machine
or container in which coins can be
inserted
(at a) snail's pace (pp): very slowly
social worker (n): sb whose job is to
give help and advice to people who have
serious problems
solid (adj): very hard or firm
sore (adj): causing you pain and
discomfort
source (n): the place where sth begins
spacious (adj): large in size, with lots of
room
spectacular (adj) : impressive,
breathtaking, fantastic
speech (n): a formal talk which sb gives
to an audience
spice (n): powder or seeds from
particular plants, which are put in food
to give it flavour
spicy (adj): food strongly flavoured with
spices
spike (n): a long piece of metal with a
sharp point
spiritual (adj): related to people's
deepest thoughts and beliefs
split up (phr v): separate
spread (v): affect a large area or many
people
spy (n): sb who obtains secret
information about another country or
organisation
squeeze (v): get the juice out of a fruit
or vegetable by pressing it
stable (n): a building on a farm where
animals are kept
stage (n): a step of development
stain (n): a mark which is
difficult or impossible to remove
by washing
staircase (n): a set of stairs inside a
building
stake (n): pointed wooden post
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standard (n): sth used in order to judge
the quality of sth else
starch (n): a carbohydrate found in
bread, pasta, potatoes, etc.
stare (v): look at sb or sth for a
long time, often rudely or
impolitely
startle (v): surprise and frighten slightly
starve (v): suffer greatly from lack of
food
state (v): say or write sth in a formal or
definite way
status (n): social or professional position
steam (n): hot mist that forms when
water boils
steel (n): a very strong metal made from
iron
sting (v): when an insect or a plant
pricks you and causes you a sharp pain
stock (n): a supply of sth
store (v): keep things somewhere in
order to use them when they are needed
storm (n): a lot of rain and high winds
strain (n): intense physical or mental
effort
strategy (n): a general plan in order to
achieve sth
street directory (n): a book containing
maps of the streets of a city
strengthen (v): make sth stronger
strict (adj): severe, sth that must be
obeyed
structure (n): the way sth is built or
made
stuck (adj) : unable to move although
you want to get away from a place or
situation
substantially (adv) : significantly,
greatly
substitute (v): take the place of sth else
subway (n): underground railway
suitable (adj): right or appropriate for a
job or posi tion
suntan lotion: a cream you put on your
skin when sunbathing
superficial (adj): related to the surface
or the most obvious features of sth
superior (adj): much better than sb or
sth else
supernatural (adj): beyond what is
considered normal or natural
superstition (n): believing in magic or
things that are not real or possible
supplement (n): a pill containing
nutritious elements, taken in order to
improve your health or diet
supplies (n): food and equipment
necessary for sth
surface (n): the flat top part of sth
surrender (v): not resist or give up the
effort to win
surround (v): be all around sth
survey (n): trying to find out information
about a group of people by asking a series
of questions
survivor (n): sb who continues to live
after a disaster, accident or illness
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sweat (n): liquid which comes through
the skin when you are hot, ill or afraid

T
tactfully (adv): taking care not to say
or do sth that would hurt other people's
feelings
tactic (n): a method used in order to
achieve sth
take turns (v): when two people do sth
one after the other
talkative (adj): talking a lot
tap (n): a device that controls the flow
of a liquid coming from a pipe
t-bar (n): the top of the letter T
tear (v): rip or cut sth
telephone directory (n): a book listing
people's names, addresses and phone
numbers in alphabetical order
terrify (v): scare, frighten
testify (v): give a statement about sth in
court
thicken (v): become more solid
threaten (v): say that you will do sth
to sb in order to make them do sth you
want
thrill (n): great excitement, pleasure or
fear
throughout (prep): from the beginning
till the end
thunder (n): a loud noise from the sky
coming after a flash of lightning
to a certain extent: up to a certain point
tolerate (v): put up with sth, accept it
although you don't like it
tool (n): a useful instrument or piece of
equipment
topple over (phr v): fall over, collapse
totally (adv): completely
track (n): the rails along which a train
travels
train (v): learn different skills in order
to do sth
transfer (v): cause sb/sth to move to a
different place
transport (n): means of travelling
trapped (adj): unable to escape or move
trigger off (phr v): cause sth to happen
trillion (n): a number with twelve zeros
troublesome (adj): causing trouble
trustworthy (adj): very reliable and
responsible
tube (n): a long hollow object like a pipe
tulip (n): a kind of bell-shaped flower
tuna (n): large fish living in warm seas
and caught for food
twist (v): injure your ankle or wrist by
turning it too sharply
tyre (n): a thick piece of rubber fitted
onto the wheels of vehicles
U
unattended (adj):unwatched, left alone,
abandoned
unaware (adj): having no knowledge of
sth
unbearably (adv): in a very unpleasant,

painful or upsetting way
unbelievable (adj): very good,
impressive, extreme, sth that you cannot
believe
uncertainty (n): doubt, not being sure
about what to do
unconscious (adj): having lost
consciousness, unaware of what is going
on
underqualified (adj): not qualified
enough
underwater link (n): connection
between two places beneath the water
unexpected (adj): sth surprising because
you don't expect it to happen
universe (n): all the stars and planets
unleaded fuel (n): petrol containing less
lead in order to protect the environment
unlikely (adj): not very probable to
happen
unrestrained (adj): out of control
unsteady (adj): not steady, shaky
up to date (i): the newest thing of its
kind, valid
upward (adj): moving towards a higher
point or level
urge (v): try hard to persuade someone
to do sth
utensil (n): anything used to cook with
utterly (adv): completely, absolutely
V
vacation (n): holiday
vaccinate (v): give sb an injection in
order to prevent them from falling
ill
vaccine (n): an injection that prevents
people from getting a disease
vacuum (v): clean sth with a vacuum
cleaner
value (n): how important or useful sth is
values (n): moral principles and beliefs,
ethics
variety (n): different types of sth
vehicle (n): a car, bus, train etc.
vet (n): a doctor for animals
via (adv): going through a place
victim (n): sb who has been hurt or
killed
victorious (adj): having won a war,
struggle or competition
violent (adj): using physical force or
weapons with the intention to do harm
virus (n): a kind of germ that can cause
diseases
voluntary (adj): sth done or performed
willingly
W

wage (n): payment in return for work or
services
warehouse (n): a large building where
goods are stored
warning (n): anything informing people
of a possible danger, problem or sth
unpleasant
warrior (n): a fighter or soldier

(especially in past times)
wax (v): polish a surface by spreading a
thin layer of wax on it
weapon (n): a gun, knife or other object
used for killing or hurting people or
animals
well-behaved (adj): with good manners
wet (v): get water or some other liquid
over sth
whatsoever (adv): at all
wheat (n): cereal crop grown for food
whereabouts (n): the location of sth
white lie (n): minor or unimportant lie
willing (adj): wanting, not mind doing
sth
willingness (n): desire, strong wish to
do sth
wipe (v): clean up with a cloth
wise (adj): clever, sensible, reasonable
witchcraft (n): use of magic powers,
especially evil ones
withdraw (v): remove, take sth away
witness (v): see sth happen
woodshed (n): small building where
firewood or garden tools are stored
worldwide (adv): all over the world
worthwhile (adj): worth the time, money
or effort spent on it, enjoyable, useful
y
yeast (n): a substance which makes
bread rise

Verbs, Adjectives, Nouns with
Prepositions
A
account for
accuse of
agree on sth
(dis)agree with sb
aim at
apologise to sb for sth
apply to sb for sth
(dis)approve of
argue with sb about sth
arrest sb for sth
arrive in/at
ask for
assure (sb) of

absent from
accustomed to
addicted to
afraid of
allergic to
amazed at/by
angry at what sb does
angry with sb about sth
annoyed with sb about sth
anxious about
ashamed of
attached to
(un)aware of
(dis)advantage of
advice on
(in) answer to
attack on
B
beg for
begin with
believe in
belong to
benefit from
beware of
blame sb for sth
boast about/of

bad at
bored by/with
bound with
brilliant at
busy with
(put the) blame on sb
C

care about/for
change into
collide with
come from
comment on
compare with/to
complain to sb about/of
concentrate on

congratulate sb on sth
connect to/with
consist of
contrast with
cope with
crash into
criticise sb for
(in)capable of
careful of
careless about
certain about/of
charged with/for
clever at
close to sb/sth
combined with
conscious of
content with
covered in/with
crazy about
crowded with
cruel to
curious about
(take) care of
cheque for
comparison between
confidence in sb
connection between
contact between
cruelty to/towards
cure for
D
date back to
deal with
decide on
dedicate to
demand from
depart from
depend on
describe sb/sth to sb
die in (an accident)
die of/from
differ from
dismiss from
distinguish between
divide between/among
divide into
do sth about
dream about/of

delighted with
dependent on
different from/of
disappointed in/by/about/with
discouraged from
disgusted by/at
disqualified from
dressed in

demand for
departure from
description of
difference between/of
difficulty in/with
discussion about/on
distance of
doubt about
E
enter into
escape from
excuse sb for sth
experiment on/with

eager for
efficient at
engaged to sb/in sth
equal to
excellent at
excited about
experienced in
(put) effort into sth
engagement to sb
example of
exception to
excu se for
expert at/in/on
F
fail in an attempt
fail to do sth
fight with
fill sth with sth else
finish with
forget about
forgive for

faithful to
familiar to sb
familiar with
famous for
fed up with
fond of
frightened of
full of
furious with sb about/at sth
failure in/to
G
glance at

good at
grateful to sb for sth
guilty of
generosity toltowards

H
delay in

happen to
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hear about/from/of
hope to do sth/for

marriage to

handy for
happy with/about
harmful to
hopeless at

N
nervous about

(no) hope of

0

need for

object to
I
include in
inform of
insist on
invest in
involve in

identical to
ill with
impressed by/with
independent of
inferior to
informed about
interested in
idea of
impression on sb
information about
(have no) intention of
invitation to

J
join in
joke about

obliged to sb for sth
objection to
opinion of/on
opposite of/to

P
pay for
praise sb for sth
prefer to
prepare for
prevent from
protect against/from
provide sb with
punish for
put oneself through
patient with
pleasant to
pleased with
polite to
popular with
proud of
puzzled by/at

responsibility for
(make) room for

S
save sb from
search for
separate from
shout at
smile at/to
spend money/time on/in
stare at
succeed in
suffer from
suspect sb of
sympathise with
safe from
same as
(dis)satisfied with/by
scared of
sensitive to
serious about
shocked by/at
short of
shy of
similar to
skillful/skilled at
(feel/be) sorry about/for
superior to
surprised by/at
suspicious of
sympathetic to/towards
smell of
solution to

jealous of

K
knock at/on
know of/about

pity for
preference for

Q
quarrel with sb about sth

keen on
keen to do sth

qualified for

knowledge of

quarrel about

L
laugh at
leave for
lend to
lie to/about
listen to
live on
look for

R
react to
receive from
recover from
refer to
regard as
relieve oneself of
rely on
remind sb of/about sth
replace sth with sth else
result from/in

locked in
lack of

M
mention to
mistake sb for
mix with
married to
mean to

related to
responsible for
reaction to
reason for
(have a good/bad) relationship with
reply to
reputation for/of

T
thank for
think of/about
throw at/to
translate from/into
terrified of
thankful for
tired of
talent for sth
(have/be in) trouble with
U
upset about/by
(make) use of

W
warn sb about/of/against
waste time/money on
worry about
write to sb
worried about

Prepositional Phrases
Ahead
ahead of one's time
ahead of schedule

At
at the age of
at the airport
at the beginning (of)
at the bottom of
at breakfast/lunch/dinner
at the bus stop
at the corner
at dawn
at one's desk
at the door
at the end (of)
at first
Before
before long

By
by accident
by air/rail/road/sea
by appointment
by birth
by bus/car/plane etc.

For
for ages
for certain
for a change
for ever
for fear (of)
for fun
for good
(take sth) for granted
for hire/sale
In
in addition (to)
in advance
in agreement (with)
in answer to
in bed
in the beginning
in brief
in case of
in cash
in charge of
in colour
in common
in comparison with

at first sight
at a glance
at hand
at a high speed
at a hotel
at....km per hour
at last
at least
at a loss
at the mat ch
at midnight
at the moment
at most
at night
at noon
at once
at peace/w ar

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

present
random
any rate
the same time
the station
the time
times
the top of
university
the weekend
23 Oxford St.

by chance
by cheque
by day/night
by far
by force
by hand
by heart
by land
by luck

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

means of
mistake
now
oneself
phone/post/air mail
one's side
the time
the way

for
for
for
for
for

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

instance
the rest of
one's sake
the time being
a while

conclusion
good/bad condition/shape
control of
the country
danger
debt
demand
detail
difficulty
the direction of
doubt
the end
fact
fashion

From
from
from
from
from

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

experience
memory
now on
time to time

favour of
future
general
hand
good/bad health
hospital
a hotel
a hurry
ink/pencil/pen
love (with)
luxury
the meantime
the middle of
the mirror
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in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

a moment
the mood
the morning
need of
the north/south
one's opinion
order/a mess
order to
pain
pairs
particular
the past
person
pieces
place of
politics
practice/theory
prison
private/public
progress

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
. in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

a queue
reality
return
the right/wrong
safety
seconds
secret
the shade/sun
short
a show
sight (of)
a state of
the station
the streets
the suburbs
good/bad taste
tears
a bad temper
time (for)
no time

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

on
on
on
on

On
on a ....afternoon/evening
on the air
on arrival
on behalf of
on one's birthday
on business
on the contrary
on the corner
on a... day
on one's death
on a diet
on duty
on earth
on an excursion/a journey/a tour/a
trip etc.
on an expedition

on fire
on the ... floor (of)
on foot
on the one/other hand
on holiday
on an island
on one's knees
on the left/right
on one's mind
on New Year's Day
on the news
on the outskirts
on one's own
on page...
on the pavement
on the phone
on purpose
on the radio/television
on sale
on second thought(s)
on this / the street (s)
on strike
on time

To
to one's amazement/surprise

to this day

Under
under age
under arrest

under control
under discussion
under the impression

under pressure
under strain

With
with regard to
with a view to

Without
without delay
without (a) doubt

without fail/success
without warning

in

in
in
in
in

one's free time
touch (with)
town
turn
uniform
use
vain
a loud/low voice
a way
the way
a word
other words
writing

Into
into pieces

- -

Off
off the air
off duty
off the record
off school/work

top of
tour
the way
the whole

Out of
out of breath
out of control
out of danger
out of date
out of doors
out of fashion
out of hand
out of luck
out of order
out of place
out of the question
out of reach
out of season
out of sight
out of stock
out of use
out of work

Derivatives
NOUN

VERB

ability inabilit disabilit
iLcce Jill1ce'-acceRtabilitY.
accident
achievement
action, activity, activation , actor , actress, acting
addition, additive
admiration, admirer
admission , admittance

enable, disable
-"-"''''''-J~
acceRt

achieve
act, activate
add
admire
admit

(dis)advanta~

adventure, adventurer
advertisement advertiser advert advertisin
advertise
advice , adviser, advisability
advise
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'agr"'ee" '
~
alarm
amaze

"'--

astonishment
attendance, attendant, attention
attraction, attractiveness
automation
~inner, beginning
behaviour
belief, believer
bore, boredom
breath, breathing, breather

choice
combination
comfort, comforte~r_':'""7':-:--comRarison, cOIDRarability
comRetition
£Q1]1[Jlain t
conclusion
confidence
connection
consideration

ADJECTIVE/ADVERB
able, unable, dls 'l.blec~d:C!m)acceRtable>-b:
accidental>-lY
achievable
active, activated
additional>-ly
admirable>-ly, admiring>-ly
admissible
dis advantageous
adventurous>-ly
advertised"--
advisable. advisory
-"

_
_
_

_

_==-"-'-=':O,_,~~~=-:~
.-----------

aRR':"e""ar: ----------"~

aRIlli'
argue
arrive
astonish
attend
attract

-'

begin
behave
believe
bore
breathe

choose
combine
...:c omfort
comRare
comRete
corrml ain' c_onglude:confide
connect
consider

_

-:---:-_-:-_ _-:--:7"
c_o_nc!!!Siy e>-ly,_c_onc!uding--:confident>-ly, confidentia!>-I,O-y
connecting, connecte"-'d"---considerable>-ly, (in)considerate>-ly,
considered

_

_
_
_

converse
correct
encourage,
discourage
c
",r,-"e",a""ti",o~n'-c':=.
cr,-,
c e",tu
a",".r""eCL, -"re
c~",-,a,-"'C'r
to ,-"-,,c,,-,,-,
re a,,-,t,,iv
'-'i-'.ty,
crime, criminal, criminality
critic, criticism
crowd
curiosity
dang er

d"-'a~r~k~d
. "_'ar
~kn
~e""s'£.s

@y, daylight
death
~ ec i s io n,_(iJ1 decisivenee.£s£.s
deRendant, (in)deRendence, deRendency
descriRtion
destroyer, destruction
development, developer

create
criticise
crowd
endanger"__"~~~~
d arken'_

die
-'d ecj~
d""'
e

deRend
describe
destroy
develop

-""
cr~ a t i v e> - ly

_

criminal>-ly
critical, criticising
crowded
curious>-ly
-'d
"'an
~;,"_o~~
g er_"u s >::..,;
- ly
JJ-'-e"'n"'d"-'a~n!otg>_'e
,
"'-re
"',d
~
~
d~~
ark>~- lY , darkened

_

daily
dead, deadly, deathly
_
dependent>-ly, indeR-"en~d"-'e""n"-"t>
"----'-lcJy-------descriRtive>-ly
destruclive>-lY.
_
developing, develoR-"ed"'---_

_'d ec:i.ded >- Iy,_ii pJQ.ec i ~i v e> - ly
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NOUN

VERB
differ

discussion

discuss
econo_mj se
educate
employ
end
energise
enjgy
enthusf
eguip
excite
exist
expect
eXQfrienc.Y

~c ono_m i c s, _ec Q!lQI!! i s t , _e c ~nQ!ll...Y

~du_catiQI} Le_du_<:;.atoJ

emgloyer, emgloyeeL(un)emgloyment
~ n d , endiI1K
energy
enjoy ment
~_n t hu s i a s m, ~ n th u s i a s t

eguipment
excitement
existence
• expectation, expectancy
eXReriense , jnexQfriens.~

economic-,- esonolTlicEl:c:lY
educated LeducatLo_na.l>-ly
.l-
(un)unemQlQyed, employable
eDilless>-ly
energetic>-ally

_
_

enj9YaQle>-1~--:-:

_
_

enthusiastic>-a !J~

eg.!!iQp=ed
=-
,---
exciting>-ly, excited>-ly, excitable
existent, non-existent, existing
(un)exRected>-ly, exR=ec=t=a=n=t>_-~IYJ
el(.Rerienced, inexperienced, exp..=:e=ri=e=n""ti=a",l.

expla nilti..o_n

e2~.plain

e~p! '! !tatory

f~il, Jailure

fail
fashion
favo!!r

f'iik c!.,..f].iJing
fashionable>-ly
favourable>-lj', favo_l!.~it=e
five, fifth
_ .
fortunate>-ly, unfortunate>-ly

fashion_ _
fa..Y,.our
five
fool, foolishness
fortune, misfortune

_
_

._
fool

_
_
_
_
_
_

_

free
freeze
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~f"'-r""'
e q!1 en t
ss, friendshio
befriend
___________grow
harm

- helplessness

heighten
help'

-' u.!jng er
hunze""'r.,..-..,..,....---,-_ ....,...-,--.,..,....-_ ---,-----,.,..-,--_ _______-'h."
idea,)dei\lisation, igealism, idea listic
idealise
illness
imagine
image, imagination
imQortance
imRression

llUll

~' .

_

~

ill
immediate>-ly
important>-ly

impress
irrmIove
inform
injure
insR..=:e=c,,-t
ins ure

impr'O.Y.~!lle.!1t

information, informer
!!!lillY
in:mection, insRector
in§ !1r1!.Ilf.e,j Ds_urer
intention , in ten t
in...Y.entio..Q , inventor

i n tte.n~

invent
investigate

inve~t~aJion, inve_~iK.ator

jealousy
laugh, laughing,.lill!ghter
length
life, living,liveliness

_

_

laugh
~_
lengthen
live

1Qgk

imRressive~l

_
_

!mRr:9...Y.e d
informative>-ly
injured

_
ins!!rede:...
iQ.tentioIlJ !J>-lj', i .ntel).t>-ly, iI1.te Ild~d
inventive
investigative, investigatoJ-Y
jealous>-ly
_

_... _ ~

_
_
_
_

_
logical>-ly

~lose

loser, lo!is
luck

luckv>-l
marry

.nt

QReration,oR"'e=ra"'t=o.o. .r
.@§)order
Q!jgin, ori,.t:g""in""aOo-,I=itc./-y

move
______motorise
murder
naturalise
nerve

normalise
°Rerate
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-=
order
_ _________-=o=riginate

11

.~ ,

,_,_, _ _ ~'

_
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NOUN

VERB

-=

.:..===~..,-

ADJECTIVE/ADVERB

_ _ _ _ __ _ prac'-"ti'-"s-"-e
-J< redic'_t'_
R.r ~ s~d)LeSSU '_'
re
"_____

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Plevent...
profess

_ _ _ _-'r_ ~~""o"_'n"'_
d
risk
_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _-'-s=
av:'-'ee-_-:--_ _
(dis)satisfy

_
_
__
_

-ZC=

secure
sense
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-"'s ign , ~n."'a"_
l
_ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _shone"'n' 

,'-"

-"th"'in'-.'-k'" -
threaten

-'
------'=

_

_ ____________ ___ti!:L.
train
_

(mis)understand
use

~e , _e v a l u a te,-_------,

va

"-'
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NOUN

VERB

ADJECTIVE/ADVERB

w a rm th , warmer
warning
week , weekday, weekend
weight
wisdom

warm
warn

warm>-ly
w aming>-l y, warned

weekl
weigh

weighty, weightless
(Q!1)~ise> - l y

Irregular Verbs
INFINITIVE

PAST

PAST PARTICIPLE

INFINITIVE

PAST

PAST PARTICIPLE

be
bear
beat
become
begin
bend
bind
bite
blow
break
bring
build
burn
buy
burst
catch
choose
come
cost
creep
cut
deal
dig
do
draw
dream
drink
drive
eat
fall
feed
feel
fight
find
fly
forget
forgive
freeze
get
give
go
grow
hang
have
hear
hide
hit
hold
hurt
keep
kneel
knit
know
lay
lead
lean
learn
leave
lend
let

was/were
bore
beat
became
beg an
bent
bound
bit
blew
broke
brou ght
built
burntlburned
bought
burst
caught
chose
ca me
cost
crept
cut
dealt
dug
did
drew
dre amt/dreamed
drank
drove
ate
fell
fed
felt
fo ught
found
flew
forgot
fo rgave
fro ze
got
gave
went
grew
hung
had
heard
hid
hit
held
hurt
kept
knelt
knitlknitted
knew
laid
led
leant/lean ed
learnt/learned
left
lent
let

been
born (e)
beaten
becom e
begun
bent
bound
bitten
blown
broken
brought
buil t
bumtlbumed
bought
burst
cau ght
cho sen
come
cost
crept
cut
dealt
du g
don e
drawn
dreamt/dreamed
drunk
dri ven
eaten
fallen
fed
felt
fought
found
flown
forgotten
forgiven
frozen
got
giv en
go ne
grow n
hun g
had
heard
hidden
hit
held
hurt
kept
knelt
knitlknitted
known
laid
led
leant/leaned
learntllearned
left
lent
let

lie
light
lose
make
mean
meet
pay
put
read
ride
ring
rise
run
say
see
seek
sell
send
set
sew.
shake
shine
shoot
show
shut
sing
sink
sit
sleep
smell
speak
speed
spell
spend
spill
split
spoil
spread
stand
steal
stick
sting
strike
sweep
swear
swim
take
teach
tear
tell
think
throw
understand
wake
wear
weave
weep
win
withdraw
write

lay
lit
lost
made
meant
met
paid
put
read
rode
rang
rose
ran
said
saw
sought
sold
sent
set
sewed
shook
shon e
shot
showed
shut
sang
sank
sat
slept
smelt/smelled
spoke
sped
spelt/spelled
spent
spilt/ spilled
split
spoilt/spoiled
spread
stood
stole
stuck
stung
struck
swept
swore
swam
took
taught
tore
told
thought
threw
understood
woke
wore
wove
wep t
won
withdrew
wrot e

lain
lit
lost
made
meant
met
paid
put
read
ridd en
rung
risen
run
said
seen
sought
sold
sent
set
sewn/s ewed
shaken
shone
shot
shown
shut
sung
sunk
sat
slept
smel t/smelled
spoken
sped
spelt/spelled
spent
spilt/spilled
split
spoilt/spoiled
spread
stood
stolen
stuck
stung
struck
swept
sworn
swum
taken
taught
torn
told
thought
throw n
understood
woken
worn
woven
wept
won
withd rawn
written
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units 1-4

I Grammar Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. As part of my job, I
a. travel
2. Every Friday, my fa ther
a. is takin g
3. Alice
a. was buying

abroad a lot.
b. am travelling

d. had travelled

c. ha s been taking

d. will take

c. bought

d. buys

c. had left

d. is leaving

c . are informing

d. informed

us out to ea t.
b. takes

her first car in 1981.
b. will be buyi ng

4. Hurry up! The bus
a. leaves

c. will trav el

_
b. will be leaving

5. We
you when we have the final resul t.
a. will inform
b. will have informed

6. Mu m
the foo tball ma tch w hen the power we n t out.
a. ha d been wat chin g
b. used to wa tch
c. wa s wa tching
everything.
b. fix

7. Don ' t WOlTy ! I
a. '11 fix

c. '11 be fixin g

d. had bee n fixing

c. is tell ing

d. will tell

8. Mary
a. has told

me a sec ret abo ut her pas t yesterday.
b. told

9. Josh
a. drove

for about 2 hours wh en he realised his car was low on gas.
b. had been driving
c. has been driving

10 .

the answer to that que stion?
a. Are you known
b. Hav e you known

d. will watch

c. Do you know

d. will have been driving

d. Had you known

B Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)
1. Hel en rare ly goes to the theatre.
not
Helen

the theatre very often.

2. I am considering visi ting my co usi ns in Ca nada nex t sum mer.
thinking
I
my cousins in Ca nada next summer.
3. When Nicky finished study ing, it was nearly 3 am .
by
Nicky

3 am.

4 . I was washing my car when suddenly there was an ex plosion in the nearby fac tory.
something
I was was hing my ca r whe n
5 . It is likely to rain today.
think
I

_

tod ay.

in the near by fac tory.
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I Vocabulary Practice
I

A Choose the correct answers.
1. It wa s Sue's birthday , so she
a friend to celebrate.
b. asked out
a . asked for
c. asked in
to accept the offer.
c . came across

2. After thinking about it, he finall y
b. came in to
a. came along
3. I remember Sall y
a. reporting

something ab ou t a party on Sa turday.
b. me ntio ning
c. expressing

d. asked with

d . came round

d. prai sing

4. My boss
a. ren ted

me because he thou ght I was worthy of the job.
b. let
c . hired

d . lent

5. Mary

wi th her boyfriend last week.
b . broke down

d. broke up

a. broke into
6. I couldn 't help but
a. look

the huge birthmark on her hand.
b . notice
c. see

7. Do you think you can tak e Thursday off from
a. job
8. I can ' t do two things
a. at last
9 . I was surprised
a. about
10. How were your test
a. resu lts

c . broke in

d . watch

b. work

?
c. duty

d. task

_
b. at leas t

c. at the same time

d. at first

c. with

d. of

c. effects

d. conseq uences

her reactio n.
b. by
, Brian?
b. so lut io ns

B Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
1. My mo ther is a primary school
2. What is your
3 . I am not good at making
4 . He is a
5. She wa nts to have a

_
kind of music?
_

basketball player.
wedding.

TEACH
FAV OUR
DECIDE
PRO FESSION
TRADITION

page 172

C

Choose the correct answers.

Last week, a thief (1)

my house. He (2)

along with my television set and my stereo. (3)
mistake. But then, I (4)

all of my jewellery,
, I thought I had left the door unlocked by

at the window and realised the glass was broken. I called the police

right away, but they weren't very helpful. They just told me to avoid keeping expensive things in the house. Now,
I (5)

buying an alarm to keep this from happening again.

1. a. broke up
b. broke into
c. broke out
d. broke down

4. a. noticed
b. mentioned
c. regarded
d.looked

2. a. stole
b. will steal
c. steals
d. was stealing

5. a. had considered
b. consider
c. am considering
d. be considering

3. a. At least
b. At first
c. At most
d. At present

-

units 5-8

I Grammar Practice

ce

,v,

02

Revision Test

A Choose the correct answers.
1. You
a. couldn' t

lie so much. Try to be more honest.
c. shouldn't
b. wouldn't

d. can't

2. You're a good student John. You don't need
a. study
b. to study

that hard .
c . studying

d. to have been stud ying

3. I prefer
a. swimming

c. swim

d. to be swimming

c . must

d. could

to pla yin g football.
b. to swim

4. Alice,
a. will

I borrow you r car?
b. would

5. Don 't you remember
a. meet
6.
a. Shall

Lucy last week ?
b. to meet
c. meeting

I get you another glass of water?
b. Would

7. Maria suggested
a. to go

d. to meeting

c . Mustn't

d. Can't

on a short camping holiday.
b. go
c. going

d. to going

8. I
left my keys at home because the y're not in my bag.
a. must have
b. can have
c. would have

d. could have

9. Wh ere' s Harry ? I
a. wouldn't

d. can' t

10. You have to be careful not
a. to say

find him any where.
b. might not

c. will not

anything insulting.
b. to have said
c. to be saying

d. saying

B Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in totaL)

1. I need ed some milk, so I went to the supermarket.
get
I went to the supermarket
2. Sue will make an effort to get there on time .
try
Sue
3. Juli e didn't lock the door when she left her hous e.
without
Julie

some milk.

there on time.

the do or.

4. Karen, I'd like you to help me with the washing-up.
will
!
Karen,

with the washing-up?

5. Simon, let's go to an amusement park.
how
Simon,

to an amusement park ?

page 174

I Vocabulary Practice

A Choose the correct answers.
1. Laura
a. gets along

well with everyone.
b. gets away

c. gets by

2. Why don' t you try walking to work
a. for a walk
b. for ages
3. Don' t forget to leave a
a. do nation
4. What
a. fine
5. He tries to
a. give away
6. The
a. crew
7. All the
a. hos ts
8. You can never
a. count on

? It's not that far away after all!
c. for a change
d. for ages

for the waiter.
b. tip
is used in Australia?
b. bill

c. allowance

d. loan

c. income

d. currency

to the community by donating money to ch arity .
b. give back
c. give in
on the cruise ship was very helpful and frien dly.
b. staff
c. team

d. give out

d. group

at the dinner party were seated upo n arrival.
b. visitors
c. guests

d. emp loyees

Sarah to be on time. She 's always late.
b. count in
c. co unt out

9. I called him by the wrong name
a. by heart
b. by force
10. They
a. fell in

d. gets over

d.countup

_
c. by chance

d. by mistake

two years ago and haven' t spoken to each other since then.
b. fell out
c. fell behind
d. fell off

B Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
1. The reports show tha t it was a

year for the company.

SUCCESS

2. She is tall, thin and extremely

. Don' t you think ?

ATTRACT

3. She is so

tha t she cries every time she sees a romantic film.

4. He didn ' t get the job because he didn' t have the necessary
5. The two countries didn' t manage to reach an

_
_

SENSE
QUALIFY
AGREE

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ page 175

C Choose the correct answers.
My sister was sick for a whole month. She had no energy and had (1)

in bed all day. She

(2)

go to school, so she (3)

in her classes. The doctor told her she

(4)

eat well and drink a lot of fluids. Feeling ill is not very fun, so I spent my time

(5)

to cheer her up as much as I could. I bought her little presents and kept her company.

We watched a lot of DVDs together, listened to music, and read magazines. Overall, she had a positive attitude the
entire time even though it took such a long time for her to (6)
1. a. stay
b. to stay
c. to be staying
d. staying

4. a. should
b. might
c. may
d. would

2. a. couldn't
b. can't
c. wouldn't
d. mustn't

5. a. to try
b. trying
c. try
d. to have tried

3. a. fell down
b. fell out
c. fell for
d. fell behind

6. a. get by
b. get on with
c. get over
d. get away

her illness.

units 9-12

Revision Test

03

I Grammar Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. We are looking for
a. the

different place to go on holiday this year.
b. one
c. a
d. an

2. I didn't find
a. either

of the two books interesting.
b. neither
c. both

3.
a. Some

student has their own locker.
b. Any

4. She is
a. smarter

girl in the entire class.
b. smarter than

5. Even if! tried my hardest, I could never run as
a. fast
b. fastest
6.
a. Neither

my brothers play sports.
b. None

7. Feel free to visit us
a. no
8. I won 't eat
a. everyth ing
9.
a. Some
10. He behaved
a. bad

day next week.
b. a few
spicy.
b. any

d. a few

c. Every

d.No

c. the smart

d. the smartest

as him.
c. faster

d. the fastest

c. Both of

d. Some

c. most

d.any

c. anything

d. nothing

time I eat too much, my stomach starts to hurt.
b. Every
c. Most
at the patty.
b. worst

d.Many

d. worse

c. badly

B Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. Although she acts very well , she has never had a leading role.
good
Despite being

, she has never had a leading role.

2. In some countries, the ox is used for pullin g vehicles or carrying things.
are
In some countries,
3. The Economist is published every week.
a
The Economist

for pulling vehicles or carrying things.

magazine.

4. Two hours later , David had swum six miles, but Julie had only swum three.
twice
Two hours later, David had swum
5. The book was less interesting than I thought it would be.
as
The book

I thought it would be.

Julie.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ page 177

I

Vocabulary Practice

A Choose the correct answers.
1.
a. Hold on

my bag for a minute, will you?
b. Hold on to
c. Hold up

d. Hold out

2. He
a. kept off

making fun of her even thou gh she was crying.
b. kept out
c. kept on
d. kept up

3. Short skirts are
a. in fashion

b. in favour

this seas on.
c. in detail

4. I could tell from a distance that tho se diamonds wer e
a. fals e
b. untrue
c. fake
5. She was so upset that she
a. handed in
b. hun g about

d. in common
_
d. imitation

the phone on him.
c. hun g on
d. hung up

b. in case
7. Her table
a. habits
8. Try not to
a. confess

are horrible ! She' s so messy!
b. behaviours
c. manners
the secret to anyone.
c . admit

b. reveal

9. I don 't think that hat
a.goesahead
b. goes out

your outfit.
c. goes on

10. Eating healthily can
a. avoid

d. manner

d. display

d. goe s with

you from gaining weight.
b. prevent

c . keep up

d. reduce

B Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
1. He gave a brilliant

2. Nowada ys, children are exposed to
3. His
4 . They say that"
5. After a lot of

PERFORM

_
from a very early age .

is bec omin g mor e and more hostile.
kill ed the cat."
, he made the right deci sion .

VIOLENT
BEHAVE
CURIOUS
THINK
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C

Choose the correct answers.

History is a subject that has always interested me. Even as (1)

little girl, I loved going

to museums and reading about ancient civilisations. In school, I was (2)

student in my

History class. I always paid attention and got really good grades. After high school, I discussed it with my parents
and decided to (3)
(4)

and study archaeology in college. Now, I work as
archaeologist and I absolutely love my job. Every time I meet a young person with

a dream, I always encourage them to pursue their passion. There is no (5)
doing what you love.

1. a. the
b. a
c. 

d.one
2. a. the best
b. better
c. best
d.good
3. a. go out
b. go on
c. go with
d. go ahead

4.a.a
b. an
c.one
d. the
5. a. greater
b. great
c. greatest
d. the greatest

feeling than

units 13-16
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Test 04

I Grammar Practice

A Choose the correct answers.
1. They looked at
a. their

b. another

and laughed.
c. each other

d. every other

2. My handb ag
a. is stolen

b. stole

3. Tricia's hair
a. dyed

by the hairdresser.
b. was dyed
c. had dyed

d. were dyed

4. My mum
a. had me clean

my room yesterday.
b. had me cleaned
c. had me cleaning

d. is having me clean

5. I reme mber
a. to have

my pict ure taken by you.
b. having
c. to be having

d. had

6.
a. We
7. Please help
a. eac h other

cat is friendlier than yours.
b. Ours
c. Our
to more food - there's plenty.
b. ourselves
c. us

8. You wouldn't be wet if you
a. had taken
b. took
9. If 1
a. am
10. If you
a. visited

yes terday morning.
c. was stolen

d. was stealing

d. Us

d. yourselves

an umbrella with you.
c. take
d. will take

you , I wouldn ' t get upset over something so insignificant.
b. had been
c . were
d. was being
New York, make sure to see the Empire State Building.
b. have visited
c. had visited
d. should visit

B Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. They say that he is a millionaire.
said
He
2. If you want eve ryo ne to understand you , speak more cle arly .
yourself
If you want to
3. I have to send the applica tion form by Friday.
be
T he applica tion form
4. If you happen to see Dr T urner, give him my regards .
should
If

a mill ionaire.

, speak mo re clearly .

by Friday.

Dr Turner, give him my regards.

5. Someo ne broke Gary's front teeth while he was playing football.
had
Gary
while he was playing football.

page 180

I

Vocabulary Practice

A Choose the correct answers.
1. Even though he's mis sing a leg , he leads a(n)
a. common
b. usual
2. Can you please
a. look ove r
3. We
a. persist

life.
c. normal

d. boring

_ the word 'destiny' in the dictionary?
b. look up
c. look into
_

d. look after

that you stay the night. We won't take ' no ' for an answer.
b. resist
c. push
d. insist

4 . He doesn 't reall y like meat a. in pieces
b. in particular

, beef.
c. in gen eral

d. in order

5. Despite his appearance, he's really not as
a. tough
b. difficult

c. hard

6. He spoke so softly that it wa s difficult to
a. make for
b. make up

what he wa s saying.
c. make out
d. make in

7. The
a. ancient

as he seems.

Egy ptians buil t the Pyramids.
b. antique
c. elderly

8. lowe John a lot of money and I still haven 't
a. paid him off
b. paid him back
9.
a. In secret

_
c. pulled him over

, the actor looks a lot shorter than he is on screen.
b. In priv ate
c. In theory

10. He is the onl y
a. live

ance stor of the Kin g.
b. living
c. alive

B Complete using the correct form of the words in
1. I don't

2. He gav e us a

4. These snakes are
5. There was an exp ression of

d. old

d. pull ed him down

d. In reality

d. lively

bold type.

go out on weekdays.
vers ion of the story.

3. He stood there in the

d. demanding

, with the lights off.
_

NORMAL
DIFFER
DARK
POISON

on his face.

BORE

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ page 181

C Choose the correct answers.
Nowadays, more and more children (1)

in homes where two languages are spok en.

Langu age exp erts have found that child ren can learn two languages at the same time and that they can't really
tell the difference between (2)

. (3)

they speak more than two

languages, they can still easily switch from one language to the other. Accordin g to Dr Emma Redmond, ch ildren
are not con fused by using two languages once the y have learnt when and with whom the y should use each
language. However, the most important thing is to let children learn in an environment free from pressure - a
relaxin g and supportive (4)

they love Power Ran gers, then they

. (5)

should feel free to talk about their favourite heroes in either of the two languages.
1. a. are raised

b. rai se
c. are raisin g
d. had been rais ed
2. a. themselves
b. it
c. them
d. us

3. a. Unle ss
b. In case
c. Whether
d. Even if

4. a. another
b. whatever
c. ones
d. one

5. a. When
b. If
c. On condition
d. Pro viding

units 17-21

Revision Test

I Grammar

05

Practice

A Choose the correct answers.
1.

_ he has a car, he hardly ever drives it.
b. Despite
c. No matter

a. Although
2.

_

a. While

d. However

her brave effort, she never made it to the final round.
b. Even though
c. Despite

3. She speaks to him as if she
a. has known
b. will know

d. Whatever

him for years.
c. is known

d.knew

4. I wish you
a. wouldn't

walk so fast. I can't keep up with you.
b. couldn't
c. shouldn't
d. mustn't

5. Lisa would rather
a. be staying

b. stay

in tonight. She doesn't feel like going out.
c. had stayed
d. have been staying

6. My sister suggested
a. go
b. going
7. The painting
a. whom

b. whose

away for the weekend.
c. gone

d. to be going

is in the museum is really famous.
c. that
she was getting off the bus.
c. after

d. who

8. She fell down
a. until

b. as

9. He
a. says

that he would pick me up from work tomorrow.
b. is saying
c. has been saying
d. said

10. They've got a nice house,
a. haven't they
b. they haven't

B

d. before

?
c. won't they

d. have they

Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. "Drop your gun at once!" the police officer shouted at the robber.
ordered
The police officer

2. "If only I could explain everything," she sighed.
wished
She
3. Is the castle open to visitors?
know
Do you
4. I finished reading the book and then I went to bed.
until
I didn't go to bed

_

his gun at once.

_ everything.

_

open to visitors?

_ the book.

5. That man stole the woman's purse and he is now leaving the shop.
that
The
the shop stole the woman's purse.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ page 18 3

I Vocabulary Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. Alice recentl y
a. put aside

a lot of weight.
b. put on

2. She always gets
a. nervous

b. mad

3. She was
a. timid

of her horrible behaviou r.
b. embarassed
c. shy

d. as hamed

4. Wh y don't you

those new trou sers I bought you?
b. try out
c. tryon

d. try up

a. try in

8. He
a. ra n away
9. Can you please
a. wrap
10. I
a. think

d. put out

when speaking in fron t of a large gro up of people.
c. wild
d. irritable

5. He ran and hid behind a tree in order to be
a. out of reach
b. ou t of da nger

6. You must first
a. fry

c. put up

_
c. out of control

d. out of breath

the water before adding the rice .
b. bake
c. roas t

d. boil

b. debate

d. dialogue

a sma ll bird with the car.
b. ran into

c. ra n out of

the clothes that are on the bed?
b. fo ld
c. tie
Joh n as one of my clo sest friends.
b. co nsider
c. suppose

d. ran over

d. fas ten

d. regard

B Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
1. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ is the primary concern of our automobile company.

SAFE

2. He leads a very

HEALTH

3. Put your
4. Do you have
5. Japanese cars are said to be very

lifestyle.
at the bottom of the page.
heating in your flat?
_

SIGN
CENTRE
RELY

page 184

C

Choose the correct answers.

Suppose you lived in a sma ll town, (1)

you miss the city ? Many people would rather live

in the peaceful suburbs than deal with the cro wded, noisy streets of the city. At least that's what I thought. I had
lived in New York City for 3 years, and after a while, I couldn' t (2)
It was causing me to be a very (3)

the noise and pollution .

person. So, I considered the option of moving to the

suburbs. Now, after five years of living away from the city, I kind of miss it. I've got a new neighbour
(4)

ju st moved from the city. She says that she misses the city too sometimes. So now, we

arrange to go into the city every now and then. I guess you can' t have your cake and eat it too, (5)

1. a. could
b. should
c. would
d.do

4. a. who
b. which
c. of which
d. whose

2. a. put aside
b. put on
c. put up
d. put up with

5. a. do you
b. can you
c. shall you
d. can' t you

3. a. mad
b. wild
c. irrit able
d. furious

?

units 22-24

Revision Test

I Grammar

06

Practice

A Choose the correct answers.
1. People
a. such

her always man age to ge t what they want.
b. like
c. as

2.
a. Considering

his behaviour, it is no wonder he was fired .
b. Accord ing to
c. As a result

3. " I don 't like coffee" .
"I
, but I lik e tea ."
b. neither don 't
a. don 't ei the r

4. Lisa had a head ache,
a. not only
5.

_
b. but

c . do too

d . except for

d . Particul arl y

d . do so

she de cid ed to stay in bed.
c. so

d. besides

a. Regarding

the film critic, the film is not wo rth watching.
b. Concerning
c. In contrast to

d . According to

a. T o dri ve

home, she re ali sed she had left he r house keys a t work.
c. She dri ves
b. Dri ving

d . She drove

a. To ha ve fall en

behind at work, he decided to sta y late.
b. Having fell
c. Having to fall

d . Having fallen

6.

7.

8. No sooner had I opene d the door
b. until
a. when
9. The audience was utterl y
a. boring
10. She is
a. neither

b. bore

the telephone began ringi ng .
c. than
d . but
by the pl a y.
c. bored

d. a bo re

rude and mean. I can' t understand wh y you' re fri ends with her.
b. either
c. both
d . n ot only

B Using the words given and other words, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word given. (Use 2-5 words in total.)

1. It is such a nice day tod ay!
so
It
2. He ne ver told me lies .
once
N ot

tod a y!

me lies.

3. Jason was the only person who didn't agree with the proposal.

except

Ev ery one

with the proposal.

4. Sonia didn't enj oy he rself at the theatre, as the play mad e her feel rather depressed .
was

Son ia thou ght

and didn't enjoy her sel f a t the theatre.

5. One of the thin gs we still don 't know is the tim e of the acc ide nt.
occured
What
one of the things w e still don 't know.
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I Vocabulary Practice
A Choose the correct answers.
1. He can 't cope
a. about

all the workload.
b. with
c. in

d. for

2. Don't forget to
a. book

a table for four for Friday evening.
b. hire
c. reserve

d. ca ll

3. He was arrested
a. of

b. by

4. Try not to
a. take after

more than one project at work. You'll get overwhelmed.
b. take on
c. take up
d. take off

5. She
a. chewed

murder.
c. with

her soda becau se she was thirsty .
b. swallowed
c. gulped

d. for

d. bit

6. Don't forget to
a. tum up

the lights before you leave the hou se.
b. tum on
c. tum off

7. The little girl was
a. robbed

on her way back from school and hasn't been seen since.
b. kidnapped
c. stol en
d. taken

8. How often do you
a. work out

at the gym ?
b. wear out

c. wash up

9. Even though everyone was panicking, he tried to keep the situation
a. unde r pressure
b. under arrest
c. under the impression
10. I prefer to sit under the umbrella in the
a. sunrise
b. shadow

_
c. shade

d. turn down

d. watch out
_
d. under control

d. sunlight

B Complete using the correct form of the words in bold type.
1. The best
2. His death was a great
3. In the

again st weight gain is exercise.
for everyone.
, she didn 't like him.

4. Sometimes you have to pay
5. Documentaries can be very

LOSE
BEGIN

to the details.
_

PREVENT

ATTEND
INFORM

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ page 187

C

Choose the correct answers.

? A balanced diet can help you feel more

Do es your busy lifestyl e leave you feeling (1)
energetic for longer. (2)

what you may think, eatin g a wide variety of low-fat, high energy

foods like fruit, vegetables and lean protein can help immensely. (3)

, after a tirin g day at work, give your self a treat.

important to do things for yourself. (4)

music. Also, don't forg et to get six to eight hours

Take a bubble bath, read, or listen to (5)
of sleep each night. And , most importantly, try to take it easy!

1. a. exhausted
b. exhausting
c. being exhausted
d. exhaustion

4. a. However
b. Not only
c. Parti cularly
d. For instance

2. a. Althou gh
b. Despite
c. Whatever
d. Whereas

5. a. relaxation
b. relax
c. relaxed
d. relaxing

3. a. Also
b. In addition to
c. Esp ecially
d. In fact

eating right , it' s

Final FeE Test
I PART 1
For questions 1-12, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. Mark
your answers on the separate answer sheet.

A MEMORY
My first day at school is a memory which will always stand

(1) in my mind. I entered the

gate and stared at the tall grey building. I put
were talking to friends

(2) my anxiety and kept walking. Students
(3) they hadn't seen all summer. They briefly glanced my way, not

paying

(4) attention. I felt out of place, wishing I could be somewhere more familiar. Then

the bell rang. It was time for me to go to class.
I walked down the corridor, trying to balance the
lose myself in the

(5) of books I was holding and trying to

(6) . I reached the classroom and took a deep breath. My mouth was dry.

My heart pounding. I entered the room and all twenty-four pairs of eyes fell upon me, taking in every detail of my
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (7) . I had never felt so uncomfortable in all my life. Someone called out, "Why do we
always get the new teachers? They never know what they're doing!" he

(8) .

The comment made me feel even worse. I tried to remember all the things I had learnt during my training,
(9) nothing came to mind. In practice, everything seemed different. I quickly had to think
of something to

(10) . In the end, I did. I don't really recall what, but somehow I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (11) to get through the lesson.
I surely didn't

(12) my reactions that first day at school. But looking back now, I can laugh

about the whole thing. I suppose everyone goes through something like this on their first day at work.

ANSWER SHEET

1

A by

B out

C up for

D on

2

A aside

B away

C off

D out

3

A whose

B why

C which

D whom

4

A plenty

B very

C too

D much

5

A heap

B bundle

C pile

D bunch

6

A viewers

B audience

C spectators

D crowd

7

A image

B picture

C appearance

D view

8

A disapproved

B blamed

C accused

D criticised

9

A however

B instead

C despite

D otherwise

10

A remark

B speak

C say

D tell

11

A capable

B managed

Cable

D succeeded

12

A wait

B see

C look forward

D anticipate

[!]

ABC
D
=
===
~ ABC
D
====
~ ABC
D
====
~ ABC
D
====
~ ABC
D
====
~ ABC
=== =D
[!] A B C D
=== =
~ ABC
D
====
~ ABC
D
====
~ ABC
D
====
~ ABC
D
====
~ ABC
D
====
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2

For questions 13-24, read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only
one word in each gap. Write your answers in capital letters on the separate answer sheet.

FISH AND CHIPS
Fried fish and chips, which happens
around

(13) be a national food for the Britons, has been
(1S) fish and

(14) over 100 years. No one knows exac tly

chips came about; it's still a mystery.

(16) , it is known that fried fish was

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ (17) sale in the streets of London in the 1830s. Chip s

(18)

thought to have been introduced in the 1870s.
When fish and chip shops started, they sprea d quickl y and soon
working-class life.

(19) an important part of

(20) popular were they that you were sure to find a fish and chip shop

on every second or third street corner in industrial towns. It was conv enient, hot food and more importantl y, cheap.
The fish and chips was always wrapped in newspaper in order to be kept warm on the

(21) home.

Today, fish and chips is still part of the Br itish culture and some families still have it for lunch or din ner. It' s also a
tourist attraction. Restaurant chains have been opened,

(22) . They even wrap up the fish

and chi ps in imi tation newspaper. However, this custom is under threa t. More and more tradition al fish and chip
shops end

(23) closi ng down

slowly disappear?

ANSWER SHEET

~

[!!I
~
~
~
Q!]

DO NOT

WRITEHERE

=13=1
=14= I
=15= I
= 16=1

~

= 17= I
=18= I
=19= I
= 20= I
= 21= I

[E]

~2= 1

~

=23= I
=24= I

[!![
~

~

(24) year. Wi ll this Bri tish custom
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I PART

3

For questions 25-34, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line tQ
form a word that fits in the gap in the same line. Write your answers in capital letters on the
separate answer sheet.

FLYING FISH
It may seem

(25) but some fish actuall y do fly. The y are fish of

the Exocoetid ae family and are
They have the
their fins. Their
Why do they fly? Well, for their own
It's a matter of

(26) found in. tropic al waters.

questionable, as

ABLE

(28) in and out of the water are very elegant.

MOVE

(29).

(31) though, the safety the air offers is
(32) fish-eat ing birds may be flying overhead.

And if the flying fish get really

(33) , there is always the

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ (34) that a predator may be waiting at the landing point.

ANSWER SHEET

DO NOT
WRITE HERE

~!========l~=
125

~

~

~=
~=

~

1=28=

~
~

I~=
~~

~

~
~

~

.~9=

G;;;[~

1= 33=

1 =3~

FREQUENT

(27) to travel up to 400 metres in the air, using

(30) if they want to avoid predators like

dolphins, in the water.

BELIEVE

PROTECT
NECESSARY
SURPRISE
THREAT
LUCK
POSSIBLE
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I PART 4
For questions 35-42, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first
sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five
words, including the word given. Write the missing words in capital letters on the separate answer
sheet.

35.

I would really like to have a good relationship with my
parents, but I don't.
got
I wish

36.

ANSWER SHEET

~- - - -- - -- - 

135~~b l

~,-----

136~ ~ bJ

my parents.

The puzzle was too difficult for anyone to solve.
so
The puzzle was

37.

could solve it.

out
If!
38.

~L--

I'd buy a car but I'm unemployed.

Today at

-----'-------==-=:..=J

, I'd buy a car.
~or~,

Debbie was constantl y talking about her trip

~L-

------'-------== =

to Hungary.
nothing
Today at work, Debbie

her trip

to Hungary .

39.

I prefer to eat spicy food.

~

139~~ bl

~I

140~~b l

[!!!

1

~

1 42 ~ ~ bl

preference
I
40.

spicy food.

The workers demolished the old building on Parker Street
yesterday.
pulled
The old building on Parker Street
by the workers yesterd ay.

41.

Ted finds it difficult to study more than four hours a day.
used
Ted

42.

told
needed it.

1

more than four hours a day.

"Don't take the car because I need it," my brother said.
My brother

41===
0 1 2

the car because he

Final ECCE Test
I Grammar
1. Let me introduce you _ _ my husband Alex.

a. at
b. by
c. to
d. with

2. You should take an umbrella if it
a. is raining
b. rained
c. would rain
d . will rain
3. My sister Jane is afraid
a. about
b. of
c. from
d. with

dogs.

I

4. He really wanted

outside.

abroad during his senior

year.
a. study
b. studied
c. studying
d. to study
5. "I just lost my job!"
''I'm so sorry
_
a. to hear that
b. that I heard
c. for what I heard
d. to have that heard
6. In the end, Sarah had
a. nothing to need of
b. all need of
c. little need of
d. to need
7. It's always difficult deciding
dinner.
a. that's
b. what
c. not
d. why

our help .

8. By the time you get my letter, 1
a. will leave
b. am leaving
c. had left
d. will have left
9. Your test results should arrive
a. each
b. on a
c. any
d. one

10. That's the couple for
a. who
b. whom
c. them
d. what

11. Take a flashlight,
see anything in the dark.
a. unless
b. otherwise
c. however
d. despite

day now.

1 sometimes babysit.

you will not be able to

12. "Do you want to come with us to the beach this
weekend?"
"I wish
, but I have too much studying
to do."
a. I could
b. I did
c. I would
d. I had
13.

to cook for

town .

there before, I didn 't want to go again.
a. To have been
b. Because of being
c. Having been
d. To having been
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14. You can borrow my car as long as you
drink and dri ve.
a. do not
b. will not
c. ca n no t
d . must no t

_

21. We don't
a. often
b. ne ver
c. sometimes
d. rarely

my alarm clock didn't ring, I woke up

15.

on time .
a. Despi te
b. Despite of
c. Howev er
d. Even tho ug h
16. She must be the m ost beautiful woman 1
a. ever have seen
b. have never seen
c. have ever seen
d . wi ll ever see

_

22. I can't ru n
a. as fast as
b. so fast
c. so faster that
d . the fas ter of

17. "I' rn really sleepy."
"So
I. Le t's go to bed ."

18. I h ardly
a. ever
b. never
c. rarely
d. rather

20. "W he re' s Lucy ?"
"S he 's out

a. shopping
b. to shopping
c. go shopping
d . for shop p ing

on public holi da ys.

a. are clos ed
b. are closing
c. will be cl osin g
d . to be closed

eat junk foo d .

_

is by the sea.

you say, I still wo n't bel ie ve yo u.
a. Forever
b. Ho we ver
c. W ha tever
d. Wherever

25. Banks

19. I bought a dress the same co lor
a. of
b. to
c. as
d . with

you .

23. He li ves in an apartment,
a. it
b. tha t
c. w ha t
d. where
24.

a. do
b. was
c. did
d. am

get visitors this time of year:

yo urs .

26 . Don' t he sitate to ca ll me
a. provide d
b. as long
c. thou gh
d . in case
27 . I have very
a. a littl e
b. little
c. few
d. a few
28 .

_ of an emergency .

respect for people who litter.

point in arguing. It 'll only make the
si tua tio n worse .
a. It' s no
b. It isn' t
c. There ' s no
d. There isn't
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29. I can't belive you've never heard _ _ Britney
Spears!
a. about
b. off
c. from
d. of
30. Since they broke up, they've stopped
each other.
a. to call
b. having called
c. having to call
d. calling

_

33. Hardly
a. he spoke
b. he had spoken
c. had he spoken
d. has he spoken

34. "
suitcase is this?"
"It's Lena's."
a. What
b. Which
c. Whom
d. Whose
35.

31. My brother is
a. much elder
b. much older
c. more older
d. more old

than me.

32. You'll never believe who I ran
supermarket!
a. out
b.up
c. down
d. into

I

_

when she told him to be quiet.

to being loud, he's also very rude.
a. In addition
b. In spite
c. Even though
d. Regardless

at the

Vocabulary

36. I made a(n)
Wednesday afternoon.
a. event
b. meeting
c. date
d. appointment

with the doctor for

37. The boss asked Allan to work overtime and he
_ _ _ _ accepted.
a. anxiously
b ambitiously
c. carefully
d. willingly
38. The crime he committed will cause him to spend the
.
rest of his life behind
a. jail
b. poles
c. iron
d. bars

39. My friend Sally is
way too much of it!
a. obsessed
b. devoted
c. addicted
d. absorbed
40. I'll be out all afternoon running
a. tasks
b. errands
c. affairs
d. events
41. He went down in history as a
hated by all.
a. merciful
b. ruthless
c. forgetful
d. forgiving

to chocolate. She eats

_

tyrant,
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42. Isn't there room for the suitcases in the
a. hood
b. trunk
c. bumper
d. dashboard
43. Mike, can I
broken down .
a. borrow
b. own
c. rent
d. get

51. Even if he worked all night, there was still no way he

could meet the
a. finish line
b. timing
c. end
d. deadline

_

the man's offer to
52. The
a. value
b. worth
c. expense
d. merit

45. The five star hotel on the beach is
recommended.
a. largely
b. highly
c. very
d. a lot

_

of his house has risen greatly.

53. I really can't
a. enjoy
b. listen
c. stand
d. approve

the way he laughs.

54. Don't worry, we 'll figure something out ; after all,
where there is a
there is a way.
a. hope
b. wish
c. will
d. desire

on me!

47 . The slower you eat, the better you
a. munch
b. swallow
c. snack
d. digest
48 . Laura took
him some change.
a. shame
b. sorrow
c. pity
d. grief

50. That scene in the movie was so funny that the whole
theatre
into laughter.
a. burst
b. cried
c. went
d. dropped

your car? Mine has

44 . The woman refused to
drive her home.
a. deny
b. comply
c. accept
d. agree

46. That skirt is way too
a. tense
b. tight
c. hard
d. tough

?

_

on the homeless man and gave

49. John
his mother he would never lie to her again.
a. determined
b. reminded
c. assured
d. certified

55. It took her years to
a. go through
b.puton
c. give away
d. get over
56. Did Elise
a. definitely
b. highly
c. probably
d. possibly

her sister's death.

decide to quit her job?

57. Can you please tell me if the price of the meal
____ tax?
a. embodies
b. holds
c. consists
d. includes
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58. My math test results were a real
a. fight
b. disaster
c. tragedy
d. battle
59. As I was walking down the street, I
friend of mine.
a. came up
b. found out
c. ran into
d. gave up

_

65. An increasing number of credit card holders
a. overpay
b. overspend
c. overprice
d. overcharge
an old

60. The dress fits you perfectly, but I don't think the
color
you.
a. matches
b. suits
c. goes
d. looks
61. My teacher won 't be back from her
next Tuesday .
a. trip
b. excursion
c. excavation
d. travel
62. The man gave me a detailed
happened on his trip.
a. story
b. interpretation
c. account
d. explanation

until

goodbye as I dropped her off.

67. He sat quietly the whole time and didn't
single word.
a. yell
b. shout
c. utter
d. murmer
68. Is there a reason you feel so
a. red
b. blue
c. green
d. white

of what

70 . After the play, the
applauded.
a. observers
b. viewers
c. audience
d. listeners

_

a

?

69. Don't press that button! It will
a. ring
b. load
c. energize
d. activate

63. There was a en)
on the elevator door
saying that it was out of order.
a. warning
b. caution
c. emergency
d. notice
64. Despite its appearance, the plane was
new.
a. simply
b. fairly
c. deeply
d. highly

66. I
a. showed
b. turned
c. pointed
d. waved

_

stood up and

the alarm.

-
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Key to Revision Tests
REVISION TEST 1
Grammar Practice

REVISION TEST 2
Grammar Practice

REVISION TEST 3
Grammar Practice

A.

A.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A.

1. a
2. b
3. c

la

4. d
5. a
6. c
7. a
8. b
9. b
10. c

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.

does not go to
am thinking of visiting
had fin ished studyi ng by
so me thing ex plode d
think it will rain

c
b

1. c

2. a

a

3. c

d
c

4. d
5. a

6. a

6. c
7. d

7. c
8. a

9. d
10. a
B.
1. to ge t
2.
3.
4.
5.

will try to be
left the house wi thou t locking
will yo u help me
how ab o ut g oing

8. c
9. b
10. c
B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a good ac tres s
ox e n are used
is a weekl y
twi ce as far as
wa sn 't so/ as int eresting as

Vocabulary Practice

Vocabulary Practice

Vocabulary Practice

A.

A.
1. a
2. c
3. b

A.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. b
2. d
3. b
4. c
5. d
6. b
7. b
8. c
9. b
10. a

4. d
5. b

6. a
7. c
8. a
9. d

b
c
a
c
d
6. c
7. c

8. b

9. d
10. b

10. b

B.
B.

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

teach er
favourite
decisions
pro fession al
tradition al

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. performan ce

successful
attr active
se nsitive
qu ali fi cati on s
ag ree me nt

2.
3.
4.
5.

viol ence
behaviour
cur ios ity
tho ught

c.
C.
1. b
2. a

3. b
4. d
5. c

C.
1. b
2. a
3. d
4. a
5. b
6. c

1.
2.
3.
4.

b

a
d

b

5. a
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REVISION TEST 4
Grammar Practice

REVISION TEST 5
Grammar Practice

REVISION TEST 6
Grammar Practice

A.

A.

A.

1. c
2. c
3. b
4. a
5. b
6. c
7. d
8. a
9. c
10. d

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

is said to be
make yourself understood
must be sent
you should see
had his front teeth broken

a
c
d
a
b
b
c
b
d
a

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

b
a
a
c
d
b
d
c
c
c

ordered the robber to drop
wished she could explain
know if the castle is
until I (had) finished reading
man that is now leaving

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

is so nice (a day)
once did he tell
except (for) Jason agreed
the play was depressing
time the accident occurred is

Vocabulary Practice

Vocabulary Practice

Vocabulary Practice

A.

A.

A.

b
a
d
c
b
d
a
8. d
9. b
10. d

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

c
b
d
b
a
c
a
b
d
b

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.

normally
different
darkness
poisonous
5. bored om

C.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a
c
d
d
b

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
C.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Safety
healthy
sign ature
central
reliable

c
d
c
a
5. b

9.
10.

b
c
d
b
c
c
b
a
d
c

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

prevention
loss
beginning
attention
informative

6.
7.

8.

C.
1.
2.
3.
4.

a
b
b
d
5. d

•
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Key to Final FCE/ECCE Tests
FCETEST
Part I
1. B-out
2. A-aside
3. D-whom
4. D-much
5. C-pile
6. D-crowd
7. C-appearance
8. D-criticised
9. A-however
10. C-say
11. B-managed
12. D-anticipate

40 . was pulled down
41. is not used to studying
42. told me not to take

ECCE TEST

GRAMMAR
1.
2.
3.
4.

c
a
b
d

5. a
6. c
7. b
8. d

9. c

Part 2
13. to
14. for
15. how
16. However
17. on
18. are
19. became
20. So
21. way
22. too
23. up
24. each/every
Part 3
25. unbelievable
26. frequently
27. ability
28 . movements
29. protection
30. necessity
31. Surprisingly
32. threatening
33 . unlucky
34. possibility

10. b

11.
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .

b

a
c
a
d
c
d
a
c

a
21. a
22. a
23. b
24. c
25. a
26.d
27 . b
28. c
29.d
30. d
31. b
32.d

33.c
34 . d

35. a
Part 4
35. I got on well with
36. so difficult that no one
37. wasn't/weren't out of work
38. did nothing but/except talk about
39. have a preference for

VOCABULARY
36.d
37.d
38.d

39.c

40 .
41.
42.
43.
44.

b
b

b

a
c

45. b
46. b
47 .d
48 . c
49. c
50. a
51. d
52. a

53.c
54. c
55. d
56. a
57. d
58. b

59. c
60. b

61. a
62. c
63. d

64. b
65. b

66. d
67. c
68. b
69. d
70 . c
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